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policy appropriate to its programme and by
recommending a coherent industrial policy to the
lvlember States
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representative,
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foreword

Foreword

As we enter this new millennium, proper
management of the Eadh's resources and
protection of the Earth's environment are two
major and pressing concerns for the future of

humanity. In this new battle,
Eafth observation from space is
making a major contribution. In

less than two decades, it has
become a primary tool with
which to observe the globe,
providing the scientists with the
data needed to validate and
maintain global models, as well
as to observe the tiniest
movements and changes on
Earth, which is essential to
monitor landslides, earthquakes,
volcanoes. glacier melting, etc.

In this context, the decision by
ESA's Member States in the
early 1990s to embark on the
Envisat Programme, as a
successor to the highly
successful ERS-1 and -2
missions, clearly demonstrated
Europe's determination to play a
leading role in Earth environment
monitoring. The Envisat satellite

- carrying ten instruments to provide synergetic
observations over the oceans, land, ice caps
and atmosphere - is the biggest civilian Earth
Observation satellite ever built. lts development
programme - a major challenge for ESA and
European space industry - has been
successfully concluded within the approved
financial envelope. The satellite itself is already
in Kourou (Fr, Guiana) ready for its Ariane-S
launch in the autumn.

The Envisat Programme also includes the
means for providing a suite of calibrated and
validated products to the users, with stringent
delivery requirements. For these services, a
large Payload Data Segment has been
developed, complemented by national facilities
and use of ESA's Artemis data-relay satellite.
With 700 projects already selected from the
first Announcement of Opportunity (AO) for
data exploitation, several thousand scientists,

from all over the world, are eagerly awaiting the
first data from Envisat to begin their pilot
application projects, In parallel, two selected
product distributing consortia, already at work
with ERS data, are ready to promote the
commercial distribution of Envisat oroducts
and services.

Before starting this wide product distribution,
the instruments themselves have to be
calibrated and the products validated. This is

the challenge faced during the first six months
of in-orbit commissioning, which will involve
hectic working by and close cooperation
between engineers and scientists, with a large
number of in-situ measurements, correlations
with models, and a maior data-analvsis effort.

Envisat, together with the forerunner ERS
missions, will provide an unprecedented,
continuous and coherent set of global and
regional observations spanning almost two
decades. Responding very well indeed to the
needs expressed by the recent European
Commission initiative for Global Monitoring for
Environment and Security (GMES), Envisat wil
be an excellent mission with which to explore
and develop the various services envisaged.

Beyond Envisat, the ESA Earth Observation
Strategy is already well-established. The
Envelope Programme that is already in place is

ensuring the pioneering of new observation
techniques with Explorer and Opportunity
Missions, while the Earth Watch Programme,
currently under discussion with ESA's Member
States, will ensure the eventual implementation
of operational services, in partnership with
operational/commercial entities. Both
Programmes are on the agenda for discussion
at the ESA Council at Ministerial Level in

Edinburgh in November this year.

With Envisat's launch, Europe is endorsing both
its leading role in Earth observation from space
and its commitment to preserving the vulnerable
environment of our livino olanet.

C. Mastracci
Director, ESA Application Programmes
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the envisat mission and svstem

The Envisat Mission and System

J. Louet
Envisat Programme Manager, ESA Directorate of Earth and Environment Monitoring
from Space, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Introduction
The Envisat satellite is comoosed of the
payload complement and the Polar Platform
(PPF) on which the instruments are mounted. lt

carries a package of ten multi-disciplinary
instruments to observe the Earth and its
atmosphere from space in a synergistic
fashion, offering unprecedented opportunities
in environmental monitoring and operational
Earth observation. lt addresses crucial matters
such as global warming, climate change, ozone
depletion and ocean and ice monitoring. As
such, it will be a major contributor to the global
study and monitoring of the Earth and its
environment, as expressed by international
cooperative endeavours such as the
International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme
(IGBP) and the World Climate Research
Programme (WCRP).

While our planet, throughout its long history has undergone a natural
evolution in its physical characteristics, it is now recognised that our
growing human activities can directly affect our environment. An
increasing population and expanding development demands are
placing heavy stresses upon the finite resources of the Earth's system.
There is also an increased awareness of the human and economic
impact of the variability of our environment, particularly when facing
natural disasters such as floods, earthquakes or volcanic eruptions.
This growing concern has resulted in international agreements aimed
at monitoring and minimising manmade environmental damage.

For the monitoring of environmental changes, the major contribution
from satellites through their systematic observation of the Earth is
now fully acknowledged. They offer both global observations for
worldwide environmental needs and regional observations to support
local environmental monitoring. Continuity of these observations is of
paramount importance to identify and separate seasonal variations
from long-term trends. The main objective of the Envisat programme
is therefore to endow Europe with an enhanced capability for the
remote sensing of the Earth from space. lt significantly increases
Europe's capacity to take paft in the study and monitoring of the Earth
and its environment, following the very successful ERS-I and ERS-2
missions.

The Envisat mission is designed to provide
synergistic measurements over:

- oceans

- land

- rce caps

- atmosphere

thereby offering capabilities for global
monitoring as well as precise local/regional
observations, supporting in particular pollution
and disaster monitoring. In this respect, Envisat
responds very well to the recent European
Commission initiative for the Global Monitoring
of our Environment and Security (GMES) and
will provide the basic data products needed for
developing the required applications and
servrces,

With the successful completion of the Envisat
development programme and the satellite's
imminent launch by an Ariane-S from Kourou
(Fr. Guiana) this autumn, the European
space community is demonstrating its ability
to develoo advanced Earth-observation
instruments meeting challenging pedormance
requirements, and thereby confirming its
leading role in Earth observation.

The satellite and its payload
The Envisat satellite is comoosed of the
payload complement and the Polar Platform
(PPF) on which the instruments are mounted
(Fig. 1). lts orbit will be Sun-synchronous, with
the same repeat cycle as that of ERS-2. The
two orbits will be phased to have the same
ground track, with Envisat preceding ERS-2 by
half an hour.

The payload
The payload comprises a set of ESA-
Developed Instruments (EDls) complemented
by Announcement-of-Opportunity Instruments
(AOls) developed on a national basis.

11
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Dimensions
- Launch configuration: length 10.5 m

envelope d ameter 4.5/ r
- ln-OrbitConfiguration 26mx 1O m x 5 m

Mass: Total satellite 8140 kg
(Pay oad 2O5O kg)
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Average power demand:

6.s kw (EoL)

Sun Eclipse
(watts) (watts)
1 700 1 750
3275 2870

Figure 1. The main
characteristics of the

Envisat satellite

Figure 2. The contributions
of the different Envisat

instruments to the meeting
of mission objectives

The EDls are:

- N/ERIS (Med um Resolution lmaging Spectro-
merer)

- VIPAS (M chelsor Inre'le'o'retric Pas-ive
Atmospher c Sounder)
ASAR (Adva^ced Synthel c-Apedu'e BadaJ

- GON/OS (Globa Ozone Monitoring by
f)ee r rtatinn nf Qtere\

- RA-2 (Radar A t meter 2)

- N/WB (Microwave Radiometer), and

- tRR (Laser Betro Beflector)

Payload
Satel ite

The AO s are:

- SC AN/ACHY (Scann ng lmaging Absorption
SpecLromete' for Atmosphenc Charlograp^y)

- AATSR (Advanced Along-Track Scanning
Radiometer), and

- DORIS (Doppler Orbitography and Radio-
positioning Integrated by Satel ite)

Part ol Lhe inslrumenl corp ement s toc-ssed
on ensuring cont nu ty of the data acqu red by
the ERS nstruments - ASAB. AATSR and
RA 2 w th its supporting nstrumentation
(N/WR, DOBIS and LRB) - with improved
accLr'acy and coverage, Obse'vat o^ o' LHe

oceans and coasta waters (with the retr eval of
marine-biology constituent information) is the
primary oblective of the N/EBIS instrument
ASAR br ngs a new d mension to the
^^^li^^+ ^^- -^^ ^1.^-'-1., ^ ^^^^"^^ol.rpiltoL ur J 6r ru DY v t q) oil gqwy p vr rvv uu

wiLh the FRS Synrhelic-Aperture Rada'(SAR).
by offering different incidence angles at high
resolution, dua polarisat on, wide-swath
medium reso ution, as we I as an enhanced
wave mode The ab lity to observe the
atmosphere, fol owing on from tbe GOME
insLrumert o- FRS-2. s sgniticant'y enha-ced
by three nstruments on Env sat that offer
corplen enLary reasJren ent capabi'ities in

rerrs of limb and nadir obse'vat ons for a large
\/2r pt\/ of lrqe o n:q rnnepnir:iinnq :nd nrnf loc

Lhrough Lheir speci'c abso'pt on 'eatu'es

The synergy of these ten nstruments as a
'u-ctio^ of l ssion objecLves is il usrraLed ir
trigure 2. den onsLraLlg Lhe conprehensve
canehiliiioe nf Fnriiqei fnr nhqorrrina nr rr nLenot q

land nasses. oceans. ice caps ard atmosphere.

*l

Launch vehtcle: Ariane-5 (single launch)
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The satellite
The Envisat satellite is composed of two major
elements: the Polar Platform and the instrument
suite constituting the Earth-observation
payload. A mqor driver for the overall satellite
configuration has been the need to maximise
the mounting area for the payload instruments
and to meet their viewing requirements, whilst
staying within the constraints of the Ariane-S
fairing and interfaces. The Polar Platform is a
large modular construction comprising two
major assemblies, the Service Module and the
Payload Module (Fig. 3)

The Service Module (SM) provides the basic
satellite functions of power generation, storage
and distribution, attitude and orbit control,
S-band telemetry and telecommand
communication, and data handling for the
overall satellite-control functions. The SM is

based on the concept and design of the Spot-
4 service module, but with a number of
important new developments, particularly in the
mechanical design area

The Payload Module (PLM) consists of the
Payload Carrier (PLC) and the Payload
Equipment Bay (PEB). The PLC provides
mounting sudaces of 6.4 m x 2.75 m for the
payload instruments and associated electronics.
The payload-dedicated support systems are
mounted in the PEB. The payload support
functions include instrument control and data
handling, X-band and Ka-band communications,
power distribution, mechanical support and
thermal control.

I DRS Antenna

Payload Equipment Bay

The payload capabilities versus mission
objectives
The payload complement addresses four major
areas:

- radar imaging, with ASAR

- optical imaging over oceans, coastal zones
and land, with MERIS and AATSR

- observation of the atmosphere, with GOMOS,
MIPAS and SCIAMACHY

- altimetry with RA-2, supported by MWR,
LRR and DORIS.

Radar imaging
The Advanced Synthetic-Aperture Radar
(ASAR)
The ASAR is a high-resolution, wide-swath
imaging radar instrument. lts main objective is

to monitor the Earth's environment and to
collect information on:

- ocean-wave characteristics

- sea-ice extent and motion

- snow and ice extent

- surface topography

- land-surface orooerties

- surface soil moisture and wetland extent

- deforestation, and extent of desed areas

- disaster monitoring (floods, earthquakes, etc).

The major advantage of using a SAR
instrument for these Earth-observation tasks is
its ability to take images independent of
weather conditions, cloud coverage and
solar illumination. Considering in particular
observations of disasters like floods, which
usually happen during persistent adverse
weather conditions, this weather independence
is of vital importance.

Comoared to the Active Microwave Instrument
(AMl) on ERS-I and ERS-2, the ASAR is a
significantly more advanced instrument

Figure 3. The main
components of the Envisat
spacecraft

Service Module

13
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employing a number of new technological
developments. where the replacement of the
passive radiator array of the AMI by an active
phased-array antenna system using distributed
elements was the most challenging one. The
resulting improvements include the ability to
provide more than 400 km wide swath
coverage using ScanSAR techniques, and the
alternating-polarisation feature allowing scenes
to be imaged simultaneously in vertical (V) and
horizontal (H) polarisation.

The ASAR instrument is designed to operate in

the following principal modes:

- rmage

- wide swath

- WAVE

- alternating polarisation

- global monitoring.

The observing geometries of these different
modes are illustrated in Figure 4

In image mode, the ASAR gathers data from
relatively narrow swaths (100 km within a

viewing area of approx. 485 km) with high
spatial resolution (30 m), whereas in wide-
swath mode using ScanSAR techniques a
much wider stripe (400 km) is imaged with
lower spatial resolution (150 m).

In wave mode, the ASAR measures the change
in radar backscatter from the ocean due to

surface waves. Wave spectra are extracted fom
5 km x 5 km imagettes taken over the ocean at
l OO km ntervals. The alternating-polarisation
mode provides imaging of a scene with
alternating polarisation during transmission and
reception. The spatial resolution is equal to that
of the image mode. In global-monitoring mode,
a wide swath (4OO km) is imaged with 1000 m
^^^+i^l r'^^^|,,+i^^JPdLrOr ruJUruLrur r.

The low data rates in wave and global-
monitoring mode are recorded all around the
satellite's orbit, while the high-data-rate modes
are operated upon user request. The radar
images obtained by ground processing of the
ASAR data will allow the generation of
enhanced products suited to applications over
land sudaces, ocean and coastal regions, and
rce zones.

Optical imaging over oceans, coastal
zones and land
These observation capabilities are offered by
two complementary instruments: MERIS and
MTSR.

The Medium-Resolution lmaging Spectrometer
(MERIS)

N/ERIS addresses the needs of three
disciplines, primarily oceanographic but also
atmospheric and land observations. Comple-
mented by the RA-2 and AATSR instruments, it

provides a unique synergistic mission for

Global Monitoring
WorHH
1000 m resolution

Wide Swath VV oi HH
1 50 m resolution
(using ScansAR technique)

Alternating
Polarization VV, HH, VH or HV
30 m re5olutioh
<100 km swath width
(selectable)lmage VV or HH

30 m resolution
<100 km swath width

Figure 4. The ASAR modes
and observation geometry
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the envisat mission and system

bio/geophysical characterisation of the oceans
and coastal zones, and thus for global
climatological and environmental studies and
monitoring.

N/ERIS is a push-broom instrument measuring
the solar radiation reflected from the Earth's
sudace and from clouds in the visible and near-
infrared range (390 - 1040 nm). The 1150 km-
wide swath is provided by tive identical
adjacent cameras (Fig. 5). Each camera images
an across-track stripe of the Earth's surface
onto the entrance slit of an imaging optical-
grating spectrometer. This entrance slit is

imaged through the spectrometer onto a two-
dimensional CCD array, thereby providing
spatial and spectral information simultaneously.

N/ERIS features a high degree of flexibility. Fully
programmable on-board processing allows the
selection of up to 15 different spectral bands in

the 1 .25 - 30 nm range. The spatial information
along-track is determined by the push-broom
principle via successive read-outs of the CCD-
array. Full-spatial-resolution observations, i.e.

250 m at nadir, will be made over coastal zones
and land sudaces. Reduced-spatial-resolution
deta :chicrier-l hv the On-bOard COmbinatiOn

of 4 x 4 adlacent pixels across-track and along-
track, resulting in a resolution of approximately
10OO m at nadir, will be generated and
recorded onboard over the full Sun-illuminated
segment, The instrument is optimised for
absolute and relative radiometric performances,

featuring regular updating of calibration
parameters applied on-board via dedicated
calibration hardware to achieve long-term
stability.

The instrument data will be processed on the
ground to provide spectral images of the Eadh
corrected for atmospheric influences. These
data will be used for the generation of large-
scale maps for, for example:

5 adjacent identical cameras
'1 5 bands programmable,

in width and position,

in the range 390 to 1040 nm,
using a CCD array

Field

390

'1040

nm

nm

- o.c2n niomcnt noncgpfpg{igng

- ocen phytoplankton biomass production
(a major factor in the carbon cycle)
^^^^+^l .,,^t^. 

-^^;+-- L;OasLdt-waLet I|ut ltLOrlng

- clouds and water vapour, and

- vegetation status and distribution.

The Advanced Along-Track Scanning
Radiometer (AATSR)

The prime objective of the AATSR is to
establish continuity of the ERS ATSR-1 and -2
data sets of precise Sea-Surface Temperature
/SST\ ihorahrr ancr rrin^ +ha nrndr rn+inn nf n\uu | /. Lr rur uvy ur rour il rv tr rq vruuuutrvr I vr q

unique 15 year near-continuous data set at the
levels of accuracy required (O 3 K or better) for
climate research and for the operational and
scientific user communities already established
with the ERS-1 and -2 missions.

Tho eonnnd nhionlirro ic tn nhtain nrociqo

land-vegetation measurements. through
observations in three visible channels,
exploiting the improved visible-wavelength
atmospheric correction that will be achievable
with the AATSR's two-angle view, thus
providing estimates of:

- vegetation biomass

- vegetation moisture

- vegetation health and growth stage.

The above parameters will be used to derive
Global Vegetation Indices. The visible channels
will also be used to measure cloud parameters
like water/ice discrimination and particle size
distribution.

The AATSR field of view comprises two 500
km-wide curved swaths, with pixel sizes o[
1 km x 1 km at the centre of the nadir swath
and 1 .5 km x 2 km at the centre of the forward
swath. The two views result from the
instrument's conical scanning mechanism
(Fig. 6). As the two views of the same scene are
taken through different atmospheric path

Figure 5. The operating
principle of MERIS

\\a1r: 
_,,, 1150 km

tc
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Figure 6 The AATSR
viewing geometry

Figure 8. Trace-gas
absorption lines

lengths, it is possible to caculate a correction
for t^e efect of atmosple'i^ absorpt o-

lhic pr nciple o' '^novi^g atmosphe'ie ef'er'15

in SST measurements by v ew ng the sea
surface from two angles is the basis of the
(A)AfSR fam y of instruments The SSI

object ves wi I be rnet through the use of
therral-infrared channels (centred on i .6, 3,7,
l0 7 and 12 pm) identca to those on ATSB 1

and -2.

The v sib e channels will prov de accurate
quantitat ve measurements of rad ation from
the Earth's surface. us ng an on-board
cal bration system for basic radiometric
accuracy. and a two angle viewing technique
to olltarn accurate atmospherc corrections
The two most important visible channels. at
0 6/ ard O 8/ pm p ovde n easuremenrs of
Vegetation Index, and the additional channel at
0 55 pm supports the determination of the
slalc o' vegetarion lctrloroo^vl co^tenr),

Observation of the atmosphere
Three instrurrents are dedicated to observation
of the atmosphere: GON/OS M PAS and
SCIAN/ACHY. Their complementanty for
obse'vng prra'v trace gases rs ill.,strated
in Figure 7 Wh lst using different observation
techniques, a I three instruments rely upon

^f -l.. .^^^{i, rhcnrnlinn linoc croelo.ldl ld y\ - ul rc JPr' rru orrut l./ilu tr \ r \ tLoruu

by lhc gases i- rre ooserved spee tra (F g. 8)

Figure 7. Primary atmospheric
species observed by GOMOS,
MIPAS and SCIAMACHY
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Global Ozone Monitoring by Occultation of
Stars (GOMOS)

The GOMOS instrument has been designed to
enable simultaneous monitoring of ozone and
olher Irace gases. as well as aerosol and
temperature distributions in the stratosphere. lt
elqn qr rnnnric iha 2n^l\,-i- ^{ ^+'-^^^h^ri^urov oul.Jl.Jvr Lo Lr ru qr ldlyJlJ Ul dLlllUJpl lul lU

Iurbulences. Trace-gas concentrations and
other atmospheric parameters will be measured
at altitudes between 20 and l OO km with a
vedical resolution of approximately 1 7 km

The instrument accommodates a UV-visible
and a near-infrared spectrometer fed by a

telescope which has iLs line of sight orientated
towards the target star by means of a steerable
mirror. The instrument then tracks the star and
nhcarrroq itc eotiinn hohind iha etmnqnhoro,Y "-,,,,
(Fig. e).

GON/OS will be operated continuously over the
full Envisal. orbit. About 25 sl.ars brighter than
Mv = 2 can be observed routinely at different
lonoitrdes from each orbit. The GON/OS
instrument will produce as much data as a
global network of 360 ground stations. The
instrument will typically be commanded to
observe a sequence of up to 50 stars
repeatedly during sequential orbits.

The cxccllcnl ncrforrlgp6e ol Lhe GOMOS
instrument stems from:

+hn onl{ nrliF.rr+inn maacr rrinn qnhama l-rrr- Ll lg Dgll-uollul qLll lv | | ruuour il rv our rur I ru uy

cletectiro a st2r's snectrum from outside and
lhror rnh lhc :lmnsnfg;g

- the drift- and background-compensating
mo2er rramani alnnrithme inirnrlr rcod hri lha

use of two-dimensional array detectors, which
allow stellar and background spectra to be
recorded simultaneously.

Aq a roqr rli tho enocirq rro oqqi[r nnrroctod fnr

background or stray-light and detector dark-
current contributions. Thus, high stability is

obtained from simple relative measurements
f.\' i^/ - +i\ /^ ',^-r miooinn noriarl n znna-larrolvvvr o ilvE-yuor rrilDDrvr I lJEr rvu. v4vt tg-tEVEl
nhrnnno ro la,^, -. n ntr,o/^ 6ar \toAr nan houl lol lqYD qo lvvv qD v vv v vur yuqr uqr I uu

detected, which is far below the depletion rate
cvncctcr^l from mor1cl nalculations.

M ichelson I nterferometer for Passive
Atmospheric Sou nding (M I PAS)

N/IPAS is a high-resolution Fourier Transform
infrqrarl cnocirnmaior elaeinnod tn ma2ar rra

concentration profiles of various atmospheric
constituents on a global scale lt will observe
atmospheric emissions from the Earth's horizon
(limb) in the mid-infrared region (4.15-14.6
micron), providing global observations of
phoLo-chemically interrelated trace gases in the
middle atmosphere and upper troposphere

- *lirellLcf!)rar _

,. Earth

These data will contribute to Lhe development
of a better understanding in the following
research areas:

- Stratnenhorin (lhomieirrl nlnhel ^/^na
problem. polar stratospheric chemistry.

- Global Climatology: global distribution of
climate-relevant constituents

- Atmosphe'ic Dynamics: stratospheric
lr2nannrl ovnhanna holrrroon trnnncnhoro

and qtratnqnhoro

- Upper Tropospheric Chemistry: correlation of
nas distrihrrtinn r,vith human activities.

The instrunent is designed to allow
simultaneous measurement of more than 20
rnla',rn* trnan anonn innlr rnlinn tha nnmnlotorEruvqr rL Lr quE 9oDvJ. il ruruuil rv u ru uur I rpruru

NO family and several CFCs Atmospheric
temperature as well as the distributions of
earncnl neriinlac irnnnqnhorin nirrr rc nlnr rric

and stratospheric ice clouds (including polar

stratospheric clouds) are other important
parameters that can be derived from MIPAS

observations. These data will be obtained over
tho nnmnlolo nrhil fOr all SeaSOnS and
independent of illumination conditions, al owing
measurement of the diurnal variations of the
trar:e snecies Atmosnheric emissions will be
measured at the Earlh's horizon (limb) over a
height range of 5 - 150 km. This observation
geometry provides maximum measurement
sensitivity and allows a good profiling capability
to be achieved.

N/IPAS will perform measurements in either
of two pointing regimes: rearwards within a
35'-wide viewing range in the anti-flight
direction, and sideways within a 30"-wide

\ Velocity Vector.\\

AImOSpnere Layer

Figure 9. GOMOS observing
principle

Transm itted
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\
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Figure 10. The MIPAS
viewing geometry

Figure 11. The SCIAMACHY
viewing geometry

IFOV
3x30km

Tangential Height 5...150km

viewing range on the anti-Sun side (Fig. 1O).

The rearward viewing range will be used for
most measurements, since it provides good
Eafth coverage, including the polar regions.
The sideways range is important for
observations of special events, like volcanic
eruptions, trace-gas concentrations above
heavily polluted areas, or concentration gradients
across the dawn/dusk boundary.

N/IPAS data products are calibrated high-
resolution spectra, which are derived on the
ground from the transmitted interferograms.
From these spectra, such geophysical
parameters as trace-gas concentrations,
temperature profiles, mixing ratios, and global
maps of atmospheric constituents can be
retrieved.

Scanning lmaging Absorption Spectrometer
for Atmospheric Cartography (SCIAMACHY)
The primary scientific objective of SCIAMACHY
is the global measurement of various trace
gases in the troposphere and stratosphere,
which are retrieved from the instrument by
observing the transmitted back-scattered and
reflected radiation from the atmosphere in the
wavelength range 24O - 24OO nm. This large
range is also ideally suited for the determination
of aerosols and clouds.

The nadir- and limb-viewing strategy for
SCIAMACHY (Fig. 11) yields total column
values as well as profiles for trace gases and
aerosols in the stratosphere. This enables, in

addition, estimates of global trace-gas and
aerosol content and distribution in the lower
stratosphere and troposphere.

The measurements obtained from SCIAMACHY
will enable the investigation of a wide range of
phenomena that influence atmospheric
chemistry:

- in thetroposphere: biomass burning, pollution,

Arctic haze, dust storms and industrial
plumes

- in the stratosphere: ozone chemistry volcanic
events and solar-proton events.

The scientific objectives are achieved by
observing the atmosphere under different
viewing angles. In nadir viewing mode, the
global distribution (total column values) of
atmospheric trace gases and aerosols will be
observed. Cloud measurements will also be
obtained. In this mode, the instrument is

scanning across-track, with a swath width of +
500 km with respect to the sub-satellite track.
To obtain the altitude distribution of trace
gases, SCIAMACHY performs limb observations
over an altitude range of 100 km, with a vertical

_.-El€brDirectim;

1000 km x 1.3 km

tat

t6kmx32km

Limb
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resolution of 3 km. Nadir and limb observations
are then inLerreaved lo obLain dual ooservattons
over the 1000 km swath width

F)iHarontia Ont nal Ahenrniinn Qnocirnqnnnv ic

applied in Sun and Moon occultatton
measurements, where either the Sun or Moon
is L.acked or a verticar scan over the complete
solar or runar sur'ace is pedormed. The spectra
obtained can then be compared with suitable
calib'aLion spectra to yield the ditferential
absorption of the atmosphere.

The Altimetry mission
The Alt meTry mission is fultilled by the Radar
Altimeter (BA 2), supported by three other
lnslrumenls:

- the Microwave Radiometer, to correct for the
\^iol-n2th :tmnenhari6 COnLfibUttonvvvL vsL, I u(, |,vvv,,v, I

- the Laser Retro-Reflector. to allow precise

ranging by ground laser stations and hence
calibration of the RA-2 altitude

- tre DORIS system(on board receiver and
on-ground beacon network), to provide a

high-accuracy orbit

Radar Altimeter 2 (RA-2)

RA-2 is derived from the ERS 1 and -2

Radar Altimeters, providing both improved
measr rrement oerf ormance and new
capabilities The main oblectives are the high
precision measurement of the time delay.
power and shape of the reflected radar
n,lqoq ia |alorminp th^ ^^+^lli+^ hninh+ and
l.Jurouo Lv vulurrrilr ru Ll lU -OLUlllLV YlVl ll ql lW

Earth-surface characteristics (Fig. 12). When
nnorrtinn n\/Ar naA2nc th^-^ m^^^,,r^m^^+.vpsr oLr' ,q vvur uuuur rr. Ll IUJU | | IUdJUIUI I lEl llJ

will be used to determine the ocean topography,
th;s supporting research into ocean-circulation,
sea-floor and marine-geoid characteristics. The
nrncoqqinc of tho raelar oehn nnrllor:nd qh:no

enables the determination of wind speed and
signif'canr wave height in the observed sea
arna +hnrnA' rloa o' 'nnorrinn raroathor end coe-dtud. ltturuuy ot-u JUPPUT Lil rv vvEqLr rvr qr ru ouo-

state Iorecasting. In addition. RA-2 is able to
mrn rnr-.1 mnntln. coe in^ rnA nnlnr inn ohnn+c
' llOF/ q' U lllvl lltul JUU IUU Ol lU VVIOI IUE Ol lVVtO.

The new features of RA-2 enable it to extend
the measurements of altitude and refleclivity

over land They will be used for the
determinalion ol surlace elevalion, geological

structure and surface characteristics. RA-2
transmits radio-frequency pulses, which
propagate at approximately the speed of light
TA^ +i-^ ^r^^^^n +,^..l the transmission of atttc Lt|u ctovogu ilvr I

nr rlsc tn the rccentinn nf its echo reflected from
the Earth's surface is proportional to the
sateltites altitude. The magnilude and shape of
the echoes contain information on the
characLeristics ot the surface that caused Lhe

reflection.

On board the satellite, RA-2 measures the
power level and lime posiLion of the samples
f"om the earliest part of the echoes from ocean.
ice and land sudaces. This is achieved using
one ol the new teatures on RA-2: a model-free
tracker in the on-board signal processor that
keeps the radar echoes within the sampling
window. Window position and resolution are

conLrolled by algorithms developed Lo suit the
tracking conditions Adaptive height-resolution
operation is implemented by selecting the
bandwidth of the transmitted pulses As a

result, measurements over the ocean are
carried out at the highest resolution. Tracking is

maintained over land, ice or during transitions
from one kind of surface to another, sometimes
bv accepl.ing a certarn degradation in height
resolution. Accurate altitude measurements
over the ocean at the main frequency of

ho= H - h -

Satellite Orbit (H)

Figure 12. RA-2 derived
height measurements

10| .-/
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Figure 13. The DORIS
ground-beacon network

13.575 G|.z are affected by fluctuations in the
ionosphere beneath the satellite. but
measurements in a second channel at 3.2 Gl'z
enable those errors to be corrected

The Laser Retro-Reflector (LRR)
The Laser Retro-Reflector 1a passive device
composed of nine retlective corner cubes; is

mounted on the nadir-pointing face of the
satellite close to the RA-2 antenna, An identical
design was flown on the ERS satellites. The
LRR will be used as a reflector by ground-
based laser-ranging stations to provide precise
ranging data, which will be correlated with RA-
2 and DORIS data tor calibration purposes

The Microwave Radiometer (MWR)
The MWR's main role is the measuremenI of
aImospheric humidity as supplementary
information 1or tropospheric path correcLion of
the Radar Altimeter signal, which is influenced
both by the integrated atmospheric water-
vapour content and by liquid water. In addition,
MWR measurement data will be useful for the
deternination of sJrface emissivity and soil
moisture over land. tor the sudace-energy
budget investigations to supporl atmospheric
studies, and for ice characterisation.

The MWR instrument is a derivative of the
radiometers used on the ERS 1 and -2
satellites. lt is a dual-channel, nadir-poinLing
Dicke-type radiometer, operating at
frcorencicq af 23 R :nd 36 5 GHz. Differential
measurements have to oe performed at two
frequencies in order to eliminate the Eadh's
radiation.

Doppler Orbitography and Radio-positioning
lntegrated by Satellite (DORIS)
DORIS is an orbit-determination system that
nrnriides s:tcliita nrhir data with accuracies in

the order of centimetres In conlunction with the
Radar Altimeter, DORIS will contribute to
climatology studies by measuring spatral and
inmnaral 'Aaaa +^^^^. ^1,-', ^h^^^^^LUr rpuror vuuor r-cut touu lulJUvtdfJt ty ut tdt tgu)
and variations in ice coverage.

DORIS is based upon the accurate
measurement of the Doppler shifting of radio-
frequency signals transmitted lrom ground
l-'noanno nnA rnanivnA ^^ l.\^^",-..1 +1..^ ^^+^lli+^UgOUWI IJ OI IU IUUUIVUU UI I-UUdI U LI IU SdLUIIILU.

Measurements are made at two trequencies:
at 2.03625 GH.z for precise Doppler
measurements, and at 401 .25 MHz for
ionospheric correction of the propagation delay

DORIS will allow the determination of Envisat's
position with an accuracy of better than 0.05 m
radially, and its velocity with an accuracy of
better than 0.4 mm/s. The DORIS system
comprises the on-board instrument. a beacon
network, the DORIS Control and Data
Pror:essinn Centrc :nd g pgllrygpk Of mOre than
55 ground beacons deployed around the world
(Fis 13).

The mission-operations scenario
Payload data recording and transmission
Envisat has both global and regional mission
objectives. The regional mission is constituted
by the ASAR operating in its high-rate modes
and MERIS in its full-resolution mode. These
data rriill ho rnnr tironl nn n rnninnol L--i- +^uoLo vvilr uc ovguil 9u vr I o tgvtut tot uqDtD Lv

meel specific user requests, as well as to build
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Figure '14. The Envisat
system

up a reference data archive, following a
background data-acquisition plan. All other
instruments, including the low-rate modes of
ASAR and N/ERlS, constitute the global
mission. with instruments operated on a
continuous basis around the orbit (for the
N/ERIS low-resolution mode, this is limited to
the 43 min Sun-illuminated oarl of the orbit).

For payload data recovery, Envisat is equipped
with direct X-band links to ground stations as
well as with Ka-band links relayed via ESA's
geostationary data-relay satellite Ademis. The
requirement for global coverage implies the use
of on-board data storage, and so the satellite
is equipped with two 70 Gbit solid-state
recorders, and a 30 Gbit tape recorder as a
backup. The solid-state recorders will permit:

- Cnmnlaio alnhal da+^ nnllnn+inn l+A^ A trvvr rrvruLU vrvuor uqrq vvilguLtut | \U tu a,J

Mbps composite data stream). with data
dumping once per orbit when in view of an
ESA station (X-band at Kiruna, or Ademis
satellite data-relay link to ESRIN).

- Recording of ASAR and MERIS high-rate
data on a regional basis. when not within
X-band station or Aftemis visibilitv.

To downlink the stored data within the
minimum ground-contact time, playback rates
of 50 and 100 Mbps are provided. For the
downlinking of the ditferent categories of
measurement data, the following channels
(each transmitting 100 Mbps) are available:

- one X-band channel used for recorder dumps
and the real-time transmission of MERIS full-
resolution data

Ka-Band

one X-band channel for ASAR high-rate
measurement data, or alternatively high-rate
dumping of recorded regional data.
two Ka-band channels, with the same data
allocation as for X-band, for transmissions
via Artemis.

Pay I o ad d at a- re cov e ry scenarlos
There are two data-recovery scenarios:

- the baseline scenario, sharing the workload
equally between the Kiruna station, receiving
the X-band links, and ESRIN, receiving the
Ka-band links relayed via Arlemis

- the back-up scenario, in case of unavailability
of Artemis, making use of X-band links only,
but ensuring full data recovery via the Kiruna
station (for 9 to 10 orbits per day) and the
Svalbard station (for the remaining 4 to 5
orbits per day).

In both scenarios, recorded-data dumps will be
performed only in visibility of the ESA stations,
and X-band direct transmission of regional data
will only be provided in visibility of stations
having a valid licence. Both scenarios allow the
global as well as the regional mission objectives
to be fulfilled.

The Ground Segment
The Ground Segment, which provides the
means and resources needed to efficiently
manage and control the satellite operations and
the provision of user services, has two maior
elements:

the Flight Operations Segment (FOS)

the Payload Data Segment (PDS).
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Figure 15. LEOP critical
events

Attitude acquisition

Flight Operations Segment (FOS)

The FOS is composed of the Flight Operations
Control Centre (FOCC), located at ESOC in

Darmstadt (D), and the associated command
and control stations. lt will control the satellite
throughout all mission phases, including:

- satellite operations planning

- mission planning interface with Artemis

- command and control of the satellite

- up-loading of operation schedules on a daily

basis via the TT&C station at Kiruna-Salmiiarvi.

Furthermore, the FOCC will support:

- satellite configuration and performance
mgnitoring

- software maintenance for the spacecraft and
payload elements

- orbit orediction, restitution and maintenance.

Satellite command and control will nominally be
performed using the two command and control
stations of Kiruna-Salmijdrvi and Svalbard. The

Kiruna-Salmijdrvi station is the primary control
station for 9 to 10 consecutive orbits per day,

and the remaining 4 to 5 orbits per day will be

accessed via the Svalbard station. For the
Launch and Early Orbit Phase (LEOP), 7 exlra
stations will supplement the network to ensure
good coverage of the critical events (Fig. 15).

The FOCC prepares the satellite operation
plans based upon a fixed strategy defined for
the global mission, and operation requests
received from the Payload Data Control Centre
(PDCC) for the regional mission. lt also plans

Sclar array
MEGSrelease

hjedion

L7 $age
$paration

$lar array
y deployment

$lar array

the Artemis-related operations and interfaces

with the Artemis mission-planning facilities.

The FOC facilities are based on an upgrade of
ESOC's well-proven SCOS-1B system used for
the two ERS missions. This upgrade has been
performed with successive deliveries allowing a
stepwise acceptance and validation process. A
satellite simulator, emulating Envisat's on-board
software, supports operational-procedure
validation and FOCC operator training. The
flight-dynamics software, derived from the
ORATOS system already in use for ERS, has

been upgraded to support star-tracker control
and monitoring. The orbit-prediction, orbit-
restitution and orbit-control/manoeuvre-planning
activities will be performed as for ERS, with the
same software and in-orbit control strategy.

Payload Data Segment (PDS)

The PDS comprises all of those elements
related to payload data acquisition, processing
and archiving, as well as those concerning the
user interfaces and services. lt will thus provide:

- all payload data acquisition for the global

mtssron

- regional data acquisition performed by ESA

stations

- processing and delivery of ESA Fast Delivery
Products

- data archiving, processing and delivery of
ESA offline products, with the support of the
Processing and Archiving Centres (PACs)

- interfaces with national and foreign stations
acquiring regional data

- interfaces to the user, ranging from order
handling to product delivery.

The PDS centres and stations will be co-
ordinated by the PDCC located at ESRIN, in

Frascati (l). The PDCC will interface with the
FOCC for all mission-planning activities. The
PDS ESA stations include:

- the Payload Data Handling Station (PDHS-K),

located at Kiruna-SalmijArvi (S), providing X-

band data reception

- the PDHS-E, located at ESRIN, receiving via

a User Earlh Terminal (UET) data relayed by

Artemis (Fig. 16)

- the Payload Data Acquisition Station (PDAS),

located at Fucino (l), providing direct X-band
data reception for the regional mission and
offering, together with the Kiruna station,
coverage of Europe and the Mediterranean
basin.

- the PDHS-S, located at Svalbard (N) and
used when Artemis is not available, to
complement the Kiruna PDHS for ensuring
the recovery of all payload data dumps.

The PDCC builds up satellite observation
scheduling based upon user requests, anc

ASARindrument

ZZ

smndary deployment
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provides it to the FOCC for satellite operations
planning, With its four stations, the PDS
acquires all payload data directly, or in deferred
mode via on-board recorder data dumps. They
are processed in Near Real Time (NRT), to
provide users with a complete suite of products
within 3 h of an observation being made. For
this purpose, all operating strategies, with or
without Artemis, ensure that the data stored
on-board are dumped every orbit within the
visibility of one of the ESA PDS stations. For
providing offline products, the PDS relies on the
Processing and Archiving Centres (PACs),

implemented with national funding by the
Participating States. The ESA PDS centres and
stations are being provided via a single Envisat
PDS procurement action, Ied by Alcatel.

Figure 16. The Artemis User
Earth Terminal antenna at
ESRIN, in Frascati (l)

Figure 17. A typical user
screen

Offline Centres providing Level-1b and -2 Products

LRAC Low-Rate Archiving Centre for all

Level-1b global mission products
D-PAC All atmospheric products (with FMlfor

GOMOS) and ASAR.
F-PAC RA-2, MWR and Doris Orbit products
I-PAC ASAR and N/ERIS FR products.
E-PAC N/ERIS FR oroducts*
S-PAC N/ERIS RR products,

co-located with the LRAC
UK-PAC MTSR and ASAR.

at Kiruna-Salmijarvi (S)

at DLR,
Oberpfaffenhofen (D)

at CNES, Toulouse (F)

at ASl, Matera (l)

at Maspalomas (E)

at Kiruna-Salmijarvi (S)

at NRSC, Farnborough (UK)

. For ASAR and MERIS FR, archive and offline services are shared between several PACS
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Figure 18. PDS data-product
samples already produced

Since the PACs are providing offline ESA
products based upon the same processing
algorithms as the NRT products, the PACs are
requested to use the facilities developed for the
PDS. These facilities are made available to
them as generic elements. with each PAC
procuring its computer hardware setup, on
which the generic elements are installed, to
build up the specific configuration required to
fulfil its assigned tasks. With this approach the
users get, for each instrument, a single suite of
coherent NRT and offline products. ESA is

committed to guarantee, with the support of
Expert Support Laboratories (ESLs), continuous
calibration and validation of the PDS products
throughout the mission's lifetime. as well as
processing-algorithm upgrades as required.
Consequently, only one set of processors will

be maintained and upgraded. ensuring
coherency of all the user PDS services, whilst
at the same time minimising the corresponding
overall maintenance costs.

User servlces
The user services offer, via Internet:

- a unified user intedace, search mechanism
and ordering interface, without the need to
know where the data are physically stored,
since all stations and centres are linked by a
PDS internal network (ordering of products
requiring specific data acquisition will be
rnr rtari in tho PI-)CC\

- on-line browsing for all imaging instruments
and the possibility of obtaining direct on-line
delivery of small products

- ordering on a subscription basis for the
systematic delivery of selected product
type(s) in NRT or off-line.

The Internet user screen is illustrated in Fiqure 17.

Tha nn rina nrn^r,^+ .jata dissemination will| ,,, ,v v, vvuvr !

benefit fro the use of ground lines as well as of

a dedicated Data Dissemination System via
satellite over Europe. offering a sustained rate
of 2 Mbps, 24 hours per day, for data reception
by very small DVB terminals.

PDS products and validation activities
ESA is committed to provide, with the PDS, a
nnmnloio cr rito nf I arral 1F. n"nn' ra+o nnA avvr I rvrgLs ourLs vr LqvEt- | u pt uuuutJ dt tu d

comprehensive set of Level-2 products. Level-
1b products are geo-located data products
providing engineering quantities directly derived
from the instruments: radiance, reflectance,
transmittance, polarisation, radar back-
scattering values, and radar echo-time delay.
These products are presented as images for
ASAR, N/ERIS and MTSR.

All Level-1b products will be calibrated during
the in-orbit Commissioning Phase. Various
techniques will be involved, using on-board
calibration devices and/or specific modes of
the instruments to observe targets in the sky
(Sun, Moon, stars) or on the Earth (natural
stable targets. like deserts or tropical forests.
as well as specially developed targets like

transponders or radar corner-ref lectors).

Level-2 products will provide geophysical
variables obtained by processing the Level-1b
products fufther using validated geophysical
algorithms. Level-2 products will provide
quantitative values for atmospheric variables
/tomnoratr rro nroaerrra almnqnharin

constituents, aerosol and cloud parameters)

as well as marine variables (ocean sudace
winds and waves, ocean and coastal-zone
water constituents, sea-surface temperature),
and land variables (vegetation indices,
temperatures. pressures and reflectances).

For each geophysical data product, a specific
validation is required. lt will be pedormed by
correlating the obtained data products with
various in-situ measurements using ground-
based, airborne and balloon-borne instruments.
In addition, comparisons will be performed with
other satellite data as well as analyses based
on the use of data assimilation models
(meteorology, climatology, etc.).

Samples of these products (Fig. 18) have
already been produced and distributed to the
users for familiarisation ourooses.

Before the end of the Commissioning Phase, all

of the Level-1b oroducts will be released as
calibrated products. Most of the Level-2
products will be released with notification to the
user of the corresponding confidences and
error bars. For products obtained from Envisat
instruments having an ERS heritage, the
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validation will be performed within 6 months of
launch. That for the novel instruments such as
MERIS and the three atmospheric instruments
will take somewhat lonoer.

Data policy
The Envisat Data Policy, illustrated in Figure 19,
defines two categories of use:

- Category-1 use: for research and applications
development

- Category-2 use: for operational and
commercral use.

For Category-1 use, 7OO proposals, including
130 proposals to support product validation,
have been selected in response to an
Announcement of Opportunity issued by ESA
in 1998. Category-1 users will be served
directly by the ESA PDS. For Category-2 users,
two worldwide distributors have been selected:
SARCON/, led by Spot lmage, and EMMA, led
by Eurimage. Some niche distributors have also
applied for specific licences, in accordance
with the provisions laid down in the approved
Envisat Data Policy. The PDS services and data
products will be available to all distributors.

Conclusion
With the Envisat Programme, European space
industry and the scientific community
supporting the Programme are reinforcing
Europe's position at the leading edge of Earth-
observation technology and services, following
up the successful ERS missions. Given its
sheer size, the Envisat development programme
has required the involvement of almost all of
Europe's space industries in the development
of numerous advanced technologies, particularly
for the payload.

The mission is attracting very great interest in

the Earth-science community, both at
European level and worldwide. This was
demonstrated conclusively by the response to
the Announcement of Oppoftunity for Envisat
data exploitation and the large involvement of
scientists in the preparation of the product-
validation activities f or the in-orbit
commissioning phase.

Ariane-S is set to inject Envisat directly into its
Sun-synchronous orbit in Autumn 2001. After
the few weeks required to get the satellite
and its payload operational and to set up
the various data-recovery links, the main
challenge remaining will be to complete the
Commissioning Phase and to achieve, within its
tight schedule, the timely availability of the
engineering calibrated and geophysically

validated data products. Envisat should then
respond very well to the high expectations of
the users and provide them with reliable data
products for at least the nominal five-Vear
lifetime of the satellite.
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lntroduction
Envisat is the largest and most complex free-

flying satellite ever buift in Europe. lt will carry a
comprehensive series of instruments designed
to observe a whole series of interrelated
phenomena that characterise the behaviour of
the Earth's environment as a system. The

satellite, together with its related ground
systems, will continue and extend the data
services provided by the Agency's earlier ERS-
1 and ERS-2 satellites. In particular, Envisat

should substantially increase our knowledge of
the factors determining our environment. lt will

make a significant contribution to environmental
studies, notably in the areas of atmospheric
chemistry and ocean studies, including marine

biology.

For the early years of this new millennium, Envisat is ESAs maior
contribution to the study of the Earth as a system. Garrying ten
sophisticated instruments - both optical and radar - it is the largest
and most complex satellite ever built in Europe. lt has been designed
and tested over a period of more than 10 years. Much of the
integration and test programme was conducted on site at ESTEC' in
Noordwijk (NL). lt will be the first satellite launched into a polar orbit
by Ariane-5.

This article summarises the design and engineering of Envisat, and
explains the model philosophy and test approaches used. The launch
campaign plans are also briefly described.

The satellite makes use of the multi-mission
capability of the Polar Platform originated in

the Agency's Columbus Programme. This
development also forms the basis for MetOp.
The Polar Platform in turn has drawn heavily on
the equipment and technologies developed
within the framework of the French Spot
programme, Almost all of the instruments on

the satellite have been specifically developed
for Envisat, with one or two having a strong
design heritage from ERS.

The observations made by Envisat will

eventually be continued and extended by a
series of new, smaller satellite programmes

being initiated within the Agency's Earth
Observation Envelope and Earth Watch
Programmes.

Background
The Columbus Programme approved at the
ESA Ministerial Council Meeting in The Hague
in 1987 included the development of a multi-

mission Polar Platform as part of the
International Space Station. Following a series
of studies and iterations with potential users, an

implementation re-using the equipment and
architecture of the Spot-4 spacecraft bus
design, although with a significantly enlarged
structure, was decided upon. The main
development phase (Phase-C/D) for the Polar

Platform programme was awarded to British
Aerospace in Bristol (UK) - later to become
Matra Marconi and now Astrium Ltd. - in late

1 990.

Meanwhile, in the Earth Observation area, the
Agency was considering, as ERS-1 grew closer
to launch, how to continue and extend the
services offered. In 1988, these elements were
drawn together in an ESA proposal to its

Member States for an overall 'Strategy for Earth
Observation'. These considerations led to the
adoption of the POEM-1 programme, using the
Polar Platform, at the Ministerial Council
Meeting in Munich in November 1991. There
continued to be an evolution in the payload

complement for POEM-1. This culminated in a
splitting of the payload into separate Envisat

and MetOp satellites, which was finally agreec
at the next Ministerial Council in Granada in

November 1992. A Phase-C/D contract for the
procurement and support of the Envisat
payload (the so-called 'Mission Prime Contract')
was awarded to Dornier Satellitensystem, now
Astrium GmbH, in July 1992.
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As a result of the programmatic origin of the
sateilite, there remain two large contracts for its
imolementation:

- the Polar Platform Prime Contract (Astrium
Ltd.), and

- the Mission Prime Contract (Astrium GmbH).

These two large contracts, interfacing with
each other at some of the technically most
critical on-board locations, caused a number of
problems during the development programme.
The satellite integration programme has,
however, largely been carried out at ESTEC
following the closure of Astrium's Bristol site. As
a result, many of the technical personnel have
been collocated (with ESA)at ESTEC. This, and
the grouping of both contractors within the
Astrium company, has ensured a much
smoother technical path for the programme in

its final phase.

The organisation of the Agency's project teams
initially also reflected the programmatic split,
with separate project divisions for Polar
Platform and payload. More recently the project
teams have been merged within a single
division. This too has simplified the technical
conduct of the programme.

Major capabilities
The satellite is designed for a Sun-synchronous
polar orbit fl-able 1). The planned operating
altitude is 800 km, although a range of altitudes
can be selected allowing variations in the
repeat cycle of the ground track. The local time
at the equator for the descending node has
been selected as 10.00 a.m., which optimises
illumination conditions for part of the optical
payroao.

The selected orbit has a repeat cycle of 35
days and an orbital period of 100.6 min. lts
inclination is 98.54 deg, which implies small,
uncovered areas at the poles for instruments
with limited swath widths. The on-board
systems allow the ground track to be
maintained within 1 km and the local hour to
within 5 min. One of the on-board instruments
(DORIS), when used in conjunction with a
dedicated set of ground stations, provides real-
time knowledge of position to within 50 cm,
and a precision altitude restitution to within 5
cm.

In nominal operations, the satellite is pointed
using star trackers in a 'stellar yaw-steering
mode'. In this mode, the satellite is yawed to
compensate for the apparent motion of the
Earth across-track beneath the satellite. This
compensation simplifies the processing of
Doppler signals from the synthetic-apefture
radar. When using the star trackers, random

pointing errors will be less than O.O0B5 deg,
and the stability over all periods of up to
170 s better than 0.015 deg. Attitude
estimation will be better than 0.04 deg. This
pointing performance allows both adequate
geographical location for data measured on the
Earth's surface, and a vertical resolution when
viewing the atmosphere at the limb of better
than 3 km.

The satellite provides an average of 1900 W for
instrument operations through sunlit and
eclipse oortions of the orbit. This enables all

instruments except MERIS and ASAR to be
operated continuously throughout the entire
orbit. MERIS, the Medium-Resolution lmaging
Spectrometer, requires sunlight to operate.
ASAR, the Advanced Synthetic-Aperture
Radar, produces such enormous quantities of
data in its high-resolution mode that its
operation is limited to 30 min per orbit.

Table 1. Major capabilities of Envisat

. Sun-synchronous orbit: 800 km, l0 a.m.

descending node, 35-day repeat cycle

. Stellar yaw steering, for accurate pointing and

Doppler compensation of SAR

. 1900 Watts, 2500 kg for instruments

. Data recovery at up to 100 Mbps direct via

X-band or via Artemis

. On-board storage in solid-state recorders for

regional and global missions

o S-band command and control; 2 kbps uplink,

4 kbps downlink

The data-handling capabilities of the spacecraft
have also been sized to support the global and
regional missions. All instruments except
MERIS and ASAR operate continuously,
together producing 4.6 Mbps. There are
separate additional regional missions for
N/ERIS (up to 25 Mbps) and ASAR (up to 100
Mbps). On-board storage in redundant solid-
state recorders allows the recording and
dumping of all data from the global and regional
missions. Data can be downlinked directly
when overflying a suitable ground station, such
as Kiruna in Sweden, via a fixed X-band
antenna, or when within visibility of Artemis, via
a steerable Ka-band antenna.

Command and control of the satellite and
payload is via an S-band transponder. The
satellite will normally be operated by uplinking a
24-hour command timeline. Housekeeoino
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Figure 1. The Envisat
Service Module being

readied for shock testing in
the ESTEC facilities

a

data is avallab e in real t me when over a
nrnr rnel cieiinn hr ri iq elqn inclr rnlpr-l n lho nlnhrl

mission data stream,

The satellite is designed 'or launch only by
Ariane-S. lt has a total launch mass of Bl O0 kg,

of which 2150 kg are instruments. The physical
qi zo nl iho qnre onref+ r^^, ,i.^o +hn Arinna t-J 4U Vr Lr rU Ol.Jqvu9rOrl lvvul uo ll lu nl lol lg-J

long fairng, for which Envisat s the first
customer.

Major components
The satellite is made up of two major sub-
assemb ies, the Service Module (SM) and the
Payload Module rPLM). w tn a simpre structural.
electrical a'd avronics intedace between thern
All instruments are physically located on the
Pl M. to which the i-struments have a largely
standardised Intedace The 'nodularity of the
6loqrnn hec m:alo rl nncoil-'la t^ ^^nal, ,^' l-\ / f..uuorvr I rrqo I ruuu r l.JvrJlulU LU UVI IUUUL Uy ld

the m4ority of the ntegration work on the SlV,
PLM and instruments in parallel

Service Module
f hp Ql\,4 nrnriieiac iho ci:nnl:rnl q:lollito qr rnnnrt

functions, and was subcontracted to Astrium
SAS lt is based on the design of the Spot Mk
ll service module, but wth a number of
important new developments, particuiarly n the
structure and solar-array areas (Fig 1)

it

The SM inctudes eighL batteries. and the solar
array. This is a flat-pack array desigred for the
Polar Platform by Fokker Space (NL), based on
their sranda'd design elernents. Once oeployed.
the ar.ay is rotated to point continuously Lowards

the Sun using a solar-array drive mechanism.
which is attached 1o the base of Lhe central cone

The propulsion module on top of the cone
contains four tanks, which hold 300 kg of
nyorazrne.

A single central computer containing both
command and control and AOCS functions
performs on-board data management lt

controls the SM equipment via a standard on-
board data-handling bus. The central computer
also communicates w'th the cenlral computer
of the PLM via the same bus.

Payload Module
The PLN/ (FiS. 2\ prov des the physical
accommodation for the instruments, as well as

a range of instrument-related services. such as
power switching, integrated payload command
and control, data storage and downlinking. In
addition, some equipment that would logically
be pad of the Service Module is physically

located on the PLM for performance reasons.
Qr rnh anr rinmonl innlrrnoc lho ctrr qanqnrq thpuuv, I uvu,vl

gyroscopes, and some of the thrusters

Within the Earth-pointing and side compadments
of the PLM is the Payload Equipment Bay
(PEB). which contains boLh payload-suppod
and instrument equipment. Astrium GmbH is
the subcontractor responsible for the provision

of rhe PEB equipment to'the Polar Platform,
and the design of this subassembly is based on
their experience with ERS-1 and ERS-2.

Measurement data generated by the
instruments is processed by a High-Speed
Multiplexer (HSM) for recording or transmission
direct to gro;nd. Low-rate data (0 - 32 Mbps)
are routed from the instruments to the HSM to
^.^^+^ ^^r ^ ^l "^^"_^ rh^+ ^r^ ^^^^^^ +^ +h^ut udtu udld JLt udt I tJ Lr tdL dr u pdJJUU ru lr ru

recorders or to the Encoding and Switching
Unit (FSU) prior to transmission. The high-rale
(100 Mbps) data from the ASAR in lmage Mode
iq ntrndr ,npr^l rliroet v tn flg ESU and mOdulateS
tho trnrn 5fl l\/hnq r-h:ntelS Ot the dOWnlink,vv I v,vvu v, ,v, ,l

Each of the two redundant Solid-State
Recorders can be flexibly used to
sirrultaneor,sly store data fro'n the global
composire at 4.6 N/bps and from the regional
missions. The communications subsystem for
the transmission of instrument data or
hnr rcokoaninn talomotrrr nnmnriqoc rn Y-hanrl
link cliroct in oror rnrl ap! a unidirectional Ka-
band link via Ademis,
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Instruments
The roles and functions of each of the Envisat
instruments are described elsewhere in this
issue of the Bulletin, but some information on
their accommodation is relevant to an
understanding of the satellite as a whole

There are a total of ten instruments embarked
on the satellite, although one of them, the Laser
Retro Reflector, is entirely passive, Two others,
DORIS and the Mtcrowave Radiometer, share a
single Instrument Control Unit and are operated

Table 2 ESA developed instruments

ASAR Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar

BA2

IVWR

GOMOS

|\/IPAS

I\/ERIS

tR Laser Retro Reflecior

Table 3. Announcement of Oppoftunity instruments

SCIAN/ACHY Scann ng lmaging Absorption Spectrometer for
Atmospheric Cadography

DORIS Doppler Orbrtography and Radio position ng Integrated

Radar A t meter

Microwave Rad ometer

G obal Ozone Monitoring by Occultation of Stars

Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding

Medium Resolution lmaging Spectrometer

by Sate lite

Advanced Aong Track Scanning Radiometer

81/ kg

i 10 kg

24 kg

164 kg

327 kg

209 kg

2kg

2Ol kg

85 kg

1OB kg

14OO W (max)

]]BW

22W

157 W

196 W

t10w

Passive

121 W

34W

94W

as though they were a single instrument, Tables
2 and 3 list the instruments, together with
their primary mass and power requirements
Figure 3 shows how the instruments are
accommodated on the deployed spacecraft.

Instrument procurement was via one of two
routes Instrument sub-contractors, working for
the Mission Prime Contractor, designed and
built the so-called'ESA-Designed Instruments'
(EDls) A f urther three Insrruments were
provided directly by national funding agencies

Figure 2. The Envisat
Payload Module on the
payload integration stand
at ESTEC

AAISR
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Figure 3. The flight
configuration of the Envisat

instruments; the

SCIAMACHY instrument is

behind AATSR

Figure 4. The major
spacecraft campaigns

MIPAS

for integration with the Polar Platform. These

are the so-called 'Announcement of Oppodunity
Instruments' (AOls). The Mission Prime
Contractor provided engineering and integration

suppod for the AOls.

With three exceptions, instruments are

mounted entirely on the outside of the payload

structure. This allows them maximum flexibility

in terms of fields of view, both for observation
and for thermal reasons. Externally mounted

ASAR ANTENNA

instruments are thermally decoupled from the
Payload Module. Some units of RA-2, GON/OS

and ASAR are mounted inside the PEB and

share its thermal control.

Each instrument has a dedicated Instrument

Control Unit (lCU) that interfaces to the Payload

Module Computer (PMC) via a standardised
avionics interface. The ICU is responsible for
executing the macro commands sent from the
PMC as their time tags become due.

RA-2 ANTENNA
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As a general principle, instruments were
integrated, qualified and acceptance tested as
a unit before delivery for integration with the
Polar Platform.

Development programme
Model philosophy
The general philosophy for the satellite has
been to use three models:

- A structural model for mechanical qualification,
including static-load, modal-survey, shock,
acoustic and sine testing.

- An engineering model for electrical
compatibility testing, for preliminary operability
demonstration, for debugging ground-support
equipment, and for a preliminary demonstration
of RF compatibility.

- A flight model for thermal-balance and thermal-
vacuum testing, for acceptance acoustic and
sine and qualification shock testing, for RF-
compatibility acceptance and for conclusive
demonstration of operability.

The duration of each of the major campaigns
and their relationship to the programme reviews
is shown in Figure 4.

This simple model philosophy was modified in

significant ways as a result of the historical
development of the programme. Table 4 lists
the models built of each of the major satellite
rtems.

An RF mock-up of the entire spacecraft was
built at a very early stage in the programme to
allow the measurement of likely coupling
factors between transmitting and receiving
antennas.

Since the electrical design of the Service
Module was so similar to that of Spot, only two
models of the Service Module were made: a
structural model and the flight model.

Table 4. Component model characteristics

Component Heritage

Service Modulb Spot avionics
New mechanics

Payload Carrier New

'Payload New (ERS)

Equipment Bay

stM

For the solar array (Fig. 5), there was only one
complete model, the flight model. In order to
avoid overstressing, it was accepted together
with the flight-model spacecraft. A single panel
took part in the structural-model satellite
campaigns. The majority of qualification was
carried out at component level.

The instrument development programmes
began nearly two years after the Polar Platform
development programme. Consequently, a
number of instrument suppliers had difficulty
meeting need dates for full engineering-model
instruments. In these cases simolified

EM FM

Figure 5. The solar array
under test at Fokker (NL)

Yes

Mass
Dummies

One panel only

Partly

No

Form and
fit only

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Remarks

EM Satellite
programme with FM

service Module

FM refurbished STM
STTUCIUTE

Solar Array Fokker product

Ka-band New
Assembly

Yes
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Table 5. lnstru ment-model characteristics

YeS

Rebuild

Partially new

Rebuild

Partially new

Rebuild

New Yes

instrument models were suDolied sufficient for
the real needs of the engineering-model
satellite programme. In a number of cases, this
allowed the instrument supplier to continue
development work on a full engineering-model
instrument, to the eventual benefit of the flight
model. Table 5 lists the development models
for each of the instruments.

The optics modules of SCIAMACHY and
MIPAS were replaced during the flight-model
thermal test with thermallv representative
mooels.

Satellite software development and validation
approach
Envisat carries some 40 different real-

time processors and a wide range of the
satellite's functions are software-implemented:
commanding and monitoring of SM, PEB and
payload-instrument equipment, payload
science data-handling functions, onboard time
distribution and datation, and scientific data
processing (in the case of the AOCS and of
several payload instruments).

In general, these computers have used Ada as
the programming language (e.9. the for
Payload Module Computer), or Assembler
when tight memory resources forced the
designer to optimise the size of the code for a
given function (e.9. for the Service Module
Central Communication Unit). Most processors
belong to the 1750 family (standard instruction
set). The software is designed to schedule

Remark

4 active tiles for EM

Reduced EM to serve

spacecraft EM

1 out of 5 cameras (EM)

Reduced EM to serve
^^^^^^"-+ E['Jpouvurorr Lrvl

ERS-based instrument

ERS-based instrument

ERS-based passive optical
system

ERS-based instrument

EM available for spacecraft
RFC test

Reduced EM to serve

spacecraft EM

tasks in a cyclical manner where different tasks
might be executed with different frequencies.

The develooment and validation of this software
has been performed using development and
validation platforms implementing a fully
representative processor breadboard connected
to a simulated environment modelling accurately
all of the processor's interactions with its

envrronment.

Most of the Envisat onboard software is either
located in PROM and downloaded to RAM
(e.9. most instrument software), or already
loaded in RAM (in the case of the PMC). In

most cases, software components are loadable

and patchable by ground telecommands. To

suppod this, the Flight Operation Segment
at ESOC is equipped with a Software
Maintenance Facility where software is

modified, tests of the modified software are
run, differences between the memory images

extracted, and patch commands generated for
uplinking. After uplinking, the updated memory
is dumped for a final comparison within the
software maintenance facilities.

There were difficulties associated with the initial

design of the PMC software. Requirements
stemming from the original Columbus multi-
mission capability were never descoped to the
soecifics of the Envisat mission. At the same
time. the seoaration between Mission Prime

and Polar Platform Prime Contractors meant
that proper requirements on mission operability

lnstrument

ASAR

GOMOS

MERIS

IVIPAS

MWR

RA-2

LR

MTSR

DORIS

SCIAIVACHY

Development StM
Category

New Antenna

YeS

EM

Reduced EM

Full EM

Reduced EM

Full EM

No EM

Full EM

No EM

Reduced EM

Full EM

Reduced EM

FM

No

FM

FM

FIV

FM

FM

FM

FM

No
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were not levied on the PMC. These difficulties
co-existed with a decision to use Ada on the
late l9BOs Mil Std 1750 processor the MAS
281.This situation led to late software
modifications and additional validation effort.
An independent company was contracted to
perform additional intensive testing using four
additional software-validation facilities. System-
level schedule impacts were limited by tuning
the scope of system tests to match successive
and incremental deliveries of the PMC software
for satellite Assembly, Integration and Testing
(AlT). A mission time-line test simulating five
consecutive orbits of intense satellite operation
was successfully run in December 2OOO. The
final version of the PMC software is currently
completing non-regression testing.

System databases su p p o rti n g i n - o rbit satel I ite
operations
Two main database oroducts have been
delivered to support Envisat in-orbit operations:

- The Satellite Reference Database (SRDB)

has been delivered by the Prime Contractor
to ESOC to conduct in-orbit operations. lt
gathers together lower-level databases
initially used within the various EGSEs, and
ensures uniqueness of each parameter
through a well-controlled nomenclature. The
database as delivered to ESOC contains all

macro commands to allow commanding of
the satellite. lt also contains all of the house-
keeping parameters, their defined monitoring
limits and the soecific calibration curves that
are required to monitor the satellite during
the mission.

- The Satellite Characterisation Database was
a deliverable from the satellite Mission Prime
Contractor. lt documents precisely, in a pre-
agreed format, the results of all performance
testing executed throughout the satellite
development and validation phase. The
contents of the database, such as alignment
data or CCD spectral calibrations, have been
r rcod in hr rilr.l nrnrlpd SOftWafe fOf the
generation of so-called 'Level-1b products'
from each instrument.

Ground Support Equipment
The size and complexity of the spacecraft result
in demanding requirements on ground-support
equipment. Mechanical Ground Support
Equipment (MGSE) includes conventional items
such as a satellite trolley, vertical integration
stands for the Payload and Service Modules,
lifting beams for spacecraft and panels, and
turnover trolleys. The satellite trolleys, of which
there are two, to support two satellite models
simultaneously, each weigh about thirty tonnes.
They must be disassembled for transpoft and
to move from one clean room to another. Even

when disassembled, they are out-of-gauge
items. Despite this, they are supporled for
movement on compressed-air pads hovering a
few millimetres off the floor. This system works
extremely well and the trolley is routinely
manoeuvred by just two or three people.

The Electrical Ground Support Equipment
(EGSE) is also large and complex, covering
about 4OO m2 of floor area and consuming
0.1 MW. There are three principal elements:

- Service Module EGSE, including processors
to stimulate AOCS sensors and special
checkout equipment for- Service Module
systems

- Payload Module EGSE, including special
checkout equipment for payload subsystems

- Instrument EGSE organised around a single
lntegrated Test Assembly, but with a number
of dedicated data and processing blocks for
each of the instruments.

Each of these elements was based on standard
systems using the Elisa checkout language
procured from Astrium SAS (formerly Matra,
Toulouse). Unfortunately, evolution of the
standard between the procurement initiation for
each of the elements meant that neither the
software, nor the databases nor the hardware
were interchangeable.

A significant and late addition to the EGSE was
a pair of the Front-End Processors designed for
the ground segment to ingest measurement
data. These provide possibilities to realistically
process every virtual channel data unit and
every source packet, even at the highest data
rate (100 Mbps). As a result, confidence in data
integrity from every test is very high.

The EGSE used to test instruments was built
around a standardised element, procured by
the Mission Prime Contractor, which precisely
simulated Polar Platform interfaces. The
Integrated Test Assembly employed at satellite
level used the same processor and software.
This had two important benefits: time spent
debugging the instrument EGSE was
minimised by sharing resources, and the
instrument-level test software could be used
directly at satellite level.

A consequence of the number of processors
involved in the EGSE has been lost test time
due to hardware defects, design deficiencies
and software bugs. The duration of the
engineering-model campaign was significantly
affected by resolution of these issues. lt seems
that when procuring EGSE, paying much more
attention to system integrity and maintainability
would have saved significant cost in the overall
programme.
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Figure 6. The Payload
Module box structure EMC Shear wall

around the central tube _ysr

Launch campaign
Envisat will be the first user of the new S5
Payload Processing Facility in Kourou (Fr.

Guiana). The launch team will occupy all of the
available office space, all of the checkout areas,
all of the integration room, and the smaller of
the two fuelling halls.

About 340 tonnes of material will be
trancnnrio.l tn tha la' 'nah oi+a rroinn
Ll qr rol.Jvr LUU Lv Lr ru ldul lul | -lLg uDll lV a

dedicated Antonov AN124 aircraft for the flight
hardware, two Boeing 747sIor the EGSE, and
a ship for the MGSE items. At the peak, there
will be about 120 project personnel supporting
the launch campaign, which will last about
three months. The MGSE will be set up by an

advance party about a month before the stad
of the launch campaign itself.

Envisat's size made it impractical to design a
container to fit the integrated satellite into the
AN124, which is largest commercially available

airaral+ r/-nnoanr rontlrr tho Qarrrinaudl vu ollul olL. vwl lDv9uvr rLry. tr rE usr vrus

Module, Payload Module, ASAR antenna and
solar array will be transporled separately and
the satellite reassembled in Kourou.

After assembly of the solar array, a test will be
conducted to check that initiation of
deployment functions correctly. A full electrical
test of the spacecraft will take place, followed
by fuelling with 300 kg of hydrazine. All of these
activities will happen without leaving the class-
100 000 facilities within the S5 building. The

spacecraft will then be loaded into a special
transport container for the shod trip to the Final

Assembly Building (BAF), where it will be lifted

onto the top of the launcher and encapsulated
in the fairing. Prior to encapsulation, the last of
the remove-before-flight and install-before-
flight items will be dealt with. There are more
than 300 of these in total, so this operation will

take place overnight. The assembled rocket
with solid boosters attached and satellite
mounted will then be transported to the launch
pad, along a parallel pair of railway tracks, on
the enormous launch table. Hopefully, the
launch will take place at the very first launch
opportunity, of which there is one per day.

Design and testing
Mechanical
Mechanically, the satellite consists of the cone
of the Service Module, which at its lower end
interfaces with the launcher and the central
cylinder of the Payload Module. Shear panels

attach sidewalls to form a stiff rectangular box
structure. Figures 6 and 7 show the overall
slruclure.
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Figure 7. The Service
Module's mechanical

configuration
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The SM is built around a CFRP cone as the
primary structure, with a launcher interJace at
one end and the propulsion module at the
other. Both intedaces are made of aluminium A
box-shaped metallic structure, with aluminium
honeycomb panels, supporls the electronic
equrpment and surrounds the central cone.

The structure of the Payload Module consists
oI a 1 2 m-diameter CFRP tube and a set of
CFRP sandwich panels forming the webs and
external faces of the PLM box The structure is

conceived as a stack of four bays, each 1 ,6 m
high The bay furthest from the SM (bay 4)
is designed to be removable from the other
three

Static load tests were conducted using
hydraulic jacks on separated structural models
of the Service Module and the Payload Carrier
These tests involved loading the structure to
the equivalent of 2.89 at its centre of gravity

The structural-model satellite programme
began wth a modal-survey test that allowed
the identification of modes, and their correlation
with the satellite finite-element model.
Following the test, the interJace to the solar
array was stiffened.

Sine vibration (Fig.8) of this very large
spacecraft brought a number of problems. lhe
structural model was the first oblect to be
tested on the new hydraulic shaker, HYDRA, at
ESTEC. HYDRA allows simultaneous excitation
of the test oblect with three translations and
three rotations, although for Envisat only one
axis was excited at a time, Even so, the satellite
can be tested without a physical
reconfiguration between axes. saving many
days on the critical path. lt also allows a
complete set of very low-level runs to be
pedormed at the starl of the test campaign, to
identify early any unexpected behaviour of the
new test object and to confirm the safety of the
test. At the time of the structural-model test,
the shaker's development was not complete,
and so only the longitudinal axis was
attempted, to avoid controllability problems in

lateral. Even so, it was considered unsafe to
test between 58 and B1 Hz And qualification in

this domain was achieved by a sine response
analysis using the fintte-element model qualified
by the modal-survey test Lateral axes on the
structural model were tested on the electro-
dynamic twin shaker also at ESfEC. The inertia
of the test object meant, however, that instead
of stading the sine scan at 5 Hz, it was started
at I5 Hz Qualification below 15 Hz was
achieved using the results of the static load
tests. Despite these difficulties, the structural-
model test results were useful in refining the

qualification and acceptance levels for both
equipment and instruments

For the flight-model acceptance test, the
HYDRA had been much improved Even so
there were serious concerns about its
controllability. There were also concerns about
the etfect of cross-talk from one axis to another
on the validity of the test An extensive series of
pre-tests were performed using a dynamically
representatrve dummy of Envisat. These
showed quite serious cross-talk between axes
and excitation of spurious frequencies A
strategy was adopted whereby cross-talk
would be accepted, and deep notches to the
base excitation predicted for launch accepted,
provided all critical points were exercised
above their flight limit loads at least once. In the
event, the damping and linear behaviour
present on the flight model (but not on the

Figure 8. Envisat being
installed on the HYDRA
hydraulic shaker at ESTEC

tt:_-=+tt!tttE
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Figure 9. The sine-vibration
spectra dummy) allowed the predicted base

excitation to be achieved in all three
axes with only one very minor
deviation. A bonus was that the entire
flight-model sine-vibration test was
completed in just 7 days, compared to
the three weeks or more predicted for
the multi-shaker (Fig. 9)

To ameliorate the difficulties expected
in identifying the mode shapes of the
finite-element model in the results from

HYDRA, a novel'mini-modal-survey'
test was performed. This test placed a
single exciter at one of the lifting points
of the satellite, and was executed in

less than a day. The results provided a

good identification of modes in the
frequency range below 50 Hz. The
required first lateral frequency for the
satellite is above 5.5 Hz. The
measured first frequency is about 7.8

az.

The design requirement from Ariane-S

is for a longitudinal quasi-static load of
4.559 and survival of 1g from 5 to 1OO

l1z. Lateral accelerations are below
O.8g up to 1OO Hz. In common with
most large space structures, extensive

notching was necessary to protect
sensitive items, such as the solar
array, the ASAR antenna, and several
of the optical instruments.

The vibration spectra (Fig. 9), which
were accepted by Arianespace on the
basis of coupled dynamic analysis,
were less than 0.39 in longitudinal and
less than 0.359 in one lateral axis from
35 to 100 Hz, The other lateral axis (in

the plane of the Earth-pointing face)

was less than O.69 in the same region.

Acoustic tests on both the structural
and the flight models (Fig. 10) of the
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satellite were conducted in the Large European

Acoustic Facility (LEAF) at ESTEC. The
structural-model test had allowed the
derivation of random qualification levels for
equipment and instruments. The acoustic
spectrum required by Arianespace has an

overall level of 142 dB. The level for the Envisat

acceotance test was 138 dB. These reductions
were possible following flight experience with a

number of Ariane flights, and changes to the
launch pad and fairing.

One issue that caused some difficulty during
the development programme was shocKs
propagating into the spacecraft from the
separations of the fairing and of the spacecraft

from the launcher. In the event, the launcher
authority designed a shock-attenuation device
for Envisat and a number of other missions.

Also, a piece of pyrotechnic test hardware was
specifically designed to produce the specified
shocks at the spacecraft interface, rising from

609 at 300 Hz to 20009 at 2500 Hz. Shocks
propagating to the lower levels were
significantly above design levels for a number of
equipment items, but the test was survived
without the slightest damage to any spacecraft
hardware, and without any change in the status
of the relays.

A second issue of concern during the
development programme was micro-vibration,
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with a number of the opt cal instruments being
sensitive to small imported v brations during the
mission Analys s and some measurements
showed that most noise was produced by the
AOCS reaction wheels, and by the Stirling-
cycle coolers in two of the instruments,
Subsequent analysis has shown that the worst
case micro-vibration at the instrument
interfaces wouid cause about a O 1-microrr
disp acement and a O 2 microrad rotation
These evels are acceptaole by all instrumenls

Thermal
The satellite is designed to fly along the
direction of the ASAB antenna, with the solar-
array end of the spacecraft pointing towards
the Sun, which appears to rotate around the
spacecraft once per orbit. One orbit takes
about 100 min, with about 30 min in eclipse
The other end of the spacecraft points towards
deep space and s used to accommodate the
infrared instruments, which require a cold
environment for their detectors,

Reuse of Spot and ERS heritage technology
dictated a fl ght d rect on at right angles to the
longer dimension of the spacecraft. This
mplied that rnstruments on the cold tip (which
points towards deep space) had to be
specifically designed to fit into the limlted
surface area. lt a so implied that the ASAR
antenna had to be designed to fold up for
auIcn.

The spacecraft's thermal design is driven by the
orbita conditions, and by the need to survlve in

the Sun-pointing safe mode The therma
design of the box structure of the basic
spacecraft is classically passive Pon ons o1 Ll-e

box's surface serve as radiators, whilst the rest
s clad n multi-layer insulation Externally
mounted items, especially the instruments, are
designed to have as ittle thermal interchange
as possible with the box structure itself
Systems of heaters operated by thermostats
protect equipment in safe mode, Specific
thermostat controlled heaters protect the
hydrazne system and the batteries. Software-
controlled heaters are operating at other times
when on-board computers are available to
contro them The lnstrument Control Unit of
each instrument controls the thermal
management of that instrument when it is on A

a thermal test on the spacecraft as a wbole.
The flight models of the Service Module and
Payload Module were tested separately Even
so, the Payload Module could not be loaded

d recty into the ESTEC Large Space Simulator,
h ,l trirq qonaralar] hot'a,aan In'n o +^rna anAuur vvoo Jgl.Jor qLsu u9l vvcgt I tvvu o I tuu ot tu

four and the pieces re mated inside the
chamber (Fig 1 1).

The thermal-balance test on the Service
Module was of the classical type, using solar
simulation and liquid-nitrogen cooied shrouds
Performed during December I996, it validated
the performance of the thermal hardware and
'ed ro satisfactory correalion of the rrernal
malhematical models, l1 also revealed lhat the
RCS heater power was insuff icient. The
necessary hardware mod fications, such as the
wiring up of available trim heaters and new
additional heater circuits, were therefore
incorporated after the test

Figure 10. Envisat being
installed in the LEAF
acoustic facility at ESTEC,
with the solar array in the
foreground
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number of optical instruments incorporat heat 'a
pipes to transfer heat awav from detect rs to 3
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Figure 11. Upper level of the Envisat payload being loaded into the Large Space
Simulator (LSS) facility at ESTEC, for mating with the three lower levels

Figure 12. The complete Envisat payload in the LSS at ESTEC
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The Payload Modure t^ermal balance lesl was
performed during August 1999. The physical

size of Envisat (Fig 12) also made it impossible
to iltuminare iL aoequately with a simr.,lated Sun

Consequently Sun, Earth and albedo inputs

were rrodelled by the use of elevated shro-d
+^m^^r^i,,.^^ ^^^ +^^+ hnainzo T|1^ oi ,a af ihn
LUI I pul dluluJ dl lu LUJI I luoLUl D | | lg Jl4u ul Ll ls

Pay oad Modu'e rrade iL necessarv to utitise the
full facility data-handling capacity of more than
ROO thermnr-nr rnro r:h;nnels,

Therma testing of the flight payload showed a

poor design of the vent holes for the internal

compartments lnappropr ate siting of ion
gauges also hindered measurements oj
vacuum As a consequence, high-voltage
equipment could only be switched on safely
late durng the test, such that the thermal-
balance tesl pl^zsgs had to be execuled
without X-and Ka band operation. Additional
lest phases cha'acterising L"e thermal
pedormance of these two subsystems had to
be aoded. Aher the TesT, the vent ho'es were

enlarged and a short handbook prepared on

the use of ion gauges,

T^- l^ -r .,^-i+ ^A -A- ^-10/mance oI the the.malI rtY LvJt vur r! vu Lr rw frol
hardware and allowed correlation of the vartous

mathematica models of the Payload Modu e

and instruments, However, it also revealed thal
the heater power for the RCS thrusters was
insuffjcient for flight and corrective measures
have been implemented,

Electrical
The power subsystem uses eight nickel-
cadm um batteries, each of 40 Ah, and a solar

array del vering more than 6 75 kW at end-of-
life Power is provided to the satel ite via

unregulated (22 - 37 V) and regulated (50 V)

buses The ma n power supply to the Payload

Module is via four permanent high-power
unregulated buses routed directly from the
Service Module power source polnt. The
powerbus voltage follows the battery
charge/discharge characteristic. A junction and

shunt regulat on unit (RSJ) acts as the main

inLertace oetween the solar a'ray and batterres

taking into account varying power demands A
power distribut on un t (BD) provides the
necessary switching and protect on of power

buses supplied to the Service Module

Within the Payload Module, power is

d stributed via two Payload Power Distribution

Units (PPDUs), which are controlled and
monitored by the Payload Module Computer
Each unit provides power switch ng and
protection of power feeds One of the
distribution units is dedicated to the
lnstruments, the other to Payload Modu e
equipment Both distribution un ts are located

re'.
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as close as possible to the SM/PLM interface in

order to minimise power-harness voltage
drops. During testing on the flight-model
sateliite, a design fault was discovered in a
PPDU that allowed the unit to be switched off
in a configuration in which it could not be
switched on again. A design modification was
introduced to cure this.

The size and complexity of Envisat has resulted
in more than 700 kg of harness being used on-
board. lt seems that electrical design
approaches such as are being applied on large
aircraft might become appropriate for this class
of spacecraft.

in the ASAR antenna, it was discovered that
the receivers were susceptible to RA-2
transmissions, Filters were fitted to the transmit
modules for 12 tiles to avoid this. In all other
cases, tests conducted at equipment level
demonstrated compliance with these levels.

RF compatibility tests on the engineering- and
flight-model satellites (Fig. 13) with deployed
antennas demonstrated compatibility of the
entire operating satellite with the transmitted
power levels. These two tests each involved the
construction of a large RFC facility covered with
RF-absorbent cones within the clean room.
The supporting structure was built by Brilliant

Figure 13. Flight model of
Envisat being prepared for
RF compatibility testing,
with the ASAR antenna at
the bottom of the picture

Electromagnetic and radio-frequency
compatibility
EMC/RFC aspects of the spacecraft are
dominated by the radiated field from the on-
board radars, and from the Ka-band trans-
missions to Artemis, Test requirements include:

- 62 V rms from 2.0 Io 2.5 GHz S-band
- 80 V rms from 3.0 to 3.4 GHz RA-2 S-band
- 160 V rms from 5.15 to 5.5 GHz ASAR

- BO V rms from 13.2 to 13.9 GHz RA-2 Ku-band.

While testing transmit/receive modules for use

Stages, a company better known for its work
on outdoor rock concerts, but it was able to
work quickly and effectively in parallel with
normal testing. In the case of the engineering-
model spacecraft, the facility entirely
surrounded the spacecraft. The facility for the
flight model was simplified so that only a corner
and a roof were constructed to avoid reflections
of the Eadh{acing antenna beams. The two
antennas on the rear side were not radiating
during this test, having been validated on the
engineering-model satellite.
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Figure 14. Block diagram ol
Envisat's On-board Data-
Handling (OBDH) System

These radiated-field requirements were
supplemented by the usual requirements for
compatibility with the launcher. One late
demand from the launcher authority originated
from a new military radar protecting the launch
site itself, but it has also been possible to show
that it will not affect Envisat.

Low-frequency conducted interference is

dominated by power-bus ripple originating from
the on-board Stiding-Cycle coolers, and from
the oulsed oower demand of the ASAR Tests

at the equipment, Service Module and satellite
levels have demonstrated self-compatibility of
iha eeiallito in tho nroqonco nf ihaco qinnalc

with a margin of 6 dB.

The satellite has been successfully designed
and tested for avoidance of, and immunity to
electrostatic discharges. All conductive
elements of the structure, including the solar
anay, CFRP and aluminium panels, thermal
blankets and thermal finishes, are electrically
bonded together to form an effective
equipotential conductive surface, thereby
avoiding differential electrostatic charge build-
uo. All oanel surfaces and cable harnesses
have also been designed to form a Faraday
cage providing electromagnetic shielding.

Measu rement data h and I i ng
This function is responsible for the acquisition,
formatting, recording, and communication to
the Payload Data Ground Segment of

measurement data generated by the Envisat
payload (Fig. 1a). The High-Speed Multiplexer
(HSM) collects CCSDS Instrument Source
Packets (lSPs) generated by the payload
instruments (at bit rates up Io 22 Mbps in the
case of MERIS). lt formats and encodes these
ISP data into Viftual Channel Data Units that
are multiplexed together to produce two types
af d,alq frrmoq nonor^+i^^ ^L^^^^l 
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Data Units (CADUs) One frame is for recording
by one of the two solid-state recorders or by
the tape recorder, the other is for real-time
generation to the Payload Data Ground
Segment.

CADU data streams (either from the dumping
of a recorder, or generated by the HSM in real

time), are collected by the Encoding and
Switching Unit (ESU), which routes each of the
different CADU data streams to either the X-

band or the Ka-band communication
subsystem. The ESU also collects the two 50
Mbps data streams from the ASAR payload

instrument (this high data rate results from the
operation of ASAR in lmage mode), and routes
them either directly to the communication
systems or to one of the two solid-state
recorders for later dumping.

The Kiruna X-band ground station provides
only about 10 minutes of satellite visibility per

orbit. The add-on capability of data relay via
Arlemis provides an additional 20 minutes of
visibility per orbit. Payload data must be
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delivered not later than 3 h after data
generation. To meet these constraints, the
Payload Module carries two Solid-State
Recorders (SSRs), each providing a
dynamic RAM capacity of 70 Gbit These
two SSRs allow independent recording (4.6
Mbps) and dumping (50 Mbps) of the
Envisat low-bit-rate composite, of the ASAR
high-bit-rale data (100 Mbps record and
dump), and of the MERIS full-resolution data
(22 Mbps record and 50 Mbps dump).
Initially, the Payload Module embarked four
+^^^ r^^^r'i^-^ Th^^^ rrnitc nrnrro.j fn ho cntqPV IEUUI UEI J. | | IUJU ur [Lr Vr vvuu rv uu ov
questionable that the Agency and its Prime
Contractor decided to procure two SSRs. A
single tape-recorder unit has. however, been
retained on-board as a additioral spare
capability to record and to dump the low-bit-
rate composite.

Envisat is equipped with two distinct
communication subsystems accommodated
within the Payload Equipment Bay (Table 6).

The X-band communication subsystem has
three communication channels operable
independently and, if need be, simultaneously.
Each channel is equipped with a Quadrature
Phase-Shift Keying (OPSK) modulator and a
Travelling-Wave-Tube Amplifier (TWTA) and,
after band-pass filteing, the modulated signals
are added through a wave-guide output
multiplexer. The resulting composite spectrum
is radiated to the Payload Data
Ground Segment via a shaped-
reflector antenna. The three frequency
carriers used by this subsystem are
8.1, 8.2, and 8.3 GHz.

The Ka-band assembly (Fig. 15) is
also composed of a three-channel
communication subsystem. The
assembly uses a 2 m deployable mast
located on the opposite side of
the satellite to the Earth. The mast
is equipped with an azimuth and
elevation pointing mechanism, which
steers a 90 cm-diameter Cassegrain
antenna pointed to the Artemis
satellite. Pointing commands are
generated by an Antenna Pointing
Controller, which is accommo-
dated together with the RF part
of the assembly within the
Payload Equipment Bay. The
subsystem carrier frequencies are
26 85, 27.10 and 27.35 Gl1z. The
system operates in open loop, which
means that the Artemis Ka-band
transponder will track Envisat using its
telemetry, without the need for an
extra tracking beacon or tracking
recetver

Table 6 Link budgets

Ground Station Antenna: 32 dB/K Gfi X-band

100 Mbps (QPSK)

50 Mbps (BPSK)
36dB
5/dB

Ground Station Antenna: 37.2 dB/K GtT Ka-band

100 Mbps (QPSK)

50 Mbps (BPSK)
L64 dB
464d3

The satellite command and control systern
This system is organised around two On-Board
Data Handling (OBDH) systems (Fig. 16), a
master Ser vice Module data-handling system,
and a Payload Module data-handling system
slaved to the SM OBDH bus, Each module has
a dedicated computer to which equipment
items are connected throuqh OBDH dioital
serial data busses.

Service Module command and control
The SM data-handling subsystem per.forms the
processing and sorage of housekeeping data,
the management of telecommand and
housekeeping telemetry (at the inter.face with
the S-band ground stations,l. the data-bus
control, the satellite alarms management, and
the clock generation to all OBDH peripherals.
including the Payload Module.

Figure 15. The Ka-band
antenna undergoing
deployment testing
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It is based on a Central Communication Unit
(CCU), which handles the exchange of
information between the ground and the SM
eouioment via the OBDH data bus. lt contains
an ultrastable oscillator, from which all satellite
timing is generated. The CCU communicates
through the SM OBDH bus with the Payload

Management Computer located within the
PLM. The CCU also serves as the main

comouter for the Attitude and Orbit Control
Subsystem (AOCS). Dedicated control
algorithms and monitoring functions are
implemented into the CCU software.

The Decoding and Reconfiguration Equipment
is resoonsible for receiot of the telecommands
generated by the ground segment, and their
decoding. This unit also acts as a watchdog
with respect to the CCU and can command
satellite switch-over to a safe mode in the case
of a major CCU anomaly. In such a case,
command and control of the satellite's main

survival functions relies on software contained
in a PROM

The S-band communication assembly provides

a bi-directional telemetry and telecommand link
with the ground and is used for overall satellite
commanding, monitoring and control. lt provides

a 2OOO bps fonvard and 4096 bps return S-
band link to ground, via two S-band antennas
operating with cardioid radiation patterns
and opposite circular polarisations. Omni-
directionality of the link allows communication
in any non-nominal attitude. The antennas are

connected via a passive hybrid to two S-band
transponder systems. Unlike the Spot and
ERS transoonders. an internal real-time
processor pilots the transponder on Envisat.
The mission-critical software in this processor

X band
telemetry to

GS

Ka band
telemetrv via

Artemis

was subjected to independent software
validation prior to its acceptance. The S-band
transponder modulates housekeeping telemetry
demodulates telecommands, and supports
ranging and range rating by the terrestrial
command and control ground stations.

The SM housekeeping system comprises
two units. The housekeeping and pyrotechnic
unit (BSP) monitors temperatures and
issues thermal-heater and pyrotechnic-firing
commands. The Electrical Integration Unit (ElU)

arms and powers the thermal knives and
motors used to release and to deploy the solar

array, monitors its deployment, and enables
retraction if required.

The problems experienced during the
development and validation of the SM

command and control system have been
limited because of the experience acquired with
this bus for previous missions such as Spot-4
and Helios-l . One exception has been the
inheritance of the dual-mode transponder
design from Columbus serviceable missions.
Because of its mission-criticality for Envisat,

this subsystem had to be carefully analysed. lts
software was simplified and modified to
increase its reliability. To avoid permanent uplink
loss due to simultaneous latch-up of both
DMTs, the CCU will automatically reset the
DMTs if it has not received a valid telecommand
within the last 24 h.

Payload Module command and control
The Payload Module avionics is decoupled
from the Service Module. lts provides its own
power distribution, operates its own OBDH
bus, and is controlled by a specific Payload
Module Computer (PMC), which performs
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tasks including scheduling of the commanded
mission, monitoring of the Payload Module
systems (Payload Equipment Bay avionics, and
payload instruments).

The PMC operates as the payload-instrument
master controller. lt communicates with the SM
via the SM OBDH bus, and commands ano
controls allthe Payload Module equipment and
instruments via a separate Payload Module
OBDH bus. lt also routes housekeeping telemetry
back to the PMC for transmission to the SM.

The PMC manages two types of macro-
commands; immediate macro-commands, for
example an immediate request of a specia
housekeeping telemetry format during visibility
over a ground station, or time-tagged commands
destined for PEB subsystems or payload
instruments. Mission-planning commands
aimed at performing autonomous round-the
clock operations without ground intervention are
stored as a queue of time-tagged commands.

The PMC gathers and formats PLM subsystem
and payload-instrument housekeeping
telemetry which will be merged by the SM CCU
with SM housekeeping telemetry prior to
downlinking. The PMC transmits to the PEB
subsystems and to the payload instrument
lCUs, time-synchronisation signals derived
from the pulses generated by the SM. This
time-synchronisation function allows correlation
of the onboard time-of-occurrence of specific
events with the UTC time used on the ground.

The PMC also packetises the overall satellite
housekeeping telemetry generated by the SM
into a stream of ancillary source packets. These
ancillary data contain in particular the
spacecraft's orbital position parameters with
respect to the satellite onboard time. They are
used by some instruments to schedule specific
activities (e.9. Sun or Moon occultation
activities for SCIAMACHY). These ancillary data
are also routed to the High-Speed Multiplexer,
which allows the ground segment to receive
the satellite housekeeping telemetry generated
during non-visibility periods.

Instrument Control Units (lCUs) are responsible
for the instrument command and control
functions, ranging from the management of
telemetry/telecommand flows between the
PLM OBDH and the payload instrument
units (MWR, DORIS), to the management of
instrument internal data buses and of
communication with secondary scientific
processors connected to them (MERIS, RA-2,
ASAR). Each payload instrument is equipped
with an lCU, as is the Ka-band Antenna
Pointing Controller.

Satellite Attitude and Orbit Controlsystem
The AOCS provides three-axis stabilisation of
the satellite body, which remains fixed in the
local orbital reference frame. lt ensures
acceptable pointing and pointing-stability
performance for the payload instruments and
sensors ftable 7).

In nominal operational modes, the CCU
software processes all AOCS signals receivec
from the sensors and controls the AOCS
modes. Figure 17 shows the satellite AOCS
mode transition diagram. The sensors are:

- A set of four independent two-axis gyro-
scopes: two are used for nominal operations,
with the other two remaining in cold
backuo.

- Two Digital Earth Sensors (DES): one is used
for nominal operations, while the other is kept
in cold redundancy.

- Two Digital Sun Sensors (DSS): one is used
for nominal operations, while the other is
kept in cold redundancy. DSS is not used for
attitude control in SYSM.

- Three Stellar Star Trackers (SST): any pair
used for SYSIV, with the third keot in cotd
redundancy.

In nominal operations, the CCU software
computes the attitude and pointing estimation
using correction algorithms that are AOCS-
mode dependent. lt also generates commands
to the following AOCS actuators:

- 16 thrusters, 8 allocated to each nominal and
redundant actuator chains. They are used for
initial attitude control, in- and out-of-plane
manoeuvres, and safe mode. The backup
thrusters are kept in cold redundancy.

- 5 reaction wheels, each with a 40 Nm/s
capacity (two wheels on Y- and Z-axis, one
wheel on X-axis)

Table 7. Pointing stability performance for the most demanding paytoad instruments

Budget for Worst Axis Requirement for All Axes
(des) (des)

T me Period
(sec)

t.o

40

0.001 7

0.0036

0.0135

0.0138

0.0143

0.0139

0.0040
(scrAN/ACHY)

0.0040
(MTPAS)

0.01 50
(MTPAS)

0.0200
(scrAMAcHY)

0,0300
(MERTS)

75.0

1 
.10.0

120.0

170 0

0.0300
(AATSR)
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Figure 17. Mode transition
diagram for nominal AOCS

modes

4 magneto-torquers, forming two pairs. They

are actuated at the correct satellite orbital
phase (depending on their alignment wrt the
Eadh's gravity field) to control the maximum
spin rate of the reaction wheels on the relevant

AXIS,

4 tanks containing 300 kg of hydrazine for
initial orbit acquisition and orbit-maintenance
activities.

- A solar array drive mechanism (MEGS) to
control the solar array's rotation (1 rotation
per orbit). At a second level, the MEGS is
also controlled to compensate for the solar

array perturbations due to flexible modes,

which are detected by the gyroscopes.

Table 8 provides an overview of the sensors
and actuators used for each AOCS mode.

Table 8 Satellite AOCS modes and assoclated main charactertstics

Mode of Operation

Operatronal Mode YSM or SYSM

Geocentric pointing,

coreclion for the local nornal
pointing. and yaw steering bias

OCIVOrbit Control Mode

FCM or SFCM

Satellite Safe Mode

AttitudeRe-acquisition RRM->CAM>FAIV
(exit from safe mode)

Comments

Operational mode with fine satellite
pointing

Out-of-plane orbit maintenance
manoeuvres,
AV > 0.05 m/s along Y-axis after
90 deg rotation around Z -axis.

Payload mission rnterrupted

In-plane orbit-maintenance manGUVres

N,4ission not interrupted

+Z Sun pointing 0.4 deg/s
< Satellite rate < O 65deg/s
TM/TC and AOCS control
through T4S PROIV software

Earth re acquisition by

Earlh sensors
Payload Module put into safe mode

Sensors and Actuators

Reaction wheels with magnetic torquers
YSM: 1 Digital Earth Sensor,

I Digital Sun sensor and 2 gyros

SYSM: 2 SSTs and 2 gyros

1 Digital Earth sensor
2 gyros
B thrusters

B thrusters
FCM: 1 Digital Earth sensor,
1 Digital Sun sensor and 2 gyros

SFCM: 2 SSTs and 2 gyros

T4S PROIV software-controlled
B thrusters
2 SAS (+Z and -Z)
2 gyros

B thrusters
1 digital Earth sensor
1 digital Sun Sensor
2 gyros
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lf major anomalies prevent the CCU from
performing its nominal tasks (control of the
modes above), a specialised Service Module
PROM-driven processor (the T4S) can take
over AOCS control and keeo the satellite in a
healthy power and thermal configuration, in so-
called 'Satellite Safe Mode' (SFM). The SFM
uses attitude information from two soecialised
Sun-acquisition sensors and rate information
from two two-axis gyros. In SFM, the satellite's
attitude is controlled by thrusters, the nominal
satellite zenith axis is pointed towards the Sun,
and a slow angular rate (0.4 - 0.6 deg) is

maintained around Z to keeo all of the satellite
equipment in a safe thermal equilibrium.

The prime satellite AOCS operational mode is

stellar yaw-steering, deriving the satellite
attitude from the SSTs and the satellite rates
from the gyroscopes. Commands are sent to
the SST sensors using a ground-based star
catalogue tuned to the spectral characteristics
of the SST optics. The time of detection of the
commanded star, and its position within the
SST field of view allow the onboard software to
derive an attitude measurement for the satellite.
The SYSM software uses SST attitude-
measurement data from two of the three SSTs
(all accommodated on the Payload Module)
along with rate data from two-axis gyroscopes.
Within the CCU, these data are combined to
derive an estimate of the satellite pointing with
respect to the orbital reference frame (close to
the most pointing-demanding limb-sounder
instruments such as MIPAS), along with the
necessary pointing corrections to be applied
through commands to the reaction wheels. The
generated commands create control torques
using the five reaction wheels accommodated
along the three satellite axes to keep the
satellite pointing as close as possible to the
required orbital reference frame, thereby
ensuring the required satellite pointing. In
addition to attitude-control toroues. the
magneto-torquers are activated in phase with
the satellite position on the orbit to maintain the
reaction wheels within ooerational limits.

In addition to SYSM, there are two other modes
(FPM and YSM) that use wheels for fine attitude
control. Both of these modes use gyroscopes,
Earth sensors and Sun sensors for attitude
determination. In the event of complete SST
failure, the YSM mode can form a backup
operational mode (used nominally on ERS-1
and -2) with degraded pointing and rate
performances arising from sensor errors and
measurement frequency. Currently, these two
modes are only used as transition modes to
enter SYSM.

Attitude control using thrusters results in coarse
pointing performance. The other satellite
modes are used for orbit maintenance or
operational transition towards fine-pointing
modes. These modes use monoorooellanl
thrusters for attitude control. In these coarse
pointing modes, attitude measurement is
provided by a Digital Sun Sensor, a Digital Earth
Sensor, and two two-axis gyroscopes.

Orbit manoeuvres are reouired to achieve the
correct orbit following separation and to correct
the spacecraft altitude (compensation of the
air-drag effect) and inclination over the
mission's lifetime. Inclination manoeuvres
require delta-V firings normal to the orbital
plane, which is achieved by rotating the
spacecraft by 90 deg, before and after the
firing. For protection against mis-pointing,
vulnerable instruments are switched to either
standby or heater mode during the manoeuvre.
Large in-plane manoeuvres (via Orbit Control
Mode, OCM) for initial orbit acquisition or
repeat-cycle changes are also undertaken by
using an OCM sub-mode. Small firings in the
plane of the orbit, through the FCM, are used to
compensate for air-drag effects. During these
FCM manoeuvres, the satellite maintains its
nominal attitude and the overall mission is

unaffected, although pointing degradation
occurs ftable 9).

Table 9. Performance of AOCS non-operational modes

AOCS Non-operational
Mode

Fine Acquisition Mode

Fine Control Mode

Orbit Control mode

Safe Mode

atl

XandY
Z

Axis Budget
(des)

490

0.27
0.33

10 50
17.50

Requirements
(des)

5.0

All for in-plane manoeuvres .1 
.10

All for out-of-plane manoeuvres 1 70

o.2
o.7

2.0
2.0

8.0
20.4

Z in sunlight
Z in eclipse
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ASAR mission objectives
The Envisat mission has both 'global' and
'regional' objectives, with the corresponding
need to provide data to both scientific- and
aoolication-oriented users on various time
scales. lmoortant contributions from the ASAR

to the global mission include:

- measuring sea-state conditions at various

scales
ice-sheet characteristics and

Envisat will carry an all-weather, day-and-night high-resolution radar-
imaging instrument: the Advanced Synthetic-Aperture Radar (ASAR).

ASAR builds on the success of the ERS-I and ERS-/2 SARs, which
have contributed to major scientific achievements and initiated pre-
operational and commercial applications of radar data. The ASAR
system has therefore been designed to provide continuity with the
ERS instrument and to extend the range of measurement capabilities.
Three new modes of operation, improved performances and new
algorithms allow the generation of novel data products, including
near-real-time and off-line precision image products, to be provided to
scientific, institutional and commercial users, for land, ocean and ice
applications.

- mapping sea-ice distribution and dynamics

- detecting large-scale vegetation changes,
and

- monitoring natural and man-made pollution

over the oceans.

ASAR will make a major contribution to the
regional mission by providing continuous and

reliable data sets for applications such as:

- offshore operations in sea ice

- snow and ice mapping

- coastal protection and pollution monitoring

- ship traffic monitoring

- agriculture and forest monitoring

- soil-moisture monitoring

- geological exploration

- topographic mapping

- predicting, tracking and responding to
natural hazards, and

- surface-deformation monitoring.

Some of the regional objectives - sea-ice
applications, marine pollution, maritime traffic,
hazard monitoring, etc. - require near-real-time
data products (within a few hours of sensing)
generated on the basis of user requests.
Others - such as agriculture, soil moisture, etc.

- require fast-turnaround data services (within

a few days). The remainder can be satisfied
with off-line data delivery. As well as the ASAR
products meeting specific operational and
commercial requirements, there will be major
systematic data-collection programmes to
build uo archives for scientific research
0urooses.

Land
As a result of observing the Earth's land sudace
with the ERS SARs, a large number of land

applications have emerged, several of which
are based on imporlant developments that
have been made in the field of SAR
interferometry. SAR data are already being
used for agricultural monitoring, forest
mapping, geological exploration and flood
mapping, while INSAR measurements of
topography and small topographic changes are

making major contributions to the assessment
of environmental risks from earthouakes and
land subsidence.

Ocean and ice
The original focus of the ERS missions was
ocean and ice monitoring, and there have been
an impressive range of scientific investigations
in oceanography, polar science, glaciology
and climate research, which will continue to
be supported by ASAR. These include
measurements of ocean-surface features
(currents, fronts, eddies, internal waves),



directional ocean-wave spectra. sea-floor
topography, snow cover and ice-sheet
dynamics. OperaLional syslems have been
developed for sea-ice napping, oil-slick
monitoring and ship detection.

Instrument operation
Measurement principle
The antenna beam of a side-looking radar is

direcled perpendicular to tne flight path and
ill,,-i^^+^- ^ ^,^,^rh ^^.^tt^t +^ +h^ ^^t^ili+^ ^ilrur | ilr rqLYo o DVVqLT I por dilut tu lt tu JdLUiltLU J

ground track, Owing to the motion of the
satellite. each target element is illumrnated by
the beam for a certain period, known as the
'integration time' As part of the ground
processing. the complex echo signals received
during this period are added coherently. This
process is equivalent to syntheLically torming a
Innn an*nnno - ^^ ^-lloa.l crinihetie anorir rro'lul lV ql llvl lllq - O JU-UOlluu J)ttLttuLtv qF/ut LutU .

Assuming a constant angular beam width
along track or in azimuth over the entire swath,
rha ^^hi^,,^l-ln n,,nrl-,nrin ^^^4, ,/^ i^^,^^^^^u ru dur iluvduru JyILt tuLru dput lutu il tutud5u5
with the slant range between satellite and
rarger,

The along-track or azimuthal resolution of a
side-looking radar is directly proporlional to the
antenna length and inversely proportional to the
target slant range. Hence, the azimuth
resolution of a SAR is independent of the target
range, and theoretically equals half the physical
antenna length The achieved resolution is the
result of a trade-off against other image quality
parameters. such as the radiometric resolution.

The across-track or range resolution is a
function of the transmitted radar bandwidth.
Pulse-compression techn ques are used to
improve the pedormance, The fact that the
end-to-end system works coherently means
that both the amplitude and the phase
relationships between the complex transmitted
and received signals are maintained throughout
the instrument and the processing chain.

Modes of operation
The ASAR instrument is designed to provide a
large degree of operational flexibility. lts main
instrumenl parameters can be selected by
ground command for each of the five
operational modes (Fig. 1):

- Ihe lmage mode generates high sparial-
resolution data products (30 m for Precision
lmaocs\ selcclod nr rt Ot the tOlal Of Seven" ' 'uvvv/,

available swaths with a range of incidence
angles spanning 15 to 45 deg.

- The Wave mode generates 5 km by 5 km
vignettes spaced 100 km along-track The
position of the vignetle can be selected to
alternate between the centres of any two of
the seven swaths.

- Ihe Wide-Swath and Global-Monitorrng
modes are based on the ScanSAR technique
using five sub-swaths, and each generates
wide-swath products (400 km) with spatial
resolutions of 150 m and 1000 m, respectively.

These lour modes may be operated in one of
two polarisations, either HH or W (in this two-

Wido Bwalh lmage
WorHH VVoTHH

Alternatlng
polarlzation
W orVH or HHiHV
30-m rosolulion
(PFr-GEC)
uP to 100.km swalh

Wav6
WorHH
<10-m resolulion
(sLc)
Sx5kmto
t0x5km
vigneltss

Global monitoring

1000-rn r6olution
405'km sw€th width Figure 1. ASAR operating

modes

'15Gm resolution
40$km swalh wldth

<30-m rosolution
{PRr.GEc)
Up to 1 00-km su,ath
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Figure 2. The flight-model
ASAR antenna (courtesy of

Matra Marconi Space, UK)

letter code, the first indicates the polarisation of
the transmit signal - H for hortzontal, V for
vertical - and the second indicates the
polarisation of the receive signal).

- The Alternating-Polarisaiion mode provides

two simultaneous images from the same
area in HH and W polarisations, HH and HV

or W and VH, with the same imaging
geometry as in the lmage mode and similarly
high spatial resolution.

The ASAR instrument
The ASAR instrument consists of two main
elements: the Central Electronics Sub-
Assembly (CESA) and the Antenna Sub-
Assembly (ASA).

Central Electronics Sub-Assembly
The CESA is responsible for generating the
transmitted chirp, converting the echo signal
into measurement data, as well as controlling
and monitoring the whole instrument.

Compared to ERS-1 and ERS-2, which used
sudace-acoustic-wave devices for analogue
nhirn nonaratinn enA ^^ l-\^^rdvr ilr|'J VUr rur qLrvr I qr lU Ul l-Uuol u I ol lvv
compression, ASAR uses digital technologies
for on-board chirp generation and data
reduction. A fundamental advantage of this
new approach is the inherent flexibility of such
a design, which allows chirp versatility in

terms of pulse duration and bandwidth, thus
accommodating efficiently the various
requirements associated with the high number
of available ooerational modes and swaths of
the instrument.

At reception, the echo signal is first filtered and
down-converted in the RF subsystem, and
then demodulated into the in-phase and
quadrature components of the carrier. These
two signals are then both digitised into
B-bit samples. lf required. it is possible to
perform digital decimation of the samples, in

order to reduce the data stream, such as in
Global-Monitoring mode where the transmit
bandwidth is low. Following this optional step,
a Flexible Block Adaptive Quantiser (FBAQ)

compression scheme is applied to the echo
samples.

To optimise raw data transfer, the data
equipment also contains a 'science memory',
where the echo samples are temporarily stored
before their transmission to the on-board
recoroers.

Activ e p h ased - array ante n n a

The ASAR active antenna is a 1 .3 m x 10 m
phased array (Fig. 2), consisting of five 1 .3 m x
2 m oanels. which are folded for launch. Each
panel is formed by four 0.65 m x 1 m tiles. The
Antenna Sub-Assembly is divided into three
subsystems: the Antenna Services Sub-
System (ASS), the Tile Sub-System [SS) and
the Antenna Power Switching and Monitoring
Sub-System (APSM).

The antenna is based on a mechanical
structure consisting of five rigid CFRP (Carbon-
Fibre-Reinforced Plastic) frames and two (one

for the radar signal and one for calibration) RF

distribution networks of CFRP wave guides
running in parallel along the five panels. In
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launch configuration, the five panels are
stowed, folded over the fixed central one, and
held in place by eight Hold-Down and Release
Mechanisms (HRMs). Each HRM consists of a
retractable telescopic tube levered by a
secondary mechanism based on non-
pyrotechnic technology (kevlar cable and
thermal knife). After release, the panels are
deployed sequentially around four hinge lines
by usrng stepper motors. Locking is performed
by the eight built-in latches to achieve the final
antenna planarity of +4 mm in orbit.

Each of the 20 tiles is a self-contained, fully
operating sub-system, which includes four
Power Supply Units (PSUs), a Tile Control
Infarfana llni+ /Tr-ll l\ tWO miCfO-Stfip RFv|||L \|v|v/'

distribution corporate feeds, and 16 sub-arrays
oI 24 dualpolarised, low-loss, dispersion-
free radiating elements. Each sub-array is

connected to a transmit/receive fTlR) module
with independent connections for the two
polarisations. The 16 sub-arrays are mounted
together - although thermally and mechanically
decoupled - on a single (radiating) panel, which
provides structural and thermal integrity to the
tile. Pre-flight studies and tests on the
engineering model indicate different, but stable
temperatures for each operating mode.

Each of the 320 T/R modules consists of two
(H- and V-polarised) transmit chains and one
common receive chain. For calibration
purposes, a coupler (-24 dB) has been
implemented at the output of the
antenna module (Fig. 3).

For an active antenna, the amplitude
and phase characteristics of the T/R
modules vary principally as a function
of temperature. To handle this, the
instrument includes a scheme to
compensate for temperature drifts.
The temperature of each T/R module
is monitored and utilised by the TCIU to
compensate for the amplitude and phase
variations. This approach provides the antenna
with a high degree of stability.

Instrument calibration
The ASAR, unlike the ERS A[,/|-SAR, is an
active antenna, and hence any instabilities in its
gain and phase characteristics will distort the
elevation beam patterns and may contribute to
radiometric errors in the SAR image. For this
reason, a sophisticated scheme for radiometric
calibration of the ASAR has been selected,
composed of three elements: internal
calibration, external characterisation and
external calibration.

lnternal calibration
During normal operation in any of the ASAR
measurement modes, a sequence of
calibration pulses is interleaved with normal
radar pulses. These oulses characterise the
active array in both transmit and receive, on a
row-by-row basis. Noise measurements are
taken during the initial calibration sequences at
the beginning of a mode. In the modes that
have natural gaps in their imaging sequences
(i.e. wide-swath and global-monitoring modes),
noise measurements are also made during
nominal operation throughout the mode.

External characteri sation
The ASAR has a dedicated external-
characterisation mode to monitor all those
elements that are outside the internal
calibration loop, as well as the calibration loop
itself. The operation of this mode is planned
every 6 months.

External calibration
Acquisitions made over high-precision
transponders deployed in the Netherlands and
images of the Amazonian rain forest will be
used to determine the absolute gain calibration
factor and the in-flight elevation antenna
patterns. For the ScanSAR modes, the external
calibration approach will be similar to that used
for the narrow-swath mode, but will also rely on
well-characterised distributed tarqets.

The ASAR ground processor
The development of the ASAR processor has
been based on the following concept drivers:

- The need for users to have identical products
irrespective of the processing centre.

- The need to broaden the range of products,
whilst still ensuring the quality of the ERS
SAR high-resolution products.

- The ability to cope with the large amount of
products to be generated.

- The ability to generate continuous medium-
and low-resolution products along the orbit
in near-real-time (strip-line processing, without
radiometric or geometric discontinuity).

Following the above concepts, ESA has
developed a generic ASAR processor able to

Figure 3. The ASAR
transmiVreceive module
(courtesy of Alcatel, F)
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handle data from any of the ASAR modes in

near-real time and off-line. This ASAR
processor will be installed in the ESA Payload
Data Handling Stations (Kiruna in Sweden and
ESRIN in ltaly), in the Low-Rate Archiving

Centre in Kiruna, in the Envisat Processing and

Archiving Centres (PACs), and in the national

stations offering ESA ASAR services. The use

of a generic processor will ensure product
consistency for the users. regardless of the
ESA processing centre selected (same format
and processing algorithm) and will simplify
product validation and future product upgrade
cycres.

One of the key new features of the ASAR
processor is its ability to generate medium-
resolution (150 m) and low-resolution (1 km)

products, with their corresponding browse
images, in long strips without geometric or
radiometric discontinuity. These strip-line image
products represent processed data from an

entire acquisition segment of up to I0 min for
the lmage, Alternating-Polarisation and Wide-
Swath modes, and up to a complete orbit for
the Global-Monitoring and Wave modes. The
product format allows the user to select any
a.AnA elana-lrqak rnriihin thp nrnnoqqodq,v, ,v 

" 
qv,\

segment, without any framing constraints.

To meet the high image-quality requirements,
the range-Doppler algorithm is used for the
lmage mode precision, complex and geo-
coded products, for the Alternating-
Polarisation mode complex products (with few
modificatrons with respect to the standard
range-Doppler algorithm), and for the Wave-
mode imagettes. The SPECAN algorithm is

used for the non-complex Alternating-
Polarisation products and for Wide-Swath and

Global-Monitoring modes. Because of its

computational efficiency, SPECAN is also used
for all medium-resolution products.

Wave-mode imagettes are fudher processed to
the lmage cross-spectra and to the Level-2

Wave spectra products via an inversion
scheme without the use of any prior
information.

Figure 4. Example of an
lmage-mode geocoded

product showing the
Geneva area (from ERS raw

data)

Figure 5. Example of an
lmage-mode medium-

resolution product, showing
the Ellsworth Highland,

Antarctica (from ERS raw
data)
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The processor computes the replica of the
transmitted pulse from the calibration pulse

measurements, the row patterns as
characterised on the ground, and the external
characterisation data. The reconstructed
replica tracks variations in the transmit and
receive chains and is used to determine the
range reference function for compression
processrng

Noise samples are available in the ASAR
source packets at the beginning and end of any
acquisition segment and, depending upon the
mode, also at regular intervals during the
acquisition. They are used to estimate the noise
power, which is annotated in the product. No
noise subtraction is performed at this stage.

The auxiliary information required by the ASAR
processor to perform data decoding, chirp
reconstruction and any other correction during
the processing (such as the elevation antenna-
pattern correction) is provided through auxiliary
files. The ASAR auxiliary files are available as
standard products, with a certain period of
validity (which is annotated in the product) and
are generated by dedicated calibration facilities.

The ground processor includes a Doppler
Centroid Estimator with a specified accuracv of

Table 1. ASAR product characteristics

Mode and Product Name Nominal Resolution (m)

lM precision IMP

lM single look IMS

lM geocoded IMG

lM medium resolution IMM

lM browse IMB

AP precision APP

AP single look APS

AP geocoded APG

AP medium resolution APM

AP browse APB

WS medium resolution WSM

WS browse WSB

50 Hz for the lmage and Wave modes, as for
ERS, and 25 Hz in the ScanSAR modes in
order to limit radiometric errors in azimuth.

The ASAR processor will be used to ensure
systematic processing in near-real time of all

received high-rate data to generate medium-
resolution and browse oroducts. All Wave and
Global-Monitoring mode data will also be
systematically processed in near-real time.

Fufthermore, the ASAR processor will allow
high-resolution products to be processed from
lmage or Alternating-Polarisation acquisitions
(Precision lmages, Single-Look Complex or
Ellipsoid Geo-coded products) in near-real time
or off-line, depending on user requests.
Figures 4 and 5 show examples of an Ellipsoid
Geo-coded lmage of Geneva and a Medium-
Resolution lmage over Ellsworth Highland
(Antarctica).

The different products, their coverages and
oualities are oresented in Table 1.

Applications
lmportant applicatrons of SAR, like ocean
monitoring and ship routing, can be satisfied
with amplitude images, Figure 6 shows oilspills
around oil platforms in the North Sea. The spills

Pixel Spacing (m)
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125x125

75x75

225 x225

12 5 x 12.5
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12.5 x 12.5

75x75

225 x 225

75x75

900 x 900
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Coverage (km)
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Figure 6. Oil spills detected
by ERS-I (courtesy of the

Tromso Satellite Station,
Norway)

Figure 7. Rice map
generated from multi-

temporal ERS acquisitions
over an area of Java: early

rice (magenta), late rice
(cyan) and non-rice (yellow)

(courtesy of CESBIO, F)

Oll PlatfonrlB ln
tho Nodh Sea

#
Scale: 1 cm = 3.5 km

are easily recognised because of their low
backscatter, making them appear very dark in

the image. Use of lower resolution modes
(Wide-Swath and Global-Monitoring modes)
provided from ASAR will offer the possibility to
monitor larger areas with more frequent revisits.

Another application of high economic
importance is sea-ice navigation. Radar-
extracted sea-ice information can satisfy
operational needs for navigation, offshore
operations and weather forecasting. Radar

F lght
dr

Figure 8. A snow map derived from ERS-2 ascending and descending passes over
the Tyrolean Alps

52

images downloaded via the Internet are already
being used in real time to organise ice-breaker
interventions and to address vessel routes. The
variable incidence angle can be used to
enhance sea-ice edges. Changing polarisations
will allow improved ice-type discrimination and
will probably help in the forecasting of leads or
ice-pack development.

Earth - s u r-face c I assif icati o n is another imoortant
SAR application. Most agricultural crops, for
example, show a very pronounced change in

backscatter as a function of the plant's
dovolnnmont Finrrro 7 ShOWS a COIOUf-

composite generated from multi-temporal
ERS-1 SAR acouisitions over Java. Three
classes can be easily separated: early rice
(magenta), late rice (cyan) and non-rice (yellow).

Similar techniques can be used for vegetation,
snow and ice monitoring.

fhe extent of snow-covered areas is a key
parameter for snow-melt run-off modelling and
forecasting. Because SAR sensors provide
repeat-pass observations irrespective of cloud
cover, they are of particular interest for this
application. At C-band, dry snow is transparent
and backscatter from rough sudaces below the
snow pack dominates. This is why the return
signals from dry snow and snow-free areas are
very similar. When the snow becomes wet, the

/



backscatter decreases significantly. Hence, wet
snow can be detected by the temporal
backscatter changes when compared to dry
snow or snow-free conditions. An example of a
snow map derived from ERS-2 ascending and
descending passes is shown in Figure 8.

The ASAR's new Alternating-Polarisation mode
will increase the number of independent
measurements and further enhance the
classification capabilities.

lnter-ferometric coherence depends on the
stabillty of the geometric distribution of
scatterers, and is therefore very sensitive to
surface changes and hence very useful for
change detection. The fact that coherence is
highly dependent on canopy depth (high for
bare soil and low for dense forests) is exploited
for vegetation classification.

Storm impacts on forest patches result in an
increased level of coherence. By comparing
the coherences before and after the storm,
the affected areas can easily be identified
(Fig. 9). This technique allows forest-damage
assessrnent followin g d isastrous storm events.

Floods represent one of the most severe risks
for human life and property (Fig. 10). The
forecasting, mapping and simulation of floods
is therefore essential for the successful
planning and operation of civil-protection
measures (e.9. for dams, reservoirs) and for
early flood warnings (evacuation management).

Hydrological modelling for flood forecasting
makes use of interferometrically derived
elevation models, soil maps and soil-moisture
information derived from SAR data. Soil-
moisture information is relevant for run-off
modelling because it determines the extent of
saturation of the watershed, and hence the
partitioning of rainfall into sudace run-off and
infiltration.

The ERS-1/2 missions have successfully
demonstrated that the radar cross-section
measured over the oceans can be related to
wind field. When the ASAR is operated in Wave
mode, small areas of the ocean are imaged at
regular intervals along the swath and high-
resolution complex vignettes are gathered. The
retrieval of wind and wave fields is based on
dividing the SAR image into a non-linear and a
linear part, where the non-linear part is mainly
wind-driven and the linear part mainlv swell-driven.

The new wind-retrieval methodology is based
on using an inter-look processing technique.
The time de-correlation measured from the
azimuth cut-off of the cross spectrum can be
shown to be related to the local wind soeed.

Figure 9. ERS tandem
coherence before (left) and
after (centre) a storm and
the coherence change
(right): damaged areas
appear in pink tones
(courtesy of SERTIT, F)

Figure 10. Extent of flooding
(blue) around the Yangtze
River, highlighted by
comparing the coherences
of two ERS images from
1995 with two from August
1 998
R = coherence in 1998,
G = intensity, B = difference
in coherence 1998-1995
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Figure 11. Real (top left) and imaginary (top right) parts of an image cross-spectrum
(from ERS data), retrieved wave spectrum (lower left) and modelled spectrum (lower

right) for comparison (Hs-SAR = wave height, J10 = wind speed) (courtesy of NORUI N)

and the phase spectrum of the non-linear part
can be used to approximate the wind direction
(Fig. 1 1). These new methodologies will provide

meteorological users with wave directional and
geophysical parameters and wind parameters,

and can also constitute the basis for a future
wind-retrieval algorithm tailored to the high-
resolution lmage-mode data of the ASAR
instrument.

lnter-ferometry represents one of the most
innovative applications of SAR, and ERS-1 and
ERS-2 have made a crucial contribution to the
demonstration of this technique. The ERS

tandem dataset covers most of the Earth's land

and ice surfaces. Digital Elevation Models
(DEMs) can be extracted from the
interferometric data with an accuracy of up to 5
m, depending upon the terrain's topography
and surface-cover coherence (Fig. 12).

Differential interferometry also allows the
quantification of surface dislocation and
subsidence due to earthquakes and mining

activities on a regional scale and with millimetre

accuracy. This highly sensitive technique
requires acquisitions before and after the
surface deformation, and a third image to
obtain a reference DEN/ (existing highly
accurate topographic data may also be used).

Figure 12. High-precision Digital Elevation Model of Bachu (China),

derived from ERS tandem data (courtesy of DLR, D)

Figure 13. Interferometric map of the Hector Mine earthquake (1999)

area in California showing the ground displacement along the radar
line of sight. One full colour cycle represents 10 cm of range

displacement (courtesy of JPL, USA)
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Figure 14. Measured line-of-
sight displacement of the
La Vilette Science Museum
in Paris, compared to the
modelled disolacement due
to temperature variations
(courtesy of Politecnico di
Milano, l)

This technique has also been applied to the
monitoring of glacier movements and to the
estimation of the ice flow rates.

Figure 13 is an interferometric map of the Hector
Mine earthquake area in California in 1999,
showing the ground displacement along the
radar line of sight. One full colour cycle represents
10 cm of range displacement. Dotted lines
depict California faults, and the thick, solid lines
indicate the Landers surface ruoture in 1992.
Thin, solid lines within zones of dense fringes
are surface breaks inferred from azimuth and
range disparities (offsets) between before and
after images, and phase discontinuities. Co-
seismic motion maps could be useful in the
emergency response phase of disaster
management in order to locate the areas with
greatest potential damage (bigger measured
ground deformation).

Almost ten years of ERS data made it possible
to develop the so-called'permanent-scatterer
technique', which allows one to monitor any
movement of these scatterers over several
years. Typical permanent scatterers are
buildings or other large man-made structures,
which are coherent over very long time periods.

Figure 14 shows the measured line-of-sight
displacement of a large building (steel

construction) in Paris, and in comparison the
modelled displacement due to temperature
variations. The RMS error is 1.1 mm.

Long-term availability of ASAR data will
guarantee further exploitation and development
of such aoolications. Interferometric combinations
of the ASAR lmage and Wide-Swath modes
will allow co-seismic motion retrieval by means
of low-resolution interferometrv.

Conclusion
The ASAR instrument is characterised by
extensive flexibility thanks to its five operational
modes, its ability to image in horizontal and
vertical polarisations, the wide range of
incidence angles covered, and the possibility to

shape the antenna beam
in both transmit and
receive by controlling the
amplitudes and phases

of each of the 32O
transmit/receive
modules individually.

In order to achieve the reouired oerformance
and operational flexibility, a large number of
new technologies, processes and components
have been oualified.

All acquired data will be processed in the ESA
ground segment by a generic processor to
ensure product consistency irrespective of the
processing centre. A large number of ASAR
products will be routinely produced and will be
made available to the users. ASAR will
therefore be an invaluable tool for Earth
observation, capable of supporting the
following principal applications:

- agricultural, forest, and soil-moisture monitoring

- detecting land-use changes

- responding to natural hazards

- geological exploration

- topographic mapping

- surface-deformation measurements

This large number of applications qualifies
ASAR as a precursor to future Earth Watch
mtsstons.
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lntroduction
The Medium-Resolution lmaging Spectrometer
(MERIS) to be launched on-board Envisat will
provide a unique European remote-sensing
capability for observing oceanic biology and
marine water quality through global
observations of ocean colour (Fig. 1), and will
provide continuity with other ocean-colour
sensors such as Sea-WiFS and MODIS. The
Advanced Along-Track Scanning Badiometer
(AATSR) will provide continuity with similar

The global mission of AATSR and MERIS will make a major
contribution towards our understanding of the role of the oceans and
ocean productivity in the climate system and will also enhance our
ability to model and forecast change. The availability of these two
complementary sensors on the same platform also offers new
opportunities for the synergistic use of data in multi-disciplinary
oceanographic and climate studies.

MERIS is primarily dedicated to observing oceanic biology and marine
water quality through observations of water colour. However, it will
also make contributions to atmospheric and land-surface-related
studies. Similarly, the main role of AATSR is to provide detailed Sea
Surface Temperature maps, and yet it also provides the capability to
measure a range of parameters for cloud microphysics, plus surface
temperatures and various vegetation indices over land. Data from
these instruments are therefore applicable to a wide range of
environmental application.

Figure 1. A SeaWiFS image
of the global seasonal
average of chlorophyll
pigment concentration

(courtesy of NASA/GSFC
and Orbimage)

ATSR instruments flown on ERS-I and 2,

thereby ensuring the production of a near-
continuous, 1S-year dataset of Sea-Surface
Temperatures (SSTs) at an unprecedented
accuracy level of 0.3 K or better (Fig. 2).

Biogenic material in our oceans accounts for a
large podion of their carbon pick-up, playing a
major role in the Eafth's carbon cycle and
therefore our climate. SST is one of the most
stable of several geographical variables which,
when determined globally, characterise the
state of the Earth's climate system.
Phytoplankton concentrations in the oceans,
responsible for the latter's primary production,
therefore need to be known with a high degree
of accuracy for their adequate prediction
through modelling. Furthermore, accurate
knowledge of marine water constituent
concentrations has become mandatory for the
assessment of the water quality in marine
ecosystems. In parallel, precise measurement
of small changes in SST will provide an
indication of significant variations in ocean/
atmosphere heat-transfer rates and their
impact on our physical climate.

AATSR and MERIS are both oassive ootical
imaging instruments measuring radiation
reflected and emitted from the Earth's surface.
MTSR has four channels in the visible/near-
infrared wavelengths and three in the thermal-
infrared region (Table 1). MERIS has 15
channels in the visible and near-infrared flable
2). The overlap between the instrument bands,
and the complementary measurements they
provide over ocean and land, creates novel
opportunities for the synergetic use of data in

manv fields of studv.
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Table 1. MTSR spectral channels

Channel
(um)

055
0.66
0.87
t.o
3.7
1.1

1a

Channel
(um)

Bandwidth
(nm)

20 nm
20 nm
20 nm
0.3 pm

0,3 pm

1.0 Um
1.0 pm

Bandwidth
(nm)

Table 2 MERIS spectral channels

Primary Application

Chlorophyll
Vegetation Index
Vegetation Index
Cloud Clearing
SST
SST
SST

Primary Application

Yellow substance, turbidity
Chlorophyll absorption maximum
Chlorophyll, other pigments
Turbidity, suspended sediment, red tides
Chlorophyll reference, suspended sedimenl
Suspended sediment
Chlorophyll absorption
Chlorophyll fluorescence
Atmospheric correction, red edge
Oxygen absorption reference
Oxygen absorption R-branch
Aarncnlc \/adaia+inn

Aerosols correction over ocean
Water-vapour absorption reference
Water-vapour absorption, vegetation

-X Black Body

Nadir Baffle

CFRP Structure

Stirling-Cycle Cooler

412.5 10
442.5 10
490 10
510 10
560 10
620 10
665 10
681.25 7.5
708.75 10

753.75 7 5
760.625 3.5
778.75 15
865 20
BB5 10
900 10

Along-Track Baffle

The instruments
AATSR
The MTSR (Fig. 3) is the third in a series of
similar instruments that use the same
innovative features to provide high-accuracy
measurements of SST for use in studies of
global climate change. The exceptional
sensitivity and stability of calibration of these
instruments, coupled with the dual-view
technique for atmospheric correction, allows
measurements of SST to an accuracy of
t 0.3K. These high-quality image data also
contribute to a wide range of other scientific
studies related to the land surface, atmosphere,
clouds, oceans, and the cryosphere.

The first Along-Track Scanning Radiometer
(ATSR) was carried on ESAs ERS-1 mission,
which operated between July 1991 and
March 2000. The second instrument, ATSR-2,
followed on ERS-2 in April 1995 and is still
operating. The MTSR on Envisat is one of
the Announcement of Opportunity (AO)
Instruments and has been develooed and

Viscal Baffle

Paraboloid

Aperture Stop

Scan-Mechanism
Unit

IRA/FPA

Figure 3. The ATSR instrument Cooler Radiator
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Sub-satellite
Track

Nadir View Swath

(555 nadir pixels
1 km resolution)

procured by the UK Department of the
Environment, Transport and the Regions
lntrTR\ in nartncrshiO with the AuStralian
Department of Industry, Science and Resources
(DISR) and the UK Natural Environment
Research Council (NERC).

The (A)ATSR instruments are unique in their
use of 'along-track scanning' to improve
atmospheric correction. Two views of the same
point on the Earlh's sudace are obtained in

quick succession at two different angles
through the intervening atmosphere. By

viewing the same point in this way through

Flight
Direction

F

Figure 5. MERIS flight model
during integration at

Alcatel Space Industries
in Cannes (F)

(371 alongtrack pixels
1.5 km x2 km resolution)

Figure 4. The AATSR
viewing geometry
(courtesy of RAL)

different atmospheric paths, it is possible to
estimate and correct for the effect of
atmospheric absorption. The AATSR viewing
geometry is shown in Figure 4. A conical scan
projects downwards and ahead in the along-
track direction. allowing each point on the
Earlh's surface to be viewed in turn, first at an

angle of 55 deg (the forward view) and then at

an angle close to the vefiical (the nadir view) as

the satellite moves forward. The two curved
swaths are approximately 500 km wide, and
the nominal size of each pixel within the scan is
1 km.

Other key features of the instruments are their
low-noise detectors, high-quality calibration
and long-term stability. The exceptional
sensitivity and stability of calibration is achieved
not only by extensive pre-launch calibration,
but also through the use of state-of-the-art on-
board calibration targets. The instrument
carries two black-body targets, which are
viewed once per scan. One is maintained at a
temperature of about 305 K, just above the
maximum temperature expected to be
observed over marine scenes. The other is
unheated and floats at a temperature close to
the ambient temperature of the instrument
(-256 K), just below the expected range of
marine scene temperatures. The two black
bodies therefore span the full expected range

of SSTs. As a result, the AATSR can be
regarded as a near-ideal radiometer. The use of
infrared detectors, cooled to their near-optimal
operating temperature by a Stirling-cycle
mechanical cooler, further contribute to the

overall accuracy of the AATSR's thermal
measurements.

Over land, the MTSR visible channels need to
cope with all possible normal variations in

brightness over the Earth's surface without
saturation, whilst maximising the precision o{

the measurements. To achieve this, the gair
and offset of the visible channels is selectable in
flight. Calibration of the visible and near-infrared

channels is also achieved once per orbit by

viewing the Sun through a special Visible

Calibration Unit.

MERIS
MERIS is a sensor operated in a push-broom
mode and looking in the vertical plane (Fig. 5)

It consists of five identical cameras arranged in

a fan-shaped configuration yielding a large field

of view of 68.5', or a swath of 1150 km. This

modular design has been chosen to ensure

high optical image quality over such a large field

of view.

MERIS data will be of interest for both global

observation and for detailed studies on a

55 deg

J/
7'z
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regional scale, Full Besolution (FR) data wilh a

3OO m ground resolution at the sub-satellite
point is intended for coastal-zone and land
monitoring, Reduced Resolution (RR) data at
12OO m, combined with the 1l5O km swath
+hrt a,r,no nlnl-,r trrdh ^n\/or2na in f hrpa r-.1rrrqLl lqL VlVg) VIWUqL LOI Ll I Uvvur UVU il | il iluu uqyr.
r,vill be rrsed fnr larne-scale studies.

N/ERIS operates in 15 spectral bands in the
390-1 040 nm range of the visible/near-infrared
spectrum. The band posiLions. bandwidths and
gains are programmable in flight. The spectral
bandwidths can be adjusted between 1 .25 and
30 nm, depending upon the width of the
fealure to be observed and the amount ol
energy needed in a band to perform an

adequate observatron.

The optical signal from the bio-chemical activity
in the ocean is strongest in the visible
wavelengths. lt decreases in the near-infrared.
inrhere atmosnhcrin nertUrbatiOn dOminateS,
N/ERIS takes advantage of this property by
'_^^^, ,.i^^ +h^ ^+n^^^h^-i^ ^i^^^l ^l l,,,^r rEo-urrv Lr rY oil ruJpr rur ru Jr\,lrdr dL LVVU

wavelengths in the infrared (where the ocean is

considered to be 'dark') and extrapolating this
information to the visible wavelengths, the
etmoqnhcrc s .nnlrihution Can then be
subtracted from the top-of-atmosphere signal.
Outstandrng radiometric accuracy rs imperative
for this correction because, in the visible, 90%
nf iho cinnal raanhinn lha eane^r nrininrtoc

from the atmosphere and only 1096 from the
ocean. This high accuracy will be achieved by
on-board calibration using a Sun-illuminated
diffuser plate, in addition to radiometric gain
factors, allowing the adequate quantisation of
very faint signals from the ocean.

Calibration will be carried out on average once
every two weeks. as the spacecraft flies over
the sor rth orhrtal nole and the Sun illuminales
the on-board calibration device. MERIS will

acquire data whenever illumination conditions
are suitable. namely in the day zone of the orbit
where the Sun incrdence angle is less than 80'
at the qr rh-e:tolliro nninlvsLv,,,Lv vv,, I

I n stru ment i nter- cal i bratio n
Desnite 'he rse nt on-board calibration
systems, the calibration of each instrument can
drift with time and general exposure Lo the
space environment. Both immediate and long-
tcrm channcs in thc ncrformance of the vrsible

channels of both instruments will therefore be
monitored as paft of the Envisat Calibration and
Validation Programme. Since three spectral
bands of N/ERIS coincide with the broader
vrsib'e AATSR channels. their respective
evolutions will be compared, This will not only
help to maintain and improve the quality of the
calibration of each instrument, but will also

open the way for the generation of blended
records of the same geophysical parameters
logged by the two sensors

Applications
The primary mission objectives for MERIS are

observation of the colour of the open ocean
and of marine coastal zones. These objecLives
h:rio qr rhconrronilrr h^^^ ^vl^^.1^/l +^ +h^rrqvu ouvouVuur rLry ugEl I U LYr IUYU lU Ll lU

observation of cloud and land prope(ies
Similarly. the AATSR mission objectives have
been extended beyond SST retrieval. as its
high-quality image data are being used in an
increasingly wide range of different EO
applications, Table 3 sunmarises the main
N/ERIS and AATSR products and their
respective applications.

Oceans
SST and climate research
The Earth s climate is subject to a great range
of variahilitv hoth nalural and man-induced
Probably the most serious change seen in
r^^^nl \/^^r. hno l-'nnq ilro ineraaco in nlnhallgugl lL yEol o Ilqo uvvl I L, U ilrur UOOU il| VTUUOI

temperature. possibly linked to the
concentrations of carbon dioxide released into
the atmosphere from the burning of fossil fuels.
Climate models predict that this increase in

carbon dioxide will cause an increase in global
temperatures, although the exact scale and
nattern of thrs effect is unclear.

Owing to its relative stability. Sea-Surface
Temperature is a particularly important
geophysical parameter for the understanding of
climate change and the heat exchange
A^+,.,^^^ +A^ -^^^^^ ^nnl iho aimncnhoro RrrUUtVVUUI I ll lU UUUdI lJ dr ru Lr ru oLr r.uopr rsr 9. uy
moaqr rrina SQT in en nriarqll aa.tv2.\t nf holtor

than O 3 K (Fig. 6), the AATSR will provide an
rnvaluable dataset on a global scale, which will

be accurate enough for detailed climate
studies. Measurements from buoys and ships
provide similar surface observations, but they
c:n nnlv ho cnarcolri nlicirihr rtael and 2ro nr^nauv,J v,vrl

to measuremenl inconsistencies; hence the
increasing importance of satellite-derived
measurements.

Figure 6. ATSR global SST
image from ATSR-2, June
1999 (courtesy of BAL)

)
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Table 3 AATSR and MERIS products and applications

Product Parameter Application

Ocean, land, cloud, atmosphere and cryosphere

Ocean, land, cloud, atmosphere and cryosphere

Ocean and cl mate research

Vegetation
t^^! ^^! ^ti-^+^ -^^^^-^ALdt tu dt tu uilt I tdtu tu5Edtut I

Cloud
Cloud

Ocean and climate research

Land and climate research
Vegetation

Ocean, land, cloud and atmosphere.

Ocean, land, cloud and atmosphere

Land sea and climate research

Carbon cycle, oceanography
Carbon cycle, local applications
Carbon cycle, local appl,cations
Climate research, weather prediction
C imate research
Climate research , weather prediction
Climate research, weather prediction
Land research

Gr ddonl Rriahtnoec

Temperature/Ref lectance

Gridded Surface
Temperature (1 km)

Arraranod Q rrfrno

Temperature
(1 O arcmin, 30 arcm n,

17 km and 50 km cells)

Ll B

a) Full Besolution
b) Reduced Resolution

Reference L2
a) Full Resolution
b) Reduced Resolution

MTSR

12,11 and 3 7 pm TOA BT

0 55, 0 66, 0.87 and
1 6 pm TOA Reflectance

SST

NDVI
LST (currently 11 pm BT)

CTT (currently 11 pm BT)
flTl-l /nr rrronthr cot tn zorn\

Mean SST

Mean LST
Mean NDVI

Mean TOA BT 12, 1 1

and 3,7 pm

Mean TOA qeflectance 0 55,
0.66,087and16pm

Average CTT

MERIS

Radiance

Sudace reflectance
(land and ocean)
Chlorophyll
Yellow Substance
Suspended matter
Water vapour
Cloud albedo
al^,,n ^^+i^^l +hi^l,nnanvtuuu vpuuol
Cloud top pressure
MERIS Vegetat on Index

SST data are also useful for studies on a

regional scale. For example, SST is a
paniculady sensitive indicator of El Niio events.
This phenomenon occurs when the normal
equilibrium of the oceanic and atmospheric
conditions throughout the Southern Hemisphere
is disturbed by a weakening of the trade winds,
causing warming in the tropical Pacific. These
El Niio events produce an eastwards flow of
warm surface water, a rise in sea level, an

interruption in the up-welling of nutrient rich
waters, and significant changes in weather
throughout the region. Fish die or migrate to
higher latitudes, and rainfall patterns change
dramatically, with heavy rains and floods on the
western coast of South America and droughts
in Australia and Southeast Asia. The exact
origin of this phenomenon is not well-understood
However, ability to predict the onset and
severity of these events can go some way to
preparing for and alleviating their effects.

Open ocean
Major uncertainties still remain about the
amount of carbon stored in the oceans and the
biosohere. and about the fluxes between these
reservoirs and the atmosphere. In particular,

there is a need for better information on the
spatial distribution of biological activity in the
upper ocean and its variability over time.
Because phytoplankton biomass (Fig. 7) plays

a impodant role in fixing CO, in the upper layers
of the ocean through photosynthesis, the
monitoring of chlorophyll concentration
provides the most convenient measurement of
its abundance.

Tha n"aonnna nf rln26 hrr nhanninn tha| | lE vluDUl luu ul dlgqw. uy vr rqr rvil rv rr ru

absorption properties of water, can affect the
heating rate of the upper layers of the ocean,
modify the depth of the ocean's mixed layer,

and influence the seasonal thermocline regime.
As a result. ocean colour is rapidly becoming
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part of dynamical oceanography and it

cerlainly possible that, within the lifetime
Envisat, the inclusion of chlorophyll data
ocean models will begin to play a role
medium-range weather forecasting.

Over open oceans. MEBIS will not only deliver
measurements of water-leaving radiance at a
range of wavelengths, but will also provide
products representing algal pigment
concentration, sediment in suspension,
dissolved organic matter and radiation available
for photo-synthesis. These products, which wi
be largely compatible with those derived by
other sensors (Sea-WiFS, Modis, Polder ll,

etc ), will provide temporal and spatial
continuity with other missions.

Coastal waters
Coastal regions are some of the most heavily
populated in the world and are greatly affected
by human activities. Pollutants from rivers and
the atmosphere enter the marine ecosystem at
this point, disturbing the natural marine
productivity Satellite measurements are ideal
for monitoring the environment over such
drverse areas

Once again, the water-leaving radiance
measured by MERIS can be used to derive
suspended sediment. phytoplankton and
dissolved organic-matter concentrations (Fig

8), which are the major water constituents that
control marine and estuarine ecology

In addition to well-known applications of local.
but extremely imporlant, practical interest (such
as monitoring the quality of coastal waters,
sediment transporl, assistance to fishing, and
protection of fish and shell farms), MERIS will
also provide the first global dataset allowing the
exploration of continental-margin carbon fluxes
on a global scale.

Synergistic use of ocean data
Envisat will offer data on winds and waves fronr
the Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar
(ASAR), ocean topography from the Radar
Altimeter 2 FA-z), SSTs from MTSR and
ocean colour from MERIS, all from the same
platform. lt will therefore offer unprecedented
oppoftunities for synergistic measurements
over the oceans As an example. data trom the
first Radar Altimeter have been usefully
combined with ATSR-2 SST data to record the
rise in both the temperature and height of the
sea surface associated with El Nino events
The availability of ocean-colour and SST data
co-located both spatially and temporally will
also provide a unique dataset for general
ocean bio/geophysical characterisation. This
is particularly slgnificant, as simultaneous

Figure 8. SeaWiFS image of the coastal waters around the United Kingdom on 1g
May 1998 (colour composite of 555, 510 and 443 nm bands as red, green and blue,
respectively, produced with SeaAPS software). The data were received by the
Dundee Satellite Receiving Station
(copyright Orbital lmaging Corps and NASA/SeaWiFS)
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Figure 7. Phytoplankton (courlesy of N. Nichols)
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Figure 9. An ATSR 0.55
micron channel image

showing algal bloom extent
in the Baltic Sea

(courtesy of Clean Seas
Project)

measurements of comparable spatial resolution

at optical and thermal-infrared wavelengths
have never previously been available on a

routine basis.

Satellite observations can also be combined
with a wide range of other data sources. For

example, the Clean Seas Project co-ordinated
the work of a number of major European

research centres in France, Germany, ltaly,

Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom in a
programme designed to evaluate the
contribution that oresent and future satellite-

surveillance systems can make to the
monitoring of marine pollution.

The project combined data from a wide
range of sources, including low-resolution
meteorological satellite data, high-resolution
ocean-colour and radar satellite data, and in-

situ measurements of meteorological data, to
study particular occurrences of algal blooms.
The dataset for this project included ATSR

imagery in the 0.55 micron channel (Fig. 9) and

images from the SeaWiFS instrument, similar to
MERIS.

Land
lssues such as the influence of surface
conditions on atmospheric circulation, water
circulation and carbon cycling are at the core ot

a better understanding of climate processes.

Data products from sensors such as MERIS

and AATSR, which represent the ratio of
radiation in the near-infrared and red

wavelengths (e.g. normalized difference
vegetation index) are primarily useful to locate
vegetation and estimate its amount. Novel

experimental products are expected to provide

a measure of the boundary positton between
chlorophyll absorption in the red and leaf

scattering in the near-infrared (i.e. red edge) to
estimate both chlorophyll concentration and

vegetation condition.

It is also a priority to provide data on the
spectral structure of the land surface. This data
will be obtained by recording wavelengths
related to the phenomena of interest, such as

chlorophyll concentration, leaf senescence,
moisture content and iron content. Of particular

interest for the land community is the
combination of high spectral and coarse spatial

resolution in a frequent repetitive coverage,
which is provided by both MERIS and MTSR.

Global land-cover monitoring
Within the biosphere, vegetation is critical, as it
not only supports the bulk of human and animal
life, but also controls the exchange of water
and carbon between the land and the
atmosphere.

Spatial and temporal models of the biosphere
are currently being developed to study the
mechanics of such complex systems, in order
to predict their behaviour under changing
environmental conditions. These models are

based on physical and biophysical
relationships, needing validated results on a
regular basis from space-borne sensors
Repetitive accurate physical measurements are

necessary in order to quantify surface
processes and to improve the understanding of
vegetation seasonal dynamics and responses

to environmental stress. Instrumental to this is

the ability to understand the surface structure
of vegetation and soils. In this context, the
surface bi-directional reflectance distribution
function has also to be analysed in data with a
high repeat rate and a comparably large swath,
enabling the investigation of a target under
varying illumination conditions. Surface spectral
bi-directional reflectance can be calculated
after normalisation to the solar irradiance and

atmospheric corrections. Such a high-quality
dataset can then be efficiently calibrated
against ground data such as leaf-area index,

biomass, soil background, etc. A vegetation

Ol -ALJG-1999 10:1 1:25.9J0 File:
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index has also been specifically developed for
MERIS, giving rise to improved quantitative
estimates of the vegetation status and its
condition.

The top-of-atmosphere reflectances offered by
MTSR and MERIS can also be used in other
ways over land. The narrow bands of N/ERIS
will make it possible to derive more accurate
global maps and more effective vegetation
indices than have previously been available
(Fig.10). They will also contribute towards the
construction of the accurate albedo maps
needed as boundary conditions in meteo-
rological prediction models. Estimates of
vegetation parameters such as land-cover
tvpe, leaf-area index and biomass
concentration can also be derived from the
h^^i^.^{t^^+^^^^^UODIU I EIIEUtd| IUUJ.

Forestry
The Earth's forests play an impoftant role in

absorbing carbon dioxide from the planet's
atmosphere, and their destruction will
contribute to the Greenhouse Effect. On a local
scale, deforestation has had dramatic effects
on the climate, and the combination of reduced
rainfall and soil erosion severely limits the
agricultural use of the cleared land, with
consequent economic repercussions.

AATSR and MERIS will provide improved
capabilities for global and regional forest
inventory. For example, clear evidence of the
anthropogenic origin of forest destruction can
be seen in the ATSR imagery in Figure 1 1.

Regular linear inroads into the forest can be
seen, and large cleared areas stand out among
the surrounding vegetation. Ground-based
estimates of the scale and rate of deforestation

are notoriously inaccurate and rapidly become
outdated, but satellite images provide a reliable
and convenient method for the long-term
global monitoring of this phenomenon.

Synergy
The attribute of synchronised observations
from two different instruments will be equally
valuable for vegetation studies over land.
Although the visible/near infrared bands on
AATSR are not as narrow as those on MERIS,
there is potential for the superior atmospheric
correction offered by the dual views to assist
in improving estimates of bi-directional
reflectance for crop growth and other models
AATSR will offer the added advantage of
complementary observations in the thermal
channels over land that, whilst not originally
designed for this purpose, have proved useful
for studies of burning vegetation and the
retrieval of land-surface temoerature.

Ocean-colour data and information on land
vegetation can also be combined to provide
views of the whole Earth biosphere (Fig 12).

Figure 10. Monthly MERIS
Global Vegetation Index for
June 1998, derived from
SeaWiFS images
(courtesy of JRC/SAl/GVM)

Figure 11. An ATSR-1 image
showing the extent of
de-forestation in Brazil
(courtesy of RAL)

Figure 12. Biosphere globe
derived from SeaWiFS
rmages
(coudesy of NASA/GSFC
and Orbimage)
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Figure 13. ATSR image of
Typhoon Saomai

Clouds and atmosphere
Cloud parameters
Figure 13 shows a night-time, 1 1 micron, false-
colour image of typhoon Saomai over the East

China Sea, heading nodh towards the Korean
Peninsula. In addition to providing information

on the basic location, extent and structure of
clouds, data from different MTSR channels
can be combined to estimate various
properties of the cloud field. These include:

- optical depth, which is broadly related to the
vertical dimension of the cloud

- phase, which determines whether the cloud
contains ice or water

- narlir:le size rruhir:h is the etfective radiative

dimension of the cloud particles, and
pressure, which reflects the cloud-top
nraaar rra nr eltitr rdo

Thanks to the possibility of using narrow
spectral bands. MERIS also provides
information about cloud amount, cloud type,

cloud albedo and cloud-top height, to
complement the top-of-atmosphere radiance

data. These datasets are of particular value for
the validation of the models of radiative transfer
in the presence of clouds used in general-

circulation models of the atmosphere.

The unique conical scanning mechanism used

by the AATSR instrument and the resulting
dual view of the Eadh also provide a natural
stereoscopic view of cloud fields. The stereo
view allows discrimination of the different layers
and structures within the cloud. The dual view

can also be exploited to estimate cloud-top
height By matching sub-scenes from the
nadir and forward images, the relative
displacement of objects in the two images can

be found. Combined with knowledge of the
pointing geometry of the two views, this leads

to an estimate of the object's height above sea
tevet.

Aerosols
MERIS has the ability to evaluate aerosol
properties, including optical thickness and
type. Data from ATSR-I and ATSR-2 have also
been used to map stratospheric aerosol
distribution, a capability continued with MTSR.

Aerosol opticd thickness and aerosol type will

be determined over open oceans. The MERIS
ground segment will also attempt to perform an

aerosol correction over turbid (coastal) waters.
This will lead to marine directional reflectances
at the airlsea inteface, which will be important
for deriving other local and regional
applications.

MERIS also possesses two channels in the
near-infrared dedicated to the measurement 01

pressure by differential absorption of Or. This

allows the discrimination of opttcally thick
aerosols from clouds. This is particularly
imporlant in the tropics, where low cloud cover
makes the large absorbing aerosol loads from
tropical deserts (Fig. 14) a prime contributor to
the radiative forcing of the atmosphere. The

aerosol product will be provided systematically
and will help resolve the uncertainties
associated with the modelling of the radiative
forcing of mineral dust. The presence in the
same product of aerosol, algal pigment and
cloud data is also expected to fudher the

search for correlations between these different
parameters over the oceans.

Aerosol properties will also be estimated by
MERIS over land, but only over patches of
dense dark vegetation. The retrieval of aerosols
over land is a very difficult task for an
instrument operating in the visible and near-
infrared. Aerosol optical thickness and type can
only be retrieved over limited land cover types,
such as dense forests, the reflectance of which
has to be known with confidence. lt also
requires some a-priori assumptions about the
refractive index of the aerosol. Consequently,
this will be provided as an experimental
OTOOUCI
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Water vaoour
The MERIS water-vaoour oroduct is a
measurement of the concentration of water
vapour found in the total atmospheric column.
This product is of particular interest over land
where the signal, and consequently the
precision of this product, is expected to be
particularly high. lt will also be provided over
water sudaces and clouds. Good water-vaoour
retrieval is also expected over ocean regions
affected by Sun-glint. This product will be
delivered to ECMWF for assimilation into
meteorological models to improve weather
forecasting.

Cryosphere
Changes in global sea level are at present
related mostly to the global warming of the
climate, through the thermal dilatation of the
oceans. However, the contribution of the
melting of polar ice sheets to rises in sea level
is also becoming an impoftant area of research,
with particular focus on time-series
measurements of changes in floating and
grounded ice in Antarctica and Greenland.

MTSR will provide frequent observations of the
Antarctic region, coverage of a large proporlion
of the coastline on a daily basis, and total
coverage of the region every three days. Large
icebergs, several kilometres or more across,
can be identified in the images (Fig. 15) and
their dimensions determined. These data
provide the basic information needed for an
assessment of their spatial distribution, of their
calving, breakage and melting rates, and of
therr movement.

The icebergs represent a major component of
the mass discharge from the Antarctic ice
sheet, and hence of its overall mass budget.
The other large, but poorly known, component
of the mass discharge occurs through melting
from the base of the floatinq ice.

Hazard monitoring
Volcanoes
Volcanoes represent serious natural hazards,
particularly in developing countries where large
populations gather on the highly fertile volcanic
soils close to active volcanoes, and where
monitoring activities are most limited. The
logistics associated with monitoring the vast
number of potentially active volcanoes is also a
problem.

Satellite remote sensing provides the
opportunity to augment traditional monitoring
methods. This is particularly true of the ATSR
instruments, which will view all of Earth's
terrestrial volcanoes once every three days
under night-time conditions, which is the ideal

Figure 14. SeaWiFS image
of a Saharan dust storm
over the Atlantic Ocean
west of Morocco, on
28 February 2000
(courtesy of NASA/GSFC
and Orbimage)

Figure 15. An ATSR-2 image
of the B-15 iceberg as it
broke away from the Ross
lce Shelf
(courtesy of RAL)

time to monitor their thermal activity and detect
any eruptive activity (Fig. 16).

Forest fires
Large vegetation fires are a major source of
atmospheric pollutants and fire is a key

Figure 16. ATSR daytime 11-
micron image of the Lascar
Volcano, in Northern Chile
(courtesy M. Wooster, Kings
College London)
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Figure 17. An ATSR night-
time image of the West

African Coast. The large
yellow area is the Atlantic

Ocean. The cooler land
appears red, and bush fires
can be seen as small yellow

sPots
(courtesy of RAL)

Figure 18. SeaWiFS image of
smoke plumes over the Gulf

of Mexico on 5 June 1998
(courtesy of NASA/GSFC

and Orbimage)

indicator of anthropogenic activity and biomass
destruction. In some ecosystems, fire is a

natural and beneficial land-management tool,
but in others it is a major hazard requiring

careful monitoring.

ATSR-2 has already demonstrated a capability
for detecting fires at night using the 3.7 micron

channel (Fig. 17). Visible-channel images from

both the MTSR and MERIS will also be useful
for detecting smoke plumes (Flg. 18). Time
series of images of this kind are particulady

valuable for determining the distribution and

spread of fires throughout a region, and have

also been used to create a qlobal fire atlas.

Conclusion
Both MERIS and AATSR, with their moderate
pixel size and large-area imaging abilities, will

have an enormous range of potential local,
regional or global applications on time scales

ranging from days to years. The products to be
routinely produced from these instruments
have been identified by experts as the most
important, globally measurable parameters on
which further applications can be built. In

addition, the potential for exploitation of MTSR
and MERIS data will be underpinned by a
rigorous calibration and validation programme
that will be undertaken by ESA and the
instrument science teams.

The main application of both optical sensors
will be in the measurement of biological and
physical variables of the ocean, in particular

sea-surface temperature and the amount of
phytoplankton. This is expected to lead to new
insights into the global carbon cycle and
processes that shape our climate. Furthermore,
the extended oblectives of both instruments
will be directed to the understanding of
atmospheric variables associated with clouds,
water vapour and aerosols, with a view to
atmosphere and climate modelling. Finally, the
global monitoring of land cover and attendant
estimates of the state of vegetation or biomass
are also important parameters that will

contribute to biogeochemical models applied
to dynamic processes of global ecosystems
and climatic variations.

In the context of growing concern about the
future evolution of our climate and the
devastation of the natural environment by

mankind, MERIS and AATSR will provide data
of unique quality and of crucial imporlance for

understanding the mechanisms that
control or amplify climate variability, for
the imorovement of weather forecasts
as well as for a rational use of the
Earth's resources. @esa
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Introduction
The Radar Altimetry mission encompasses four
of the ten instruments on-board Envisat. lts
mdn objective is to ensure continuity of the
altimetric observations started with the ERS-1
satellite in 1991. The science mission objectives
are similar to those of ERS, but the altimeter
record will exceed 15 years in length and will
permit changes to be examined on inter-annual
to decadal time scales in:

- global and regional sea level

- dynamic ocean-circulation patterns

The Altimetry mission on Envisat will extend the time series of
observations started by ERS-1 , and the new features of the RA-2
instrument will improve the quality of the measurements in many
respects. The new on-board algorithms for tracking the sudace, the
larger range window and the extra low-resolution mode will all
improve data acquisition over the impoftant ice-sheet margins and
over most land and wetland sudaces. New, in-situ ionospheric
corrections from the dual radar frequency will be a significant
improvement on the model-based corrections used on previous
missions. The more precise DORIS orbit will improve the precision of
all measurements, particularly in near-real time. The near-real-time
products will be built with the same algorithms as the offline final
precision products (only some auxiliary input data may differ), thus
providing near-high-quality geophysical-data-record products within
3 hours of observation to support near-real-time oceanography.

- significant wave height and wind-speed
climatology

- ice-sheet elevation and sea-ice thickness.

Another objective is to provide for the
enhancement of the ERS ocean and ice
missions, in particular, by improving the quality
of the measurements and monitorino caoabilities
for:

- ocean mesoscale, significant wave height
and wind speed in near-real-time

- marine geophysics - polar oceans

- ice-sheet margins - sea ice

- lakes, wetlands and river levels

- land

- ionosphere and water vapour.

The Envisat mission is part of a coherent
European Earth-Observation Programme
ensuring the long-term provision of continuous
data sets, which are essential for addressing
environmental and climatological issues.
The Altimetry mission is therefore a contribution
to such international programmes as the
International Geosphere - Biosphere Programme
and the World Climate Research Programme.
Envisat is also directed at the oromotion of
aoplications and the commercial use of Earth-
observation altimetry data for operational sea-
state and ocean-circulation forecastinq.
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Oceanographic applications
Oceans cover TOVo of our planet and play a key
role in regulating the global climate. They are

the main reservoir for heat, as well as a
power-ful vehicle in transpoding warm water
m2eeae nnlarararrl Thorr herro iho n:n:nitrr tn
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take in (but also to reject) significant amounts of
carbon dioxide, one of the greenhouse gases.

They also allow the cost-effective
transporlation of goods by ship, they are where
we can discover new oil fields, and they are the
feeding grounds for the fish and other sea-food
needed to nourish Eadh's ever-growing human
popuraron

The oceanographic mission objectives for
Envisat altimetry, based on the results already
obtained with ERS include the monitoring of
dynamic topography. mesoscale variability,
seasonal and inter-annual variability, mean
global and regional sea-level trends, marine
geophysics (especially in polar oceans, even
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objeclives are to be met with data products
available either in near-real-time (3 hours), in

quasi near-real-time (2-3 days). or with the
highest precision offline products.

Seasonal and inter-annual variability has an

important impact on climate. Planetary waves
propagate from months to seasons across
basins to adjust the ocean in response to wind
forcing. lnter-annual variations in the seasonal
or annual cycles have a direct and sometimes
Arnmrlin imnon* nn +ho nlnhel nlimato rq iculol lloLlu ll llvqv( vl I ll ra grvuor uilt ttqru, qo to

well illustrated by the El Nino Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) (Fig. t;. The data gathered

from space serve to develop and tune global

ocean and atmosphere models, in order to
better understand the ocean-atmosphere
interaction and the underlying processes.

The ocean is vast and generates a whole
spectrum of signals that one orbiting satellite
alnne cannnt nretenr^l to cover. There are
therefore significant advantages to be gained

by merging the data from two or more altimetry
missions sampling the Earth with different
orbital patterns. A good illustration in this respect
is the enrichment in spatial resolution of the
mesoscale variability field computed with
merged data from ERS and Topex-Poseidon
(Fig. 2), which have the same orbital configuration
as the Envisat and Jason missions

lce and sea-ice applications
Polar ice sheets and sea ice play a vital role in
the global climate system, due both to their
effectiveness in reflecting incoming solar
radiation, and their role as a huge store of fresh
water. Sea ice acts as a barrier between the
ocean and the atmosphere, cutting off
exchanges of heat, moisture and momentum.
Brine expulsion during seasonal sea-ice
formation and intense cooling of the sea
surface through polynyas drive the
thermohaline circulation of the oceans. This
process creates the dense bottom water in the
Pacific, Indian and Atlantic Oceans, and is

responsible for the poleward transport of heat
in the North Atlantic, which ensures mild
winters for Western Europe.

This critical component of the climate system is

not well represented in current climate models,
but is clearly important if accurate predictions

Figure 1. Series of sea-level-
anomaly (cm) data for the

tropical Pacific Ocean. Each
row is for one year (1997 -

2000) with one sea-level-
anomaly field sample each
season, by column: March,

June, September and
December. The strong El

Nifro event of late-1997
followed by a La Nifra event

is clearly visible. A film of
such 3D vignettes helps

researchers to visualise the
wave propagation involved

in such events. Each weekly
field can be assimilated into

an ocean model (SLA data
processed by R. Scharroo,

DEOS, NL; graphics
processed at ESA/ESRIN)
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of the consequences of global warming are to
be made, Global warming is predicted to be
greatest in the Arctic region, and if Arctic sea-
ice is lost it could change the circulation pattern
of the Nofth Atlantic, resulting in severe winters
for Western Europe. Melting of the Greenland
and Antarctic ice sheets would contribute to a
rise in global sea level.

The vast, remote and inhospitable polar regions
can only be monitored effectively through a
global remote-sensing system. Polar regions
experience between 50 and 90% cloud cover
and spend long periods in darkness, which
limits optical and thermal-infrared instrumenl
observations. Fortunately, this task is
particularly well served by satellite-borne active
radar instruments.

Techniques developed using the ERS Radar
Altimeters have allowed the monitoring of ice-
sheet mass balance and the derivation of sea-
ice thickness through the measurement of
freeboard. Continuous altimetric measurement
of the Antarctic ice sheet since '1 992 has
revealed for the first time a significant thinning
of a West Antarctic glacier (Fig. 3). The Pine
lsland Glacier has retreated, and has thinned
inland by as much as 10 metres. lt is important
to continue this monitoring with the Envisat
BA-2 instrument to establish whether this
retreat will accelerate the mass discharge from
the West Antarctic ice sheet.

Balance velocities (the depth-averaged velocity
required to maintain the ice sheet in a state of
balance at a given point for a given surface
mass flux) have been estimated over the
Antarctic grounded ice sheet using ERS

Altimeter data (Fig. 4). These balance velocities
depend mainly on the surface slope and are
modulated by sudace mass balance and ice
thickness. Their study contributes to our
understanding of ice-sheet dynamics and its
response to climatic forcing.

Sea-ice thickness can be sampled using
moored or submarine-mounted Upward
Looking Sonar (ULS). Moored ULS onty
samples a fixed location, and submarines tend
to sample limited areas for only a few weeks
each year. This is not sufficient to deduce full
regional and seasonal variations. Freeboard
measurement by satellite is the only technique
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Figure 2. Root-mean-square
of sea-level anomaly (in cm)
obtained from merged ERS
and Topex-Poseidon data
from October 1992
to October'l 997. Note the
high resolution of the map
brought by the denser
ground-track mesh of ERS
(courtesy of P.Y. LeTraon,
CLS)

Figure 3. Rate of elevation
change of the lower 200 km
of the Pine lsland Glacier.
The coloured dots are
located at crossover points
and have an area equal to
the RA footprint. The grey
shading is the velocity field
derived from ERS SAR data
(courtesy of MSSUUCL)
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Figure 4. Balance velocities
estimated from ERS

Altimeter data (coudesy of
F. Remy, LEGOS)

Figure 5. A comparison
between RA-derived sea-ice

thickness (m) and sparse
measurements from ULS on

submarines (dots), in

October 1 996 (courtesy of
MSSUUCL)

Figure 6. Comparison of the
ERS Altimeter-derived map

(ACE) of part of the Amazon
Basin with the GLOBE map
of the same area (73-68 W,

11-6 S). Note the 100 m

contours in the GLOBE
histogram and the fine (rich

histogram) detail in the ACE
product (courtesy of Prof.

Ph. Berry De Montfod
University, UK)
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that can measure sea-ice thickness on the time
and length scales that climate investigation

demands. The technique has been developed
using ERS Altimeter data, has been verified using

the ULS measurements. and will be implemented

in Envisat's RA-2 ground processing. Results

from ERS suggest that the recently reported
thinning of Arctic sea ice may be localised (Fig.

5), and continued monitoring using RA-2 is

critical to establish long-term trends.

01234

The Envisat Altimetry mission will both extend
and improve the monitoring of the cryosphere
in the climatically impoftant polar regions.

Land applications
Over land, the Radar Altimeter echoes have a
non-predrctable shape, which is why its land-

based applications have matured only slowly

and painstakingly. One remarkable result from

the ERS-1 geodetic phase is the Altimeter
Corrected Elevation Model (ACE), which
replaces more than 28 % of the most prectse

global Digital Elevation Modelwith an Altimeter-

derived height dataset and corrects another
17% (Fig. 6). The Envisat Altimeter, even

though it will not fly an orbit as dense as the

ERS-1 geodetic mission. will improve on this

result in terms of accuracy and by including
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new areas never before measured. The newly
generated ACE product, released at the end of
February, forms part of the market-
development activity within the ESA Earth-
Observation Envelope Programme.

Another land apolication that has been
painstakingly attempted since Seasat is river-
and lake-level monitoring. Radar altimetry is a
powerful tool for this application as it unifies all
river- and lake-level measurements around the
world, even for the most remote or inaccessible
regions, with a unique gauge. Being able to
measure the global river levels, be it only once
or twice a month, would be a significant
contribution to hydrology.

It has been demonstrated with the ERS
Altimeter that echoes from an inland water
surface are clearly discernible and convertible
to river or lake levels. The inclusion of an lce
mode on ERS-1 and ERS-2 has led to a huge
increase in the percentage of the Earth's land
surfaces from which valid altimeter echoes
have been obtained. This has also resulted in

coverage of the majority of the world's river
systems, raising the exciting possibility of a 10-
year time series of river-height data. The inclusion
of a third tracking mode on Envisat should
further increase the land hydrology potential of
altimetry with even greater river coverage, as
well as continuing the hydrology time series. To

illustrate the ERS/Envisat contribution, Figure 7
shows paft of the Amazon River system, with
crossings from the ERS-1 geodetic phase
superimposed on an altimeter-derived river
map.

Envisat altimetry mission characteristics
Envisat will cover high-latitude ocean, ice-sheet
and land-surface areas not covered by the
Topex/Poseidon, GFO or Jason missions. The
35-day repeat cycle, on the same ground track
as ERS-2, allows for dense cross-track spacing
and optimum synergistic combinations with the
simultaneously operating Jason/GFO altimetric
missions for a wide range of applications. The
advantages of this have already been clearly
demonstrated by combining current ERS
mission data with data from Topex/Poseidon.
The orbital characteristics for Envisat are
summarised in Table 1.

Table 1. Envisat orbit characteristics

Orbit type:

Ascending node:

Inclination:

Altitude:

Orbits per day:

Repeat period:

Equatorial ground-track spacing:

Ground-track repeat:

Sun-synchronous

22:00 MLST

98 5"

- BOO km

14 11/35

35 days (501 orbits)

-BO km

+1 Km

Figure 7. River echoes
superimposed on high-
resolution ERS-1 Altimeter-
derived topography and
river network. The plot
shows a 11" x 12 " area of
South America containing
part of the Amazon Basin
(1 5-4 S, 75-63 W) with the
ACE GDEM heights (high:
yellow through red; low:
green to dark blue) overlaid
with ERS-I Geodetic
Mission'water-type' returns
in bright yellow Note that
this part of the ACE GDEM
is totally derived from
altimetry which has
provided a huge increase in
spatial and vertical
resolution over previous
GDEM models for this
region rich in river networks
(courtesy of Prof. Ph. Berry
De Montfort University, UK)
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The Envisat altimetry payload
The instrument set is composed of:

- RA-2: a multi-resolution, self-adaptive, dual-
frequency radar altimeter

- MWR: a dual-frequency nadir-viewing
microwave radiometer

- DORIS: a dual-frequency Doppler tracking
system for orbit estimation

- LRR: a laser retro-reflector for trackinq.

RA-2
Radar Altimeter-2 belongs to a new generation

of radar altimeters. One of the major
imorovements with resoect to the ERS RA lies

in its second frequency (3.2 GNz, S-band)
allowing compensation of the delay due to
ionospheric electron density. lt is designed for
low height noise (pulse repetition frequency of
1795 Nz) and improved wave-hetght accuracy,
with two additional bins on the echo leading

edge. lts tracking follows a novel strategy
allowing robust on-board collection of
accurately quantified radar echoes over all

surfaces. Another new feature is the Model

Free Tracker, which is robust at handling non-
ocean-like echoes, sampled over I28 bins.

RA-2 has three different range resolutions,

adapted to different sensing scenarios (ocean.

ice sheets, sea ice, wetlands, ice edge and

land) and thus to avotding losing track.
Whereas previous altimeters have suffered data
dropouts over areas with difficult terrain, RA-2

will be more robust, providing valuable data for
applications involving ice edges, land, lakes,

wetlands and coastal zones. The switching is

controlled autonomously. RA-2 has the ability

to preserve a small amount of individual echoes
(unaveraged echoes, at 1795 Hz), which are

useful for engineering and scientific studies.

Table 2. The three different resolution
modes of RA-2

Range window
(m)

64
256

1024

all the time (over all surfaces). Their outputs are

delivered in the Geophysical Data Record
(GDR) product and in the waveform product
(SGDR). Land echoes are so complex, diverse
and unpredictable that they cannot be handled

by a single re-tracker: the land-applications
users will access the waveforms. More details

on instrument operation and performance can

be found in ESA Bulletin No. 98.

MWR
The Microwave Radiometer's primary mission is
determination of the tropospheric-water-vapour
path-delay correction for RA-2. Additional
applications of MWR data include surface
emissivity, ice-sheet dynamics, sea-ice
mapping and land-surface temperature, but
imaging radiometers are rather used for these
aoolications. The Envisat MWR has the same
concept and specification as the two ERS

MWRs, but is of a new design. The MWR

shares its Instrument Control Unit with DORIS
(was ATSR on ERS). lt is a dual-frequency,
Dicke radiometer (1 kHz switch frequency), with
near-nadir viewing using an offset parabola

antenna and two feeds (the parabola is fixed,

whereas it needed deployment on ERS).

Calibration, which is based on a sky-horn (cold

load)and an internal hot load, will be performed
about twice per minute

All MWR measurements are to be delivered
with the RA-2 products, as so-called RA-

2/MWR data oroducts. Furlher details can be
found in ESA Bulletin No. 104.

Table 3. MWR characteristics

Frequency:

Bandwidth:

Polarisation:

23.8 GHz 36.5 GHz

400 MHz 400 MHz

Lrnear

Bandwidth
(MHz)

Resolution
(m)

0.5
2

8

320
BO

20

No geophysical-parameter estimation is

per{ormed on-board, where computer resources

are limited and fully dedicated to collecting
high-quality echoes, and so re-tracking is

applied on the ground to create each product,
including those delivered in near-real-time. To

optimise retrieval for each kind of surface, the
waveforms are processed in different
complementary manners: four re-trackers -
ocean, sea-ice, ice 1, ice 2 - are run in parallel

Integration time: 150 ms 150 ms

Dynamicrange: 3-313K 3-313K

Fnotnrint qizp 20 5 km 19.2 km

Footprint centre: 25 km behind 35 km ahead

Sensitivity: 06K 06K

Absoluteaccuracy: <3K <3K

n^+^.^+^.

DORlS

0.427 kbps

The Doppler Orbitography and Radio-
positioning Integrated by Satellite system was
developed by CNES (Centre National d'Etudes
Spatiales), IGN (lnstitut G6ographique National)

and GRGS (Grouoe de Recherche en G6od6sie
Spatiale) to meet scientific and operational user
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requirements in very precise orblt determination
The basic principle of the DORIS system and its
capabilities on Envisat were explained in some
detail in ESA Bulletin No. 104.

Designed and optimised to provide high-
precision orbit determination and beacon
positioning, DORIS was developed in the
framework of the Topex/Poseidon (T/P)
oceanographic Altimetry mission. Operational
since 1990 when the Spot-2 satellite was
launched, it is an uplink radio system based on
the Doppler principle. lt measures the relative
velocity between the orbiting satellite and a
dense, permanent network of orbit-
determination beacons, which form the core of
the system and are distributed homogeneously
over the Earth. The DORIS permanent network
includes 54 beacons hosted by institutes from
more than 30 different countries. More than 20
beacons are collocated with other precise
positioning systems to allow cross-calibration.
The dual-frequency signals at 400 MHz and
2 GHz emitted by the beacons are used by the
receivers on-board the various satellites to
perform Doppler measurements. Within the
network, two master beacons, located in

Toulouse (F) and Kourou (Fr. Guiana) are
connected to the control centre to allow data
uploading to the on-board package, and are
also linked to an atomic clock to allow
synchronisation of the DORIS system with
international reference time.

The DORIS package on-board Envisat
includes: a receiver performing Doppler
measurements and receiving auxiliary data
from the beacons, a bi-frequency omni-
directional antenna, an Ultra-Stable Oscillator,
and a two-channel receiver with DIODE
navigator capability as part of the on-board
software. The bi-channel receiver allows two
beacons to be tracked simultaneouslv.

The DORIS Control and Processing Centre,
located in Toulouse, is in charge of: beacon
network monitoring, on-board package
monitoing and programming, science telemetry
acquisition and pre-processing, technological
archiving, precise orbit determination, and
beacon positioning. This Centre is also parl of
the SSALTO (Orbitography and Altimetry Multi-
mission Centre) CNES ground segment.
Interfaces between SSALTO and the Envisat
Flight Operations Segment and Payload Data
Segment have been defined to meet all Envisat
mission requirements.

For Envisat, the accuracy of the real-time orbit
provided by the DORIS/DIODE onboard
software has been specified as 1 m (on three
axes). The performance of the DIODE software

on Spot-4 and subsequent improvements
that have been tested on the ground indicate
that this level of accuracy should be reached
without difflculty. In fact, various simulations of
the radial component of the Envisat orbil
indicate that DIODE real-time navigation to
the 30 cm level can be achieved using an
upgraded version of the software, The
Altimeter real-time products will certainly
benefit from such a high-quality real-time orbit
determination.

The accuracy of the radial component of the
offline precise orbit has been specified at the 10
cm level, with the even more challenging figure
of 3 cm often quoted as a goal. Experience
with Topex/Poseidon and the Spot satellites
indicates that the 1O cm target will be reached
with no major difficulty, whereas the 3 cm goal
is a challenge that the Envisat Precise Orbit
Determination (POD) team will actively pursue.
The Jason-1 POD group and the other
geodetic-mission teams (e.g. CHAMP, GOCE,
and GRACE) will help in optimising orbit
computation using DORIS and laser tracking
measurements.

Within the climate-change research framework,
the rate of present-day global sea-level change
is a crucial topic, to which DORIS can contribute
in corraral aroaa qr rnh ae. tho nanr.latin

reference frame, horizontal and vertical motions
of beacons entering the terrestrial reference
frame, variations in the geocentre, altimeter
calibration using tide gauges, etc. During the
Envisat miEsion, DORIS will also be flying on
at least two other satellites, namely Jason-l
and Spot-S. This will ensure the achievement
of the required pedormances in terms of
absolute positioning of the DORIS beacons
participating in the terrestrial reference frame,
leading in turn to an improved final Envisat
orbit-error budget. More generally, observation
of the ocean is now thought of more and more
by oceanographers in terms of a global and
'integrated' system. lndeed, there is now a
general understanding that space and in-situ
techniques are complementary in terms of the
characteristics of the observation techniques,
sampling, precision and accuracy, and that
they must be exploited in a joint way to provide
the optimum observing system.

For a few years already, the GPS and DORIS
geodetic techniques have been used together
with Altimetry and tide gauges to estimate the
rate of sea-level change. The continuous
enhancement of the DORIS ground network by
multiplying the co-location of DORIS beacons
with tide gauges is very favourable. Upgraded
versions of the DORIS system, for instance
through the multiple-channel capability, now offer
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Figure 8. The Envisat Laser
Retro-Ref lector (courtesy of

Aerospatiale)

the possibility to design an efficient integrated
'tide-gauge + GPS + DORIS + altimetry + laser'

sea-level system. lt is the intention that the
Envisat Altimetry mission, including DORIS and

LRR for precise positioning, should play a

significant role in this global integrated
nhconrinn qrrqiam

LRR
A Laser Retro-Reflector is mounted on the
Earlh-facing panel of Envisat close to the
RA-2 antenna to support satellite ranging for
precise orbit determination and RA-2 range

measurement calibration. Laser tracking
provides the distance between the spacecraft
and the station and is assimilated in precise

orbit determination. lt will be used extensively
during the commissioning phase and regularly

during the mission to verify the stability of the
positioning system.

The LRR is a oassive device that will be used as

a reflector by ground-based laser ranging
stations using high-power pulsed lasers. The
operating principle is to measure, on the
ground, the round-trip time of laser pulses

reflected from the LRR. The 2 kg LRR is

composed of corner-cubes designed to reflect

the incident laser beam back directly, making
the reflected beam oarallel to the incident beam
within a few arcseconds. The corner-cubes,
made of highest-quality fused silica, work in the
visible parl of the spectrum at two specified
wavelengths: 694 and 532 nm. They are
mounted symmetrically on a hemispherical
housing, with one nadir-looking corner-cube in

the centre, surrounded by an angled ring of
eight corner-cubes (Fig. B). This will allow laser
ranging with field-of-view angles of 360' in

azimuth and 60' in elevation around the
satellite nadir.

The LRR was developed by Aerospatiale (F).

RA-2/MWR data products
Based on the experience from the ERS
missions, significant improvements have been
built into this new generation of altimetric
products, particularly in terms of the enhanced
quality of the near-real-time observations,
which will be almost as accurate as the final
precise product. The product-specification
process has included wide consultation with
users of ERS and TooeVPoseidon altimetric
data. Further product refinement and state-of-
the-art algorithm specification were conducted
with the help of three European Exped Suppotl
Laboratories (ESLs): Alenia Aerospazio (l),

Collecte Localisation Satellites (D and Mullard
Space Science Laboratory (UK).

The algorithm specifications were validated by
prototyping within the ESL. Once verified, ESL
prototypes became reference processors to
produce test data sets designed to validate the
ground-segment Instrument-data Processing
Facility (lPF). Moreover, the RA-2 and MWR
products and algorithms were peer-reviewed

by dedicated experts and were the subject of
an open review at the Envisat Altimetry
Products and Algorithms Review Workshop
held at ESRIN in Frascati in June 1999.

The EnviSat RA-2 and MWR Data Products will

have - already available in near-real-time -
alnl-ral .^\t6rado tha raiaf trnnnanhariav,vvq, (' vvvvY' 'v' 'v
correction from the microwave radiometer and
the ionospheric correction from the two
frequencies, as well as many other
improvements coming from the novel design of
second-generation Radar Altimeter. The
comprehensive near-real-time processing runs
the same algorithms as for the offline products,
with only the availability and quality of the
auxiliary data differing.

The suite of products is based on one main
Geophysical Data Record (GDR) product. The
Envisat general product format is exploited to
add sub-structure inside the product to hold

additional data such as the averaged
waveforms (at 18 Hz), the individual waveforms
(at 1800 Hz) and the Microwave Radiometer
data set. Thus, the waveform data product
(SGDR) is a superset containing the same
geophysical data records as the GDR, but with
waveform data sets appended. Moreover,
these products are global, independent of the
sub-satellite terrain and of the Radar Altimeter
measurement resolution mode, thus avoiding
artificial boundaries between geographical
features like land/sea, land/ice or land/lake
transitions, and ensuring that ocean, land, ice,

lake or wetland data always ends up in the
same (unique, global) data product.
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RA:I/MWR SGDR
Figure 9. The Radar
Altimeter and Microwave
Radiometer product tree

The Fast Delivery GDR (FDGDR) product is

transmitted in less than three hours, for
weather-forecasting, sea-state and real-time
ocean-circulation aoolications. An ocean-
related parameter subset of the FDGDR called
FDN/AR (for Marine Abridged Record) is
extracted to reduce the volume of on-line data
transfers. FDN/AR is converted into the BUFR
format commonly used by Meteorological
Offices. Less than three days later, the so-
called Interim GDR (IGDR) for ocean-circulation
monitoring and forecasting applications is

delivered, replacing the original meteorological
predictions with more precise analyses, and the
preliminary orbit with an improved orbit
solution. The final GDR and SGDR products
containing the most precise instrument
calibrations and orbit solutions are delivered
after 30 days (not more than 50 days). The
schematic in Figure 9 summarises the
organisation, the inter-relationships and latency
of the product generation. The terminology
used to name products is based on the
nomenclature traditionally used in altimetry,
with the product names stored in the first field
of the soecific oroduct header.

The Envisat products (identified by their
'Product lD') are categorised into three distinct
levels:

- Level O (raw): unprocessed data as it comes
from the instrument.

Level 1b (engineering): data converted to
engineering units, with instrumental
calibration applied (lF filtering, to correct
power distorlions of echo waveforms, internal
range calibrations, corrections for possible
drift of reference timing source. no re-
tracking); the half-orbit segmented (pole{o
pole) product mainly contains: datation
(conversion of satellite time to UTC), geo-
location, time delay, orbit (<50 cm NRT to
-3 cm offline), sigma-zero, averaged wave-
form samples at 18 Nz data rate,
individual waveform at full pulse repetition
frequency and MWR brightness temperatures.

Level 2 (geophysical): data conveded to
geophysical units (with retracking); the product
mainly contains datation, geo-location, output
from re-trackers (range, wind speed, significant
wave height, etc.), at 1 Hz plus some 18 Hz
parameters (range, orbit). All geophysical
products, including the near-real time products,
are re-tracked (waveform data are fully
processed in the ground processor to extract
the geophysical parameters). In order to
retrieve the geophysical parameters over all

types of surface (ocean, ice, sea-ice, etc.), four
specialised re-trackers are continuously run
in parallel (over all surfaces):
. Ocean re-tracker: optimised for ocean

surfaces, and based on a modification of
the Hayne model
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. lce-l re-tracker: optimised for general

continental ice sheets, it is a model-free
re-tracker called the 'Offset Centre of
Gravity Echo Model'; it is used for ERS

and will ensure measurement continuity
. lce-2 re-tracker: optimised for ocean-like

echoes from continental ice-sheet interior,

it is a Brown-based model re-tracking
algorithm

. Sea-lce re-tracker: optimised for specular
returns from sea-ice, it is a threshold re-

tracking scheme for peaky waveforms.

The usual necessary geophysical corrections are

available in the Level-2 products. The ionospheric
correction will come from the dual-frequency
altimeter, backed-up by the measu-rements from

DORIS and the Bent model. The wet
trooosoheric correction will come from the on-

board microwave radiometer, backed-up by a
value comouted from ECMWF fields. Users
requiring the Altimeter waveforms will find them
conveniently stored in the Level-2 SGDR
product, along with the co-located geophysical

corrections and the outputs of the four re-

trackers, In other words, the SGDR holds the
GDR data augmented by averaged and individual

waveforms. Therefore, users of Envisat Altimetry

need not access the Level-1 b products.

The Fast Delivery data (FDGDR) will be
processed at the receiving stations and
delivered in less than 3 hours. The lnterim
Geophysical Data Record (IGDR) and the final
precision Geophysical Data Fecord (GDR)

products will be processed offline at the French
Processing and Archiving Centre in Toulouse,

the so-called F-PAC, with the same algorithms
as the Fast Delivery processor. The SGDR is
also built at F-PAC.

Envisat User Services will be a unique interface
with the user community to provide the
required geophysical data products. They will

register the data requests, both Fast Delivery
and Offline, and organise the acquisition,
processing and product delivery. They will be

accessible using a WVVW browser via a Unified
User Services Interface, which will be identicd
at all stations and centres. Under the new
Envisat Data Policy, users of Earth-observation
data for scientific purposes will be granted
special Category-1 status. These users are

invited to submit a research project proposal at

any time via the web site http://prolects.esa-
ao.org (the new data policy is detailed herein).

All other, so-called Category 2, users are invited
to contact the commercial distributors.

Sample data covering the whole suite ol
RA-2IMWR products have been distributed on

CD-RON/, including a Java display tool known

as'Enviview'. Batch (no graphical user
interface) read-write software in C, Fortran and
lDL, containing all the RA-2IMWR data set

structures, is also available on request.

Gonclusion
The Envisat Radar Altimeter mission, including
its support instruments, N/WR, DORIS and

LRR, will serve a myriad of mission objectives,

covering oceanographic, cryospheric and land

applications. The new-generation Radar
Altimeter-2 has many new capabilities to
enhance the quality of its measurements,
including a second frequency and additional
echo sampling near the leading edge for more

accurate reading of wave heights. lt will be able
to make previously impossible measurements
over very difficult terrain, using three resolution
modes and autonomous switching.

The Geophysical Data Record (GDR) products
will be built up from four specialised re-trackers
running in parallel over all surfaces. They will be
global in nature, with no artificial boundaries,
and will be common to the waveform product
(SGDR). The data coverage will be up to 81.5
deg N and S in a dense ground-track layout
(35-day repeat cycle). The Envisat ground
system will deliver global near-real-time data in

less than 3 hours. These products wtll already
be of near-GDR quality, as they will be built
running the same algorithms as the final precise

GDRs. They will contain the good-quality orbit
produced in real time by the DORIS navigator
and the MWR corrections, and will permit

accurate real-time monitoring of global
oceanographic signals, contributing to such
major near-real-time applications as the Global
Ocean Data Assimilation Experiment (GODAE).

The full exploitation of RA-2 data demands
high-quality absolute calibration at Ku- and S-
band for the three instrument parameters, as
well as a very accurate cross-calibration with
previous altimeter data during overlapping
flights. The objective is to provide the user
community with a continuous and consistent
altimetric time series (see article on calibration
and validation elsewhere in this Bulletin).
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The Atmospheric Instruments and
Their Applications:
GOMOS, MIPAS and SCIAMACHY

H. Nett, J. Frerick, T. Paulsen & G. Levrini
ESA Directorate of Earth and Environment Monitoring from Space,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Alarming reports on the impact of human activities on the
stratospheric ozone laye6 on the evolution of the global climate and
on the increasing pollution of the troposphere have attracted
considerable public interest during the past two decades. In an effort
to try to understand the underlying chemical and physical processes
and the role of anthropogenic gas emissions, the scientific community
expressed a clear need for a global atmospheric observation platform.
In response, a suite of three instruments dedicated to the monitoring
of the lower and middle atmosphere have been embarked on ESAs
polar-orbiting Envisat satellite.

These three instruments - GOMOS, MIPAS and SCIAMACHY - not only
represent a continuation of the atmospheric ozone-monitoring
mission of ERS-ZGOME, but significantly enrich the scope of the
obseruational capabilities - mainly the number of detectable species
and their vertical distribution - by making use of a variety of novel
measurement techniques and enhanced spectral coverage. Their
geophysical products will comprise a large number of atmospheric-
state parameters, primarily trace-gas abundances, and will establish
a high degree of complementarity in the information provided.
Together, these data will give the user community unprecedented
insight into the atmosphere's chemical and physical processes and
facilitate major steps forward towards a better understanding of the
future evolution of its chemical and climatological balance.

Figure 1. The ozone hole
above Antarctica on

22 September 2000, from
EBS-2/GOME data

(courtesy of KNMI, The
Netherlands)
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Envisat's atmospheric instruments:
scientific rationale and mission objectives
The study of chemical and dynamical
processes in the Earth's atmosphere has
become of growing interest to researchers in

various scientific disciplines within the past two
decades. This reflects a growing public
concern regarding the consequences of
mankind's activities, such as:

- the dramatic ozone deoletion in the Antarctic
spring atmosphere, first observed in the mid-
1 980s

- the global warming of the lower atmosphere

- the increased pollution of the troposphere,
particularly over industrial regions and biomass-
burnrng areas.

Significant efforts have been undeftaken to
improve our understanding of the underlying
chemical and physical processes and to
establish reliable strategies for forecasting the
future evolution of key atmospheric-state
parameters. Various basic mechanisms,
notably the catalytic destruction of strato-
spheric ozone due to the intake of chlorine
compounds and the role of so-called
'greenhouse gases' in the Eafth's radiation
balance, were soon identified and led to
international resolutions, such as the Montreal
Protor:nl scckinn tn limit the world-wide
release of CFCs. lt was, however, recognised
that comprehensive modelling of the Eadh's
atmospheric system that takes into account
primary chemical and physical interactions,
relies critically on the availability of co-located,
global measurements of various key trace gases,
and that such measurements could best be
realised by dedicated sensors carried on a
(near-)polar-orbiting satellite. This concept had
been exploited and successfully demonstrated
by the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment
(GOME), on board Envisat's predecessor
satellite ERS-2, which has been delivering total
ozone column measurements since its launch
in 1995 (Fig. 1).
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Figure 2. Spectral coverages
of Envisat's atmospheric

sensors

In response to the observational requirements
formulated by a wide scientific community, a
number of options for the implementation of an

atmospheric mission were investigated.
However, it was soon recognised that a single
instrument, exploiting a single detection
technique, would not be capable of serving all

primary needs, both in terms of detectable
species and of geographical and height range

coverage. lnstead, a suite of three atmospheric
instruments was finally selected for Envisat:

- GOMOS (Global Ozone Monitoring by
Occultation of Stars), a medium-resolution
star-occultation spectrometer operating in

the UV-visible-near-infrared spectral range.
This instrument will primarily supply
accurate middle-atmosphere ozone
abundances and allow precise monitoring of
global ozone throughout the mission's lifetime.

Ootimum oedormance will be achieved at

altitudes between 15 and 80 km and under
night-time conditions, whereas the effective
sensitivity is a function of brightness and
spectral characteristics of the actually tracked
target star.

- MIPAS (Michelson Interferometer for Passive
Atmospheric Sounding), a Fourier transform
spectrometer detecting the Earth's limb
emission in the mid-infrared. MIPAS will provide

accurate vertical profiles of atmospheric
temperature and a number of key trace gases,

including the entire NO* family (except NO3),

and cover a height range from the upper

An enhanced satellite-based observation
platform should focus on a number of research
objectives, in particular:

- stratospheric ozone chemistry/destruction
cycres

- the role of increasing loads of chemically
active species (NO". CO, CH4) and of CFCs
in the chemistry of the lower and middle
atmosohere

- tropospheric/stratospheric exchange processes

- long-term monitoring of greenhouse gases
(H2O, CH4, N2O, CO2, CFCs) and their
impact on global climate

- dynamical processes in the stratosphere.

troposphere to the lower mesosphere. As
N/IPAS detects the atmosohere's thermal
emission, it is independent of sunlight
conditions ('day- and night-side' measure-
ments) and provides global coverage.

- SCIAMACHY (Scanning lmaging Absorption
Spectrometer for Atmospheric Cartography),
a UV - visible - near-infrared spectrometer
allowing observations in nadir, limb-emission
and solar-occultation mode. Due to its novel

observational strategy, it allows retrieval of
both total vedical column densities and
stratospheric concentration profiles of a

number of target species. SCIAMACHY,
although depending on solar illumination
conditions, will be the only instrument to supply
tropospheric column-density information for
the primary target gases.

The spectral coverage provided by the three
instruments is illustrated in Fiqure 2.

The three sensors together will allow
unprecedented observations from the tropo-
sphere up into the mesosphere by combining
novel, powerful measurement techniques with
large spectral coverage - ranging from
ultraviolet to mid-infrared wavelengths - and
global detection capabilities.

On a routine basis, the instruments will deliver
global measurements of a number of primary
geophysical parameters, in padicular:

- vertical temperature/pressure profiles ranging
from the upper troposphere to the lower
mesosphere

- abundancy profiles of molecular species (O.,

H2O, CH4, N2O, NO2, NO3, HNO3, CO, 02
and BrO)

- vertical total column densities of a number of
target species, and information on clouds
ano aerosors.

In addition to the above 'standard' products
that will be processed and disseminated on a
regular basis, various other species will be

observable, taking advantage of dedicated,
enhanced data-analysis techniques.

Instrument concepts and observational
strategies

GOMOS
Instrument design
GOMOS operates in the ultraviolet, visible and
near-infrared spectral regions and exploits a

stellar occultation technique for the detection ot
atmospheric ozone and other trace gases. The

measurement principle allows the acquisition ot

spatially high-resolution atmospheric trans-
mission spectra. These spectra are computed
as the ratio between the undisturbed spectrum

GO[l,lOSt-]tr tr
SCIAMACHY

-trtr

MIPAS

0.2 0.3 | 2 3

VVavelength [pmJ
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of a target star, detected at tangent heights well
above the atmosphere, and the occulted
spectra as modified by the atmospheric
absorption, obtained while the star sets behino
the horizon. Using these transmission spectra
and the known molecular cross-sections, the
vertical trace-gas profiles are retrieved.

The primary goal of GOMOS is the accurate
detection of stratospheric ozone, allowing one
to monitor global trends in this species over
long periods. Whilst providing ozone profiles
from UV-visible occultation spectra in an
altitude range of -15 - 80 km and with a
vedical resolution of better than 1.7 km, the
instrument will yield small-scale turbulence
measurements and high-resolution temp-
erature profiles using two fast broadband
photometers in the visible spectrum.

The instrument's line-of-sight (LOS) can be
pointed over a large contiguous range,
reaching from the antiJlight direction to the
across-track direction (Fig. 3). lt is controlled
by a steering front mirror, allowing the LOS to
be pointed in azimuth from -10 to 90 deg (w.r.t.
the anti-flight direction), and in elevation from
68 down to 62 deg (w.r.t, nadir direction).

Initially the mirror is controlled in open loop to a
fixed pre-programmed position. Once the star
is detected, it is controlled in closed loop via
the star tracker (Fig. 4). The observation of a
particular sequence of star occultations
requires the uploading of a set of star
parameters that control the initial pointing
direction and the apparent angular velocity (due
to the satellite's motion) of individual target
stars. The selection of the stars and the
optimisation of the overall measurement
sequence are performed on the ground for a
series of orbits, and take into account the
various scientific objectives. The target objects
are selected from a catalogue containing about
1000 stars down to magnitude 4.5, ensuring
global occultation measurement coverage
throughout the year (Fig. 5).

Control and

house-keeping
data bus

During the occultation, a star will appear to
move in a downward and slightly lateral
direction. This effect is compensated for by the
fine-pointing mechanism mounted on top of
the coarse pointing mechanism, which is used
only for the initial acquisition of the star. ln
addition, the fine-pointing control loop corrects
for short-term perlurbations induced by both
refraction and scintillation effects.

Figure 3. GOMOS viewing
geometry and measurement
principle. The left panel
illustrates the instrument-
pointing envelope (range of
all possible pointing
directions), whilst the right
oanel shows an occultation
sequence. As the satellite
moves away from the star, it
will appear to fall behind the
horizon. As the atmosohere
occults the star, the
acquired spectra will
increasingly show
absorption features (due to
ozone and other gases)

Figure 4. The GOMOS
instrument (artist's view) and
its functional breakdown

Soienoe data

transmitted to
satellite
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Figure 5. Typical GOMOS
coverage during one day in

March. The mao indicates
the geo-location of limb

tangent points during the
acquisition of a realistic

sequence of star
occultations (courtesy of

FMl, Finland)

Towards the end of an occultation sequence,

the starlight eventually becomes so attenuated
that the instrument can no longer observe and

track the star. The star is finally lost behind the
horizon and the instrument changes its pointing

direction (i.e. points the mirror) to the next star
on the observation list. In this manner, the
instrument will typically acquire 45 stars per

orbit, yielding a total of 178 000 occultations
per year.

GOMOS is inherently a self-calibrating
instrument. This means that long-term drifts in
the instrument's radiometric response are

compensated for as only the ratios of
measurements, acquired over a relatively shorl
time interval (-a0 s), are used to compute
transmission spectra. Changes in instrument
response are negligible over such short
intervals. Although GOMOS is specifically
optimised for night observations, it will also
perform measurements during daytime (bright-

limb conditions). During daylight measurements,

the bright background limb spectrum needs to
be removed from the star spectra, via the
simultaneous measurement of the pure limb

signaljust above and below the star LOS. The

interpolated limb spectrum is then subtracted
from the star band.

Ground processing
The geophysical products of GOMOS are vertical

density profiles of ozone, 02, NO2, NO3, H2O,

OCIO, air and aerosol extinction. They are

retrieved from the horizontal transmission spectra

via a spectral inversion followed by a vertical

inversion (Fig. 6). In addition, high-resolution

temperature profiles are retrieved.

. Level-18 data processing (pre-processng)

The main objectives of this processing stage
are:

- measurement-data quality control

- correction for instrument effects

- geo-location of tangent point due to refraction

effects ('bending' of LOS)

- computation of atmospheric-transmission
and limb-background spectra.

Prior to the retrieval of geophysical parameters,

a number of corrections are applied to the
absorption spectra during the Level-1B
processing stage. These corrections primarily

account for non-uniformity of detector
sensitivity and wavelength shifts due to residua
pornting errors. Additional steps include the
verification (internal consistency check) of
observational data, the computation of geo-

location parameters and various radiometric
corrections (detector-uniformity effects ano
stray-light removal). The final step includes the
subtraction of a background signal and the
generation of transmission spectra.

The photometer computations are achieved

using a similar processing chain.

. Level-2 processing (geophysical-product
generatton)

The Level-2 processing stage comprises the
retrieval of trace-gas abundances, aerosol

with a star-parameter table
loaded, the instrument will operate fully
autonomously for up to 25 orbits before a new
star table has to be uploaded.

A schematic of the instrument and its primary

functional components is provided in Figure 4,

whilst Table 1 lists the bastc instrument
characteristics

Table 1 . Basic characteristics of the instruments

UV : 250 - 375, VIS : 405 - 675,

f R1 : 756 - 773,lRz: 926 - 952

Spectrometer spectral sampling UV :0.314. VIS :0.314

lRl :0,0465. lR2: 0.057

UV :0.89, VIS:0.89

lR1 :0.12, lR2 :0.14

UV :0.04, VIS:0,04

lR1 :0.007, lR2:0.008

Spectral stability knowledge [nm]

Blue:470-520,
Red:650-700

Photometer spectral range ]nml

Blue:4,64

Red : 6.81

Star tracking visual magnitude limit :

Blue star = 30.000K Red slar = 3000 K
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Level 18 component

extinction parameters including wavelength
dependence. air density and temperature
profiles. The major processing steps are:

- retrieval of processing configuration data,
instrument physical characteristics, Level-1 B
products and cross-section information

- correction of transmission spectra for
scintillation effects and dilution.

- chromatic refraction correction (if necessary)

- spectral and vertical inversion

- product formatting.

MIPAS
The MIPAS instrument has been designed to
acquire global measurements of the Earth's
limb emission, ranging from the upper
troposphere to the mesosphere. Analysis of
numerous trace gases exhibiting spectral
features in the 685 - 2410 cm 1 wave-number
interval (14.6 - 4.15 micron wavelengths) is

envisaged, with a focus on stratospheric ozone
chemistry and dynamics. In particular, MIPAS
will provide global observations of NOu
compounds and of all important greenhouse
gases. Moreover, it will allow the sensing of
various species in the upper troposphere and in
the mesosphere. Such measurements are
relevant for studies of tropospheric chemistry,
tropospheric/stratospheric exchange processes,
and the Earth's global energy budgets.

lnstrument design
The scientific objectives of MIPAS impose a
number of challenging requirements in terms of
radiometric sensitivity, spectral resolution and
pointing stability. The concept finally selected
is based on a dual-slide inter{erometer in

conjunction with an anamorphotic telescope at

_1_9Y91 3 1otPol9t.L,.)

"1!|1T.,]n lp p-rooua

the instrument's input and a set of eight
Hg:Cd:Te detectors located at the two output
porls of the interferometer. A schematic of the
instrument's opticd layout is shown in Figure 7.

The atmospheric radiance enters the front-end
optics through the azimuth and elevation scan
mirrors, which allow one to control the
instrument's line-of-sight (LOS) in the horizontal
and veftical viewing directions, respectively.
The azimuth scan unit also allows switching of
the viewing direction between sideways
(orthogonal to the orbit plane, 'anti-Sun'
direction) and rearward ('anti-flight' direction)
geometries, and to view the internal blackbody
target for periodic radiometric calibration. The

Figure 6. The GOMOS
ground-processing chain

Figure 7. The MIPAS optical
design (schematic)

Scan ---,
Unit

Calibration Black Body Assembly

Azimuth
Scan
Unit

Front-End
Optics

lnterferometer
HgCdle-Detectors

Focal Plane
Subsystem
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Figure 8. The MIPAS optics
module, with the side and

rearward (front) baffles
removed

A major driver for the overall instrument design
is the achievable spectral resolution, which is

directly related to the maximum optical-path
difference (MPD) of a two-beam interferometer.
The required resolution for MIPAS is 0.035 cm 1.

which translates into an MPD of 20 cm, taking
into account various effects that result in a

degradation of resolution, such as internal
misalignment, beam divergence and the finite
field-of-view. The actual mechanical excursion
of each reflector slide is + 5 cm, taking into

account the doubling of the optical path due to
reflection and the opposite direction's of the
slides' movements. Various additional optical
elements, primarily folding mirrors, have been
included in the optical path, in order to reduce
the overall size of the instrument. An impression
of the instrument's dimensions is provided in

elevation scan unit controls the LOS viewing

direction according to pre-defined tangent
altitudes, and also the pointing to high altitudes
(-200 km) required for radiometric offset
correction ('deep-space' calibration).

The elevation scan mirror reflects the input

scene into the telescope, which reduces the
beam size by a factor of 6 in azimuth, with no
reduction in the elevation direction. An apedure
stoo located near the intermediate focus
defines the effective overall field-of-view (FOV)

of the instrument, which is 0.9 mrad in elevation

by 9 mrad in azimuth. Primary components of
the interferometer are the beam-splrtter
assembly, two corner-cube reflectors mounted
on linearly moving slides, and the optical-path-
difference sensor (ODS). The latter provides
information on the actual optical path difference
during the acquisition of interferograms, and
controls the discrete samolinq of the detector
output signals.

Figure B, which shows the optics module, with
the two baffles for the rearward and sideways
viewing geometries clearly visible.

The chosen interferometer design provides two
separate input and output ports. While one
input port is fed by the signal from the input
telescope, the second port is terminated by a
cold absorber. The two output ports are
directed to two sets of four detectors, each set
covering the entire spectral range of MIPAS.

This set-up allows the radiometric pedormance
to be enhanced through the co-addition of
spectrally overlapping channels, and provides
redundancy in the event that one or more
detectors experience performance degradation
or failure during in-flight operation. The
detectors, together with their fore-optics
(lenses, dichroics), are mounted in a common
housing that is cooled to 70 K by means of a
pair of Stirling-cycle coolers, in order to achieve
optimum sensitivity and to reduce excessive
noise due to thermal emissions in the input-
signal path.

During the acquisition of interferograms, the
signals of all eight detectors are individually

amplified and digitised, using the sampling
signal generated by the ODS. Subsequently,
digital post-processing is performed for the
individual detector channels in order to reduce
the overall data rate. A total of six
interferograms covering different spectral
regions are finally generated for each
interferometer stroke and formatted into a
sequence of data units (source packets). These
source packets also include various
supplementary parameters and housekeeping
information, required for the correct
interoretation of the measured data on the
ground.

A number of control and monitoring functions
are required during the operation of MIPAS.

These tasks, as well as the communications
between the instrument, the Envisat platform
and the control station on the ground (Flight

Operations Segment, FOS), are handled by the
Instrument Control Unit.

A simplified overview of the primary
components of MIPAS is given in Figure 9, and
the requirements and primary performance
oarameters are summarised in Table 2.

Ob se rv ati on al st rategy
MIPAS will periodically acquire atmospheric-
limb emission spectra by scanning the
instrument's line-of-sight (LOS) elevation in

discrete steps, to cover a typical tangent height
range of 8 to 68 km. At the beginning of each
elevation scan, the azimuth angle is adjusted
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Figure 9. Schematic of
MIPAS primary f unctional
components

in a +15 deg range around the nominal
(rearward) direction. to compensate for the
orbit s inc ination (98.55 deg) and to view the
nnlar aroac /Fia 1O\

A single interferometer stroke is performed at
each altitude while intederograms are recorded
in the 8 detector channels (A1, 42, .., D1, D2lr.

Assuming 16 tangent heights per elevation
scan. a measurement time of 4.45 s per stroke
(high resolution, MPD = 20 cm), and taking into
-^^^,,^r ^^/i^/-.ti^ r^^i^,-^r/i^ /-t^^^ ^^^^^ouuvur rL pvr rvuru I ourvr I rgLr ru uugp-Jpduv

calibrations, about 75 complete scans will be
acquired during each orbit (period = 100.6
min). The average data rate will be approx.420
kbit/s.

()rn rnd nrnro<<inn

The MIPAS ground-processing chain is
comnnscd nf a l cvgl- lB and a Level-2
component. which can be operated either in

sequence or as independent stages. The Level-
1R qt:na nprfnrmq the Conversion ofuLuyv

instrument raw data (scene, blackbody and
deep space) and auxiliary data into radio-
motrinallrr enr'1 q566frrll' arlih"^+^nI rrurr ruqily qr ru o|'/uvrldlly udlluldLUU, guu-

located radiance spectra. Also, a number of
supplementary parameters are compuLed,
which are required for the correct interpretation
of the Level-1B data The following
functionalities are provided:

Pre-processing f unctions

- Extraction and reconstruction of inteferogram
data (scene and calibration data) from a
Level-0 input product.

- Extraction/processing of additional ('auxiliary')

input data and instrument housekeeping
information (e.9. timing/pointing data, health
qtatr rc infnrmetinn)

Main processing functions

- Correcton of detector non-linearity (for long-
wavelength - band A, AB, B - detectors).

- Channel equalisation and combination
/hannl-A datontnrc\

- Detection/correction of spurious signals
('spikes') and of possible ODS sampling
( kinge count ) errors.

- Prnnaqqinn nf rarlinmotrin nain anri nffcot

calibration data.

- Radiometric calibration of scene data, and

Field of view at limb tangent point

line of sight viewing range

total spoctral range

spec,tral bands

sp€ctral rssolution (unapodised)

total number ol elenation scans per o6lt
(nomlnal rnode)

alongback spadng b€ftileian scans
ground track of LOS tangeh poht

3 km (vertical) x 30 km (horizontal)

wrdcal: 5 ...2@ km (tangent height)
horlzontal: 350 about rcarward

(anU-f,lght) dlrectlon
300 br sidanays visring
g€ometfi es (spedal a,ents
monitoring only)

685 ...2410 cnr-t (I= 14.0 ...4.15 Fm)

,ABr1O20-.
5- 15([cmj, C:
D: 1&0 - 2410 cm't

- 0.O3 qn'l (hlgh resoluton,
MPD = 20 cnr)

- 0.25 qn'l (or res., MPD = 2 cm)

r, NESR ('eeneftivity') ...4.2 nwcr#/s/cm'l (b€rd D)

radlometrlc aocuracy 1 % (@ 6ss cmu) ...g y. (@ 2410 cm-l)
of input sp€ctral radianca

- 80 (hiSh rcsolution, 16 fimb heights
per scen)

50O km
elmost polar (compensatlon of orblt
Indlnaton througrh azlmuth ste€ring)

Sctelliteqound Trock

Hcightkm Reorword Sldewoys \
Vlewlng Ronge Vtewtngj Ronge,.

correction of spectral-axis assignment
(spectral calibration).
Computation of geo-location parameters (for

individual sweeps for elevation scans,
rofrantinn nnrrontod\

Assessment/verification of scene quality and
noise equivalent spectral radiance (NESR).

Figure 10. MIPAS line-of-
sight viewing geometry

Table 2. MIPAS pefformance summary

noise equivalent spectral
radiance, N ESR ('eeneftivity')
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Figure 11. The MIPAS
ground-processing chain

levellB oomponent

In a final step, a number of additional
annotation data are generated and formatted,
together with the calibrated limb-radiance data
inaLevel-lBproduct

The Level-2 processing is based on the
anahisis nf emission features of selected
l2rdal n2eae frnm lho I arrol- 1R innr rt rlaia

and is performed in two stages: (i) retrieval
of pressure/temperature prof iles. and (ii)

sequential retrieval of Volume Mixing Ratio
O/MR) profiles tor the target species O.r. HrO,
CH4, N2O, NO, and HNO3, using the pressure

and temperature information retrieved in the
first stage.

The Lrnderlying retrieval concept is derived from
the so-called 'global-fit technique . This
approach corresponds to the simultaneous
analysis of the full set of available observations
(i.e. Level-1B radiances at different limb
altitudes within a given scan) and minimising
the CHl, function, i.e. the weighted summation
of quadratic differences between observations
and simulated signals. This minimisation
rnnrnonnto r nan linp2y nrnhlom rnI icI EPI VDEI ILO O I lul l-lll luqr vrvurur | | ur ru ro

achieved through simultaneous fitting of all

selected unknowns, i e primarily the parameter
proflles of an initially assumed model atmo-
snhere /l\rlnre details on the mathematical
background of the iterative titting procedure
and the atmospher c model can be found in the
N/IPAS Science Report, ESA Special Publication
sP-1 229).

A simplified overview of the Level-13/2
processor stages is given in Figure 1 1 .

SCIAMACHY
lnstrument design
The Scanning lmaging Absorption Spectro-
meter for Atmospheric Chartography

(SCIAN/ACHY) will measure the sunlight and
moonlight that is either transmitted, reflected or
qnattorad hri tho Ferth'c atmnqnhora Tho

double spectrometer is designed for the
ultraviolet, visible and near-infrared wavelength
domains (240 - 2380 nm), covering this range
with a resolution of 0.24 to 1 5 nm. lt was
conceived to improve our knowledge and
understanding of a variety of impodant issues
rolaiinn tn iha chamici",, -^..1 ^h,,-i^^ ^{ +h^ruruLil rV Lv Lr ru ur rur | iloLI y dl lU pl lyJlLJ Ul Ll lU

Earth's atmosphere: troposphere, stratosphere
and mesosphere. The scientific objectives are

to study stratospheric chemistry, troposphere-
ciratncnhoro ovnhanno nrn.aaaoa and

tropospheric pollution, by using a combined
limb, nadir and occultation strategy.

SCIAN/ACHY is a passive remote-sensing
instrument, designed to measure atmospheric
constituents and parameters of importance in
the stratosphere and troposphere. lt comprises
fnr rr cr rhqrrctomq'

- A scan-mirror system, which determines the
instrument's observational mode

- A spectrometer (or optical bench), which
breaks down the incoming signal into its
enontral anmnnnan+a

- A cooling system, which maintains the
snectrnmctcr :nr^l its deteCtOfS at SeleCted

temperatures to optimise the signal-to-noise
ratio in the measured spectra

- An electrical subsystem, which controls and
operates SCIAN/ACHY and intedaces to the
Envisat platform.

The first two subsystems are padly depicted in

Figure 12. The input light is collected by the
scan-mirror system and passed, via an off-axis
parabolic mirror. to the spectrometer's entrance
slit. After subsequent collimation, light is directed
to a pre-dispersing prism, which produces an

intermediate spectrum in the middle of the
instrument (see Fig. 12, where the prism is

labelled the 'channel separator'). The polarised

reflection of this prism is sent to the Polarisation
Measurement Devices (PMDs), which are
broadband detectors observing in selected
12nfloq thrnr rnhnr ri tho qnoeirrl rrnno nf

SCIAN/ACHY The spectrum leaving the prism
is directed. by use of reflective optics and
dichroic mirrors, to the eight spectral channels
of SCIAMACHY. Each channel comprises a
grating. transmissive optics and a diode array
rjotoctnr Tha nntical a^^^f, -^! t+^ ^--^,,uurvvrvr. I r ru vVLrvur UUI lul I dl lU ILJ dl ldy
detectors are cooled to minimise their intrinsic
noise, and thereby optimise the signal-to-noise
ratro

The onboard calibration hardware includes
aluminium diffusers (on the rear sides of the
elevation and azimuth scan mirrors), which are

used for solar-irradiance measurements. These

Load
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& L1B annotatlon
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chamrcl Iin turn are used to calibrate Earth-shine
spectra, for use in ground processing. A hollow
cathode discharge lamp is used for wavelength
calibration. The detector pixel-to-pixel gain, as
well as etalon effects, will be determined using
a tungsten-halogen 5 W lamp, placed at the
second level.

With its combination of two mirrors, the
instrument is able to observe light reflected,
scattered or transmitted from the atmosphere,
in nadir, limb or occultation mode. lt yields

either trace-gas column densities from nadir
measurements, or vedical profiles from limb
and occultation measurements. In combination
with the instrument's broad spectral coverage,
this leads to a unique quantity of scientific
targets and applications. Especially the
combined analysis of limb and nadir
measurements will make SCIAMACHY the only
instrument on Envisat that can estimate
tropospheric trace-gas columns (Fig. 13). In the
future, these might be of considerable interest
for tropospheric ozone detection and photo
smog monitoring.

Observation al strategy
The SCIAMACHY operations concept is built
on a mission scenario - timeline - state
scenario. The lowest level, an instrument state,
represents a single measurement type with a
specific set of (pre-)defined parameters.
Several of the instrument states together
build a timeline, defining a sequence of
measurements. Both, states and timelines are
stored on-board the satellite. Commanding
these nrc-definerj timelines will allow
autonomous instrument operation over long
periods. Mission scenarios define the high-level
sequence of activities.

Nominally, SCIAMACHY will be operated as
follows. Coming out of eclipse, the instrument
will start with occultation measurements by
tracking the sunrise through the atmosphere.
Alternating limb and nadir measurements will
follow. oerformed with a nominal swath width of
960 km across-track. Whenever the Moon is

visible (which occurs over the southern
hemisphere of the day-side orbit), lunar
occultation will be oerformed. Calibration
measurements will be carried out when
entering eclipse

Given Envisat's orbital period of about 100
minutes, SCIAMACHY will be able to observe
the whole Earth. Global coverage at the
equator is established within 6 days when
using the alternating limb/nadir scan option.
Using only the nadir or limb modes, global
coverage is achieved within 3 days (for the 960
km swath width).

epectral cabraflon
lamp

sub-coler port

dfftxer

nndr/eleyafion mforor

azhnilh

Ground process/ng
SCIAN/ACHY Level-1 B processing comprises
the following steps:

- Reading of Level-O (raw) data and auxiliary
files.

- Sorting data packets according to nadir,
limb/occultation, calibration and monitoring
categories.

- Determination of measurement data oeo-
location.

-Determination of calibration/correction
parameters necessary for spectral and
radiometric calibration.

- Write Level-1B product, containing the geo-
located measurement data (still Level-0),
plus all calibration/correction parameters.

The SCIAMACHY Level-18 product concept
differs from the standard approach adopted for
the other Envisat instruments in so far as a
user has to apply various corrections and
calibrations in order to obtain fully calibrated,
geo-located radiance spectra. This rather
specific interpretation of Level-18 is based on
the ERS-2/GOME heritage. By maintaining the

g;rethgs

oeparator

pre@erserprtm

Figure 12. The SCIAMACHY
level-1 optics. The second
level (not shown here)
consists of the remaining
channels 3 to 6, PMD
channels including a 45 deg
sensor, and the on-board
white-light source
(courtesy of TPD/TNO, The
Netherlands)

Figure 13. SCIAMACHY
limb/nadir matching. By
assessing the difference
between nadir total column
and limb integrated
stratospheric column, the
tropospheric column can
be obtained
(courtesy of IUB Bremen)

charmel2
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calibration&

Figure 14. The SCIAMACHY
ground-processing chain

Figure 15. Structure of a
MIPAS Level-2 oroduct file

n€ar real
tim€ chain otf-line chain

(nadlr only) I (llmb & nadlr)

'raw' information content in the Level-1B
product. it provides the users with a high

degree of flexibility to perlorm calibrations
according to their specific needs.

Taking Level-1B as input. Level-2 processing
involves the following steps:

- Reading Level-lB data and auxiliary data
(e.9. climatology. cross-section data).

- Applying calibrations for: leakage current,
detector memory effect, etalon and pixel-to-
pixel gain, stray light, spectral, polarisation

and radiance.

- In NRT processing, only nadir data will be
processed with DOAS-type (Differential

Optical Absorption Spectroscopy) algorithms
to retrieve vertical columns of trace gas.

- In off-line processing, nadir, limb and
occultation data will be processed. to yield

vedical profiles of trace gases.

- Finnlhr rctricrial rcsr rllg are written intO the
Level-2 product

A simplified overview of the Level-1B/2
processor stages is given in Figure 14.

Scientific data products
l-lr rrinn Fnrriqat'q rnr rtino nnoraiinnc

GON/OS, N/IPAS and SCIAMACHY will

acquire atmospheric data according to a
nominal measurement scenario. These
data will be interleaved with periodic,

instrument-specific calibration and
characterisation measurements, as
required to perform the ground data
processing and to monitor the
performance of each instrument. The
processing of scene and calibration data
for each of the instruments will be
conducted on a systematic basis.
making use of the near-real-time (NRT)

and off-line processing capabilities
provided by the Payload Data Handling
Stations (PDHS) and Processing
Archiving Centres (PACs). respectively

(see the Payload Data Segment' and
'Envisat User Services' articles elsewhere in

this issue).

All product files are structured according to the
general Envisat formatting rules that distinguish
the following 'generic' building blocks:

- Main/Specific Product Header (MPH/SPH).

Product header, specifying both general and
instrument-related information such as
processing site. software version, orbit/geo-
location parameters. sensing time, and
references to auxiliary input data used.

- Measurement Data Sels (MDS): Include
actual processed instrument data, i e.

transmission/emission spectra in the case of
Level- t B products and retrieved geophysical
parameters (profile or column density data),
in the case of Level-2 products.

- Annotation Data Sets (ADS): Include MDS-
specific information related to acquisition or
processing of individual data segments. as
ronr rirpd fnr fr rll intornretatiOn Of the data.

Whereas in the case ot GOMOS each
individual occultation results in a set of
Level-lB and Level-2 files, the MIPAS

and SCIAMACHY products contain data
for a full orbit. In the latter case, the MDS

are formatted according to a specific
record structure, whereas each record
corresponds to an individual processed
measurement data unit, for instance a
limh qcnr ronr-o Thc rccgllg within each
data set can be identified by a unique
+i'-^ ^^r'^"-^+^r' +l-'^ aa ^^ll^'-l '+i,-^Lil |U pdt dil rutur, Lr ru Ju-uo[uu Lil r rE

stamp'. A typical product file structure
(N/IPAS Level-2) is illustrated in Figure
15. ESA will provide the users with
specific software tools to support the
h^^rri^^ ^+ ^-^!,,^+ files and theI tqt tuilr rv ut Prwuuw(
extraction of geophysical information.
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A summary of the data products for the three
instruments is provided in Table 3. In addition to
the routine products that will be systematically
processed in the various processing centres, a

number of 'non-standard' target species/
parameters are listed (bottom row of table).
These products will require enhanced analysis
strategies and are the subject of dedicated
research efforts in a number of scientific
research institutes located all over Eurooe.

In-flight characterisation and validation
During Envisat's early in-orbit operation, its
atmospheric sensors will undergo a number of
checks and calibration measurements to verify
the basic functionalities of the instruments and
ground-processor components, and to assess
essential performance parameters, Primary
contributions to the validation of atmospheric
products will be supplied by dedicated
measurement campaigns providing
independent observations of atmospheric
parameters. Advantage is taken of a variety of
well-proven measurement techniques.
including various ground-based, airborne and
space experiments.

Intercomparisons of GON/OS, MIPAS and
SCIAMACHY data with such 'correlative'
information will allow error budgets for the
geophysical data products to be quantified and
corrective actions to be identified in order to
further enhance the overall performance of the
ground processing chains.

The initial in-flight calibration/characterisation
activities will be accompanied by dedicated
geophysical measurements. These efforls will

be complemented by a long-term validation
programme ensuring continuous pedormance
monitoring of the instruments and ground

processors, and allowing the incorporation of
future enhancements for critical alqorithm
components.

Conclusions
With the GOMOS, N/IPAS and SCIAMACHY
instruments onboard Envisat, ESAs series of
Earth-observation missions will be enriched
with a suit of powerful sensors dedicated to the
exploration of the entire lower and middle
atmosphere. Whilst operating in different
spectral bands spanning the ultraviolet to mid-
infrared wavelength range, the three
instruments will exploit a variety of detection
techniques and observational strategies.
Together, they will provide global data on a

large variety of atmospheric-state parameters,
primarily abundancy profiles for the trace gases
that play a key role in understanding the
atmosphere's chemistry and physics and which
may contribute to the further improvement of
meteorological forecasting models.

The concept of systematic processing,
archiving and dissemination of scientific data
products will ensure that the atmospheric
research community is supplied with immediate
and easy access to a large number of geo-
physical data products throughout Envisat's
envisaged S-year lifetime.

A co-ordinated validation programme including
dedicated correlative measurement campaigns
has been initiated to support both the initial and
the subsequent routine in-orbit operation of the
three instruments. This effort will ensure stable
sensor and ground-processor performances
throughout the entire lifetime, further improving
the scientific exploitation possibilities for this
unique atmospheric mission. @esa
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Introduction
The FOS is one element in the overall ground
segment and it consists of the Flight Operations
Control Centre (FOCC), the Kiruna (S) and
Svalbard (N) ground stations, and the Launch
and Early Orbit Phase (LEOP) network. lts main
task is to monitor and control the Envisat
satellite during the LEOP, Commissioning and
Routine Phases, for which it interfaces with the
following elements of the Envisat system:

- the satellite, for telemetry, telecommanding
and ranging via the Kiruna, Svalbard,
Villafranca (D and LEOP stations

- the Payload Data Segment (PDS), for mission
planning and reporting

The Envisat Flight Operations Segment (FOS) provides the services
needed to operate the Envisat platform and its instruments during the
Launch and Early Orbit Phase (LEOP), the Commissioning Phase and
the Routine Phase of the mission. In developing the FOS, extensive
use has been made of existing components already developed and
tested for the ERS missions. The resulting FOS is a distributed system,
with a widely variable configuration depending on the different
mission phases for which it will be used.

- the Artemis Mission Control Centre, for the
reservation of communication slots

- the Announcement of Opportunity Instrument
(AOl) providers, for instrument operations

- the industrial partners (e.9. satellite Prime
Contractor), for support during both the
critical and routine mission ohases.

Given the crucial role of the FOS in the overall
success of the mission, stringent requirements
for system availability, real-time performance,
recovery, traceablity and validation have been
systematically applied to all FOS elements. In
addition, a validation of the operational
procedures for all mission phases has been
performed during System Validation Tests and
during the FOS Simulation campaign.

FOS architecture
The FOS basically consists of the ground
stations and the Flight Operations Control

Centre (Fig. 1). ESA's Kiruna-Salmijarvi (S)

facility serves as the prime station,
complemented by the Svalbard (Spitzbergen)

station to provide coverage during those orbits
not visible from Kiruna. During the LEOP, the
ground-station network will be temporarily
extended to nine stations.

The Flight Operations Control Centre (FOCC),

located at ESOC in Darmstadt, Germany, has
the following components:

- The Flight Control System (FCS), which
includes:
. the spacecraft telemetry and telecommand

database
o the telemetry and telecommand systems,

which are based on the corresponding, well-
nro\/en FRS svstcms

o the Snacer:raft Performance and
Evaluation (Speval) archive, which is the
long-term archive for telemetry and
telecommand history data (with a web
interface)

. the on-board software maintenance system,
which controls all patch and dump
activities and guarantees configuration
control for each change made to the on-
board software

o the mission planning system, which is used
to plan and generate the daily command
schedules.

- The Flight Dynamics System, which maintains
the orbit and controls the on-board AOCS
system.

- The Simulator, which realistically simulates
the satellite's behaviour.

The ground stations

FOS GS - LEOP
During the LEOP, the requisite wide coverage of
the flight path is provided by a network of nine
ground stations, belonging to ESA or other
organisations providing their services through

BB
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Figure 1. The structure of
the Envisat Flight
Operations Segment (FOS)

Figure 2. The Kiruna ground
station, in Sweden

co-operation agreements. The LEOP ground-
station network uses facilities at nine sites:

- Kourou

- Perth

- Villafranca

- Kiruna

- Santiago de Chile
Wallops
Poker Flat
Kerguelen
Svalbard.

The LEOP stations provide tracking, telemetry
and command fl-T&C) suppod in S-band. The
ESA stations already being used for the
Agency's missions did not require additional
work in order to cope with Envisat. The non-
ESA stations, although compatible at the radio-
frequency level, have required some specific
work at the base-band level (Santiago, Wallops
and Poker Flat) or at the communications-link
level (Kerguelen and Svalbard).

FOS GS - Routine
Monitoring and controlling the spacecraft
during the Routine Phase of the mission relies
on the ESA Kiruna-Salmijarvi (S) 15 m station
as the prime station, complemented by the
Svalbard station providing services during the
Kiruna blind orbits. The ESA Villafranca (E)

station will be used as the back-uo durino the
Routine Phase.

The stations at Kiruna and Svalbard (Figs. 2
and 3) will provide full TT&C support in S-band
when in direct visibility. The Kiruna-Salmilarvi
station will also be used for the recovery of the
housekeeping telemetry recorded by the on-
board solid-state recorder over the whole orbit
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Figure 3. The Svalbard
ground station, in Norway

and dumped at X-band when within ground-

station visibility. In order to support both the
ERS and Envisat missions, an off-the-shelf 13

m antenna has been procured by the Swedish
Space Corporation. the site operator. to
provide S- and X-band services. Following

Envisat's launch, the 15 m antenna's front-end
will be re-furbished to support the next five
years of Envisat operations.

During the initial phase of the Envisat mission,

the Svalbard service will be provided by the
station owned by Kongsberg Lockheed Martin,

and operated by TSS. TSS is currently
procuring another station to provide services at

S- and X-band, to be operational at the
beginning of 2002.

The above ground stations and the other FOS

elements are connected via the ESA OPSNET

network, which includes leased and dial-up
lines via X.25 nodes. During the LEOP and

Routine Phases, the OPSNET element will be

operated centrally from ESOC. A network-
control system allows remote control of each

node in the network and switching of lines if

needed.

The Flight Gontrol System
The Envisat FCS provides the operators with
facilities to both monitor and control the
spacecraft. lt includes database management
(DB), telemetry processing [M), telecommanding
(TC), mission planning (N/PS), on-board
software maintenance (OBSM), local and
remote soacecraft data-evaluation facilities
(Speval, and via the web WebSPeval),
monitoring and control of the Kiruna facilities
(TTCDAF) and interfaces with the other
elements of the Envisat ground segment. The

FCS aoolication software consists of the

mission-specific software developed by

industry, and the generic SCOS-1 infrastructure
software. The SCOS-2000 infrastructure
OBSM kernel supports the Envisat-specific
OBSM subsystem.

The FCS is installed at ESOC in Darmstadt. The

operational environment has been provided in
the Envisat Dedicated Control Room (DCR)

since the first SW. During the LEOP, the Envisat

FOCC will be installed in the Main Control
Room (MCR).

The system hardware platform is set of three

VAX computer systems connected in a

protected Local Area Network. The user

interface consists of up to 22 work stations,

each with three screens. The system
architecture suooorts all of the user

requirements in terms of system availability and

system response times, which are most severe

for the critical mission phases, e.g. the LEOP

During these critical mission phases, a 'warm

standby' is required, because it is not possible

to restart a VAX computer system within the
required one-minute time limit for system
unavailability, whereas a 'cold standby' is

sufficient for the mission's Routine Phase.

The Flight Control System consists of the
following components:

- The database management (DB) provides

the functionality for creating and managing

the system databases. The Satellite Reference

Database (SRDB) provided by industry is

imporled into a static Oracle database. The

operational database used for real-time
processing is derived from this static data-
base and incorporated into the operationa
environment.

- The telemetry fl-M) subsystem receives and
processes the satellite telemetry. lt receives

real-time telemetry via X-25 links from the
ground stations, or on-board-stored telemetry

via a file interface from the Payload Data

Segment (PDS). The telemetry subsystem
quality-checks and processes all telemetry
formats.

- The telecommand [C) subsystem provides

all of the features necessary to prepare,

uplink and verify the commands. A history of
all commands sent to the satellite is also

maintained. Full manual operation of the
spacecraft is supported. In normal operation
modes, however, this system will uplink
oarameters and commands received from
internal or external sources.

- The Mission Planning System (MPS) is part

of the Envisat end-to-end planning function
responsible for the planning and scheduling
of the satellite and ground facilities. lts main

task is to plan the spacecraft operations,
according to requests for operations as
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defined in the Reference Operation Plan
(ROP) and in the Preferred Exploitation Plan
(PEP). This activity must be conducted within
the framework of satellite and ground
constraints and in co-ordination with the
Artemis satellite ground-segment planning
function. The MPS provides the satellite, the
ground-station schedule and the Detailed
Mission Operation Plan (DMOP) to the
Payload Data Segment to enable the
scheduling of the data-acquisition facilities.
Finally, the MPS reports on the success of
the operations with respect to the plan.

- The On-Board Software Maintenance
(OBSN/) subsystem provides the engineers
with an environment in which the on-board
processor flight software can be maintained.
The key issue for this subsystem is

configuration control and availability. The
software updates are obtained from the
Software Maintenance Facilities (SMF).

- The Spacecraft Data and Evaluation facilities
(Speval, WebSpeval) will archive spacecraft
and ground-station data gathered throughout
the duration of the Envisat mission and will

allow this data to be retrieved and analysed
later. A security-controlled, web-based
interface is provided to allow remote access.

- The Communications Management Function
(CMD controls the transfer of data files
between different functions inside and outside
the FOS, The CMF has a database-driven
routing algorithm, which also guarantees
delivery in the case of anomalies. External
users are separated from the FOCC by a
firewall.

The staggered Flight Control System deliveries
were validated and accepted using the Envisat
Simulator. Testing using satellite hardware was
only conducted with fully released software
verstons.

The Flight Dynamics System
The Fight Dynamics System for Envisat is an
ESA internal development, operated by flight-
dynamics experts. The services provided
include:

- orbit determination and control

- generation of AOCS-related telecommand
parameters for the central flight software

- monitoring and performance evaluation of
the AOCS hardware and software, and
testing and validation of all of the flight-
dynamics products.

The Flight Dynamics System runs on a
server/client platform (Sun/Solaris), which is

highly redundant in terms of its key hardware.
Each of the four disciolines mentioned above
constitutes a self-standinq and mutuallv-
interfaced subsystem.

For the eady part of LEOP (Fig. 4), the Orbit
Determination and Control Subsystem is a very
critical component, as its task is to determine
the actual orbit. Ariane-5 will inlect Envisat
directly into its operational orbit. lmmediately
after the spacecraft's separation from the
launcher, a rapid procedure will be stafted that
allows all nine supporting LEOP ground
stations to quickly locate and acquire the
satellite. On the basis of this, a series of orbit-
correction manoeuvres will be oreoared to
compensate for the relatively minor Ariane
orbit-injection errors, and to initiate a drift
phase of 1-5 weeks that will allow the precise
phasing of the orbital positions of Envisat and
ERS-2. Already two days after lift-off, orbit
determination, prediction and control activities
will assume a routine mode of operation.

Injedion

L7 Sage
$paration

$lar array
MEGSrelease

Solar array

Attitude acquisition

During the Routine Phase, the Orbit
Determination and Control Subsystem will
determine Envisat's orbit twice per day, predict
its orbit for the next 8 days, provide this orbital
information to the ground stations, and plan
manoeuvres that will keep the orbit within the
prescribed ground track. e.g. dead band.

During the LEOP, the AOCS Monitoring
Subsystem will show how fast the satellite is

rotating around its axes and will give an
indication of how the automatic acquisition of
the nominal attitude by the on-board control
system is proceeding. lt will also provide data
shortly after spacecraft separation that will

$lar array
sondary deployment

Figure 4. The Launch and
Early Operations Phase
(LEOP)

rimary deployment

Wheel controlled
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Figure 5. The Flight
Dynamics facilities

Flight Dynamics System

Orbit
Determination & Control

indicate whether the solar array has been
successfully deployed, which is essential for
mission success. Further lnto the mission, the
monitoring of spacecraft rates and other AOCS
parameters such as reaction-wheel speeds
and Earth-sensor measurements, will allow an

assessment to be made of how well the on-
board control algorithms and sensors are
working, and how stable the satellite pointing
is. This can then be comoared to the estimates
of spacecraft rates and attitude calculated by
the on-board computer.

All the Flight Dynamics subsystems (Fig. 5)

have been develooed based on the similar ERS

systems. For orbit determination, including

The ENVISAT Simulator

high-precision orbit determination at the sub-
decimetre level, this ERS experience has been
used to develop the Navigation Package for
Earth Orbiting Satellites (NAPEOS). This
internal infrastructure product based on the
flight-proven ERS orbit determination and
control software can be reused for future Earth-
orbiting missions.

An independent test and validation group has
validated the mission-critical software developed
as paft of the flight-dynamics subsystem. The
validation campaign included interface, single,
subsystem and system tests and training. The
key tools used in this campaign were a High-
Precision Test Data Generator and a Tracking
Data Generator, which generate realistic test
data based on pre-defined attitude, orbit and
ground-station parameters.

Once Envisat operations begin, the task
of the test and validation group is to
ensure the high quality of all products
delivered to internal/ external parties.

The Simulator
The Envisat Simulator (Fig. 6)

provides the spacecraft
operations personnel with a

training tool that allows the
thorough testing and evaluation of

both nominal and contingency operational
procedures. In addition, it has been used

to test and validate the FOS. lts primary
function, however, is to supporl the Envisat
Simulation Campaign prior to launch, which is

designed to ensure that the complete ground
segment is ready for the launch, including the
ooerations staff themselves.
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The Simulator runs on a DEC-Alpha work station
and uses a generic 1750 emulator to model the
satellite's on-board Central Communications
Unit (CCU) and Payload Module Computer
(PN/C) This means that the actual flight
software for both the CCU and the PMC can be
executed in the Simulator, vastly adding to the
realism and validity of the simulation

The Simulator can be divided into three main
parls: the infrastructure (SIMSAT), the spacecraft
model itself , and the ground-equipment
models. SIMSAT and the ground-equipment
models are generic products that are used for
a variety of the ESA spacecraft simulators. The
spacecraft model is naturally unique and has
been developed by industry using object-
oriented analysis and design methods. lt is

therefore broken down in the same way as the
spacecraft itself in terms of a Service Module, a
Payload Equipment Bay, and the Payload
Instruments. These components are then further
broken down into the different components
within these subsystems in a modular fashion.

Each delivery for the Envisat Simulator has
gone through a series of tests before being
accepted by the spacecraft operations team.
Firstiy, each module has been integration-
tested by the developers, and then the whole
system has been tested The slmulators were
then formally delivered for 'provisional
acceptance testing . Once Lhe Simulalor had
successfully passed such testing, it was
released to the operations team for 'final
acceplance teslrng'. lhese tests were based
on the user requirements defined at the
beginning of the Simulator's development
lifecycle.

Operations
The operational concept is based on manual
operations during critical phases and
anomalies, conducted according to pre-
defined flight operational procedures. All such
procedures have been developed and validated
at the FOCC (Fig 7). During routine operations,
schedules based on user inputs are generated
automatically for operating the entire satellite.

Figure 7. The FOS Main
Control Room
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The mission operations can be divided into four
ti^+i^^+ ^h^^^^.utJLil rut pr rdDED,

- the LEOP

- the Commissioning Phase, which can be

further subdivided into a payload first switch-
on (SODAP) and a Calibration and Validation
(CalA/al) Phase

- the Routine Phase, and

- the end-of-mission ohase.

LEOP
Durrng the initial LEOP, the prime objectives are

to deploy the satellite appendages, to acquire
the correct attitude, and to generate power

from the solar array to re-charge the batteries.

The FOS has to monitor the majority of the on-
board auto-sequencing during the deployments.

In the event of on-board contingencies, the

flight control team has to react quickly to
determine the cause of the anomaly and to
execute the pre-defined recovery operations
that have been practised many times during the
simulations.

The satellite design allows only about four

orbits without power from the solar array, which
makes any contingency recovery extremely

time-critical. This is why a dense network of
nine ground stations with a fully redundanl
infrastructure has been built.

Two mission control teams operating in two
shifts, 24 hours per day, will be available in the
Control Centre. During the second part of the
LEOP, acquisition of the operational orbit will be

initiated and the Advanced Synthetlc Aperture
Radar (ASAR) antenna will be deployed. This
phase will last approximately 1 week.

Commissioning
Once the LEOP has been completed, the initial

commissioning of the Service Module, Payload

Equipment Bay (PEB) and Instruments wil

commence. In this phase, the PEB and the
instruments will be switched on incrementally

and the in{light performances of the various

on-board subsystems and of the ground

segment will be verified. Also as part of this
phase, the Ka-band antenna will be deployed
and some instrument covers will be released.

The instruments will then be calibrated and

their Earth-observation products validated
during dedicated campaigns. The overall
duration of the Commissioning Phase will be

approximately 6 months. With the exception of
a few critical switch-on and deployment
operations requiring extended coverage, a

single Kiruna and/or Svalbard pass per orbit is
sufficient to command and control the satellite

during this phase.

The operational concept evolves around
operations by procedure for the initial switch-on
and deployment-and-release activities and
automatic scheduling by the FOS Mission

Planning System. Step-by-step, the latter will

take over the planning and commanding of the
Payload Module's Data Management System

and then the instruments.

Routine Phase
The prime objective in the Routine Phase is to
generate high-reliability Earth-observation
products, as requested by the users. Most
routine activities during this phase will be
generated by dedicated software tools and
procedural interaction will nominally be limited

to routine monitoring, the up-linking of tele-
command schedules, and maintenance
activities (e.9. orbit maintenance). Routine
AOCS commands will be generated

automatically during this phase by the Flight

Dynamics System, based on the latest orbit-
prediction data.

For the Payload Equipment Bay and Instrument

operations, the Mission Planning System will

schedule the activities up to one year in
advance, based on external requests for
specific operations from the Payload Data

Segment and Announcement of Opportunity
centres, and a global observation plan. The

resulting command schedule for the nexl 24
hours or more will then be up-linked to the
time-tagged queue of the Payload Module
Comouter well in advance of the actual
operation. The schedule is executed auto-
matically on-board as long as the satellite
performs nominally, The ground control system
maintains an accurate model of this queue and

verifies the correct execution automatically
during the next ground-station pass when the
on-board history telemetry formats are

recerved.

The short duration of the individual ground-

station passes (maximum of around 12 min of
coverage) also calls for optimum uplinking at

maximum rate. In the event of an on-board
anomaly, the spacecraft will normally switch
into a safe configuration. In this case, the FOS

has to analyse the problem and recover the
platform or instrument to a nominal mode of
operation as safely and as quickly as possible.

Envisat has approximately 50 different on-
board processors. The FOS is fully responsible

for the maintenance of the instrument and

Payload Module Computer software, and
shares responsibllity for Service Module
software maintenance with industry during the
Routine Phase. Dedicated software-maintenance
facilities for the various orocessors and an On-
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Board Software Maintenance System (OBSM)
are available to generate and validate new on-
board software images, to generate patch
commands, to verify correct execution, and to
perform configuration control for the various
on-board software packages.

FOS validation
The FOS system definition has been driven by
requirements defined by the operational team.
The development efforrt has been conducted in
close co-operation with the project team and
industry. The FOS includes approximately 27OO

user reouirements.

Each subsystem has been developed in a
staggered way and each staged delivery has
been separately tested and accepted by ESA.
These deliveries have each also been the target
of one of the four System Verification Tests
(SVTs) The SVTs are the tests in which the
ground segment meets the satellite, and the
four SWs have therefore been the driving
milestones for the entire project. For each SW,
a system has been integrated consisting of
increasingly complex delta-deliveries. The
process of building and integrating this
hierarchy of deliveries was defined at
requirement level by each requirement having
an attribute identifuing the padicular SW for
which it was needed.

The Spacecraft Operations Manager and his
team have conducted the SVTs using prototype
Flight Operational Procedures. Although the
main objective of the simulation programme is
to train the operational teams, it also provides

a final validation of the system and the
associated Flight Operational Procedures.

The FOS System Operation Validation (SOV)

tests validated the entire LEOP configuration to
support both nominal and non-nominal LEOP
scenarios and routine operations. An extensive
simulation campaign will be performed before
the launch, to validate all the nominal and
contingency operational procedures, and to
ensure coherence and smooth interaction
between the FOS and the LEOP stations .

Once validated, the FOS configuration will be
frozen and kept under strict (lSO-qualified)
configuration control.

Conclusion
The development of the FOS started with an in-
depth definition of requirements involving both
the engineering and operations teams. The
Envisat mission has also made systematic use
of existing facilities previously developed and
validated for the ERS mission, wherever
possible. This approach, combined with strict
enforcement of the requirements throughout all
FOS development phases and for all FOS
elements, has allowed the timely delivery of a
Flight Operations Segment that is truly ready to
be used. The close involvement of the FOS
operations staff during the early phase of the
development has helped to ensure a smooth
and natural transition between the
development and operations phases. @esa
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The Payload Data Segment

F. Martin Crespo, J-P. Guignard
Earth Observation Applications Department, ESA Directorate of Earth and
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Earth Observation Programmes Development Department, ESA Directorate of Eadh

and Environment Monitoring, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

M. lrle
Alcatel Space, Nanterre, France

lntroduction
The Envisat Ground Segment is composed of
the Flight Operations Segment (FOS) and the
Payload Data Segment (PDS). The main

functions of the PDS are:

- aquisition of the low- and high-bit-rate
instrument data via the X-band channel
when in direct visibility of the Envisat satellite,

or via the Artemis data-relay satellite's
Ka-band channel

- processing (systematic or on-request) of the
received data in near-real-time (within 3 hours

after sensing) or off-line, up to Levels-O , 1 and 2

- short- or long-term archiving of the products
generated

The Envisat Payload Data Segment (PDS) provides the services
needed for the exploitation of all of the instrument data. lts
development has been the subiect of a contract between ESA and
Alcatel Space Industries as the Prime Contractor, supported by a
consortium of thifteen companies. Twenty-three different facilities or
subsystems have been developed and the result is a large distributed
system with operational sites in seven European countries.

- dissemination of the products to scientific
and commercial users

- provision of user services.

The mission users may consult the archives,

request past or future Envisat products, and
plan instrument observations for the ASAR and

the MERIS full-resolution instruments.

The PDS operations are co-ordinated from the
Payload Data Control Centre (PDCC) located at

ESRIN, in Frascati (l). The Envisat products that
it provides are always in the form of computer-
readable files, classified according to a
progressive level of processing:

- Level-): reformatted, time-ordered satellite

data (no overlap) in computer-compatible
format

- Level- 1 b: geo-located engineering-calibrated
product, either'unconsolidated' (i.e. generated
;^ ^^a" "nal tima\ nr 'nnncnlidetorl' (i all I Iludl-ludl-LllllE,l wr vvt toviluqLvv \r.v.
generated off-line)

- Level-2'. geo-located geophysical product
generated in near-real-time or off-line

- Browse'. subset of Level-1b, for quick
viewing and product-selection purposes.

In total, the the PDS delivers 77 different types of
products. Processing algorithms have been

developed by a number of Expert Support
Laboratories (ESLs) and are implemented in the

PDS as specrfic Instrument Processing Facilities.

PDS architecture
The PDS comprises the following Centres and

Stations:

- The Payload Data Control Centre (PDCC) aI

ESRIN in Frascati (l) is responsible for the

instrument and ground-segment planning and
for the overall PDS monitoring and control. lt

also co-ordinates the user services and
provides quality and engineering support for

the oroducts.

- The Payload Data-Handling Stations (PDHS)

in Frascati (Ka-band) and in Kiruna, Sweden

fX-band) acquire measurement data down-
loaded from the spacecraft, process it and

disseminate the products, according to PDCC

directives. A shotl-term rolling archive is

provided. Local services are also offered to
users. A reduced PDHS will be installed at

Svalbard, to provide back-up support for
Level-O data acquisition and processing,

complementing the five daily Kiruna-blino

orbits.

- fhe Payload Data-Acquisition Station (PDAS)

in Fucino (l) acquires only measurement data
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(in X-band) and forwards it to the PDHS
station at ESRIN for processing.

- The Low-rate Reference Archive Centre
(LRAC) in Kiruna archives and processes the
global low-rate data off-line, to provide a
complete consolidated low-rate Level-1b data
set for the ESA Developed Instruments (EDls)

and ASAR-LR Instruments, and a pre-
consolidated Level-1b product for other
Announcement of Opportunity Instruments
(AOls). Local services are also offered to
internal users.

- The Processing and Archiving Centres
(PACs), located in various ESA Member
States. archive and process otf-line high-rate
data and generate off-line Level-2 products
for regional high-rate or full-resolution
instruments and global low-rate instruments.
There are six PACs: UK-PAC, D-PAC, I-PAC,
F-PAC, S-PAC and E-PAC. The Finnish
Meteorological Institute (FMl) is associated
with the D-PAC.

- The /VafionalStations (tVS-Es), located in ESA
Member States, acquire data and provide
ESA services.

Figure 1 shows the locations of the various
PDS Centres and Stations and lists the main
functions of each of them (except the PACs,
where only the instruments are listed).

PDS services
The PDS design is based on the development
of a limited number of basic facilities
implementing a single function, and the
systematic re-use of those facilities as building
blocks in the various centres at the various
geographical locations. For example:

- all centres and stations offer user services
based on the same User Service Facility
(usF)

- low-bit-rate processing at the two PDHSs
and the LRAC is performed using the same
hardware platform and software

- ASAR nror:essino at the two PDHSs and
three PACs (UK-PC, D-PAC and I-PAC) is

also perlormed using the same hardware
platform and software.

The various PDS services, implemented using
one or more facilities in combination, are
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Figure 1. Locations and
primary functions of the
various Payload Data
Segment (PDS) centres and
stations
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ll'
Figure 2. The PDHS

architecture and facilities

Figure 3. The User Earth
Terminal receotion antenna
at ESRIN, for Envisat data

acquisition via Artemis

acquisition, data processing, archiving,
dissemination, user services, mission planning,

monitoring and control, and ancillary services.

Acquisition
Envisat downlinks its instrument data via two
simultaneous time-multiplexed 1 00 Mbps links,

which carry both the real-time and on-board-
recorded observational data. On-board solid-
state recorders allow for low-rate and high-rate
instrument recording, with up to 12.5 minutes
of ASAR high-rate data or up to 40 minutes of
MERIS full-resolution data.
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The Kiruna-Salmlarvi station includes a 15 m
VS-band receive/ transmit antenna, which has

already been used for ERS-I and ERS-2, and

serves X-band payload acquisition and TT&C

operations. The station is also equipped with a
new 13 m VS-band receive/transmit antenna,
allowing increased flexibility and serving as a
backup. The Frascati station includes a 12 m
Ka-Band receive-only antenna, a so-called
'User Earth Terminal' (UET), to acquire Envisat

data relayed via Artemis. Both stations are

equipped with new multi-mission programmable

demodulators, developed under the ESA
ARTES-4 technology programme and
specifically tailored for Envisat.

The nominal acquisition scenario with the
Artemis Ka-band inter-orbital link available is

based on the Kiruna X-band) and Frascati
(Ka-band UET) stations. lf the Ka-band is

temporarily unavailable, the back-up scenario
is to use the Kiruna and Svalbard stations. At

each station the data is received, demodulated,
real-time de-multiplexed and ingested into the
processing facilities for Level-O product
generation and archiving. As a backup
measure, raw data is always recorded on high-

rate digital recorders and can be replayed if
necessary for backlog ingestion. In the nominal

scenario, both stations will operate on an

equal-share basis, covering complementary
acquisition periods of twelve hours per day and

seven passes each.

Data processing
The Front-End Processor delivers instrument
source packets to the Processing Facility Host
Structure (PFHS). The delivery is done in near-

real time at half the acquisition rate, making it
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possible to ingest a complete pass well before
the start of the next acouisition. The PFHS
hosts the different Instrument Processor
Facilities (lPFs). In particular, it manages all of
the production activities, performs the
generation of Level-0 products from the data
received via the FEP, and distributes the higher-
level production work between the different
lPFs. Seven lPFs have been developed, one
for each instrument: ASAR, MERIS, AATSR,
GOMOS, RA-2IMWR, [./IPAS, SCIAMACHY.
These lPFs generate the Level-1b, Browse and
Level-2 products. The PFHS may also retrieve
Level-O data from the archive for the high-level
processing of previously acquired data.

The PFHS architecture is based on a simple
robust and scalable conceot: a number of
autonomous computers (nodes) connected by
a high-speed parallel switch (lBM-SP2
architecture). Four nodes are dedicated to data
ingestion and Level-O processing, and two are
dedicated to data output and overall PFHS
management. The remaining nodes each
contain the software of all seven lPFs and can
be dynamically activated to behave as any
reouired instrument orocessor. This makes it
possible to increase the processing capacity
just by adding new nodes, and to optimise the
resource usage so that it can be adapted easily
to any mission-utilisation scenario, whilst still

ensuring a minimal impact from any hardware
failures,

The LRAC in Kiruna will ingest the data from
low-rate instruments received at the PDHSs
and consolidate them by regenerating orbit-
hacod nrnrlr rntcvqvvv v,vvvvLv.

Archiving
The PFHS outout oroducts are sent to the
Archiving and Retrieval Facility (ARF), where
they are permanently stored on tape (standard

IBM-3590 1O GB magnetic tapes). Each ARF is
equipped with a media-handling robot allowing
unattended archiving and retrieval operations.

At the PDHSS, data is archived temporarily for
a period of about four weeks, covering the time
needed to transfer tape copies to the final
archiving destinations at the PACs.

Dissemination
The PDS products (Level-O, 1 and 2) are made
available to users either:

- in Near Real Time (NRl), 3 hours or 1 day
after sensing

- off-line, several days or more after sensing.

Electronic data delivery is also available:

- via the Internet, through the web-based user

services on-line archive for the smaller
products (typically below 1 Mbyte), such as
browses and a configurable set of high-level
products

- via the Data Dissemination System based on
Direct Video Broadcasting (DVB) technology,
operated aI 2.5 Mbps in broadcast- or
multicast-mode for fast delivery (within three
hours or one day of sensing), to users
equipped with the corresponding receiving
facilities.

The physical-media service allows users to
receive products on one of several media -
CD-ROM, Exabyte, DAT, DLT, and 3590 -
selectable at the time of orderino.

User Services
The Envisat PDS User Services orovide a
uniform access ooint for all Envisat users to
access a wide range of services, mainly for the
consultation of Envisat PDS archives, mission
and product information, and the ordering of
past or future products. In the latter case, the
user can either select from already planned

acquisitions, or request the specific planning of
satellite observations for regional-mission
instruments (ASAR and MERIS).

The User Services are imolemented via three
different facilities: the User Services Facility
(USFJ, providing the web-based Internet access,
the Inventory Facility (lNV), a database
containing the mission data catalogue, and the
User Services Coordination Facility (USCF),

coordinating the distributed USFs and managing
ancillary services like user registration and order
follow-uo.

Figure 4. The processing
facilities at ESRIN
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Figure 5. Operating the
mission planning facilities

at the PDCC

The architecture is distributed, with instances of
the USFs and lNVs at all PDHS and PACs
providing points of access in several countries.
A user accessino anv of the USFs will be
provided with the-same services and the same
data visibility. Each INV holds a catalogue of the
data archived in its centre or station. A central
INV in the PDCC automatically receives daily
snapshots of the distributed catalogues,
thereby providing a universal central PDS
catalogue. More detailed information about the
User Service Facility may be found in a
seoarate adicle this Bulletin.

Mission planning
A High-Level Operations Plan (HLOP) defines
the Envisat mission-operations strategy and
high-level operating rules. The HLOP is

translated into a Reference Operations Plan
(ROP), which defines mission scenarios for the
whole mission, to optimise the utilisation of
the instruments and ground resources with
rnonnn* +n +hn rro^r- ront roctc fnr nrndr rntcI vD|JvuL Lv Lr rv uovr D r99u9oro rvr vr vuuuLo.

the scientific objectives of the various
instruments, the satellite and ground-segment
constraints, and the instrument calibration and
characterisation requirements.

The ROP is used both in the Payload Data
Segment (PDS) and the Flight Operations
Segment (FOS), and consists mainly of a set of
files used for configuring and driving the
PDS-FOS mission planning and ground
segment. The ROP, for example, defines global
instrument utilisation according to a Global
Mission Definition (GMD) and provides the
Background Regional Mission (BRM) utilisation
for regional instruments, defining the default
observations to be carried out in the absence
of overruling user orders.

The Envisat Mission Planninq includes three
components:

. fhe Global Mission (GM) detined by the ROP
in the form of orbit scenarios per instrument
MERIS RR, GON/OS, IVIPAS, RA-2, MWR,
AATSR, SCIAN/ACHY DOBIS. The FOS,

using the GMD file generated by the RGT,

performs the Global Mission planning.
. fhe Background Regional Mission (BRM),

addressing ASAR HR, ASAR LB and
MERIS FR, defined on the ROP as a set of
orbital segments or geographical zones
enabling detailed planning of instrument
operations.

. The Reglonal Mission (RM), addressing
ASAR HR, ASAR GM and MERIS FR, driven
by user requests. expressed in terms of
zones and/or segments.

At the PDCC, the Mission Control Facility
channels the users' observation reouests.
received via USFs and analysed and filtered for
constraint compliance, to the FOS in the form
of a weekly Preferred Exploitation Plan. This
plan defines the required regional instrument
activities for a period of typically two weeks
ahead. The FOS analyses the request, checks
compliance with satellite utilisation constraints,
and reoorts back to the PDS with a Detailed
Mission Operation Plan (DMOP), defining the
exact satellite planning for all instruments, both
global and regional.

By processing the DMOP, the Mission Control
Facility creates a Global Acquisition Plan (GAP),

defining the high-level activities to be carried
out in each of the PDS ooerational centres and
coordinating their complementary operations.
For example, acquisitions at Frascati and
Kiruna should be followed by reception of
oroducts at the LRAC for low-rate-instrument
consolidation and the reception at the PACs of
circulation tapes for archiving and high-level
processrng.

Monitoring and control
The GlobalAcquisition Plan (GAP) is processed
by the Ground Segment Planning (GSP) facility
within the PDCC, which elaborates the detailed
directives to be executed for each of the
operational centres, taking into account the
available centre or station resources and
operational statuses. As a result, the GSP
generates 4S-hour plans which are sent to the
stations, and medium-range plans (two weeks)
which are sent to the LRAC and PACs.

At each centre or station, a Centre Monitoring
and Control (CMC) facility receives the plans

and performs the detailed Centre scheduling.
The CMC uses these directives to qenerate
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final facility instructions, which effectively
command the facilities' operations. In return
the facilities provide instruction repofts detailing
all information associated with the instruction's
execution, such as actual product ingestion,
generation and archiving times, results,
diagnostics and error codes. The CN/C
consolidates this information into Centre
production and performance repods, which are
then forwarded to the GSP. The GSP compiles
all Centre reports and builds a database with
details of the operations, which is then used to
build management reports and to investigate
any proorems.

The CMC also provides for real-time Centre
monitoring via an interactive graphical user
intedace, allowing the operators to supervise
progress in the operations and take corrective
actions when needed. In addition, the CMC
also manages local user orders, received via
the USI which can be serviced locally without
involving the PDCC, e.g. deferred production
from locally archived data sets.

As indicated above, the monitoring and control
architecture provides several encapsulation
layers (DMOP, GAP, 48 h and MR plans, centre
schedules and facility instructions), containing
detailed knowledge in higher layers and
permitting centres and stations to be
reconfigured with no impact at PDCC level In
padicular, the GSP and CMC are configured
with special Operation Constraints Definition
(OCD) files, written in a language specifically
developed for the PDS. These files provide the
GAP{o-plans and plans-to-instructions mapping
in a highly flexible way, and allow the modification
of or the creation of new operational sequences
as a result of progressive operations experience
without the need to modify existing software.
This has proved to be a very powerful tool
during PDS integration.

Ancillary seryices
Other services internal to the PDS have also
been implemented:

- The Product Quality Facility, recently renamed
QARC (for Quality Assessment and
Reporting Computer), provides an integrated
platform with functions for the long-term
characterisation of the PDS and Envisat
satellite systems and instrument per-formance,

as well as the capability to perform detailed
interactive analyses of PDS products. With
these functions, the PQF provides the
elements needed to support the investigation
of anomalies. queries and complaints from
USCTS.

- Auxiliary data circulation is very imporlant for
the success of the production services. Such
data includes instrument calibration and

Reporting i

data, and orbit-element data. The auxiliary
data circulation is centralised and coordinated
by the MCF.

- Common Services Facilities (CSF), regrouping
all of the components that are common to
several facilities, providing UNIX middleware
services, such as common file- and
message-transfer mechanisms, back-up,
installation, host redundancy, etc. Together
with the cSF, a Detailed Data Dictionary
(DDT) containing interface-control databases
and centralised definition of formats has
allowed many of the integration problems
that often occur in such a large development
effort with several different suppliers, to be
avoided.

- The Engineering Support Facility (ESF)
provides integrated configuration-control
services and a reference platform that can be
configured as any PDS centre or station and
will be used for maintenance, anomaly-
investigation, testing and validation purposes.

PDS development and validation
The PDS's development and validation has
followed a classical approach, starting with
testing and acceptance activities at unit and
component level and progressing to facility,
station or centre level. The validations of the
PDS instrument processors used Level-0,
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Figure 6. The mission-
planning loop in the PDS
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Figure 7. Acquisition facility
equipment

Level-1 and Level-2 instrument products and

auxiliary data, simulated by the Expert Support
Laboratories (ESLs). The end-to-end validation

of the PDS facilities used a highly representative

satellite-to-ground data stream, simulated by

the Data Flow and Format Simulator (DFFS).

The PDS validation started with the validation of

the PDHS in Frascati, followed by that of the
PDCC, also in ESRIN, then that of the PDHS in

Kiruna, then that of the LRAC also in Kiruna, and

ended with the acceptance of the complete
PDS.

Additional PDS validation testing using real

satellite instrument data recorded during the
satellite assembly, integration and test (AlT)

phase has been performed to verify the
compliance of both the satellite and the ground

segment with the satellite-to-ground interface

specifications. The Envisat mission-planning
loop, involving both the FOS and PDS, has also

been extensively tested on a separate
representative platform as part of the GSOV

Conclusion
The development of the Payload Data Segment
has shown that it is important to have a set

of detailed requirements, interface-control
documents, mission conventions and technlcal
guidelines precisely defined at an early stage in

the prolect. They also need to be rigorously

applied to all of the components of such a

widely distributed system. The decomposition

of the overall PDS into manageable building

blocks avoided the duplication of software or
hardware developments, and allowed a coherent

and optimised set of integration and validation

activities at all of the various PDS locations.

One of the major challenges during the Payload

Data Segment's development was the
generation of a representative and coherent set

of test data, allowing the static and dynamic
integration and validation of the test activities at

the facility, centre and the overall-PDS levels.

@osa
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Introduction
Envisat will be the first ESA Earth-observation
mission to offer dedicated user-community
services via the Internet. Individual users,
distributing entities and value-adding
companies will have easier and faster access to
Envisat products, data and information
/^^+^t^^,,^ 'n^+^ :^+,(caLarogue rneta-oaLa, orowse tmages,
processing algorithms, product descriptions,
etc). The reduction in manual intervention will

also improve the efficiency of both the Envisat
Order Desk and Envisat Mission Plannino
ooerators.

The Envisat User Services have been
develooed and tested via an industrial contract
by Datamat, under the responsibility of the
Envisat PDS Prime Contractor Alcatel Space.
The system integration and validation has been
tested both at Datamat's oremises and at
ESRIN. Additionally, ESA has conducted its

own testing with the help of the Belgian
company RHEA.

The User Services
User and distribution policy
There are two categories of use defined in the
Envisat Data Policy, as laid down in February
1 998:

Category 1

- Research and applications development
supporting the mission objectives

- Research on long-term issues of Eadh-
system sciences

- Research in oreoaration for future use

- ESA internal use for calibration. validation.
and quality assurance.

Category 2

- All uses not falling under Category 1 ,

including operational and commercial use

The Product Distribution Policy is illustrated in

Figure 1, which shows the data flow for orders
and the product-distribution flow depending on
tho natannnr nf r rqa

The implementation of the Envisat User
Services has been driven both by the Envisat
Data Policy and the high-level requirements of
the High-Level Operations Plan (HLOP).

Available seryices
Table 1 provides a list of services offered to
users, some of which are freely accessible,

The User Services will play a major role within the Envisat Payload
Data Segment (PDS). Based on Internet technologies and a distributed
architecture, they provide efficient access to Envisat products and
information and offer a wide variety of on-line services to the user
community,

Figure 1. Envisat product distribution policy
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fabe I l/st o/ Use/ Ser vices
Category

Prodrct Scarch and Prcviarv

Othor Ordcrs

Service

lnventory
Brcwse

Software tools
Drectory & Guide updatss

Oescrlpffon

Catalogue of archled products

On-line preview For AATSR, ASAR, MERIS
& br(t4/se

Product visualisation
For locd consultdion

. fr@

. free

Availability

. free

regstereo

Free

Facility name

USF (User Service Facility)

USCF (User Service Coordination Facility)

INV (lnventory)

uNrrAdnlnirffion user registrat0n
Account informatron

while others are reserved for registered users
In nrrfiar 'lr" n"aA' ^l or|orinn ic roqtrrnto| inll I Pdr Lluuldl. Pl uuuut uruur il rv ro ruoLr ruLUu il |

nrdar ia rocnoci iho Fnrrisrt Deia Pnlinv

Distributed User Services arch itectu re
The Envisat User Services are characterised by
a distributed archiTecture. offering the same
^^-,,i^^^ r ^ th^ , ,^^.^ +4.^, ,^h ^^,,^.^lJUI VIUUJ LU LI IU UJU] J LI I'UU\.]I I JUVUI dI OUUUOO

-^i^+^ i^ ^ {,,il., +-^^^^1renL manner. fl-ere arepuil rLJ rr I d ruily Lr dr r)P6
throa irrnoq nf faciliiioc

Function

\A/ch acccqq nnint from the
Internet
User and order management;
coordination of the USFs
Catalogue of products
archived in the PDS

R6qrest for a reqister€d account
Personal dda, user qjota,

fr@
reqstered

mission planning, the various processing and
archiving facilities (PFHS, ARF, and instruments
processors). the Centre Monitoring and ConLrol

facilities, Lhe Dissemination Facility and the
Product Ouality Facility The order requests are

automatically sent by the USF to the Monitoring
and Control Facility via the USCF for the
production ol the Payload Exploitaton Plan.

which ls transmitted to the FOS Mission
Plannincr tacilitv at FSOC This data flow is' ,",,,,,,,V

illustrated in Figure 3.

User interfaces
In addition to the traditional communication
media between the users and the Envisat Order
Desk rse.s mav access the User Services via

the USF in two ways (Fig 4):

- Interactively, with a Web browser

- Non-interactively, using a dedicated program
on his/her compuLer [o exchange information
wrth the USF over the Internet ( computer-to-
nnmnr rtor' annocq)

In terms of catalogue queries and order
rcorrcsts hnth the interaCtive and non-
interactive methods of access offer the user
community exactly the same services,

There is one of each facility in every Payload
Data Section Centre and Ground Station,
except the USCF which is installed only rn the
Payload Data Control Centre at ESRIN.
Frascati. ltaly The USFs and INV are currently
installed in several cent'es distributed across
Europe (Fig. 2):

- Processing and Archiving Centres (PACs)

- Payload Data-Handling Stations IPDHSs)
- Payload Data Control Centre (PDCC)

The USCF makes the exchange of information
relating to the use. and order management
between User Services Facilities possible
Because information is exchanged between
the User Services Facilities and the Inventories,
tho rrcor hac r nnmnloio rriorri nf tha narrlnad
!^'^ ^^^li^^ .^^^.!r^^S Of whiCh he/She iSuoLq DEULTVT I rgvorurYa

connected to, Users may access any USF and
. ^, il h^, +^ ^.,^^+1, , +L^ ^^M^ ^^.' ,i^^^vv il | tdvu duuuJJ tu u^duuy Lt tu )ot I tv )gt vruEo

Those tacilities have multiple interfaces with
several other PDS facilities: the Monitoring and
Control Facility, which is in charge of the

Figure 2. The distributed
architecture
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The interactive user interface
This man/machine interface has been
developed using the latest web technologies,
allowing on-line users to access the Envisat
User Services via their Web browsers. lt has
also been harmonised with two other existing
user intedaces, 'EOLI' and 'EOWEB', which are
the front-ends to the ESA MUls (on-line multi-
mission catalogue) and DLR lSlS information
systems, respectively. Currently, 17 ESA and
non-ESA mission instruments are referenced
by the MUIS catalogue, to which the Envisat
mission instruments will be added. MUIS
contains more than 7 million entries, 200 000
passes of browse images, and provides access
to this information within a few seconds. MUIS is

accessi ble via http ://od isseo. esri n. es a.it/ eoli/ .

The core of the user interface is the EOLI Java
applet. In operation for several years. this
software module has been refined and
improved significantly with the help of feedback
from the user community. In the same spirit, the
Principal Investigators participating in the
rehearsal of the Envisat Calibration and
Validation campaign also tested the Envisat
user interface, and many of their comments
and ideas have already been implemented.

The interJace has been designed to allow the
user to perform almost all operations through a
single WWW window, using one of two
interface levels provided:

- 'Advanced' for advanced users, which has
fcatt rrcs qncr:ifir: tn FnViSat inStrUmentS

- 'Standard' for most users, which is fast and
easy to use.

.i:,e:r i1r

Figure 3. Interface overview

DATA
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Figure 4. The user
interfaces

Figure 5. The harmonised
user intedaces of Envisat
and MUIS
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Figure 6. The Directory
and Guide

Figure 7. The News and
Bulletin Board

The non-interactive comDuter-to-computer
inter-face

The USF architecture allows computer
programs running on the client's platform to
automatically send catalogue queries, receive

answers from the USF, and submit requests for
orders. The dialogue between the client's
computer and the USF is established via the
Internet. The Belgian company RHEA has

developed a library of routines, written in PERL,

that can be run on the user's side. This library

software package is available on request and
can also be downloaded via the interactive user
interface. Using this PERL library is quite
cimnla ae tho rrcor qnonifioc tha nr rorve,, |,P,v'

parameters inside an ASCII text file, using the
'parameter = value' formalism (PVL).

Responses to queries are sent back to the
calling client platform either as an HTML or an

ASC|lfile.

User Services functions
Directory and Guide
This service provides information on the Envisat
products (availability, format, location,
algorithms, auxiliary data, best images) as well

as information on the Centres (addresses,

telephones, faxes, e-mails, activities descriptions,
links to WWW home pages), as indicated in

Figure 6.

News and Bulletin Board
The News and Bulletin Board gives

the latest news on Envisat in terms
of products, algorithms, services,
centres, conferences, etc. (Fig. 7). lt
is a discussion forum in which users
can exchange mission-related
information.

Catalogue - lnventory
One of the numerous free services
offered to users is access to
Catalogue (lNV) and Browse

images. Within each PDS Centre and ground
station, the INV facility contains meta-data
describing the products stored in the Local
Archive Facility. The Inventory at the Payload
Data Control Centre in Frascati has a particular
role in that it duplicates the contents of all the
other Payload Data Segment lNVs. A query
issued from a single USF is passed to all of the
inventories. The responses from all of the lNVs

are then grouped and presented to the user in

a single HTML or ASCII file.

In fact, when issuing a query through the USF,

the user can access not only the INV meta-data
corresponding to the archived products, but
also information on future acquisitions already
planned, or ones that could be scheduled on
user request. This allows the user to formulate
in his/her query time-windows that overlap
both the past and the future. Query parameters

l-.a o+onalrrA /nrndr rnt trrna timallldy uv Dtol luqr u \|./rvvuut tyPs' tll I lst

geographical area) or specific, and more
detailed parameters are contained within the
MPH and SPH products, such as swath and
polarisation for ASAR. Figure B shows the
Catalogue Query and Responses window.

Browse products (AATSR, ASAR and MERIS)

are systematically converted into browse JPEG
images when received by the ARF. These
browse images are then forwarded to all the
PDS User Service Facilities. Each facility carries
up to six months of browse images on-line.

Browsing
Browse images for the three Envisat imagers
(AATSR, ASAR and MERIS) are available on-
line, and Figure 9 shows part of the Browse
window.

Product ordering
The ordering service access is restricted to
authorised users accordinq to the Envisat
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envisat user services

Distribution Policy. Users may order existing
and future products, but each order needs to
be validated with respect to:

- the user profile (class, priority, quota)

- the order requests previously planned

- the mission and instrument constraints.

The Order Desk might therefore propose
alternatives in the event of a conflict with
existing requests. Order requests are used by
both the Payload Data Segment and the FOS
to build up the mission-operations plan. Users
can check the status of their own orders on-line
at any time.

Child products
In addition to full products, users may order a
subset of existing products, so-called 'Child

Products'. The aim of this function is to reduce
the nrodrrr:t's size in order to ease its
distribution. A full product may be too large for
a user to download, while a subset of it could
be downloaded easily. This is a very flexible
approach, as the user can define child
products from an existing product stored in one
of the PDS archive facilities, specifying any
combination of child extraction oarameters:
time, band, star name, or data set. For
example. instead of ordering a full Level-1
MERIS product (e.9. MERIS geo-located and
calibrated TOA radiance), a user may also
request the extraction of just a few of the 15

bands and for a shorter time window. An
example is shown in Figure 10.

Scene products
The user may also request the extraction of
scenes from a larger strip-line product (MTSR,
ASAR and MERIS Level-1b and -2). Such a
request can be made for future products as
well as for existing archived products. The size
of a scene is pre-defined and depends on the

nrnrlr rnt trrno and tho cnono meri ho

located anywhere along-track for the
three imagers. The scene always has
the same width as the original AATSR
or ASAR product. The MERIS scenes
that can be ordered are square in

format (287 x 287 km2 quarter or 575 x
575 km2 half scenes). The user can
specify the location of a MERIS full-
resolution scene across-track within the
product boundaries.

Other orders
In addition to the above data products,

users may also order software tools (e.9.
product handling and visualisation, and local
inventory access tools), directory and guide
update files, and inventory update files. This list
is not exhaustive and will qrow durino the
Envisat mission.

Figure 8. The USF
interactive user intedace
based on the EOLI applet

Figure 9. An Envisat
Browse image

Figure 10. Child-product
parameter specif ications
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User administration: registration and account
information
There are two types of users: unregistered,
without a personal account; and registered,
with a personal account. Any user can be
registered, and there is no fee for registration. A
user can also have several accounts for
different DUrooses. The account information
contains various data on the user: personal

data (e. g. name, address, telephone /f axJ e -mail)

and account data (e.9. user name, password,
priority, quota). The user may access these
account parameters at any time and may
change some of them (e.9. personal data or
password), whilst some others may only be
changed by the Envisat User Services
operators (e.9. quota, priority).

User Services status and possible evolution
Around fifty users have already tested the
Envisat User Services during the first rehearsal
exercise with Calibrationl/alidation Princioal
Investigators in November 2000. The facilities
were subsequently upgraded based on their

comments, collected after that
rehearsal. The User Services were
then opened up again in February
2OO1 for familiarisation purposes.
The Calibrationfualidation Principal
Investigators may access the User
Services before Envisat's launch to
enter their product requests in
nrdor tn nrpnAro fOf the
Commissioning Phase.

Already today there are some plans

and on-going activities to improve
the User Services, involving:

- improvement of the user interface
following remarks from users

- integrating of the Envisat User Services with
existing MUIS services

- multi-mission querying and ordering
{^^+^- ^^+^l^^- rasler calarogue access

- making Envisat visible from non-ESA
information systems worldwide

- incorporating the most recent features of
MUIS EOLI, like web mapping and 3-D VRML
(vidual-reality) visualisation of Browse image
products. Web-mapping features allow the
user to select the background thematic
lavers that hest fit the missions/sensors
being queried. This allows easier interpretation
ot the nrodrrr:ts visualised via the EOLI

intedace.

New ideas for improvements will doubtless
emerge as the Envisat mission gets fully
unoerway.

Acknowledgment
The work described in this article was
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Figure 12. A 3-D VRML
visualisation of a browse

product
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commisioning phase and calibration/validation activities

The Commissioning Phase and the
Ca I i bration/Va I idation Activities

G. Levrini
Envisat Programme, ESA Directorate of Earth and Environment Monitoring from
Space, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

E. Attema
Earth Sciences Division, ESA Directorate of Earth and Environment Monitorino from
Space, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Nethedands

Envisat is designed to provide measurements of the atmosphere,
ocean, land and ice over a five-year period. After the launch, a six-
month Commissioning Phase is foreseen. This first period is
dedicated to instrument switch-on and in-flight calibration and to the
first validation of the Envisat products. There is general consensus
that the calibration and especially the validation activities represent a
long-term effort, which extends far beyond the duration of the
Gommissioning Phase and gradually shifts into algorithm
improvement. The Commissioning Phase is the period that ESA has
available to check out and verify the complete data chain (instruments
and ground-processing algorithms) before releasing the Envisat data
to the wide user community. At the end of the Commissioning Phase,
the data quality is guaranteed by the Agency.

In addition to ESA and its industrial partners in the Envisat
Consortium, many other companies and research institutes are
contributing to the calibration and validation programme. A major
contribution is being made by the Principal Investigators of approved
proposals submitted to ESA in response to the worldwide
'Announcement of Opportunity for the Exploitation of Envisat Data
Products' issued in 1998. Teams have been formed in which the
various participants are working side-by-side to achieve the ambitious
calibration and validation programme objectives.

observed scene validation instr.ments

Figure 1. The Envisat calibration/validation concept

Calibration and validation defined
Following internationally agreed definitions,
instrument and data calibration involves both
pre-launch and post-launch measurements to
fully characterise the payload instruments, and
subsequent activities to configure the ground
processors to provide calibrated (Level-1b) data
products (e.9. radiance, reflectance, trans-
mittance, radar backscattering coefficient,
radar-echo time delay). Geophysical calibration
and vaildation is a process whereby
geophysical data products (Level-2) are derived
from the Level-1 data products and checked
against independent (in-situ) measurements of
the relevant geophysical variables. These
include atmospheric variables (temperature,
pressure, atmospheric constituents, aerosol
and cloud parameters), marine variables (ocean
surface wind and waves, ocean colour, sea-
sudace temoerature) and land variables
(vegetation index, land surface temperature,
pressure and reflectance). For each geophysical
data product, a number of different in-situ
measurements have to be made by ground-
based, airborne and balloon-borne
instruments. In addition, comparisons with
other satellites and analyses based on data
assimilation models will be made.

After the Commissioning Phase, the validation
programme will make a quality assessment of
the Envisat geophysical data products and will
recommend re-calibration and algorithm
development as appropriate. The overall
concept of the process is illustrated in Figure 1 .

Objectives, co-ordination and schedule
The Envisat Payload Data Segment (PDS) will
routinely produce an unprecedented large
number of products (both the Level-1b geo-
located and calibrated engineering parameters,
and the Level-2 geo-located geophysical
products). ESA is committed to deliver
products to the wide user community starting
six months after launch, at the end of the

lnstrunent elibratlon
deta cdibration

geophysical calibntion

Envisat
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Commissioning Phase. Within this six-month
period, the objective is to achieve full calibration
of all Level-1b data products and a preliminary

validation of the Level-2 products. ln order to
achieve this challenging objective, the following
working teams have been formed:

- ASAR Calibration and Validation Team

- MERIS Calibration Team

- AATSR Calibration Team

- MERIS and AATSR Validation Team (MAVT)

- N/IPAS Calibration and Alqorithm Verification

Team

- GON/OS Calibration and Algorithm
Verification Team

- SCIAMACHY Calibration and Algorithm
Verification Team

- Atmospheric Chemistry Validation Team
(ACW, responsible for validation of GOMOS,

MIPAS and SCIAMACHY Level-2 products

- RA-2 Calibration Team

- RA-2IMWR Cross-Calibration and Validation
Team (CCVll

- Precise Orbit Determination Team (POD).

The necessary expertise is represented in the
teams by ESA staff, the Expert Support
Laboratories who designed the retrieval
algorithms, some instrument contractor
representatives (mainly in the calibration
teams), and Principal Investigators leading the

selected calibration/validation projects resulting

from the Announcement of Opportunity.

The schedule for the initial calibration and

validation activities is shown in Figure 2. The
process starts just after launch with the switch-
on of the different payload instruments. This
phase has a limited duration and aims at

verifying the functionality and operability of the
various instruments from the ground. lt will be

completed at different times for the different
instruments. As soon as the functional checkout
of each instrument is completed, the calibration
and validation activities will start for that
instrument, consisting of three main

components:

- Instrument in-flight calibration and Level-1b
ground-processor verification.

- Level- 2 algorithm verification and data-
oroduct assessments.

- Geophysical campaigns and independent
validation assessments.

These activities follow each other in a logical

sequence. A calibrated and stable instrument
configuration is required to properly assess the
quality of the retrieval of the geophysical
quantities, in order to avoid instrument biases

and drifts being interpreted as geophysical

signals. Some interdependency among these
activities exists, as outlined in the schedule in

Figure 2. At the beginning, the focus is on the
in{light calibration of the instrument and on its
re-characterisation. This is followed by a first

verification of the Level-1b processing chain.
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Three months after launch, this phase will be
completed and Level-1b data can be reliably
used by the lnvestigators and ESLs working on
the verification of the Level-2 processing chain.
In the remaining three months, the parameters
used in the Level-1b processing chain need to
be adjusted following in-orbit characterisation
of the payload instruments. lt is anticipated that
at the end of the Commissioning Phase the first
upgrade of the Level-1b ground processor will
take place. Reprocessing of the Level-1b data
acquired during the Commissioning Phase is

likely to be needed (as a consequence of the
Commissioning-Phase activities and processor
update) and can then be initiated. The routine
calibration phase begins at launch + 6 months.

The Level-2 algorithm verification starts after
the provision of the first Level-1b data at launch
+ 3 months. This will initially mainly consist of
processor-behaviour checks based on the
detailed analysis of the intermediate processing
results on real data, and will not involve external
data coming from geophysical campaigns. This
activity is the first in-orbit vedfication of the pre-

launch processor tests. which were based on a
limited set of simulated data generated using
highly sophisticated instrument simulators.
After a few weeks of ooeration in orbit. an
immense amount of real data will be available
to verify the processor behaviour: lt is expected
that this data will reveal a lot of interesting
features that might necessitate processor
adjustments.

At launch + 4.5 months, the first phase of the
Level-2 algorithm verification will be completed,
the Level-2 products will be distributed to the
whole validation community, and the
geophysical validation campaigns will
commence. The Level-2 algorithm verification
can now benefit from external data from
campaigns, model assimilation runs, and
comparisons with other satellites' data. This
activity extends beyond the end of the
Commissioning Phase and culminates in the
Validation Workshop, 9 months after the
launch. The aim is to be able to assess the
quality of the geophysical data by this time.

The validation activities will continue after the
Workshop, with algorithm improvements in
particular still taking place.

As shown in Figure 2, the schedule for the
ASAR calibration/validation activities is slightly
different because of the complexity of the
instrument's calibration and the limited
geophysical products derived from this
instrument (only the Level-2 wind/wave
product). The quality of a large number of
ASAR products needs to be assessed. By the

end of the Commissioning Phase, all ASAR
products (W polarisation, for all beams/
incidence angles) derived from the lmage
Mode, from the Wave Mode and from the
Wide-Swath Mode will be verified. Distribution
of these products to the general user
community will stad as soon as each product
has been successfully venfied. The remaining
ASAR products (Global Monitoring Mode and
Alternating Polarisation Mode products) will be
released no later than I months after launch.

Galibration activities
The calibration activities to be carried out in

orbit consist of:

- olatform calibration
instrument calibration, and
processor calibration.

The platform calibration relates to the
verification and optimisation of parameters
that control support functions for the payload,
such as the characterisation of the orbit
characteristics, of instrument pointing, and of
the X-, Ka- and S-band communication links.

The performance of each of the individual
instruments will be vedfied and the control
parameters optimised. Of particular impodance
is the characterisation of the instrument response
to temperature variations and ageing (instabilities

and drifts). During the first weeks, periodic re-
calibration of the instrument may be required.
Most instruments have special operational
modes for calibration and the data resulting from
these have to be analysed. These data will be
used to generate updated coefficients and tables
for use in the ground processors.

The ground processors for the various
instruments are part of the Payload Data
Segment. The PDS is an operational
production chain, designed to continuously
handle a large amount of data. Each processor
has been designed in a modular way, such that
its configuration parameters are in an external
file (auxiliary product) and may be changed.
The processor settings will be optimised during
the Commissioning Phase and subsequent
changes will then be kept to a minimum in

order to guarantee product continuity.

As part of the calibration activities, proper
instrument control parameters have to be
generated. The resulting instrument command
tables will be sent to the Flight Operations
Segment (FOS) to be used in the creation of the
operational macro-commands to be uploaded
to Envisat.

For the implementation of the above functions,
dedicated hardware and software has been
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Figure 3. Launch of a
balloon from Kiruna, in

Sweden, for geophysical
validation

developed. i-deperdently o' the operalional
data-processing chain, known as the
Instrument Eng neering Cal brat on Facility
(lECfl fhe structure of the IECF provdes the
necessary flexibility; new algorithms can be

added and existing ones may be modified and
tested relatively quickly The IECF will
incorporate results from new anayses that wil

a.low ttre calib'atio.r pe'{orrance a-d product
quality to be improved

Validation activities
Q nno it ic tho nh.oetirro at' - i!^ri- ^u rruu rL ro il ru vuluuLrvu Ul Vd lUdLlUl I tU UUI I POIU

the Envisat Level 2 data products routinely
generated and archived withln the Payload
Data Segment with ndependent measurements
of the relevant quantities, the validat on
activities conslst of:

organising data-acquisition campaigns for
independent geophysical measurements

- settlng up a faci ity for the collection, quality

control and archiving of correative data

- analysing corre ative data in conjunction with
Envisat data and formulating quality
statements and recommendations for fut1her

work

Geophysical validation is far from a trivial
problem. The requirements and the methods to
oe used were The suolecl of a long scientif c

debate, particularly for the atmospheric-
chemistry instruments Another complication
has been the international nature of the
exerc se, with the participation of a large
number of organisations, nstitutes and
individual sc entists Therefore, a long
nronaralinn nrnaaqq \A/te noaaaerrrr Ct trronllriv, vvs sL,v

Lhe campaign ano analysis plars are defined

^^i +h^ ^^'^^^tents and conl"acls areot lu Lt tY vqt lvuo d!.1tuvl

being fina sed

Whlle all Envisat products w ll be stored in the
PDS, al1 data from the various va idation
campaigns will be held in a central data
storage facility eslabrished at the Norwegian
nstitute for Air Research (NILU) NILU will

provide access Lo corre ative measu'ements
from sensors on board satell tes, aircrafl,
ba loons and ships, as well as trom ground-
based instruments and underwater devces
and numerical models, such as that of the
European Centre for Medi-m-rarge Weather
Forecasting (ECN/WF) This facility will be
particularly relevant to the atmospheric-
chemistry sensors and to N/ERIS. Two types of
data will be stored in the NILU database, fixed-
poinl and LransecI data The laLLer wil only be
provided for inclusion in the database for
^^l^^t^/-J +i'-^^ +h-+ ^a.raan^n^ tn tho celallilo>cluuLUU lll llrJ llldt uu ruopvr ru rv il ru ooruilrru

overpasses. Al1 data provided to NILU for
nclusion in the database will be in HDF v4.1 r3
format Envisat data wi I not be stored in the
N|LU daLabase, b,.t w I be accesstble via ttre
PDS

The first analys s of the Level-2 data products
has to be done in a short time. The requirement
is Lo arrve at a prelrminary q;ality assessrenI
9 months after launch, at the time of the
Valioatior Wortrshop. lr some cases. there wi I

be very limited t me available for comparisons
h^t.^,^^^ ,,^li,-J-r n^ ^^,-^-i^^ z-.1r+n rnA Envioatuulvvuul vdlludt ul l-udl rriJo19r I uqld ol ru Lr lvlooL

data (F g 2) However, the t me pressure
comes from the requ rement to establish
con'dence In t.e new oata prod;cts as soor
as possible. as this is a p'e'equisite fo'
applications oevelopmert and dala exploitation,

Pre-launch preparations
It follows from the previous paragraphs that a

large amount of oreparatorv work is required to
achieve Lhe calioration and validalion goals.

Obviously, the in-orbit programme relies on the
successf L-,1 completion of all pre-launci
instrument and platform test ng, as well as the

development work on the ground segment In

adoiLion. najor erfods were necessary bv tSA.
as well as the supporting institutes and
scientists, to develop software tools for
^^-l',^i-^ tr^',i--l z-l+n nrnrlr rntq n e rolalirrolr,,dr ldlyJl r\-.i Ll lvlJot ucLo P,vuuvto | | o tutu.rvury

short time

In addition to the developnent of a^alysis tools.
dedicated devices were deve oped for
calibration, such as radar transponders, and for
vaLidation. such as ai'llorne equipment and
atmospheric lidars Fodunately, in the latter
case the Envisat project could benefit in many
instances from the development of
irst.umentarion duri^g Lhe last few years in the
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framework of scientific campaigns not directly
related to Envisat. In view of the time pressure
on the calibration and validation, detailed
procedures have been established for the
various teams, down to the individual
assignments, the tools to be used, the pass/fail
criteria, the detailed schedule, and the
interactions between the different olavers.

Well in advance of the launch, a series of
rehearsal exercises involving all facilities (NlLU,
IECF, PDS) and tools are scheduled to test the
procedures, communication and analysis
methods. These will facilitate remedial actions
where required. These rehearsal exercises are
suppofted by simulated Envisat products.

Calibration and validation activities for
individual instruments

ASAR
The ASAR instrument calibration concept is

built on the well-established methodology
developed for ERS. lt is based on measurements
acqurred over precision calibration
transponders deployed in the Netherlands for
absolute calibration, and over the Amazonian

rain forest for antenna-oattern characterisation.
In addition, a special calibration subsystem
onboard will supporl the in-flight instrument
characterisation and facilitate the monitoring of
any gain variations in the active antenna.
Needless to say, this task is more of a challenge
for ASAR than it was for ERS because ASAR
has a total of eight beams, five different
operational modes and up to four polarisation
combinations.

The validation of ASAR's Level-2 wind/wave
product will involve local comparisons with in-
situ measurements and global comparison
through assimilation of Envisat data into
numerical weather-prediction models.

MERIS
The in{light instrument calibration of MERIS will
use the onboard sunlit calibration diffuser
plates. These have been characterised, using a
dedicated optical bench, to an absolute
accuracy of better than 1%. A round-robin
exercise (involving NASA) will ensure
consistency of BRDF measurements at various
laboratories and consequently will provide
traceability across different missions.

Figure 4. Simulated ASAR
wave product based on
ERS data

Figure 5. A SAR calibration
transponder

ERS Cross Spectrum (Re) ERS Cross Spectrum (lm>O)
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Figure 6. SeaWiFs Level-2C
chlorophyll product for an
area south of the Canary

lslands, off the west coast
of Africa

Figure 7. Daytime sea-
surface temperature of the

Mediterranean in August
1997 from ATSR data
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Validation of Top of the Atmosphere (TOA)

radiances measured by MERIS will be achieved

by comparison with TOA radiance values
determined through a number of vicarious
calibration methods:

- simultaneous in-situ measurements oT

natural targets
analysis of Rayleigh scattering over clear water

analysis of Sun glint

data acquisition over stable deserts sites; the

BRDF of these sites has been initially

characterised using field equipment
complemented by bi-directional TOA
measurements from several spaceborne
SCNSOTS

- simultaneous acquisition by other sensors.

Prnnnqalq to validatc MERIS OCean-COlOUf
nrndr rntq fnr nnon ocean and COaStal watefS

involve the installation of optical buoys, in-situ

data collection during research cruises. and

instrumentation on -board third-party vessels.

AATSR
AATSR is a self-calibrating instrument lt has

an on-board calibration system, which involves

the use of two specially designed and highly

stable blackbody reference targets (for the

thermal channels), and a diffusely reflecting

target that is illuminated once per orbit (for the
visible and near-infrared channels). Calibration

of the instrument, as such, after launch is not

required. There will, however, be specific
activities to check and characterise the
instrument post-launch, plus algorithm
verification whereby the data-processing
algorithms are verified and fine-tuned.

The core validation programme for AATSR has

the following aims:

- to determine whether the AATSR instrument
is returning an acceptable global skin sea-
sudace temperature (SSST = 0.3 K)

- to make an initial assessment of the quality o{

the AATSR SST data products at a limited

number of international sites during different

seasons; making timely use of any tandem
ATSR-2/AATSR mission will facilitate the
determination of any bias between their
measurements (and AVHRR).

The core validation activities for SST fall under
three measurement types:

- Broad Sca/e: comparison with SST analysis
fields, and the systematic review of buoy
data.
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Moderate Accuracy: autonomous measure-
ments on ships of opporlunity.
High Accuracy: precision measurements.

Atm o s p h e ri c - c h e m i st ry i n st ru m e nts
Calibration and validation requirements for the
atmospheric-chemistry calibration and
validation teams relate to both Level-1
products (transmittance, irradiances,
rnAirnnnn rn{lnn+ana6q enel nnlaricalinnI qUlql IUE-, IUllUUtdl lUuJ qr ru Vvrot toortut I

measurements) and Level-2 products (trace-
gas columns and profiles, aerosol and cloud
detection). Correlative measurements will be
acquired by ground-based and sonde
instruments, balloon sensors, aircraft sensors
and through comparison with other satellite
data. Activities involving algorithm verification
are also to be carried out. In addition to the
campaigns and field measurement comparison
(generally characterised by a high accuracy, but
restricted to single points), validation analyses
will strongly benefit from the use of assimilation
models. These models combine localised
ingestion of actual observations with
knowledge of the dynamics of the atmosphere,
and allow the estimation of concentrations
at locations and/or times where no
observations are available Whilst all three
atmospheric-chemistry instruments aboard
Envisat measure overlapping sets of trace-gas
species, inter-comparisons between the
sensors will initially be used for the identification
of large deviations and consistency checking,
and not for accuracy assessment or algorithm
tuning

The calibration and validation activities relating
to the atmospheric-chemistry instruments are
organised within seven working groups:

three instrument-specific subgroups.
responsible for the in-flight instrument
calibration and for the verification of the
Level-1b and Level-2 processors
four subgroups (which are non-instrument-
specific and are organised according to
validation technique) that will perform
associated validation activities.

The validation groups will use a combination of
different technioues to validate the instruments
both globally and at single locations Several
sites located at various latitudes have been
selected for aircraft and balloon campaigns.
Measurements of atmospheric constituents will
be pedormed during several seasons. by
means of large balloons, small balloons and
high-altitude aircraft .

The aim of data-assimilation techniques is the
combination of theoretical models and soarse
measurements for the forecasting or analysis of

the state of the atmosphere. The assimilation
efforts will be orqanised into two main activities:

Assimilations into Numerical Weather
Prediction (NWP) Models: these will be
performed by operational meteorological
entities such as the European Centre for
Medium-range Weather Forecasting (ECMWD
and others.
Assimilations into Chemical Transporl Models
(CTM): these are applied more in a research
mode and, contrary to the NWP models, do
represent the details of the atmospheric
chemistry.

Networks of ground-based instruments and
sonde launch sites will provide a suite of
correlative measurements covering a wide
range of geophysical conditions. The aim is to
generate a large number of data sets for inter-
comparison with GOMOS, MIPAS and
SCIAMACHY Level-2 products. A large number
of different measurement instruments and
techniques will be used, including lidars,
spectrometers and radiometers

Figure B. The Russian high-
altitude M-55 aircraft
considered for validation
campargns

Figure 9. A Brewer
spectrophotometer
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wave height and sigma-O/wind.

- Validation of the absolute sigma-O (absolutely
calibrated via transponder).

- Validation of MWR brightness temperatures
and water vapour by comparison with in-situ
measurements and with ERS N/WR.

- Long-term drift detection.

Inter-calibration, or so-called 'cross-
calibration', is the determination of relative
biases between the measurements of different
altimeters. Two altimetric systems will be
compared through their global geophysical
data products. The strength of the technique
lies in the huge number of globally distributed
measurements processed. The permanent
tide-gauge network will provide an estimation
of drift that is complementary to the relative
bias obtained from cross-calibration based on
altimetry alone. Relative calibration will unify the
ERS and Envisat data sets. A relative
calibration between ERS-2 and ERS-1 was
performed during the ERS-2 Commissioning
Phase. Relative biases between Envisat and
Jason, Topex/Poseidon and Geosat Follow-On
will also be estimated.

The Microwave Radiometer (MWR) will be
verified by monitoring temperature and gain
variation, and radiometric count range. The
parameters to be calibrated are the brightness
temperature of each channel, the wet
tropospheric Altimeter path delay, and water
vapour and liquid-water content. This will be
oone oy:

- comparison with shioborne radiosondes

- comparison with coincident simulated
brightness temperature from ECN/WF
meteorological fields

- comparison with other radiometers, and
especially with the ERS-2 MWR.

Precise Orbit Determination (POD)
ESA will produce several types of satellite orbits
for Envisat depending on the information
available at the time of the orbit determination.
Obviously, the predicted orbit information
available prior to the actual data take is less
accurate than the so-called 'restituted orbit'
derived afterwards taking into account actual
flight parameters. Orbit determination based on
the measurements made by the DORIS
instrument is even more precise. The intention
is to nominally have these DORIS orbits in,

respectively, the Fast Delivery Products, the
Interim Geophysical Data Products (lGDPs) and
the Geophysical Data Products (GDPs), which
are composed of the corrected measurements
of the Altimeter and Microwave Radiometer
instruments. A POD Working Team has been
formed which will comoute and check the
orbits operationally, and external experts will

validate the orbit system and products.
Activities to conduct the orbit verification will
include three important tasks:

- pre-launch verification of the POD prolect
orbit software and procedures

- assessment of POD models and standards

- post-launch orbit accuracy validation and
verification.

ERS-1/2 and Topex/Poseidon have provided
opportunities for geodesists to develop the so-
called 'short-arc techniques' that are based on
a geometric evaluation of the orbits using data
from dense satellite laser-ranging networks.
This also is a task of the POD team and will
prove very useful for the Mediterranean area,
where extensive calibration and validation
activities will be oerformed.

Conclusions
The approach to the calibration of the Envisat
Instruments, to the verification of the on-ground
processing chains, and to the validation of the
Envisat-derived geophysical quantities has
been presented. The Agency is committed to
deliver the Envisat data to the general user
community starting six months after the
satellite's launch. The calibration and validation
activities have been organised in order to
achieve this objective. The size and the
complexity of the mission represent a major
challenge to all involved
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Introduction
Over the last ten years, ESA has released six
Announcements of Opportunity to exploit ERS

and now Envisat satellite data, with the goal of
fostering scientific knowledge and our
understanding of the Earth's environment. The
primary objectives of all of the AOs were to
support scientific research, stimulate the
development of algorithms and products, and
to support application demonstrations. In

addition, they facilitated the transfer of scientific
results into sustainable aoolications/services
and supported the transfer of technology. By
signing the ESA Terms and Conditions, the

project leaders of the accepted AO proposals
agreed to generate regular reports on their
project's progress. As a result, the
achievements of the ERS-1 and ERS-2 mission
projects have been published in more than
8000 papers or articles (Fig. 1), covering all of
the Earth-sciences discrplines.

The exciting results provided from past AOs,

together with Envisat mission's ability to make
significant contributions to environmental
studies, generated a massive response to the
first Envisat AO. The new sensors onboard
Envisat will, in fact, open new perspectives for
research dealing with atmospheric chemistry
(GOMOS, N/lPAS, SCIAMACHY) ocean colour
and marine biology (N/ERIS), and will
consolidate ongoing research in all of the other
scientific disciplines, ensuring continuity with
the ERS observations. The overview of
worldwide oafticioation in the ERS and Envisat

AOs in Figure 2, shows that the number of
accepted Envisat projects is more than double
those for the third ERS AO.

The Envisat Announcement of Opportunity
In October 1998, the results of the review of the
734 proposals submitted in response to the

Since the launch of ERS-1 in 1991, ESA has issued several
Announcements of Opportunity (AOs) for scientific research and
application development using ERS satellite data. A total of more than
1000 proiects proposed by scientific investigators from around the
world have been selected and accepted. The outcomes of the various
AO projects have been presented at ESA-organised Symposia and
Workshops and published in the scientific literature. The Envisat AO,
issued in December 1997, led to the selection ot 674 proposals in
support of scientific research, application development and
calibration and validation. This is the largest and most diverse AO ever
issued by ESA in the Earth-observation field.

Figure 1. Striking results from the use of ERS-1/EBS-2 data
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first Envisat AO were oresented to the ESA Earth

Observation Programme Board, formalising the
final acceptance of 674 proposals (the list of
accepted proposals is available on the Web at
http ://esa-ao. org/accepted. pdf)

Proposals had been submitted from more than
40 different countries, covering the three main
categories defined in the AO, namely:

- Scientific Research

- Application Development and Demonstration

- Calibration and Geophysical Validation of
Envisat Data Products.

The division of the accepted proposals into
these categories reveals that the large majority
(64ok) tall within the scientific domain, 1B%
address the calibration and validation of Envisat
products, and 18% deal with application
development and demonstration. The majority
of the proposals (70%) originate from ESA
Member States (Fig. 3), but with noticeably
strong participation from several other
countries: the USA (87 proposals), Canada (23
proposals), and Asia (51 proposals).

The interdisciplinary character of the Envisat
mission is highlighted by the Earlh-sciences
disciplines identified in the AO proposals in

Figure 4. For example, its data will be
extensively used in studies dealing with
oceanography, the atmosphere, renewable
resources, and environmental hazards.

In the past, the traditional Earth sciences
have tended to treat questions related to
environmental monitoring as separate
disciplines using only one type of data. The
Envisat mission will provide global and synoptic
observations of different kinds of processes at
different spatial and spectral resolutions at
exactly the same time. This will enable
researchers to identifu, characterise and monitor
a wide range of environmental phenomena
better than ever before, and it will provide the
opportunlty for geophysical-validation activities.
An example of simultaneous coverage by
ASAR, MTSR and MERIS is shown in Figure 5.

From a preliminary statistical analysis of the
data requirements of the accepted Envisat AO
scientific projects, it is clear that the synergistic
use of sensors will be a main issue in the case
of atmosphere, ocean, coastal-zone and land
environment studies. In some projects related
to coastal-zone and ocean monitoring, land
applications and atmosphere, the synergistic
use of data from up to six instruments is

envisaged. As shown in Figure 6, specific
clusterings of instruments can be identified in

almost all of the application fields.

1998: AO-ENVISAT

1997: AO-3

1995: AO-
TandemlLibreville

1994:AO-2

1991: AO

Figure 2. The acceptance statistics for the ERS and Envisat Announcements of
Opportunity (AOs)

South America

North Amerlca

Figure 3. The geographical distribution of the accepted Envisat proposals

Atmosphere
22%

Geodesy
1%

Land environment
6%

Oceanography
20%

Geology
2"4

Figure 4. Thematic
distribution of the accepted
Envisat scientific projects

Hydrology
9% Topographic

mapprng
1"/o

Hazards
11%

The number of scientific projects per two
instrument sensor combination is shown in

Table 1 . For instance, three of Envisat's
instruments, namely GON/OS, MIPAS, and
SCIAMACHY, are dedicated to providing
information on the chemical comoosition of the
atmosphere and the concentration and
distribution of greenhouse gases and aerosols.
ERS provided several examples of synergies
between different instruments; for example, by
the combination of ATSR hot soots with GOME
nitrogen-dioxide measurements, the local
biomass-burning emission sources and the
volume and dynamics of the emitted air
pollution can be studied. The follow-on
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Table 1, Scientific projects: number of projects per instrument combination

ASAR

MERIS

MTSR

ASAR WAVE

M-2lMWR

MIPAS

GOMOS

SCIAIVACHY

DORIS

Figure 5. Synergistic
observation capabilities

of ASAR, MERIS and
AATSR (with the satellite

ground track in black)

Figure 6. The scientific
prolects and their

requested sensors
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instruments on Envisat - SCIAMACHY and
AATSR - will provide the possibility to fufther
develop their synergy, especially in terms of the
derivation of new cloud/aerosol products (Fig. 7).

The synergistic use of sensors is envisaged in

the case of oceanographic studies, such as
MERIS, MTSR and RA-2/MWR, or the synergy
between ASAR WAVE and RA2-MWR, which
was successfully pioneered with ERS SAR
WAVE and RA data. The provision of optical
and microwave information taken
simultaneously will benefit land studies, by
improving land-use and land-cover
classifications.

The monitoring of changes in environmental
processes requires frequent repeat
observations on regional to global scales. The
succession of the two ERS missions and now
Envisat (with its advanced and new

Atmosphere

Oc6anograplry

Rencwablc rcsources

Coastal zone monltoring

Hazards

Hydrology

Land 6nvironment

lce

Methods

Geology

Geodesy

Topographic mapping

73

0
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Figure 7. Forest fires in
Mexico, monitored by
instruments on-board ERS-2
to assess the extent and
duration of the air pollution
caused. Left: nitrogen-
dioxide plume caused by
biomass-burning over the
Gulf of Mexico, measured
by GOME on 13 May 1998.
Right: ATSR-2 hot-spot
measurements over Latin
America on 13 May 1998
(lmages processed at
ESRIN)

Figure 8. Map of Northern
Hemisphere summer-
averaged global significant
wave heights from the ERS-
2 Altimeter OPR final
precision product. Note the
high waves in the Roaring
Fodies and the Howling
Fifties (southern winter).
Seasonal mapping of the
global wave field allows the
monitoring of climatological
trends (lmage processed at
ESRIN)

Figure 9. Envisat AO
scientific projects already
started
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instruments) provides continuity ol
the observations relevant for oceans
(Fig. 8), the cryosphere, land- and
sea-surface temperatures, and
ozone. Envisat products will permit
the continuation of studies related to
such processes as global warming,
land-cover changes, and changes in

the marine environment.

Data continuity is an issue for many
nrnioniq '7Qo/^ ^f 
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Envisat scientific projects plan to
request ERS data, and to date 60
projects have already started using
ERS data (Fig. 9).

Envisat will measure a large number
of environmental parameters on
local to global scales, and will offer
new opportunities to obtain a
comprehensive understanding of the
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Earth as an integrated, dynamic system. The
mainr roqoarch erora adrlroqeoal hv tho| |,qJvl

scientific community in their proposals can be
classified into the categories shown in Table 2.

Atmosphere
This category addresses the understanding
of the chemical composition of, and the
processes occurring in, the Earth's
atmosphere. Measurements performed by
Earth-observation satellites (in combination

with ground-based measurements) during
recent decades indicate two changes in the
Earth's atmosphere: an increase in global
average temperature and a decrease in global

ozone concentration.

Human activities are believed to be responsible
for these effects due to the emission of both
greenhouse gases and chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs) into the atmosphere. Greenhouse
gases (like water vapour, carbon dioxide and

Table 2. Breakdown of the Envisat scientific projects showing the different topics being studied, by
main theme and sub-theme

Atmosohere

Oceanography

Geodesy

Coastal-zone monitoring

lce

Hydrology

Renewable resources

Land environment

Geology

Hazards

Topographic mapping

Methods

Sub-theme

. Atmospheric constituents: retrieval and geophysical results - 29

. Clouds, aerosols, surface paramelers - 22

. UV radiation, Air pollution - 3

. Trend analysis, Assimilation - 21

. Chemistry models - 16

. Wind-waves - 6

. Primary production (Geochemistry, Fisheries, SST) - 25

. Ocean dynamics (Circulation, Sea-level, NRI) - 20

. Sea-features (Ship detection, Air-sea features) - 13

. Sea-ice - 17

. Geodesy - 5

. Bathymetry mapping - 2

. River discharge mapping - 7

. Coastal protection and change monitoring (algae blooms, erosion
assessment, water pollution...) - 30

. lce-sheet mapping - 5

. lce-sheet dynamics - 15

. Snow melt - B

. Soil moisture - I6

. Wetlands - 1O

. Run-off - 4

. Water cycle - 2

. Agriculture - .1 
1

. Vegetation - 14

. Forestry - 16

. Land cover mapping - 17

. Environment (Mapping, Urban, Climatology, Global change ) - 17

. Land surface temperature - 7

. Desertification - 3

. Geological mapping - 4

. Archaeology - 2

. Earth motion (Subsidence, Crust motion) - 10

. Earthquakes - 14

. Volcanoes - 11

. Floods - 3

. Landslides and Soil erosion - 5

. Various hazards - 7

DEM-5

. Algorithm development, Software development, Product development,
Validation -12
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methane) allow short-wave radiation to enter,
but block the outgoing long-wave radiation,
thereby warming the air in the atmosphere.
Such gases are produced by the burning of
fossil fuels (coal, oil, and natural gas for heating
and electricity, gasoline for transportation), de-
forestation, cattle ranching, and rice farming.
Some of the impacts of global warming may
include stronger storms, migration of
agricultural zones, spreading of tropical
diseases, melting of glaciers and ice caps and
increases in pollution levels. CFCs (used for
refrigeration, solvents, and aerosol propellant)
stay in the atmosphere for a long time (e.9.

CFC-I1 -50 years) and deplete the ozone in

the stratosphere. When this occurs, the
atmosphere's ability to block ultraviolet
radiation is diminished. This UV radiation might
have an impact on the human immune
responses and could cause infectious
diseases, the induction of skin cancers,
particularly basal-cell carcinomas and
melanoma, and eye diseases, especially
cataracts. International orotocols (Montreal
1987, Kyoto 1997) were signed by the leading
industrial countries to reduce the emission of
trace gases responsible for ozone destruction
and global warming. Global measurements
from satellites provide a very good means of
monitoring them.

ERS AO projects using GOME measurements
(Fig. 10) on the one hand enabled new research
topics (e.9. trace-gas retrieval in the
troposphere, improving insight into the
variability of stratospheric ozone), and on the
other developed the basis for such future
applications as the monitoring of air pollution
due to natural and industrial processes, and UV
radiation monitoring to assess the impact of
ozone depletion on human health and the
weather.

The Envisat atmospheric payload consisting of
the GOMOS, MIPAS and SCIAN/ACHY
instruments will measure a series of trace-gas
constituents with new techniques, enabilng a
continuation and essential extension (e.9.
retrieval of greenhouse gases, development of
commercial services) of the work started on
ERS with GOME.

Coastal zones,
geodesy

oceanography and

This segment is directed at improving the
understanding of the complex marine dynamics
and bio-geochemical cycles. The ocean is the
major regulator of heat transfer on the planet
(e.9. deep-water formation in the Arctic affects
temperature differences between Europe and
/.\-h-^-\ nnA 
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circulation and its sudace temperature is crucial
for climate-trend monitoring. Climate change
and its impact on Europe can be understood,
and hence modelled and predicted, by
monitoring the energy and latitudinal position of
the Gulf stream and their trends.

Almost all living creatures in the oceans depend
directly or indirectly on phytoplankton, which
uses photosynthesis to convert light energy
and raw materials (e.9. nitrogen, oxygen, water
and carbon dioxide) into food ('primary
production'). Since many countries depend on
fish for food and commerce, understanding the
processes that affect the ocean's primary
production is important from both the
economic and conservation viewpoints.

MERIS will provide a wealth of ocean-colour
data and derived marine parameters which,
when used in synergy with other geophysical
parameters such as ocean currents (RA-
2/MWR, DORIS), sea-surface temperatures
(AATSR), or wind fields and wave spectra (RA-
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Figure 10. Left: Chlorine
activation measured by the
ERS GOME instrument over
the Arctic on 27 January
2000 (lmage courtesy of
Univ. of Heidelberg). Right:
Up to 60% ozone loss in the
lower stratosphere in March
2000 over the Arctic (lmage
courtesy of NILU)
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Figure 11. The El Ni6o has
been monitored and studied

with the sensors onboard
the ERS missions (RA and
ATSR). Envisat will pursue
this monitoring to provide

early detection and a better
understanding of this
phenomenon (lmage
processed at ESRIN)

2/IVWR, ASAR), provide a unique source from
which a better understanding of the processes
that determine the spatial and temporal
distribution of biomass can be derived. Special
emphasis is placed on the coastal zones,
which are affected by intense and diverse
activities with conseouential environmental
impacts for fishing, fish farming, industry of all

types, release of sewage, pollution by trace
metals and organic compounds, eutrophication
by terrestrial fertilizers, tourism and marine

traffic. Coastal waters are characterised by
highly dynamic processes with complicated
patterns of fronts and upwelling areas, rapid
changes in concentrations of water
constituents, and interactions between land

and sea on a wide range of temporal and
spatial scales. MERIS has been specifically
designed for the mapping of concentrations of
water constituents, notably suspended
particulate matter, phytoplankton, and yellow

substance.

Data obtained from the Radar Altimeter will

offer the scientists working in the field of
geodesy an opportunity to develop, test and
refine models of the altimetric geoid and the
Earth's gravity field. The Altimetry NRT service
will be drastically improved for Envisat thanks
to the development of high-quality algorlthms
for the NRT processor and of improved NRT
orbit solution thanks to the on-board DORIS
navigator. This will support international
programmes to experiment with NRT

oceanographic data assimilation for ocean
forecasting.

The ERS AO proyects have produced valuable
results in terms of weather forecasting,
detection and measurement of events such as

the El Nino (Fig. 11), bathymetric applications,
coastal-zone mapping, ship routing, ocean
tides, assimilation of high-resolution data into
regional models, and the extraction of
parameters for information services like oil-spill

detection, sea-ice monitoring or sea-state
alarms.

Hydrology and ice
This segment studies the factors that control
the global hydrologic cycle. Emphasis is placed
on the reservoirs and fluxes of water, their
coupling with plant life and biogeochemical
cycles, and the definition of the impacts of
modern agriculture and industry.

Extreme hydro-meteorological events such as

storms, floods and droughts are a global threat
to human life, infrastructure, water resources
and the environment. Research work is

directed to the effects of sea and land ice, run-

off, and interactions between the vegetation,
soil and topographic characteristics of the land

suface and the components of the hydrologic
cycle. With the novel tracking capabilities of
Envisat's second-generation Altimeter, the
levels of most of the Eafth's rivers can be
monitored with unprecedented accuracy.

ERS AO projects have allowed the grounding
lines of glaciers to be defined and un-
precedented ice-top and ice-velocity maps to
be generated. Envisat will provide a new
capability for the continued monitoring of ice
caps and further mapping of areas such as

Greenland and Antarctica.

Renewable resources, land environment
and geology
For information needs related to changes in

vegetation, de-forestation, deserttfication,
wetlands, biomass-burnrng and greenhouse-
gas reservoirs, the combination of the ASAR,
MERIS and AATSR sensors constitutes a
unioue source of valuable information to
support global and regional monitoring
activities. Land-cover change will have an

important influence on hydrology, global bio-
geochemical cycles, and climate. Global
estimates of the net flux of carbon due to land-
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cover change have been made in

the last decade, yet the estimates
for geologlc and terrestrial biosphere
carbon reservoirs are still not
reliable enough to support an
international policy. To develop a
comprehensive analysrs of green-
house-gas emissions, land-cover
and land-cover-change analyses will
have to be coupled with efforls to
obtain better ancillary data on
carbon in vegetation and soils.

Farmers trying to decide what crops
to plant for the next season, urban
planners shaping policy on the
direction in which their city should
grow, and emergency planning
organisations charged with taking
appropriate steps against floods or
droughts, are just three of the
groups that need better predictions
of future conditions at the Earlh's
sudace.

ERS data acquired as a result of the
most recent AO were used for crop
mapping (rice, cereals, sugar beet,
etc.) and the derivation of area-
based statistics, for the mapping of
de-forestation, and for environmental
studies. The higher incidence angles
and dual-polarisation data from
Envisat's ASAR (Fig. 13) will further
improve the potential for forestry applications.
Use of low incidence angles enhances the
sensitivity to biomass, whereas the use of high
incidence angles improves mapping of
deforestation, and the dual polarisation will
improve the discrimination of forest types.

Another major issue of public concern and
significant economic consequence is water
management and water quality, whether for
drinking purposes or ecological sustainability.
Direct waste discharge, water abstraction,
changes in land use, urbanisation, atmospheric
pollution and, possibly, climate change all
threaten to reduce the quality of this most vital
resource. Envisat's data can provide base.
topographic, and land-use maps for water-
quality monitoring and hydrological modelling.

Hazards and topography
llazard studies have received growing
attention from the Earth-observation
community in recent years due to the dramatic
consequences of natural and man-made
disasters for populations world-wide.
Ecosystems are threatened by natural hazards
such as floods, droughts, earthquakes, or wind
storms, man-made pollutants resulting from

Figure 12. lce-velocity
mosaic of a Greenland
glacier derived from ERS
SAR interferometry (lmage
courtesy of Johan Mohr,
DRCS)

Figure 13. Map of rice fields
(yellow) in Sri Lanka, derived
from ERS SAR data.
Envisat's ASAR, with its
different viewing angles and
polarisation capabilities, will
allow further improvements
and provide the possibility
to obtain precise rice maps
(lmage courtesy of
University of Zurich)
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Figure 14. 3D image of the
Bachu region, in western
China, derived from ERS

data. ASAR will provide
similar images using the

radargrammetry technique,
combining data acquired at

high and low incidence
angles (lmage coudesy of

DLR)

Figure 15. The ESA Earth-
Observation Prolects

website (http://projects.esa-
ao.org)

waste discharges, and careless acts by man

such as uncontrolled de-forestation leading to
loss of bio-diversity, Research activities are

directed at increasing the understanding of
how episodic processes such as rainfall run-off,

dust storms, volcanism, and earthquakes on

the one hand, and human actions on the other,

can have an impact on the Earth's surface.

The latest achievements of the AO projects are

related to the refinement of InSAR techniques:
very large active fault structures, such as the

-IEOE

Hot News from the ESA EO Projects
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San Andreas fault, are being measured using

ERS SAR interferometry; seismic deformations
are being quantified; and some work has been

done to monitor volcanic deformations and

estimate the amount of magma contained in

the chamber via comparison with theoretical

models. The exploitation of intefferometry for
the ouantification of land subsidence is almost
operational, and new results could be obtained
in terms of land-slide monitoring. The derivation

of flood maps from SAR data is another almost
operational application.

The new interferometric capabilities provided

by the ASAR sensor, such as the various

incidence angles or the improved revisit cycle,

will benefit all previous applications. Also,

topographic studies conducted by means of
interferometry (FiS. 14), which are already
benefiting from the combination of ascending
and descending orbits and from data provided

by ERS-2's Altimeter, will exploit such
advanced instrument capabilities. Synergistic

use of MERIS data will provide value-added
information on land-cover or atmospheric
adefacts.

ESA support to Project Leaders
All information submitted by the Project Leader
to ESA is available to the Project Correspondent,

an ESA expert appointed to follow closely a
number of projects in a given discipline or
geographical area. The Correspondent is the
ESA focal point with whom not only to raise

technical matters, specific to individual
proJects, but also to discuss broader issues

related to progress in the research ano
development,
oomalns.

I!
E
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ESA is supporling quick publication/promotion
of the interesting results from its AO-driven
scientific projects. lt has opened the EO
Projects website (http://projects.esa-ao.org),
where Project Leaders can publish their
prolect's latest achievements as 'Hot News'
(Fig. 15). Search facilities such as browsing by
application, instrument, country, test site,
Project Leader's name, institute, project title,
objective or other keywords will allow all users
to retrieve information about the on-going EO
pro1ects. The website also has a private area
where all reports, materials or publications
produced can be stored and submitted on-line
to ESA by the Project Leader.

Thematic workshops and conferences
In the exploitation phase of the Envisat mission,
the Agency together with its Project
Correspondents, will organise a number of
thematic workshops that will give the Project
Leaders the opportunity to present the results
of their current AO research prolect activities
and to discuss the state-of-the art in their
respective Eadh-sciences disciplines. Position
papers, progress repofts on on-going projects,
and demonstrations of running application
prototypes will constitute the main form of
communication in these workshops.
One of the primary objectives is to
foster the development of cross-
disciplinary and cross-regional research
activities and to encourage the
development of innovative research
ideas leading to new research projects
or application developments.

Good examples of more recent ESA-
organised (and co-organised) work-
shops that were well received by the
research community are: Fringe (November
1999, Liege), the CEOS SAR subgroup
(October 1999, Toulouse), the ATSR Workshop
(June 1999, ESRIN), and ESAMs (January
1999, ESTEC). These workshops have been
complemented by ESA Symposia (Fig. 16) like
the ERS-Envisat Symposium held in October
2000 in Gothenburg (S), which attracted a large
audience and was reported uoon in ESA
Bulletin No. 105.

Beyond the AOs: the new Earth-
Observation Data Policy
The possibility of conducting scientific research
using ESA-provided data continues beyond the
Envisat AO. The new Data Policy, applicable for
ERS and Envisat, allows proposals to be
submitted at any time, beyond the fixed dates
normally imposed by an Announcement of
Opportunity. Having been approved by ESA's
Earth-Observation Programme Board (PB-EO),
it aims to maximise the beneficial use of EO

data from both the ERS and Envisat satellites
and to stimulate a balanced development of
scientific, public-utility and commercial
applications.

Under the new Data Policy, the conditions of
data distribution for ESA EO data are directly
related to the category of use. Two different
categories have been defined:

Category-1 Use; Research and applications
development use in supporl of the mission
objectives, including research on long-term
issues of Earth system science, research and
development in preparation for future
operational use, certification of receiving
stations as pad of the ESA functions, and ESA
internal use.

Category 2 Use: All other users who do not fall
into Category-1 , including operational and
commerctat use.

Under the new Data Policy, some 48 Category-
1 prolects are already in progress, and 22
further projects are under evaluation. Further
information can be found on the ESA EO
Projects website at: http://projects.esa-ao,org.

Conclusions
The Envisat mission provides Europe with a
unique and unprecedented tool to improve our
understanding of the Eafth and its environment.
The work of the scientists within the framework
of the ESA AOs is the core orocess for
answering the scientific questions and fostering
the development of new applications in the field
of Eadh observation. The fact that the new
Data Policy allows one to submit new
proposals to ESA at any time will furlher
increase flexibility for accessing Envisat data for
scientific use. The Agency's coordinated
support to the Prolect Leaders through the
'Correspondent' scheme should further sustain
the development of science and focus the
applications for EO data. @esa

Figure 16. The Proceedings
of recent ESA thematic
workshoos and
conferences, availableon
CD-ROM from ESA
Publications Division
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The Envisat Exploitation Policy

G. Kohlhammer
Earth-Observation Applications Department, ESA Directorate of Earth and
Environment Monitoring from Space, ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

Building on the ERS achievements
The ERS missions were originally designed to
serve the science community and to
demonstrate operational capabilities. Shortly
after the launch of ERS-1 , objectives for
meeting operational requirements, in particular

from the meteorological services, and for
developing commercial dtstribution and
aoolication of the data were added to the
mission goals. Accordingly, the ERS Data
Policy addressed:

- scientific users

- commercial users, and

- meteorological users, as a pafticular case of
ooerational use.

The Envisat mission, like its predecessors ERS-1 and ERS-2' is
designed to respond equally to scientific, operational and market
needs. The satellite's instrumentation, the ground segment and
services and the overall exploitation policy, i.e. the high-level
operations planning and the Data Policy, are aimed at satisfying all
three areas of interest.

EBS scientlfic use
In support of the scientific users, ESA released

a series of Announcements of Opportunity
(AOs) that were initially aimed at general

science and led to the development of new
products and services and to application-
demonstration projects. Data provision to the
scientific users was complemented through
agreements with receiving stations and
research entities, which directly served the
national science communities (Fig. 1).

Over the last 10 years, some 72 OOO Synthetic-
Aperlure Radar (SAR) and the global Low Bit

Rate (LBR) data products have been
distributed by ESA to more than 3500 individual

scientists working on more than 1200 projects.

Several thousand scientific publications have

appeared, not only in journals dedicated
specifically to remote sensing, but also in
magazines such as Sclence and lVature. These
publications, as well as the large number of
scientists attending the ERS-related ESA

Symposia, have served as an impressive
demonstration of the achievements of this
policy vis-a-vis the scientists.

ERS commercial use
In 1991, ESA appointed a single consortium,
consisting of Eurimage, Spot lmage and
Radarsat International, as its worldwide
commercial ERS data distributor. National
receiving stations were assigned the
distribution rights within their territories for the
data that they acquired.

With the ERS Data Policy, applicable from 1991

to 1999, ESA fixed the prices to be charged to
end users, allocating a percentage of the

revenue to the distributors. These prices

depended on the processing level, the product

type and the delivery medium, and ranged from
250 Euro for a medium-resolution SAR scene,

to more than 2OO0 Euro for a terrain-corrected,
geo-coded SAR product covering an area 01

100 km x 1OO km (Fig. 2).
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In 1994, in order to foster better cooperation
with the science community, ESA and the
commercial distributors introduced an
additional 'research' price scheme for the data,
which was about 30 to 50 % of the commercial
price. This scheme led to a steady increase in
the commercial sales of ERS data, starting from
less than 3% in 1992 and reachinq some 15%
today,

ERS operational Low-Bit-Rate serylces
Under the former ERS Data Policy, special
conditions were granted to WMO-associated
meteorological services. These organisations
received the ERS Fast-Delivery Low-Bit-Rate
(FD-LBR) products from the Wind
Scatterometer, the Radar Altimeter and the
SAR Wave Mode free of charge, on the
understanding that these products were used
only for forecasting purposes. This service was
implemented by direct delivery of the ERS
UWl, UWA and URA products into the
Meteorological GTS Network. In recent years,
this arrangement no longer provided sufficient
transparency concerning the ultimate use of
the data. Therefore, the fast-delivery products
from the ATSR and GOME instruments are now
being made available for downloading to all

users, including the meteorological services, via
password- protected servers.

The new exploitation policy for Envisat and
ERS
Objectives and principles of the new Data
Policy
The new Data Policy both for Envisat and ERS
is aimed at:

- maximising the beneficial use of ERS and
Envisat data

- ensuring accomplishment of the mission
objectives defined and agreed by Member
States in the programme proposal

- defining the rules for ESA and its paftners to
serve and support users, in both science and
aoolications.

The definition of the new Policy was based on
the experience gained through eight years of
ERS exploitation, and was amended and

3500
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Figure 1. Projects accepted within the framework of ESA ERS Announcements of
Opportunity and Pilot Project Schemes since 1991 (not including additional science-
oriented projects organised via national activities/stations)

Table 1. Sample prices for SAR products (in Euros) under the original ERS
Data Policy

Educational data oroducts 90

adapted to the latest ideas for funding Earth-
observation missions and their exploitation, and
to the policies of other (non-ESA) Earth-
observation missions.

Compared to the previous ERS Data Policy,
ma1or progress was made in the following
areas:

Product description

Fast-delivery image

Annotated raw data

Reduced-resolution scene

Single-look complex image

SAR precision image

SAR geo-coded image

SAR terrain geo-coded image

Commercial price

500

1 000

250

1200

1200

1 400

2300

frore dzta
wq pld in

mtioml
r@ervrflg
Fgaiom

Research price

200

200

125

500

300

500

1 000

90

Figure 2. SAR scenes sold
since the start of the ERS-1
and ERS-2 missions
(commercial and research
priced products)16,82 1293 | 909 | 873 999 | 761 150
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Category-l Use

'Research and applications development use in

support of the mission objectives, including
research on long-term issues of Eafth system
science, research and development in

preparation for future operational use,

certification of receiving stations as pad of the
ESA functrons, and ESA internal use'

- Ensure continuity with the former AO
sysrem

- Rules for identification fixed in Annex C of
Data Policy (e.9. Peer Reviews, AOs,
Negotiated and approved Agreements with
other Space Agencies or International
Research Organisations

- Served by ESA

- Cost of reproduction; waivers to be
approved by EO Programme Board

l. The new Data Policy is

based upon the use made
of the data, rather than on
the user. This principle aims
at providing equal data
access conditions for
similar applications and
projects. Approved
research projects will be
granted the same rights
and duties, whether they
are handled by publicly
funded research organisa-
tions/institutes or private
companies. All services
and all operational use of
deta inrloncnr1cnt Of

whether the services are
offered by public or private

bodies, will be subject to
the same conditions.

- the need to complete the range of services
offered by already appointed Distributing
Entities.

lV. The pricing scheme for the data was also
updated. For Category-2 use. commercial
Distributing Entities were given full freedom to
offer data and services according to market
prices and their own business plans. For
Category-1 use, a price just slightly above the
cost of the data-delivery medium was
introduced. For projects approved by ESA's

Programme Board for Eadh Observation, data
are provided free of charge.

V. Distributing entities may negotiate directly
with national or foreign receiving stations with
the aim of:

- offering stations technical capabilities and
services via a professional distributing entity
to a world-wide market, beyond the one
drrectly accessible to the station

- enlarging and complementing the portfolio of
products and services available to Distributing
Entities through ESA

- developing links via the stations to local
markets.

The full implementation of the new Data Policy
for Category-1 and Category-2 users is a
stepped process: for ERS, past agreements
and contracts have still had to be honoured,
while new arrangements, in particular for
Envisat, are following the new principles.

Scientific use (Gategory-1)
An nou ncements of Opportu n ity
Approximately 750 Envisat AO projects were
accepted and approved as early as 1998.
Some of them, in particular the Calibration/
Validation projects, have already started and
are receiving limited amounts of ERS data free
of charge. This year, the leaders of these
prolects will have the opportunity to update
their data requirements submitted in the original
proposal. These revised requirements will be
carefully evaluated and an appropriate data
allocation - of ASAR and MERIS high-rate
products in particular - will be granted. The
exact allocations will be determined based
upon the absolute needs to meet the objectives
nf tho annrnrronl nrniant and rnnn 2nqvv,vvvv v,vjvvrt vyv,l

evaluation of the practical feasibility of
generating and delivering the requested data.
The Project Leaders will then be able to submit
their actual data requests directly to the Order
Desk via the Payload Data Segment (PDS).

Category-1 projects
With the implementation of the new Data
Policy, the submission of new project proposals
has become possible on an ad-hoc basis, and

Gategory-2 Use

'All other uses which do not fall into Category-1
use, including operational and commercial use.' ll. A clear definition of

scientific -1)
- nted Distributing Entities or any oth ry_

- cretion of Distributing Entities 2)' and th for

- ies may negotiate directly identifying ar1

with NFS for Category-2 use of the Data Policy. Any
other use of the data, for
examole. in an international

cooperation or as part of national projects of
ESA Member States, has to be approved and
serviced according to these two mechantsms.
The user interface for Category-2 use has been
fully delegated to distributing entities, while ESA
retains full responsibility for Category-1 use.

lll. The responsibility for market and service
development is largely delegated to industry.
The aqreements between ESA and the so-
called'Distributing Entities' are contracts
including formal and mutually agreed
commitments for investment, market-
development activities, delivery times, success-
oriented discount schemes to increase sales,
etc. In order to ensure competitive market
conditions and to give users a choice, two
consortia with overlapping world-wide
distribution rights were selected. lt is also
foreseen to cater to so-called 'niche markets'
through the direct appointment of specialised
distributors. This direct-appointment procedure
will primarily concern entities from Participating
States, including national fixed and mobile
stations, and will take into account one or more
of the following elements:

- actual or planned investments supported by
Participating States in facilities and activities
related to the distribution system

- the need to complete the geographical
coverage offered by already appointed
Distributing Entities
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not only in response to the issue of an
Announcement of Opporlunity (Fig. 3). Some
25 such projects have already been reviewed
and accepted over the last three months, and a
furlher 16 are currently under review. These
data are being provided at reproduction cost.
The procedures for submission. evaluation and
acceptance of Category-1 projects are
described in a separate article (by Y-L Desnos
et al.) in this Bulletin, and on the dedicated web
site: http://www. projects. esa-ao.org

Terms and conditions for Category-1 use
The Project Leaders of all approved Category-
1 projects, including the AO projects, will be
asked to sign ESA's stanoard 'Terms and
Conditions for the Utilisation of Data' before
they can submit data requests. They are based
on a similar contract used in the past for the
ERS AO projects The Prolect Leader will be
asked to confirm that:

- the data are to be used exclusively within the
framework of, and for the purposes described
within. the accepted project proposal

- the data are not to be distributed to users
nr rlqir-lo tho :nnrnrrorl liet nf nnnnorrlinnvvvf/v, qL,, ,:,

investigators

- regular progress reports and a final reporl will
be provided

- tho nrniont roqr rltq rrrill ho nrocanlo.l at trQA

Workshops and Symposia

- the ESA copyrighting of the Envisat and ERS
clata will he resner:ted.

Cost of data for Category-1 use
The data for Category-1 use are normally
provided at the cost of reproduction. In

exceptional cases, such as Announcements of
Oppodunity (AOs), for example, and following
the approval of the ESA Programme Board for
Earth Observation, the data may be provided
free of charge

The price range for Category- 1 use of Envisat
data will be similar to that for ERS data (e.9.
100 - 300 Euro per ASAR scene). Prices for
LBR products will be mainly dictated by the

supporting medium and can be free of charge
for data downloads from servers. A final price
list for Envisat Category- 1 data use will be
published after the satellite's launch later this
year in line with the product-validatior
campargn,

Cooperation with funding agencies and
i nte rnati o nal researc h e ntiti es
ESA, through its Category-l use scheme,
offers data at favourable conditions or even
free, and provides support to users in the form
of tools, a help desk, a forum for exchanging
and publishing results through symposia, web
sites, journals and through its 'Correspondent'
scheme. This scheme not only offers full
transparency to ESA Member States and other
users, but is also a tool for on-line monitoring of
the projects' progress and results by national
and other funding agencies. Such cooperations
are being agreed upon with the Netherlands,
the United Kingdom and the European
Commission. and are open to other agencies
Throughout rhe approval process. the funding
agencies' experts may participate in the review
process. Some of these experts may
themselves act as Correspondents for specific
projects. A similar cooperation within a
Category-1 framework is foreseen with large
international research entities

Category-2 use
Appointment of Distributing Entities
Contracts with the two Distributing Entity
consoftia were signed in September 2000 after
a long process of consultation and negotiation.
Consultations started in September 1999,
when ESA organised a Workshop wilh 47
companies to discuss ideas for setting up
contracts for the commercial distribution of
ERS and Envisat data. This Workshop was
attended not only by the traditional data
distributors, but also by representatives from
the European aerospace industry and many
value-adding and service companies. The
feedback gathered led first to the release of an
open, competitive Invitation to Tender, and then

+
Category-7
Cooparotion

Projacts (AO
ond others)

open ony time

ESA & PB-EO

Approval for
free dala

ESA for doto ot
cost of

repnoduction

Access to ERS ond Envisot
Dato Cotologues,

Help ond Order Desk
Technical Support Forum for
scientif ic publicofions ond
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Contact points
Luciana Di Domenico - didomenico@eurimage.com
Andrea Celentano - celentan@eurimage.com
http://www.eurimage.com

Envisat
The improved Envisat characteristics over ERS are of great value to EMMA, which will focus on product and service

development for diverse applications. Agriculture and vegetation will benefit from the multi-polarisation capabilities of the

ASAR in discriminating crop types and soil moisture; geology and exploration will exploit the same capabilities not only on a

regional scale, but also on a continental scale with the wider swath modes, at a fraction of the cost. For offshore applications,

Wide Swath imagery with W polarisation will be able to cover larger areas; differential intederometry with a 35-day repeat

cycle will be able to measure small terrain displacements due to plate movements, and other similar events, such as

subsidences or landslides.

Busrness expectations and marketing plan
By focusing on developing the market potential that has not been fully exploited so far outside Europe, major growth is

expected during 2001 and 2002. With Envisat being able to offer more operational solutions for user needs, groMh should

follow a constant and steady pattern also for key applications such as disaster management. Furthermore, the use of the

Artemis data-relay satellite will increase access to global data and allow quicker delivery to users also, through faster electronic

deliverv services.

SARCOM

Spot lmage
Alain Hirschfeld, Laetitia Salson
FRANCE
Tel : +33 (0)5 62 19 40 40
Fax: +33 (0)5 62 19 40 1 1

http ://www. spotimage.f r

Geoserve BV
Frank Wouters
THE NETHERLANDS
Tel: + 3l (0)527 2410 10
Fax: + 31 (0)527 24 10 11

http ://www. geoserve. nl

Envisat
Spot lmage and its partners in the SARCOM Consortium have been selected by ESA to distribute data world-wide from the

ERS and Envisat. SARCOM has brought together some major players in the satellite-imagery market, all of whom distribute

SPOT, ERs/Envisat and Radarsat data as complementary offers and a complete range of products and services.

Buslness expectations and marketing plan
SARCOM will offer an unrivalled service covering radar data reception, distribution and sophisticated products and services

tailored to pollution monitoring, natural-hazard management, marine applications and mapping . SARCOM's marketing

strategy is based on providing multi-sourced, complementary optical and radar data at low-, high- and very-high resolutions

to boost development of the global market for satellite imagery and derived products and services.

Radarsat I nternational
Adrian Bohane
CANADA
Tel: + 1 604 231 5000
Fax:+160423149OO
http://www.rsi.ca

Metria
Jorgen Hadnor
SWEDEN
Tel +46 26 633 000
http ://www. lantmateriet. com

Spot Asla
Emmanuel Nabet
SINGAPORE
Tel: + 65 227 5582
Fax: + 65 227 6231
Spotasia@pacific. net.sg

Tro msa Satel I ite Station
Jan-Petter Pedersen
NORWAY
fet + 47 77 60 02 50
Fax: + 47 77 600299

National Aerospace
Laboratory (NLR)
Niek Schaap
THE NETHERLANDS
Tel: + 3l (0)527 248257
Fax: + 31 (0)527 248210
http://www.npoc.nl

NPA Group
David Morten
UNITED KINGDOM
Tel: + 44 (0)1732 865 023
Fax: + 44 (0)1732 866 521
ers@npagroup.com
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to the setting-up of the two consortia, both
comprising a number of companies offering a
full range of services, from data acquisition to
value-adding and information services
Negotiations with both consortia covered:

- business and marketing plans

- industrial commitments for investment and
.]^+^ ^,,"^h^^^uaLo vurur rdJU

- incentives and benefits for meeting and
exceeding the business and sales targets set

- mutual commitments in terms of services
performance and quality

- possibilities for partnership projects with
shared investment.

The current business plans are primarily based
on sales of ERS SAR data, with ASAR and
IVERIS high-rate data forming the basis for
business expectations in the Envisat time
frame. LBR data, and in parlicular the data from
the atmospheric instruments, are not included,
since data from similar instruments on other
missions are avarlable under researcfr
conditions or at marginal cost. These data are
therefore to be distributed by ESA under
conditions similar to Category-1 for all uses,
and will be made available for downloading
from password-protected servers.

Despite the fact that both Distributing Entities
offer world-wide services, for technical or
political reasons certain markets may be
accessible only to so-called 'niche distributors'.
The Canada Center of Remote Sensing is one
such case, currently being the only station
operator offering ERS SAR Fast Delivery (FD)

products over the area of interest to the
Canadian lce Service. Such 'niche distributor'
contracts still allow a direct cooperation with
either of the appointed world-wide Distributing
Entities.

The expectations
The sum of commitments by the two
Distributing Entities in terms of data sales for
the first year already exceeds the sales of
previous years. Following a stagnation in the
commercial sales in 1999 and the first half of
2000, probably caused by the uncertain
situation concerning prrces during the on-going
negotiations, the last quarter of 2000 (after

signature of the contracts) showed a strong
increase in sales, indicating that the
commercial use of ERS data is still growing and
exceeding expectations.

Based on a solid market analysis, the main
application areas being targeted by the
commercial Distribution Entities include:
forestry, digital terrain modelling, ship routing,
coastal management and fisheries, risk
management (such as oil-spill monitoring, flood

assessment, subsidence monitoring, etc,).
Many of these SAR-, ASAR-, ATSF- and
MERIS-based commercial aoolications are
expected to develop at a greater rate in non-
European countries. Fast world-wide availability
and distribution of the data is therefore another
key factor in the development of the
commercial market.

Both Distributing Entities have begun
negotiations with receiving stations for access
to Envisat data and the introduction of these
stations' services into the mission's portfolio.
Rnth nertioc nrodint n vaorlv ina"aana i^uv(r I vur Lruo |\/tautuL q yvat ty il tutudJU il |

commercial data sales of some 20% f Envisat
operations staft successfully as predicted (not
later that 6 months after the launch), and if the
reliability and data quality are similar to or
exceed those of ERS. Key technologies for this
evolution are, for example, the interferometric
exploitation of the ASAR data.

Both Distributing Entities are actively promoting
and marketing the Envisat data, including the
development of tools and special value-adding
services. These activities will be set uo in

paftnership with ESA, and will then either be
available to all users, or fully funded by one
consortium only and then offered to just the
customers of that consortium.

Commercial prices can be negotiated directly
with the Distributing Entities and are expected
to be competitive with those of other satellite
mtsstons.

Both Distributing Entities have a strong interest
in maintaining links to the science community
as a basis for the development of operational
applications and commercial services. Thus,
scientific users may, beyond the Category-1
scheme, request favourable data-access
conditions by cooperating with a Distributing
Entity.

Conclusion
During its initial implementation, the Envisat and
ERS Data Policy is proving to be flexible
enough to cope with all of the requirements
from the research and commercial
communities. Furthermore, it is also providing a
framework for cooperation with national,
European and international institutions. The
further definition of Envisat product costs
during the satellite's Commissioning Phase will
complete the imolementation of this
exploitation policy. @esa
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SARSCENE 2OO1 SARSCENE

12-16 September | 12 au 16 septembre
Whitehorse, Yukon

of 60" / R & S au deld du 60' paralldle!

SCARSCENE 2OOI

l2-au 16 septembre
Centre sportif de Mount Maclntyre Whitehorse,
Comprenant les Jeux de SARSCENE et le salon

Pour plu,s de renseignements:

Secrdtariat national, Recherche et sauvetage
T6f.: I 800 72'7-9414 ou (613) 992-8215
T6l6c: (613) 996-3'746
C. 6lectronique: jreaney @ nss.gc.ca
Hotel Westmark Whitehorse
2"u and Wood Streets
Whitehorse. Yukon YIA 3T3

Riserv.ttions:
Localement: (867) 393-9700
T6l6c: (867) 668-2789
Central (Canada et 6.-U.): 1 800 544-0970
www.westmarkhotels.com

SAR North

SCARSCENE 2OOI

12-16 September
Mount Maclntyre Recreation Centre Whitehorse, Yr.rkon

Including the SARSCENE Games and theannual trade show

For more information contact:

National Search and Rescue Secretariat
Tel.: 1 800 127-9414 or (613) 992-8215
Fax: (613) 996-3716
E-mail l jreaney@nss.gc.ca

Westmark Whitehorse Hotel
2"d and Wood Streets
Whitehorse, Yukon Y1A 3T3

Reservations:
Local: (867) 393-9'700
Fax: (.867) 668-2189
Centraf (Canada./U.S.): I 800 544-09'70
www. westmarkhotels.com

Yukon
commercial annuel

JOB o.PPoRTUNffIES 
'N 

SPACE
Serco is the lorgest iechnicol services controctor to ESA. We hove been supporting the Agency's progrommes for over 25

yeors ond regulorly hove iob opportunities bosed ot ESTEC (Netherlonds), ESRIN (ltoly), ESOC (Germony), ESA/HQ (Fronce)

ond Kourou Spoceport (French Guiono).

Typicol octivities within the spoce field encomposs:

. AIV Engineering . PC Support . IBM MVS System Ops ond
o Component Testing ond o Unix System Administrotion Progromming

Foilure Anolysis ' Softwore Development ' Web Development
o Antenno Engineering . Doiobose Development ond r Proiect Monogement
. Eorth Observotion Monogement . Product/Quolity Assuronce
. Ground Segment Engineering . Technicol Authoring

lf you would like to be considered for future job opportunities with Serco pleose send your full curriculum vitoe to:

Jqne Morchom, Serco Europe Ltd.
5th Floor, Kempton Point
68 Stoines Rood West, Sunbury'on'Thqmes
Middlesex TWl6 7AX, U.K.
Tel.: +44 1932 733 OOO

Serco is on Equol Opportunities Employer
serco
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The Velingara Gircular Structure
- A meteorite impact crater?

S. Wade
Institut des Sciences de la Terre, Facult6 des Sciences et Techniques, Universite
Cheikh Anta Diop, Dakar-Fann, Senegal

M. Barbieri
Serco, Rome, ltaly

J. Lichtenegger
Training and Promotion section, Earth observation Application Depaftment, ESA
Directorate of Earth and Environment Monitoring from Space, ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

Planetary exploration has shown that virlually al
planet sudaces are cratered from impacts. lt is
now clear that impacts have been a dominant
geological process throughout the early Solar
System, and also that the Earth has
experienced the same bombardment as the
other planetary bodies. In more recent geologic
time, there is evidence that at least one mass-
extinction event, notably that of the dinosaurs
and many other species 65 million years ago, is
linked to global effects caused by a major
impact event.

Most of the terrestrial impact craters that have
ever been formed, however, have been
obliterated by other terrestrial geological
processes, such as sedimentation and over-
thrusting. However, relatively recent events and
impacts can still be found in very old geologic
formations that remain exposed. To date,
approximately 150 impact craters have been
identified on Earth. Almost all of them have
been recognised since 1950, and several new
structures are being found each year.

Observing our Moon, the morphology of impact
craters changes with crater diameter. Only the
smallest impact craters have a bowl-shaped
form. As the crater diameter increases,
slumping of the inner walls and rebounding of
the depressed crater floor create progressively

larger rim terracing and central peaks. At larger
diameters, the single central peak is replaced
by one or more peak rings, resulting in what are
generally termed 'impact basins'.

On Earth, the basic types of impact structures
are either simple structures, up to 4 km in
diameter, with uplifted and overturned rim
rocks, surrounding a bowl-shaped depression
padially filled by breccias, or complex impact
structures and basins, generally 4 km or more
in diameter, with a distinct central uplift in the
form of a peak and/or ring, an annular trough,
and a slumped rim. The interiors of these
structures are paftially filled with breccias and
rocks melted by the impact.

The study and understanding of impact craters
has become a concern for the oreoaration of
missions to the Moon and to other olanets.
notably Mars. Unlike most impact phenomena
in the Solar System, such structures on Earth
are easily accessible and can be imaged by
many different Eadh-observation satellites. In

order to contribute to such a catalogue,
observations have been collected from ESA's
two ERS spacecraft. An example of the
potential for observing and measuring the
morphology of possible impact events using
the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) aboard
ERS is given below.

tJc
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The 48 km-diameter Velingara circular structure
in Senegal (Fig. 1) was first discovered on

Landsat and NOAA AVHRR images. Developed

in mid-Eocene marine sediments, it has been

buried by up to 90 m of post-Eocene non-

fossiliferous continental sediments. lts central
part constitutes the Anambe basin, which
hosts the SODAGRI agricultural enterprise, and

in which centripetal drainage concentrates in a

swampy area of hydromorphic sandy-clayey
soils. According to drilling and geophysical

data, the central part of the structure is

occupied by sub-cropping (3 - 4 m depth)

Neoproterozoic or Palaeozoic basement rocks.

These features point strongly towards a
possible meteorite-impact-crater origin for the
structure. Decisive evidence of shock
metamorphism is now being sought, by
analysing thin sections from surface and
drilling-core rock samples.

The series of images presented here shows first
a Landsat-S Thematic-Mapper image in which
the existence of a ring structure is suggested
by the concentric arrangement of the different

land covers (Fig. 2). In corresponding data from
ERS's SAR sensor (Figs. 3a and b), the
structure is even less pronounced. The

Figure 1. Location map of
the study area

Figure 2. Landsat-5 Thematic-Mapper
imagery fiM bands 4,3 and 2 in red,
green and blue, respectively). The ring
structure, first seen in such data, is

highlight by the land-forms and
drainage patterns:

- White: bare soil; white spots are
spaces around a house or village

- Dark greenish-blue: laterite of bare
soil covered with dry grass

- Cyan/green: bare soil of agricultural
fields

- Light red/magenta: green trees of
savannah vegetation and gallery
forest

- Dark red: dense shrub or forest

- Red-brownish: extensive shrub, in

leaf.
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vegetated shallow lake is just visible in the
centre. and the land cover is represented
in different grey levels, with forested areas
haina hrinhtor Rnmo Ot the tOWnS and,\J' 

'Lv' 
. vv, | ,v r

villages appear as bright points, including
the town of Velingara

Two radar images acquired by ERS-l and
ERS-2 during the tandem-configuration
phase (with the two satellites acquiring
data over the same ground area 1 day
^^^+\ ,^,^r'^ +h^ h^^i^ {^" ^"^^,,^;^^dpdtt), vvurv uru udJr- rur pruuuuilrg
several SAR interferometric products, the
first being a coherence image (Fig. 4).

This image evaluates the degree of phase

conservation, which is proporlional to the
temporal variation in the ground
conditions between the two ERS
naar rioi+inn Artno In +laiq i626p hrinhlou9urDltlvr I uoLvD. ll I tl ilo il rruvu. urrvr rL

tones correspond to no change or high
coherence. In general, they correspond to
very low or scarce vegetation. This
coherence image shows a similar pattern
to Landsat, but with radial arrangements
more pronounced, most likely due to the
drainage system

Figure 3. ERS SAR
amplitude data over the
area (69 km x 88 km),
with the Gambia River
visible to the north:
a. ERS-2 SAR on
24 December 1995,
orbit 03541. frame 3342
b. ERS-1 SAR on
23 December 1995,
orbit 23214. trame 3342

Figure 4. Coherence image (phase correlation
between the two acquisitions) computed from an
ERS tandem pair of SAR images, taken on
23 and 24 December 1995. Bright areas represent
high coherence, which include scarce vegetation and
settlements. Dense vegetation is less coherent and
appears darker, while water always appears black (no
coherence). Coherence images are also useful for
DEM quality assessment and for change detection
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lnterferometrrc thettc Apefture Radar
(lnSAR) is a technque for extractrng three-
dimensional rnformatron of the Earth's
surface by using the phase content of
complex radar data The technique
lnvolves the use of patrs of SAR /nrages
from the 35 day repeat-pass ERS-1 or
ERS 2 or the 1-day lnterval ERS-1/ERS-2
tandem orbits. An InSAR producl rs the
interferogram, which is obtained by
compuling lhe phase differences between
the corresponding pixels in the two input
images Another product is the coherence
image, which depicts the changes rn

ground conditrons between the two
-^^',ioi+iano I loina +hduquis/riul/s. us///9 t/)ese pfOOUCtS ano
passing through the phase-unwrapprng
(phase to height conversron), a Digital
Elevation Model (DEM) is generated

Figure 5. f ntederogram derived Irom the 23/24
December 1995 ERS SAR tandem pair. The

interferometric fringes, which represent phase
differences between the two data sets, are colour-
coded (from blue = 0 deg, to red = 360 deg). They

resemble contour lines on a topographic map.
Each fringe cycle represents a relative height

change of 26 m. Due to the height differences, the
morphology can be appraised: a ring structure is

clearly visible

Height d fferences can be v sualised by
quantify ng the phase d fference (FiS. 5)

between the dual-input SAR data In this frnge
image, the circular structure becomes clearly
vis b e. dno tl'e radial dra nage syslem lowards
rne cenrre ol rae craler is a so evident Simi a'
-o uonlour ines on a trddilio^al lopographic
map, each frnge cyce. from red tc green, to
bue and agan to red, represents a relatve
height change of 26 rr in either directon, Th s

va ue is derived from the perpendicular
disra^ce berrveen he lwo p'er-sey know^
orbits, which was determ ned to be 346 m

A'-rthor cor npuratio^ar sltrp is rhe unwrapoirg
of the fringes, resutng in quantitative heght
informaton. The final step of computing a
Dig ta E evation Model (DEM) consists of
ransfornirrg 1lc pixel val-es n lhe unwrapped
image from radians to metres Flgure 6 shows
'hc .e"r rllincr dal; -el n a black and whiLe

display, representing ow and high elevations,
respectively The ring structure is now clearly

Figure 6. A Digital Elevation Model (DEM) derived
from the fringe image (interferogram) by phase
unwrapping and phase-to-herght conversion.
Higher areas are bright, lower areas are dark
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visible, but details in the landforms cannot be
distinguished. The morphology of the ring
structure can be optimally enhanced by
artificially illuminating such a DEM. This is

illustrated in Figure 7.

Finally, a combination of illuminated DEM and
nnrnr rr nn^arr hainh+ information can be, ,u,:J, , L

produced (Fig 8). permitting a tull appreciation
of both the morphology and the absolute
height. On this final product. not only is the
height information on the well-developed
circular structure evident, but it becomes clear
that there are also indications of further
olamantc trrninal t67 laraa imnan+ nratarnurur rrur rLo rypruur rur lql 9u llllPoul uldLUl J.

namely the remains of one or two concentric
'peak rings' in the 'impact' basin.

In conclusion, it can be said that, considering:

- the small altitude variations in the zone of
interest

- the fact that the ERS SAR pair used in this
case was not the best in terms of baseline
ano conerence,

the InSAR methodology seems very promising
for producing DEMs of remote areas. even in

low topography. DEMs generated with SAR
inter-ferometry can find a broad spectrum of
applications, ranging from the planning of
mohilc-telcnhone networks and roads or
railways, to geo-tectonic analyses in which land

forms, fault mapping and geomorphic features in

general, have a high priority.

t4'20'oo"w l4'r0'oo"w
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Figure 8. After geo-coding of the data by using the ERS orbital information (SLCI product header
file), the final product is an image-map including the hill-shaded relief of the DEM and the colour-
coded height information. The remains of a multiple ring pattern, a characteristic for large impact
craters, are apparent (image size 69 km x 67 km)

Figure 7. Hill-shaded relief based on
the DEM as shown in Figure 6. The
relief scale has been exaggerated to
emphasise the morphology of the
ring structure
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The most notable resuits obtained by VLBI so far has been the global-

scale measuring of the movements of the tectonic plates which cover
the surface of the earth, Details of this achievement are discussed in the
book, but the primary focus of the material covered here remains an

investigation of how VLBI can conduct these measurements with such
high level of precision
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2001,286 pp , hardcover
ISBN: 1 58603 099 X
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Broadcast television commenced in Japan in 1953, and nearly a half-

century has passed since then The presence of television continues to
grow and W broadcasts are the most fami iar source of information for
most people This book compiles the fundamentals of digital broadcast
which has rapidly developed since the advent of text caption
broadcasting in 1985 as well as the most advanced technology including
terrestrial broadcast, satellite broadcast and CATV (cable TV)
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Today we face various global environmentai issues, Examples include the
rise in atmosperic temperature due to the increase of atmosperic carbon
dioxide, the depletion of the ozone layer and Ei Nino related climatic
anomaties. Remote sensing technologies that use electromagnetic
waves are quite useful in measuring physical parameters which describe
global environments. This book covers de theory of electromagnetic
remote sensing and the basic technologies used.

Mobile Communications
Wave Summrt Course
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2001, approx, 306 pp,, hardcover
ISBN: 1 58603 1OO 7

Price : N LG 1 60/EUR7 2,60 /t46lDlv 1 43lUS$65

Recent developments in mobile communicatlon have been remarkable
as typically seen by the increasing use of mobrle and Internet phones
The traditional analog technology used in these communications is also
being replaced by digital technology. The textbook covers an extensive
range of subjects on land mobile communications from the basics to key

technologies including digital transmission technology and code diviron
multiole access

Modern Millimeter-Wave Technologies
Wave Summit Course
Edited by: T. Teshirogi. L Yoney Ama
2OOl, approx 250 pp , hardcover
ISBN: 1 58603 098 1

Price: NLGl 60/EUR7 2,60/t^6/DM 1 43lU5$65

This is an advanced textbook which extensively covers the study of
millimeter-waves from the basics to the state-of-the ad millimeter-wave
devices and application systems. Sublects are arranged and described
in an easy-to-understand format,
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Wave Summit Course
Edited by: T. lida
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communication system, as recent subject in the news
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Edited by: T, Ondo and K Marubashi
2001, approx 350 pp , hardcover
tsBN 1 58603 097 3
Price: NLGl 7 0/EUR77,1 4/t49lDM1 52lUS$70

This book describes the basic physical images of the space environment
extending from the sun to the eadh as well as series of phenomena
caused by its solar activities, Special emphasis is placed on how
fluctuations in the space environment affect space itself and our social
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Cluster
Following the completion of all commis-

sioning activities at the beginning of

January, nominal scheduled operations

commenced. The successful completion
of the Mission Commisstoning Results

Beview (IVCRR) on 1 February at ESA

Headquarlers in Paris allowed the stad of

the nominal Mission Operations Phase

(MOP), with routine acquisition and

tracking operations

At the oeginning of each ground contact,

the contents of the onboard solid-state
recorders have been dumped and

correctly processed on the ground,

Payloads have been correctly operated

according 1o Joint Science Operations

Centre (JSOC) inputs to the mission

planning. All subsystems have been

pedorming nominally.

A penumbral Moon eclipse at the end of

January and several shod eclipses in

February were experienced by all four

spacecraft, without problems and without

restricting payload operations

Contacts with the Chinese Natlond Space

Administration (CNSA) regarding possible

European participation in the Chinese

Double Star prolect have intensified, The

cooperation would involve the provision of

a certain number of flight spare units from

some Cluster experiments to be flown on

two Chinese spacecrafl - one polar and

one equatorial orbiting - to be launched by

two Long March 2C vehicles in December

2OO2 and June 2003, respectively.

LISA and Smart-2

Following the approval by the Science
Programme Committee (SPC) at its
meeting last November of LISA as a

Cornerstone mission in cooperation with

NASA of Smart-2 as a LISA and Darwin

technology-demonstration precursor

mission, and the later reconfirmation at the

February meeting of Smart 2 as a fully

European two-spacecraft mission,

activities have recerved a new impulse.

LISA is a mission configured to detect
gravitalional waves from massive

black-holes and binary stars in the

frequency range 0 .1 mHz - 0,1 Hz To do
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kept in a drag-free environment, shielded

from all forces except that due to gravity,

Tl'e mutual posilions of the proof-masses

are measured continuously by means of a
laser interferometer, The configuration
thus forms a large Michelson-type
interferometer in wirch the proof masses

are effectively adjustable elements.

Gravitational waves differentially disturb

the proo{-masses. so generaling a

measurable signal

I ho rochnnlnori-r^lcrielonrpgpt aCtivities

rpnr rirod hv Smart-2 anr^l LISA in the fields

of inertial sensors, metrology and drag-
frae nrnnr rlqinn h:r,p ncon Started, A LISA

Test Package Architect (LTPA) will be

selected to coordinate the technology-

development activities and the scientific

community's inputs. Two industrial

contractors will soon start parallel work on

the Smad-2 mission-definition phase,
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which will last until March 2002. The
subsequent Phase-B is planned to start in

November 2002.

The Smart-2 mission will fly the European
LISA Test Package (LTP), aimed at
validating the LISA drag-free technology,
and the US one, if available, along with
the Darwin Test Package (DTP), which will
test formation flying and inter-satellite
metrology at the micron level. The Smarl-2
launch is currently scheduled for 2006,
with the in-flight demonstration of the
LLTP at the end of 2006. This will provide

inputs to the LISA design phase (Phase-
B), which will last until October 2007.
The LISA launch is scheduled in the 201 1

time frame.

Integral

The Spectrometer (SPl) has successfully
completed the flight-model tests and is on
track for delivery in May to Alenia Spazio's
facilities in Turin for integration into the
spacecraft. The Optical Monitoring
Camera (OMC) has been integrated on
the spacecraft since last October,

Meanwhile it has become evident that
the technology-development difficulties
encountered by the lmager (lBlS) and
X-ray Monitor (JEM-X) instrument teams
cannot be solved in time to allow the
planned launch in April 2002. The project
is therefore currently rescheduling the
remaining tasks to enable the inclusion of
these instruments with minimum overall
schedule and cost implications.

The ground-segment activities are
progressing according to plan. System
Validation Test (SVt) campaigns with the
satellite have demonstrated a high degree
of readiness.

The launcher Mission Critical Design
Review (MCDR) has started and is
progressing well. A concise data package
has been submitted allowing a systematic
review. The main objective of this review is
to assess the adaptation of the Proton
launch vehicle and the Baikonur launch
facilities to the specific requirements of the
I ntegral spacecraft launch.

The scientific community has confirmed its
great interest in the project by submitting
a record number of proposals for the use
of guest-observer time on the observatory.

Rosetta

The first phase of Electrical Qualification
Model (EQM)testing is being concluded in

May. The integrated system tests have
been performed on the subsystem and
payload units. An EMC test has been
completed with positive results in terms of
the electromagnetic compatibility of the
spacecraft. The EQM programme has
suffered from various spacecraft and
checkout-equipment problems,
necessitating double shift working at the
AIV site (Alenia in Turin) since the end of
2000. The second phase of EQM testing
primarily involves software functions
such as autonomy, failure detection and
independent recovery and AOCS
simulations. This second phase will last
for the rest of the year.

Flight Model (FM) integration is continuing
as planned, with the mechanical
integration of the reaction-control system
and thermal hardware onto the structure.
The delivery of various equipment items is
still critical and is being monitored closely;
these include the power control unit,
transponder and flight software. The
Cdtical Design Review (CDR) process has
stafted and will be completed in May.

The experiment flight models are now in

the final stages of testing and calibration

lntegral Spectrometer (SPl) flight-model
calibration in progress at the CEA facilities in
Bruyeres-le-ChAtel

at the various institutes, in preparation for
delivery. The schedule is still critical for
some payloads, particularly the main
scientific camera,'Osiris'

The Lander flight model is completing its
integration at the Max-Planck Institute in
Lindau (D), with many items still on a
critical path. The Lander Final Design
Review was successfully completed in

February.

The site infrastructure for the new 35 m
antenna in New Norcia fllV. Australia) is

nearing completion, with commissioning
of the overall antenna system expected by
mid-2OO2.

Mars Express

The delivery of the spacecraft flight
structure was the main event in early
2001 . After qTualification testing of the
structure at Contraves in Zurich (CH), it
was shipped to Astrium Ltd. in the UK,
where integration of all flight-propulsion-
system elements commenced in late
March, The spacecraft will be moved
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several times during the year between the

various specialised test and integration

facilities in Europe.

The rolling review process for Beagle-2

continued with reviews of its instruments,

the robotic arm and the mechanism on

the spacecraft that ejects Beagle-2 and

spins up it up at the same time The

Critical Design Review of the Orbiter

instruments was nearly complete by the

end of March. The preliminary conclusion

is that production of the flight-model

instruments can now be initiated by the

various scientific teams.

The electrical testing of all spacecraft
subsystems continues at Astrium SAS in

Toulouse. By the end of March, nearly all

engineering models of the instruments had

been successfully integrated and tested.

As regards the launcher, several meetings

took place to optimise the pedormances

of Soyuz and its Fregat fourth stage for

Mars Express. The related activities are

progressing quite well in the sense that

the original launch ten-day launch window

can probably be doubled in length.

On the operational side, a major effort was

initiated with NASA/JPL to identify all

required interfaces for the inter-operability

of landers ln the 2003 to 2005 time frame.

This capability is highly desirable as there

will be at least two orbiters (Mars Express

and NASAs 2001 Odyssey) and three

landers (Beagle-2 and the two NASA
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2003 landers). Cross-support between the

two Agencies to maximise the scientific

return will be of great benefit for the

scientific community.

Smart-1

The Prime Contractor, the Swedish Space

Corporation (SSC), is currently performing

system electrical testing on the Bench

Test Model at its Solna 15) premises. The

first phase has been completed, with the

testing of the 'core' avionics units: the

System Unit (data-handling, telemetry and

telecommand and pyro-control unit), the

Power Control and Distribution Unit

(solid-state power controller part) and the

S-band Transponder. In parallel, four of

the six instruments' electrical models have

been successfully validated in another

similar test set-up.

The Smaft-1 structural model being integrated at
the Saab Ericsson Space plant in Linkoping (S)

ln the foreground are the hydrazine tanks and
other componenfs of the reactton-control
system
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The three Smart 1 main avionlcs unit electrical
models - the S band Transponder, the Power
Control and Distnbutpn Unil. and fhe Sysfem
Unit (left to right in the centre of the photograph)

- being tested in the Bench lest Model set-up at
the Swedish Soace Corporation s premises tn

So/na

The structural model (STN/) is being
assembled at Saab Ericsson Space's
premises in Linkoping (S). The primary

structure manufactured by APCO has
already been integrated with the reaction-

control system, Other equipment
qualification units or mass and inedia

dummies will be integrated in the next

month to arrive at a fully integrated

Smad-1 STM ready to be shipped to
ESTEC in Noordwijk (NL) at the end of May

Th^ ^^^^^^-^4 ^-iri^^r -esign Review will| | rv Dpouvur or L vr tLtudr u

start at the end of June.

The six payload-instrument STMs have
also been shipped to Linkoping and will

be integrated during April-May. The
structural test on the integrated spacecraft
at ESTEC will allow representative

structural loads at the experiment unit
interfaces to be derived, and verify the r
qualification.

The ground segment has undergone a

design review, which concluded with a

meeting of the Beview Board in March.
Procurement of the mission-control
software, based on the SCOS-2000
l,^.^^l h^^ -+^*^!

Herschel/Planck
Evaluation of the Tender proposals for the
Herschel/Planck spacecraft 's development
was completed in February and a

recommendation sent to ESA's Industrial
Policy Committee (lPC) for approval, which
was given on 14 March. The contract, the
l./^^.1 .^ +^y +^r ^ onan^-e^iAn^o nrniontrar guJL ov rqr rur o DpouE-outgt tug pt ulvuL

undertaken by ESA, will be awarded to a

European industrial consortium led by
Alcatel Space Industries of France as

Prime Contractor, with Astrium GmbH of
Germany and Alenia Spazio of ltaly as

main contractors.

Alcatel will also be responsible for the
Planck Payload Module's development
and Planck spacecraft assembly and
testing, Astrium GmbH will be entrusted
with the development of the Herschel
Payload Module (cryostat) and Herschel

spacecraft assembly and testing, drawing
on their extensive experience with cryostat
technology for the ISO spacecraft. Alenia
Spazio will provide the fully integrated
Service Modules for both the Herschel
and Planck spacecraft.

The kick-off meeting with Alcatel was
held in mid-April, which shortly thereafter
released to Astrium and Alenia their
respective authorisations to commence
work.

In March, NASA informed ESA that it will

no longer be able to supply the Herschel
telescope. due to budgetary restrictions.
However, it did reaffirm its intention to

remain actrve in suppofting the
Herschel/PIanck scientific instruments and
to provide the agreed hardware

For the two Planck instruments - the
Low-Frequency Instrument (LFl) and the
High-Frequency Instrument (HFl) - the
second round of formal lnstrument Design

Reviews with the ESA project were held in

February Significant progress has been
made in the design of these instruments,
but there will be a fudher review to finalise

a number of system issues Both
instruments will enter their detailed design
and development phases later this year

The same formal review has been
conducted for PACS, one of the three
Herschel instruments. The status of its
system and subsystem design is

satisfactory and that instrument is also
approaching its detailed design and

development phase. The reviews for the
other two Herschel instruments, SPIRE
and HlFl, will be held at the end of April,

The development of a common facility to
allow vibration testing of the Herschel

instrument focal-plane units at cryogenic
temperatures has made a major step. An

open competitive tender was released

early in the year and the proposals from
European facilities and industry are now
due for evaluation by ESA

The Invitation to Tender (lTT) for the
Planck telescope reflectors. provided to
the project via a Memorandum of
Understanding with the Danish Space
Research Institute (DSRI). was released

early in the year in open competition
Proposals are expected by mid-May.

Artemis

In December last year, the ESA Council
approved the budget for the procurement
of a commercial launcher for Artemis and
selected Ariane-S as the launch vehicle.
This move became necessary following an

announcement by NASDA, the original
launch-service provider for Artemis, that
the first operational flight of their new H2A
launcher would be delayed by at least 1 5
years. ESA and Arianespace subsequently
agreed that Artemis should be readied as

a 'stand-by passenger' for Ariane flight
510, scheduled for the beginning of June
2001.

In the first months of the year, numerous
meetings where held to define the new
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launcher/satellite interfaces and to
organise the launch campaign in Kourou

(Fr. Guiana). In parallel, the Prime

Contractor Alenia prepared the satellite -
which had been stored in the ESTEC

clean room since completion of the test
programme abrout one year earlier - for
transporl to Kourou. Artemis left ESTEC

by road on 16 March, heading for the
Fronnh nnd ot I c Harire from where an

Arianespace boat, the 'Toucane', carried

the satellite and its support equipment to

French Guiana. Some supporl equipment
for the launch of Envisat later in the year

formed pad of the same shipment.

After Arlemis' arrival in Kourou and its

transportation to the launch centre, the

launch campaign staded immediately. All

planned activities progressed smoothly
and by mid-April the point had been

reached where there can be no furlher

activity without knowing the definitive

launch date. The launch campaign will be

resumed about five weeks prior to the
actual launch date. In the meantime, the

ESA and Alenia teams will return to
Europe.

The potential launch dates have recently

been shifted by Arianespace, with flight

510 now scheduled for 1O July (for which
Artemis is still a stand-by passenge| and

flight 512 (the nominal Aftemis launch) for
early September,

Earth Observation
Envelope Programme
(EOEP)

The CryoSat space-segment design
phase (Phase-B) was completed in

February with a System Design Beview

(SDR), which concluded that the expected
performances could be met by the current
design proposed by industry. Some
consolidation work on specific system

aspects will take place prior to starting the
main development phase (Phase-C/D) in
mid-2001.

The Earth Sciences Adv sory Committee
(ESAC) has conducted an independent
review of the CryoSat prolect and has

made a very positive recommendation for
full mission implementat on.

The Addendum to the GOCE Phase-

3/C/D/E1 Contract Proposal was
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approved by ESA's Industrial Policy

Committee (lPC) in January. The first
progress meeting, held at Alenia Spazio

in Turin in February, showed good
nrnnroqq in the Ph:sc-R activities. The

consolidation of the satellite baseline

design and related interfaces is planned

to be completed by the end of May. In

accordance with lhe progress achieved

on these consolidation activities, about
30 Invitation to Tender (lTT) packages for
the various satellite elements will be

issued in the April to June time frame.

Considerable effoft was devoted to the
preparation of proposals for the overall

Earth Watch initiative and for the specific
Ocean Eadh Watch programme. A
number of proposals for possible Earth

Watch programmes are being evaluated,

The Aojudication Committee agreed the
procurement proposal for the pre-

development of the L-band SAB lt will

be submitted to the IPC in May.

The two parallel design studies for the

spaceborne ALADIN instrument, led by

Alcatel Space Industries and Astrium SAS,

are due to be completed in April, Both
teams have generated designs and
.^n^anla {nr iho nra-r'lorrolnnmont mndolvv,,vvPto ,v, L,,v P,v svvv,vvl

The ITT package fo'the second phase of
the pre-development programme
(hardware manufacture) is being prepared.

One of the two contractors will be

competitively selected for the second
phase (manufacture and test of a pre-

development model of the instrument).

This contractor will also become the

instrument sub-contractor for the

mission's Phase-B. The ITT package for
the instrument's PRODEX-funded main

development phase (Phase-C/D) is in
preparation.

ln the Market Development area, all 16

of the first batch of short-term contracts
have been initiated. Four proposals lor
longer-term contracts have been selected
and will be stafted in the next quader,

An ESA - Industry Briefing entitled 'New

Opportunities Earlh Observation
App ications Development in 2001 ' took
place at ESRIN on 2 March. This event

attracted more than 60 European and

Canadian companies, with a total of
around 100 attendees, again

demonstrating the strong industrial interest

in this activity

Earth Observation
Preparatory
Programme (EOPP)
Step 2 of the implementation mechanism
for the second cycle of Earlh Explorer

Core Missions (mission assessment) has

staded and the scientific and technical
activities are proceeding as planned.

Science Preparatory Groups are in place.

and all met during the tirst quader. The
indr rstrial nrc-Phasc-A studies on the five

missions under consideration (ACE,

EarthCARE, SPECTRA, WALES and

WATS) have been kicked-off.

Preparations for the Third Earth Explorer

Consultation Meeting (Granada, October -

November 2OO1) have been consolidated.
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The Joint Euro-Japanese Science
Preparatory Groups and Engineering
Teams met in March and satisfactory
results were achieved in working towards
a suitable EarlhCARE mission concept.
Some candidate missions still show
considerable complexity and will require
substantial efforl to bring them within the
programmatic constraints.

The scientific and techn cal activities on
the SMOS mission continued, culminating
with the Preliminary Concept Review held
at the end of March. The challenge was
to match the instrument resource
requirements, derived from the science
needs, with the capabilities of the Proteus
platform. The ongoing work is focused on

achiev ng convergence of the science,
payload and platform design and
satisfaclory results are expected soon.
The appropriate science and supporl
studies have been initiated.

The Call for ldeas for the second cycle ot
Earth Explorer Opporlunity Missions is

ready for release. after approval oy the
Earth Science Advisory Committee (ESAC)

in March. Consultation meetings were held
with Eumetsat, and a seminar on future
low-Eafth-orbit systems was held on 17

January, The Earlh Watch long-term plan

has been aligned wiLh Eumetsats needs
for the post-MSG/post-EPS period.

Meteosat Second
Generation (MSG)

The delay in the launch of MSG-1 from
October 2000 to January 2002 announced
hv Ft rmolc:l rocr rlte.l in tho qlnrano nf iho

engineering model and first flight model
(FM-1) in mid-January. This approach was
confirmed by the Pre-Storage Beview
Board that met, as planned, in March.
Work in Industry is now concentrated on
N/SG-2 and MSG-3, whilst awaiting a
'de-store request from Eumetsal in order
to prepare MSG-1 for launch,

The need to add a shock-test programme
in order to qualify MSG-2, MSG-3 and
follow-on models for Ariane-S launches is

still under investigation, but looks
increasingly likely.

MetOp
The arrival of the Payload Module (PLM)

engineering model in the ESTEC

environmental test facilities at the end of
March represented a significant step in

the MetOp development programme.
This model will be submitted to thermal-
balance and thermal-vacuum testing in

the Large Space Simulator (LSS) starting
in May, to be followed by electromagnetic
and radio-frequency compatibility tests
lasting until September,

The PLM engineering-model activities

accompany the ongoing satellite
structural-model campaign at ESTEC.

The structurat-model satellite completed
its acoustic testing in March. lts testing
campaign is continuing with vibration
and shock tests, and will cover the
environmental test levels of both the
Ariane-S and Soyuz launchers,

Completion of the structural-model test
campaign is planned in May, after which
the satellite structure will be released for
refurbishment and re-use as the flight
ctr|ntr rra fnr +ha l\ila+an 3 Satellite.

Before being transported to ESTEC the
Payload Module engineering model had
been submitted to final integratior tests
at Astrium GmbH in Friedrichshafen 1D).

following the delivery of the GOME-2
instrument in early March. Astrium GmbH
has also completed mechanical/electrical
integration of the PLM proto-flight
avionics, with functional testing now
imminent.

Instrument integration on the PLM proto-
flight model will proceed at a reduced
pace subject to agreements on
implementation of the MetOp restructuring
programme, aimed at aligning the
industriai activities with the delays in the

delivery of Eumetsat-provided third-party
instruments, The restructuring programme
is intended to achieve a cost-optimised
integration sequence for the three MetOp
satellites and to deliver the first satellite
flight model early-2005, in line with the
revised Eunetsat EPS Ground Segment
development planning.

The consequences ot the EPS delay for
the overall MetOp programme have yet

to be settled in the framework of the
ESA/Eumetsat Co-operation Agreement.

MSG-1 being prepared for storage, with MSG-2
being integrated in the background
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Negotiations on the first phase of the
MetOp industrial impacts involved in
accommodating the change to the Soyuz-

ST launcher are nearing completion, for
presentation to the Eumetsat Council in

June.

Finally, the 2001 cycle of MetOp Critical

Design Reviews (CDR) commenced in

March with the PLM and ASCAT CDRs,

and will continue until October and the
anticipated completion of the Satellite

System CDR with Astrium SAS.

Envisat
System
The system activities have been focused

on:

- supporting the Flight Acceptance
Review (FAR)

- suppoding the Ground Segment
Readiness Review (GSRR)

- preparing the satellite in-orbit switch-on
and data-acquisition phases

- ensuring acceptance of the Payload

Module Computer (PMC) software

- preparing the Integrated Satellite Tests

(lSTs) and System Validation Tests (SW- 3)

- suppofting, together with Industry, the
simulation campaign at ESOC.

Satellite and payload
The last major test of the European test

campaign, the satellite Radio Frequency

Compatibility (RFC)was staded in early

January and completed before mid-
February. For this test, the satellite was
installed in a specially-built RF protective

enclosure and was nominally operated
with radar (ASAR antenna deployed)

radiating, telemetry/telecommand links

operating, and radiometer/spectrometer
instruments in their operational receiving

modes. This test was completely
successful and in particular permitted the

ASAR to be operated in its nominal flight

configuration: ESOC was given the
opportunity to control and operate the
ASAR in this configuration to validate

the corresponding flight-operations
procedures.

The PMC software was formally accepted.
This flight version was then used to

conduct the last Integrated Satellite Tests

(lSTs) and the last satellite tests under
ESOC control before launch, the System

Verification Tests (SVT-3), which were
successfully completed by mid-April.
The Flight Acceptance Review, which
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started on 19 February, was satisfactorily
concluded, with the Board sitting on 3
April, The completion of the formal satellite

verifications will be reported to the Board

before Envisat is shipped to Kourou (Fr.

Guiana). A fit-check with the Ariane-S

adaptor will be pedormed before demating
of the satellite. The Service Module and

the Payload Equipment Bay will then be

installed in their own containers for air

transport, by an Antonov-124 aucraft, Io
Kourou. Two Boeing-747 freighters will

carry the Electrical Ground-Support
Equipment (EGSE) and spare flight units.

These shipments are planned for mid-May
20Ol . Upon arrival in Kourou, the Envisat

satellite and its supporting equipment will

be deployed in the newly available 55
integration facilities at the Centre Spatial

Guyanais (CSG).

Unfortunately, ESA was informed by

Arianespace in early March that Envisat

could not be launched during the summer
as originally requested, due the prevailing

easterly winds expected then. For a

nodherly launch of the sort required for
Envisat's injection into a Sun-synchronous
orbit, these onshore winds at

stratospheric altitude create a potential

hazard over populated areas of French

Guiana in the event of a major launcher
failure. The Envisat launch slot has

therefore been rescheduled for the period

24 September to 24 October.

After analysis, it was concluded that the
most efficient approach was to start the
Envisat launch campaign in mid-May as

oiginally planned and to put the campaign
on hold from 20 July until 28 August, at

which time it will resume with satellite

fuelling, integration of the satellite on the
launcher, and the actual launch.

Ground segment and plans
The Ground Segment Readiness Review

(GSRR), started on 12 February, was
completed with the following conclusion:
while for the Flight Operations Segment
(FOS) the situation was judged

satisfactory, for the Payload Data Segment
(PDS) the late delivery of the PDS V3 has

also delayed the remaining validation

activities and operation training. Taking

this situation into account, as well as the
early timing of the GSRR with respect to
the final launch date, a delta GSRR review

will be held at the end of July.

For the FOS, flight-operations-procedure
production is well advanced and the

operations simulations started in early

February. As far as the PDS is concerned,
acceptance of the various centres and

stations is stlll in progress, with the PDS

V3 overall acceptance planned for mid-
April. The Ground Segment Overall

Validation (GSOV) has concentrated on

validation of the mission-planning
interfaces between the FOS and PDS.
Tho Pl-tS \/? nonorin oloqlgplg have beenv v vv, ,v,,v v,vl

delivered to the Processing and Archiving

Centres (PACs), and the PAC overall

integration with the PDS is planned to
start in May. Operator training and

operations rehearsals will stad soon at

the PDS facilities.

The calibration and validation activity
preparations are progressing according
to plan with regular meetings of the
padicipants. The in-situ data-acquisition
campaigns are being re-planned to cope
with the launch delay. A new data-
circulation-rehearsal campaign, using

the PDS User Service Facility, will be

organised shortly. A workshop to present

and review atmospheric instrument
calibration and product validation is

planned for mid-May. A second workshop
to review the meteorological products

together with the meteo user community
is planned for early July.

The Envisat communications campaign
has been defined and Delegations have

been invited to interact with the Agency
for the organisation of national events.

A well-attended Press Day was held at

ESTEC on 1 February

International Space
Station
ISS Overall Assembly Sequence
Two successful assembly flights to the ISS

took place during the first quarter of 2001 .

The first, Assembly Flight 5A (STS-98),

was launched from Kennedy Space
Centre (KSC) on 7 February. During this
mission, the US Laboratory 'Destiny' was
assembled with 'Unity' and Space Station
attitude control was transferred from
'Zvezda' to'Destiny'. The Pressurised

Mating Adapter 2 was moved from 'Unity'

to 'Destiny' to become the primary Shuttle
docking por1. The second flight, Assembly
Flight 5A.1 (STS-102), was launched from
KSC on 8 March. The primary tasks for
this mission were to provide outfitting
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equipment for 'Destiny', stored in the first
MPLM ('Leonardo'), including the first
science racks and the Human Research
Facility, and to launch the second resident
crew and return the flrst crew

Columbus Laboratory
The system Critical Design Review (CDR)

and the independent NASA Safety Review
ll have been conducted successfully. The
Final ESA/NASA Jolnt Board, which met
on 1 8 January, concluded that the
objectives of the CDR had been achieved.
The PICA final lntegration has starled. The
pre-qualification tests on the electical test
model have continued, with fixes to
various problems being applied prior to
the start of qualification testing, planned

for the beginning of May.

Columbus Launch Barter
lVodes-2 and -3
The Node-2 System Design Review 2
(SDR2), equivalent to a Critical Design
Review, has been completed successfully,
pending closure of the assigned actions.
The Node-2 delivery to KSC is planned

for September 2OO2, consistent with a
November 2OO3 launch date. Structural
qualification testing has been successfully
completed (pressure, leakage and inerlia
loads). The Node-2 flight-unit proof
pressure and leakage test campaign has
started, and will be followed later this year

by the modal survey test.

Crew Refrigerator / Freezer (RFR)

The Preliminary Design Review is
scheduled to start in mid-June and the
Accommodation Model is currently under
construction.

Cupola

Pressure testing on the Cupola Structural
Test Article (STA) has been completed
without problems, Manufacturing of the
flight-unit dome and ring has starled.
Design changes to the shutters, driven by
the need for enhanced meteoroid/debris
protection, are being negotiated with
NASA.

Automated Transfer Vehicle (AW)
Following achievement of the
consolidation of the technical concept of
the AW at the PDR Board in December
2000, a recovery plan for the management
and programmatics of the project has
been agreed with industry. The
management structure has been improved
by a combination of reallocation of system
tasks to the Prime Contractor,

reinforcement of the Prime's team through
the collocation of Astrium engineers, and
collocation of the ESA Project Team at the
Prrme Contractor's site at Les Mureaux (F).

The Prime-Contractor, project-
management and system-engineering
tasks have been put under a cost-
reimbursement regime, wlth a cost-
sharing scheme in the event of an overrun.
A corresponding contractual agreement
protocol has been signed by ESA and
industry and a contract Rider will be
generated and signed after approval by
the relevant ESA committees. The overall
schedule is being consolidated taking into
account the underlying assumptions.

The Structural and Thermal Model is
progressing and the Cargo Carrier will

be ready in July.

X-38/CRV and Applied Re-entry
Technology (ART)

The second V1 31 R drop test has been
postponed in order to fudher evaluate the
anomalous behaviour, observed during
the first flight in November 2000, of the
vehicle control system. Extra wlnd-tunnel
tests In Europe have begun in support of
the resolution of this anomaly.

Industry has been given technical consent
for shipment of the three Fault-Tolerant
Computers (FTCs), and the Acceptance
Review of the CMC Leading Edge units
has been successfully completed.
Assembly and testing of the Landing Gear
System (LGS) continues, and design
activities for the International Berlhing/
Docking Mechanism (IBDM) have been
initiated.

The CRV Phase-1 industrial proposal was
found to be incompatible with the ESA
Request for Quotation (RFQ) and
therefore, following a debriefing by the
Executive, industry has submitted a
complete revision, which is now being
evaluated.

Ground-segment development and
operations preparation
The System Requirement Reviews for the
Control Centres for Columbus and AW
have been successfully completed, and
their main development phase (Phase-

C/D) will be initiated later this year.

Utilisation

Preparation
The Space Station User Panel (SSUP) met
for the first time with its new composition
and Chairman in March. The new
composition reflects, more than previously,

both industrial and commercial
representation. and also has European
Science Foundation lESF) participation,
European Commission parlicipation is

anticipated. The SSUP made a specific
recommendation encouraging full

European co-ordination of programmes,
both ESA and National. The Panel also
examined the flight sequence for the ESA
external payloads and recommended that
flight priorities should only be assigned
two years prior to the first scheduled flight
and should be based on best science,
utilisation priority and development status.

Hardware development
Following signature of the European
Drawer Rack Phase-C/D contract last
December, the lower level contracts are
now being finalised.

The accommodation of the European
external payloads on the Columbus
External Payload Facilities (EPF) has been
agreed with NASA. Under this agreement,
ESA will free the three positions on the
Express Pallet at the 53 site and retains
the exclusive rights to use the Columbus
EPF location for approximately 4.5 years.
Furthermore. ESA retains the assigned
utilisation flights with the Express Pallet,
which is the baseline transporl system.

The starl of Phase-C/D for SOLAR/
EXPORT and EuTEF is on hold pending
assessment of the impact of the relocation
to the Columbus EPF

Astronaut activities
In January, C. Andre-Deshays starled
training at Star City for the Soyuz 'Taxi

Fllght'Andromede. The crew- and
medical-supporl for the Andromede flight
will be provided by the European
Astronaut Centre (EAC).

A 'Delta' Basic Training Course at EAC,

designed to complement and update
the knowledge of ISS Systems for
experienced ESA astronauts (C. Andre-
Deshays, P Duque, R, Ewald and
T. Reiter), has been successfully
concluded. Thls means they now meet the
certification requirements of ISS Basic
Train ng.
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The first ISS Advanced Training will start

on 2 April at Johnson Space Centre (JSC).

Four ESA astronauts will participate

(P Duque, L. Eyharts, T. Reiter, R. Vittori)

together with three from NASDA, one

Russian and one from NASA. The ESA

part of the Advanced Training will be

conducted at EAC in mid-2002.

A third ESA Flight Surgeon has been

certified as an ISS Flight Surgeon by the

Multilateral Space Medicine Board
(MSMB). The development of Columbus

Systems Training started in February and

the first hardware deliveries for the

Columbus Trainers are expected in

September 2001 . The Astronaut Fitness

Programme is continuing and has been

extended to include astronauts based

at ESTEC and JSC, in particular to
provide fitness support to U. Guidoni in

preparation for the STS-100 mission in

Aprll 2001.

Early deliveries
Data-Management System for the Russian

Service Module (DMS-R)

The installation of all components of the

Data Management system on board the
'Zvezda' module has been comPleted.

After the ardval and docking of the US

Lab Destiny to the 'lSS', a major planned

software reconfiguration took place on the

Russian side, such that both 'Zvezda' and
'Destiny' are now performing guidance,

navigation and control of the entire lSS.

It is planned to retain this cooperative

control mode throughout the operational

life of the Station.

European Robotic Arm (ERA)

The ERA qualification programme at

system level is proceeding, but the

conclusion of these activities with the

Qualification/Acceptance Review has been

shifted into eaty 2002. On the Russian

side, no funding has been made available

so far to allow the Science Power Platform

(SPP) development to continue. As the

SPP will accommodate ERA during

launch, this event will have to be shifted

further into the future. A delay of several

years compared to the official SPP launch

date of October 2OO2 is very likely, and

will have to be accommodated in the ERA

project planning.

Laboratory Support Equipment (LSE)

Extensive testing of the -80 degC Freezer

(N/ELFI) engineering unit is in progress,

together with the integration of the first

flight unit. The Flight Acceptance Review
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(FAR) in Europe is scheduled for

November, and MELFI will be launched on

flight ULF-1 in mid-2002.

Testing of the Microgravity Science Glove-

box (MSG) engineering unit is proceeding,

and flight-unit integration is in progress.

The FAR in Europe is scheduled for
August, and launch will be on flight

JF-2 in early-2)O2.

The Hexapod engineedng unit is

complete, the qualification model is in

preparation, and the FAR in Europe is

scheduled for November.

ISS Exploitation Programme
In line with the modified AW development
programme, the earlier planned

procurement of the first AW production

unit has been put on hold and onlY

advanced batch procurements of EEE

parts and selected equipment have been

authorised so far.

A draft Request for Quotation (RFQ) for
the Exploitation Programme Operations

Contract has been provided to industry in

order to allow them to start preparing the
proposal, which needs to be received and

negotiated in time to prepare for the ESA

Council Meeting at Ministerial Level in

November.

Selected pathfinder projects for

commercialisation have been further defined

and the first prolect has entered its

development phase. On the international

side, diverging views on commercial

utilisation among the ISS Partner agencies

are still a major stumbling block to arriving

at an agreed approach. Such PolicY
agreements are essential for the business

community to commit to firm plans.

Microgravity
EMIR programmes
Activities have continued to support near-

term flight opportunities. Final agreement

was reached with Rosaviakosmos on the
pricing of the Foton-M1 mission that is
due to take place in October 2002.

NASA has announced that the STS-1 07

Spacehab mission, with six ESA life- and

physical-sciences facilities, is delayed until

2002. ?reparations continued for the

Maxus-4 sounding-rocket flight on

29 April, the Maser-9 sounding-rocket
flight in November, and the 30th parabolic

aircraft flight campaign on 30 MaY.

Microgravity Facilities for Golumbus
(MFC)
Testing of the Biolab engineering model

was completed in April, and manufacture

of the flight model will start in May.

Some delays have occurred in the

Materials Science Laboratory (MSL) and

Fluid Science Laboratory (FSL) subsystem
manufacturing activities, and the Critical

Design Reviews will now be completed by

end-April. The system-engineering model

integration will be completed by April/May.

Phase-A"/B for the Materials Science

Laboratory using Electro-Magnetic
Levitator (MSL-EML) technology has

started. lmplementation of the Microgravity

Vibration lsolation System (MVIS) for the

FSL, provided by the Canadian Space
Agency, has also been initiated.

@esa
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ln Brief

New Director of
Technical and
Operational Support
Arrives

Pieter Gaele Winters, who is Dutch, took
up duty as the new ESA Director of

Technical and Operational Support, based

at ESTEC on 1 June His Previous Post
was a,so rn the space business, as

President and CEO of Fokker Space BV

having had a career in the public sector in

the Netherlands He has alwaYs been

active in the fields of industrial policy and

technology and has been directlY

associated with the space sector since

the early nineties Mr Winters was also

Chairman of ESA's Council from 1993 to

1996 @esa

Umberto Guidoni: First
European Astronaut on
the ISS

The Earth has him back: ESA-astronaut

Umbedo Guidoni, from ltaly, was the

first European astronaut to fly to the

International Space Station (lSS) Guidoni

and his six colleagues from the USA,

Canada and Russia spent 1 1 days on the

ISS to deliver and return the European-

developed Multi-purpose Pressurised

Logistics Module "Ratfaelo" (MPLM) and

to attach the Station's new 17-metre

Canadian robotic arm

After a few computer problems in the

US Destiny module, things went very

smoothly and a satisfied Guidoni landed

on Earlh aboard the Space Shuttle
"Endeavour" at the Edwards Air Force

Base in California, "Now the Station can at
last begin to be used for its intended

research purposes," noted Guidoni Afull
article by Umbefto Guidoni on his ISS

activities and experiences will appear in

the next issue of the ESA Bulletin. @esa
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More ESA Astronauts to
Fly to the ISS: First
Assignment for Roberto
Vittori

European astronauts will fly at least one
mission per year to the International
Space Station (lSS) on Russian Soyuz
launchers in the period 2001 to 2006.
ESA's Director General Antonio Rodota
and the Director General of the Russian
Aviation and Space Agency
(Rosaviakosmos) Yuri Koptev recently
signed an Agreement on cooperation
between the two agencies.

ESA astronauts will perform the duties of
flight engineer on "taxi flights" and
"increment flights". "Taxi flights" are short-
duration flights (7-8 days) to the
International Space Station for the
purpose of exchanging the Soyuz escape

spacecraft. "lncrement flights" are crew
exchange fllghts which may require the
astronauts to stay on board the Station
for up to 3-4 months,

The Framework Agreement sets the
general principles, terms and conditions
of the ESA-Rosaviakosmos cooperation
while the type of flight, the experimental
programme content and the cost of each
specific flight will be negotiated on a case-
by-case basis. The total package price will

include the cost for the training, planning

and preparation of the missions, the
onboard stay and the uploading and
downloading of flight equipment needed
for the specific experimental programme.
The number of flight opporlunities is

currently not specified, but it will be in the
order of one mission per year.

This agreement represents an imporlant
step in the development of operational
expertise for the European Astronaut

Corps before the intensive utilisation of the
International Space Station for scientific
research, Earth observation, technology
development, material science and human
physiology experiments, with the launch of
ESA's Columbus laboratory in 2004. "The

agreement suppofts the Bussian efforl in
the space arena with the involvement of
European professional astronauts, and it
shows a furlher sign of the increasingly
strong cooperation between ESA and
Rosaviakosmos, " said ESA's Director
General Antonio Rodota.

The ltalian Space Agency ASI has already
taken the first option for a flight by an ESA
astronaut. Robedo Vittori, an ltalian
national and a member of the ESA's

Astronaut Corps since 1998, will receive
his first assignment as flight engineer on
the first available Soyuz taxi flight after
October 2001 . @esa

Anniversaries and
Farewells

This spring was a big season for space
news. Biggest of all was of course the re-
entry of the Russian space station Mir -
evefihing went smoothly as the veteran
station burned up when it re-entered the
atmosphere on 23 March. Stargazers in

the South Pacific witnessed impressive
fireworks of burning parts - some even
called it "the most beautiful brake track in
the world."

The Mir re-entry marks the end of one era

and the beginning of another with the
occupation of the International Space
Station (lSS). Exceeding its expected
lifetime by ten years, Mir hosted 105
cosmonauts and astronauts from more
than ten countries and a wide range of
scientific experiments in its confined
space.

Another event that attracted lots of
attention (and many space enthusiasts to
anniversary parties all over the world) was
the 4Oth anniversary of Yui Gagarin's trip
around the Eadh. The first man in space
said during his trip, which lasted only 108
minutes, "l can see the clouds! I can see
everything! lt's beautiful!" After his safe
landing back on Earlh he commented:
"Circling the Eafth in the orbital spaceshp

I marvelled at the beauty of our planet.

People of the world! Let us safeguard and
enhance this beauty - not destroy rl" @esa
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Foton-M1 Contract
Signature

ESA signed a contract on 11 Apdl with

Russia's Rosaviakosmos space agency

and Central Spec alised Design Bureau

(TsSKB)to f y a 355 kg payoad from ESA,

CNES and DLR on Russia's Foton-M1

recoverable spacecraft

Foton-M1 is an improved version of the

Foton/Bion-class satellites that ESA has

used s nce 1 987 for exper ments. TsSKB

bu ds the spacecraft and their Soyuz

launchers Nine missions have flown so far

with ESA payloads, the most recent be ng

Foton-12 n September 1999 (ESA Bu etin

No lOl , February 20OO) Foton M1,

schedu ed for launch n October 2002, wrl
carry ESA's FluidPac/TeleSupport and

Biopan multi user pay oads in orbit for

16 days, complemented by experiments
from young researchers ln ESA's

'Outreach' programme, ESA has the

contractual leadership of this scientfic

m ssion, al owing the Agency's
nvestigators to share the CNES and DLR

facilities aboard Foton (lbis and Agat,

respectively), ESA's planned 1B

experiments cover fluid physics, lr ology,

radiation dos metry, exobiology, material

science and meteoritics Gesa

Mr Jorg Feustel-Buechl (seated, left),

Director of Manned Spaceflight and

Microgravity, and Mr Viktor av

(seated, right), Head of the Depaftment for

U n m an n ed S pacefl ight at Rosav rakos mos,

signing the Foton-M1 contract at ESA

Headquafters on 11 April. Lookrng on are

Mrs Jeanne Slagmolen, ESA Contracts
Officer, and Mr Werner Rresselmann, Head

of the Microgravity Payload Division at
FSIEC

Artemis Booked on
Early Summer Trip

Artemis, the Agency's new advanced

telecommunicatons satellite, is going to

be launched in early summer this year,

thanks to an agreement between ESA and

Arianespace on 17 May, The multi-

purpose satellite the precursor to new

and advanced satellite communication
seryices - w ll be launched by Artanespace

on an Arlane-S from Kourou on 12 July

20Ol , sharing ts trip with the Japanese
BSAT-2b direct-broadcasting satellite

Artem s is ESA's most advanced

telecommun cation satellte to date. lts

orbital position w ll be maintained by on

propulsion thrusters, a new technology

used for the flrst time on an ESA satellite.

lon engines generate thrust wjth very h gh

ettic ency aro as a consequence require

significanty reduced amounts of
propellant for orbit inclination control

Artemis will also p ay a s gnificant part in

developing Europe's new worldwide

satellite navigation system, new moblle

communication servtces and inter satellite

data relay

The Ademis mobile communication
payload includes an L-band Land Mobile

154
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Gaia Summer School,
Les Houches, 14-18 May
2001

Dozens of young scientists from all over
Europe gathered in mid-May at Les
Houches in Savoy, France, for intensive
briefings on ESA's next star-mapping
satellite 'Gaia' The summer school, parl

of the prestigious Les Houches series,
was organised by Dr Olivier Bienayme
(Observatoire de Strasbourg) and Dr

Catherine Turon (Observatoire de Paris-
Meudon). As the successor to the very
successful Hipparcos space-astrometry
project, Gaia was approved last year as
an ESA Cornerstone mission to be
launched around 2010. Engaging the
interest and participation of the next

(LLM) facility, with a wide 'Eurobeam',

three spot beams and the ability to handle
up to 662 voice channels at any one time.
This means the satellite will offer
unprecedented new facilities for the
development of vastly more sophisticated
land and marrne mobile communication
systems. ln addition, the satellite has a
unique data-relay payload which will
speed up communication between
satellites and help to bring Earth-
observation images down to their
appropriate terrestrial stations faster and
more efficiently. First to benefit will be the
French Earth observing satellite, Spot-4,
using the optical section of this payload
for a data-transmission experiment called
SILEX (Semiconductor laser Inter-satellite
Link EXperiment). After its launch later in
2OO1 , ESA's giant Earth 'watchdog'
Envisat will communrcate data through the
Ka-band section of the Artemis data-relay
payload

The Ariane-S will place Arlemis into
geostationary transfer orbit, before ground
operators at Fucino, ltaly assume control
of the spacecraft and flre its onboard
liquid apogee engine three times to take

generation of astronomers will be vital for
the prolect's success.

ESA's Hipparcos mission (1 989-1 993)
revolutionised astrometry, the science of
star measurement, by fixing the positions,
brightnesses, colours and intensity
variations of more than a hundred
thousand stars in our vicinity far more
accurately than ever before. Astrometry
was previously a ditficult sublect of interest
to only a few specialists in astronomy.
Hipparcos changed all that, with results
that are still impacting on every branch of
astronomy, from comets to cosmology.

Gaia will be 1OO times better than
Hipparcos. By charling a billion stars, to
very much greater distances than
Hipparcos. it will give an unprecedented
picture of the positions and motions of
stars across most of the Milky Way - our
Galaxy's equivalent of the Human Genome
Project. Besides mapping the three-
dimensional structure of our Galaxy, and
transforming the science of stars and
galaxies. Gaia will be a top discoverer of
asteroids and alien planets.

"Gaia will deliver its first resu/ts more than
ten years from now", notes Dr Michael
Perryman, Gaia's Project Scientist. 'Key
individuals have already devoted half their
working ilves to conceiving and
accomplishing Hipparcos, and to inventing
Gaia. Who'll pick up the baton when they
retire? With an impressive line-up of front-
ranking European astronomers as
lecturers, the Summer School
undoubledly succeeded in inspiring many
of the bright young minds that will carry
this important sclence into the future."

@esaArtemis to geostationary orbit. @esa
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ISS Forum 2001
During 5-7 June, Berlin became the focal

point for the International Space Station

(lSS) when about 800 leaders of industry,

government officials and scientists Irom 22

countries gathered at ISS Forum 2001 .

This first international conference on

Soace Station utilisation covered R&D,

industrial applications and commercial

opportunities, exploring the Station's
potential and explaining the opportunittes

Mrs Edelgard Bulmahn, Germany's Minister for Research and

Education, opens /SS Forum 2001.

Mrs Bulmahn is presented with copy #1 of ESA's new book

on microgravity research by Mr Jorg Feustel-B1echl (ight) and

Mr Antonio Rodota

Preparing for business (from

left): Prof. Alain Bensoussan,

President of CNES and

Chairman of the ESA Council:

Mr Antonio RodotA, ESA

Director General; Prof. Walter

Kroll, Chief of Executive Board,

DLR

available to users. With
the Station now in

orbit, the gateway to
R&D and commercial
use of space is open.

Scientists and

companies from

around the globe have

begun to carry out research aboard this

unique laboratory, the largest research and

technology centre available to date in

space. Top-level representatives of the five

space agencies involved in the Space

Station, namely NASA, Rosaviakosmos
(Russia), NASDA (Japan), the Canadian

Space Agency and ESA, outlined for

the first time their approach to

commercialisation of the Space Station.

As a key European minister responsible for

space, Germany's Minister for Research

and Education, Edelgard Bulmahn opened

the Forum. Mrs Bulmahn noted, '...we

intend above all to focus on proiects

directed at solving real problems on Earlh

and having potential for new products and

applications. As Research Minister, I give

tco



nriorif v ln qr-icnrifu.' tr.q.c af the /SS But
even outside the research domarn, many
pafties have an tnterest in ulrlisrng the iSS
in the media, in the enterlainment industry,
the world of aft, marketing. The

development and market potential ls

enarmaus That is why I believe we should
leave scope for non-scientifrc commercial
/SS ulilisation, as long as lhis does nol
hinder the scientiflc efforl.'

Mr Antonio Rodota, ESA Director General,
commented tial .,. lhis Space S/ation is

a big instrument for scientists, for
industrialists We hope that from the

The Roundtable on payload accommodation. integratian and processing (from left) Richard Nygren

Valeri Panchenko (RSC Energia) and Forum moderator Claus Kruesken

The final day was largely devoted to
ro;ndtables on access policy tor
nstitutional users and commercial
customers, and the handling of payloads

Thc Astronaut Roundlabte brought together sir

astronauts to discuss thek expenences (front

lett). Chiaki Mukai (NASDA, on screen),

Umbefto Gurdoni , Reinhold Ewald (ESA),

Bill Readdy (NASA) Julie Payette (CSA) and

Frank De Winne At far right ts Forum

moderator Claus Kruesken

The cor'erence also saw ESA signing its

'irqt nnnlran' tn nrnvirio reSOUfCeS tO

commerc al users. Mr Jurgen von der
Lippe of Inlospace ano lvlr Jorg Feustel-
Buechl, ESA Director of Manned
Spaceflight and N/icrogravity, signed a
2 million Euro contract for the Agency to
supply a proporlion of its allocat on of
Station resources, ESA now has an open
ca I for comrnerciar proposals, accessible
^+

<http ://www, esa. int/spaceflight/
isscom merc ialisation >

The next issue of ESA's On Station
newsletter will be devoted to the Forum

s.- esa

Station big, big science wlll come plus
new improvemenls to benefit industry and
employment'

The first crew to have inhabited the
Stat on - Bill Shepherd, Yuri Gidzenko and
Sergei Krikalyov - discussed their Iife and
work onboard from November 2OOO to
lVarch 2OO 1 and led paric pants on a tour
tirough 'tieir Space Stator' witl-' Lhe herp

of 3D virlual reality simulation A live W
link-up with the Expedition 2 crew
cL'renlly aboard the Slat'or- - Yuri

Usachev. Jim Voss and Susan He ms -
was a h ghlight of the Forum, and showed
potential users the extensive facilities
already in orbit.

Padicipants also met the Station 'builders'

- the compan es deverop rg rhe modules
and other hardware - and current 'users'

- companies in areas ranging frorn hi-tech
to 'nedia [ia1 are already beneilting f.om
being onboard.

Thomas Reiter, Sergey lyov and Yuri Gidzenko (on stage, with moderator Claus Kruesken) link

up lve with the ISS

tc/
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The Kids from Mars City

The heart of a city on Mars would be a

scientific laboratory. You need water

supply tanks and an oxygen factory and

straw tubes to transpotl water and air, you

need a windmill of course and a cable car,

also a volcano and a rocket launcher. at

least that is what a Mars city looks like in

the imagination of 32 kids from the

Groenhorst Chr, Basisschool in Leusden

They won the Space Kwispel Competition
for which Dutch schoolchildren between

ten and twelve years of age were asked to

design and build a Maftian City out of the

sponsor's - milk company Melkunie - milk

packages. 50 different classes thought up

interplanetary football matches (Mars FC

vs Jupiter FC). lasers to melt ice caps

for water generation, MarsDonalds
restaurants, and many other lovable

details, The winning class came to ESTEC

on 22 March for a Space Day - with

space related prizes, real space scientists,

engineers and even astronauts Wubbo

Ockels and Andre Kuipers to talk to,

satellites, the Space Expo, and the Dutch

entertainer Peter Jan Rens - alias

Menheer Cactus - as a host,

'lndustry Space Days'
Foster Collaboration
between SMEs and ESA

The "lndustry Space Days", held at ESTEC

on 9 and 1O May. were a great success.
More than 570 participarts representing

330 European and Canadian companies

attended the lSDs, ESA organises this

event to foster exchanges between Space
Agencies, established space groups and

Small and Medium-sized Enterprises

(SMEs) The initiative encourages SMEs to
take a more active pad in the European

space programmes, explaining to them
how to do business with ESA and its
major industrial partners and giving them

the opportunity to meet other potential

customers and establish new co-operation
scnemes,

This year, the ISD 2001 proposed a whole

range of conferences tailored to inform

SMEs and trained them in different areas

related to space requirements and best
practices for successful business in

general ESA programmes and their
related business oppodunities, as well as

tct]

"lt's a great thing for the children," said
their teacher Mia Bap while her class - all

in T-Shirls with the Mars City logo -
explained the set-up of the city and

introduced the different working groups

they had set up to build their city model

(design, information, construction .) to
Peter Jan Rens and Wubbo Ockels.
"Normally it is quite a difficult class.

Building the Mars City together has shown
them how much they can do when they

cooperate, and that they even won the

competition has given them a good

experience of co-operatton and success
They've done a wonderlul job and deserve
it well," she added,

In February almost all elementary schools
in the Netherlands had received a Space
Kwispel competition package with the

school milk. The Space Kwispel is a quiz

game about space developed by ESA's

Education and Outreach Office in

collaboration with the Dutch toy company
"King International" and ESA's Publications

@esaDvson

the business opportunities within National

Agencies and some of the large space
groups such as Astrium, Alenia, and

Alcatel were also presented. The SMEs

displayed their expedise and fields of
specialisation in dedicated exhibitions and

workshops to disc.rss business-related
subjects.

In addition, in more than 2000 business

meetings SMEs and other potential
partners discussed business opporlunities
and possible co-operation. The Industry

Space Days, organised by ESA's SME Unit

on a two-yearly basis. once more proved

to be extremely useful for all participants

@esa
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Exploring the Whole of
the Moon...

The Lunar Explorers Society (LUNEX), an

international organisation founded last
year at ESTEC by 200 Moon enthusiasts,
held its first Convention, in Paris, from 8 to
1O March The more than 80 delegates -
professionals. amateur space enthusiasts
and interested visitors from the public -
came together to discuss the Moon in all

its facets.

Pafticipants talked about the colonisation
of the Moon, its use as a scientific
laboratory, e,g. for geology or as an

astronomical platform, the knowledge of
lunar geography needed to land and move
on the sudace, the implications of finding
water-ice on the Moon and whether this
might be detected by forthcoming
missions, and the architecture of lunar
habitats, to give only a few examples,
Would you have thought that the flower
most likely to grow on the Moon would be
the tulip? Or that the Society thinks that
by the year 2040 (with intermediate steps
via Moon lander, robotic village and lunar
base) there will be a human village on the

Moon? Several groups - among them the
Young Lunar Explorers - also presented
their outreach activities and gave

recommendations for future educational
prolects involving the Moon. The Society's
driving question - whether it will be

possible to transform that barren
landscape 384 000 km away into a
thriving hub of scientific research and
industrialisation - will remain unanswered
for the time being, but Bernard Foilg.
charrman of the LUNEX Society. and the
LUNEX members See it aq a hin qtpn in

the right direction.

The Convention was also the main public
event in 2001 at which SMART-I was
presented. Due to be launched in2OO2,
SN/ART-1 will test solar electric propulsion
and other innovative approaches for future
deep space probes. lt is the first European

satellite to be sent towards the Moon. A
SMART-1 model was on display at the
conference venue, the Palais de a
D6couverte in Paris,

LUNEX was founded at tbe end of the 4th
Conference on Exploration and Utilisation
of the Moon (ICEUN/4), organised by ESA
and the International Lunar Exploration
Working Group (ILEWG) in July 2O0O lts
aim is to promote the exploration of the
Moon for the benefit of humanity, bridging
the gap between space agencies and the
general public to promote planetary

exploration and space. @esa

the ESA Member States and Canada sent
in their artwork, accompanied by short
texts to explain the layout, colours and
symDols.

...and Flags for the
Whole World

1O-year old Anna Moloney from lreland
has painted a yellow flag
with three clear symbols:
blue wavelines for water, a
green tree for life and nature.

and a red human figure
"The yellow background
srzmhn/iscs fho .9t tn ll i< jp

the background because the
Sun is the reason for all life
and activity on Ear1h", Anna
explains. She participated in

ESA's Earth Flag competition
and won the lrish competition
Anna and the 1 5 other
national winners will be at
the Paris Air Show at Le

Bourget, where the ultimate
winner was announced on
17 June. She is 12-year old
Anke Hartmanns from
Germany (3rd line, leftmost
flag), who drew a flower
representing the Earth and
Envisat watching over it.

The winning picture will circle

the Eadh on Envisat. As the satellite
observes the Eadh, the idea was to
design a flag that represents the whole of
our planet, More than 1 1O0O children from @esa
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14 Experiments on the
Busiest Ever Parabolic
Flight Campaign

The 3Oth ESA parabolic flight campaign
was the busiest ever. Three flights of 30
parabolas each on the special Airbus

A3OO Zero-g stafted from the Bordeaux-
Merignac airport on the mornings of the

15, 16 and 17 May

ESA organised this campaign to conduct
research experiments in almost complete

absence of gravity (microgravity) to
prepare future expertments for the
International Space Station This 3Oth

campaign since 1984 is the largest ESA

campaign ever in terms of number of

experiments: foudeen experiments
including eight in Physical Sciences, three

in Life Sciences, and three experiments
nrnnnqoel hrr qtr rrlontq

During a parabolic flight the aircraft
performs a nose-up manoeuvre to put iL

intn : cfoon elimh Thiq rtfeates an

acceleration of 1 8 g (1 .B times the
acceleration due to gravity on the ground)

for about 20 seconds, Then the pilot

reduces engine thrusL [o almost tero.
injecting the arrcraft into a parabola, The

plane continues to climb till it reaches the

apex of the parabola, then it starts
descending. This condition lasts for about
25 seconds. during which the passengers

and all unstrapped equipment in the cabin

float in the weightlessness resulting from

the free fall of the aircraft. When the angle

below the horizontal reaches 45', the pilot

accelerates again and pulls up the aircraft

to return to a steady horizontal flight

These manoeuvres are usually repeated

30 times per flight,

During the weigthlessness periods, the

scientist on board the aircraft can conduct
their experiments. With Europe and its

international partners building the
International Space Station, parabolic

flights are crucial to the preparation of

experiments, equipment and astronauts

and allow scientists to have their

experiments tested before they are

^^+, ,^il. , {t^. ",^ ^6actuaily ilowr rur ra spilue mlsslon,

The next ESA parabolic flight campaign
ithp 31 ql r iq qnhor1r rler-l for October 200 1 .

This campaign will have a mixed

complement of experiments in Life and

Physical Sciences, again with student-
proposed experiments @esa

Galileo Approved at EU
Level

The Transport Ministers of the European

Union approved the Galileo programme

on 5 April at the Council meeting in

Luxembourg They agreed to go ahead

with the development and validation

phase for Galileo and make available 1OO

million Euros. The European satelite
navigation system will provide a highly

accurate global positioning service under

civilian control lt will be inter-operable with

the two other global satellite navigation

systems GPS and GLONASS

The 30 Galileo satellites are scheduled to

be in their circular orbits some 24 OOO km

above the Eadh by the year 2008,

delivering positioning accuracy down to
four metres. The 2900 million Euro project

will be financed through a public/private
partnership between the European

Commission, ESA and private industry.

At their next meting in December, the
Ministers are expected to release another
450 million Euros and approve the

creation of a programme management At

their meeting on 5 April they also agreed

to take the formal decision on the

deployment of the full Galileo constellation

by the end of 2003. @esa
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5 Years of Discoveries
with soHo
What an appropriate day for the
anniversary of a spacecraft that watches
the sun: SOHO's Sth anniversary on 27
April coincided with the celebration of
Sun-Eafth Day 2OO1, by the European
Space Agency, NASA and other agencies.
In April 1996 the European-built SOHO
was commissioned, and the observations
with a dozen sets of clever solar
instruments formally started at that time.
The day also marked the opening of the
observations of SOHOb
SWAN and MDI

instruments to the
public. One sees
ultraviolet rays sweeping
like a beam across
iniarnlanotanr nac

beyond the Sun, while

the other locates hidden

sunspots and their active
regions. Both watch the
far side of the Sun and
holn nror'lini entirro

regions and eruptions
from the Sun a week
before it turns towards
Earth. Scientists from 62
institutes in l5 countries
work in the teams that
provide and operate
SOHO's instruments.
Weighing 1.85 tonnes
at launch, it was
dispatched by a NASA
rocket on 2 December
1995, and transferred to
the vicinity of Lagrange Point No. 1, where
it now hovers, 1.5 million kilometres from
the Eadh,

In its five years of gathering solar data.
the observations made and conclusions
drawn form a long story of success.
SOHO examines the Sun from a vantage
point 1.5 million kilometres out, on the
sunward side of the Earth. lts instruments
probe the Sun from its nuclear core,
through its turbulent interior and stormy
atmosphere, all the way out to the Earth's
orbit and beyond, where a non-stop
stream of atomic nuclei and electrons
travels outwards as the solar wind. To the
naked eye the Sun looks calm and
unchanging, but for SOHO it has
performed a dramatic striptease. Here are
a few of the revelations:
. Currents of gas far beneath the visible

sudace speed up and slacken again every

16 months - a wholly unexpected pulse-

rate. lt was detected by combining data
from SOHO and a US-led network of
ground stations called GONG.
. Watching minute by minute and year by
year, SOHO has seen the Sun brighten, as
expected, by 0.1 percent while the count
of sunspots increased during 1 996-2000.
By studying the variations in detail,
scientists estimate that high-energy
ultraviolet rays from the Sun have become
3 percent stronger over the past 300
years.
. Most of the explosive outbursts of gas

from the Sun, called coronal mass
ejections, miss the Eadh. Only SOHO can
reliably identify those heading in our
direction, by linking expanding haloes
around the Sun to shocks seen in the
Earth-facing atmosphere. Engineers then
have 2-3 days warning of possible effects
in the Earth's vicinity.
. A reason why the Sun's atmosphere is

far hotter than its visible surface is a non-
stop succession of small explosions,
observed by SOHO, They result from a
continual rearrangement of tangled
magnetic fields.
. SOHO sees gas leaking from the
corners of a magnetic honeycomb of gas

bubbles, mainly in polar regions, to supply
a fast solar wind. Nearer the Sun's
equator, a slow wind escapes from the
edges of wedge-shaped features called
helmets.
. Charged atoms feeding the fast wind

gain speed very rapidly - evidently driven

by strong magnetic waves in the Sun's
outer atmosphere, Similar magnetic waves
may accelerate the slow wind too,
although many mass ejections also
contribute to it.
. SOHO detected phosphorus, chlorine,
potassium, titanium, chromium and nickel
for the first time, and previously unseen
isotopes of six commoner elements.
These give clues to conditions on the Sun,
and also to Solar-System history
. After a solar flare, SOHO sees waves
rushing across the Sun's visible surface,

like the ripples seen
when a stone falls

into a pond. One

such event was
judged to be 40 000
times more energetic
than the San
Francisco eadhquake
of 1 906.
. SOHO has

discovered tornadoes
^-,^,ii^ ^^ A+.t^^oD vvtuv qo nil tuo,

with hot gas spiralling

outwards from the
polar regions of the
Sun. Typical wind
speeds of 50 000
kilometres per hour
can become ten

times faster in gusts,
o A wind of gas from
the stars blows
through the Solar

System, and the solar
wind fights it. SOHO
has fixed lts direction

(from the Ophiuchus constellation) and its
speed (21 km/s) more accurately,

More than 3600 coronal mass ejections
from the Sun have been observed by
SOHO's LASCO instrument, making an

average of two per day during SOHO's
five years of observations lt saw the
biggest solar flare that has ever been
recorded on 2 April this year - it hurled a
coronal mass ejection into space at 72
million kilometres per hour, SOHO is also
by far the most prolific discoverer of new
comets in the entire history of astronomy.
By mid-April 2001 the number stood at
304, most of them being small comets
that fall into the Sun. Amateur
astronomers around the world examine
SOHO's pictures via the Internet, and
have been first to spot more than 2OO of
the SOHO comets. @esa
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Watch that Debris

lf you are concerned about the more than

BOO0 pieces of space debris some of

them as big as a car - that are orbiting the

Ear1h, the th rd European Conference on

Space Debris from I9 to 2l March at

ESOC FSAs European Space Operat'ons

Centre in Darmstadt, Germany, wou d

have been the place for you. lt drew over
2oo oxncdq on sn2.c rjebris l.om al over

the world to discuss a large number of

topics related to the inactive spacecraft,

elecLed boost moto's. 'ragmerts of

satellite and rocket stage breakup, and a
the other metallic blts of shields, booms,

covers and caps that are foating n space.

ESA hosted the conference, while the
Brtrsh. Frer-ch. Gernan ard ltalian space

agencies (BNSC, CNES DLR, ASI) the

Committee on Space Research

(COSPAR) and the Internationa Academy

of Astronautics (lAA) co-sponsored it,

While the use of space is expanding in

neary all areas - e g, teecommunication.
navigation, Earth obseryat on, science -
space debris is of growing concern as a
threat to both manned and unmanned

New Building
Inaugurated at INTA-
Spasolab

INTA-Spasolao, FSAs exterral labo'atory

for solar-cell qua fication and testing in

Madrid, has a new bu ding that was
formally inaugurated on .1 7 May, The new

bu lding considerab y increases the

capab lities of Spasolab (Space So ar Cell

Test Laboratory), formally set up at INTA

(Spain's Instituto Naciona de Tecnica

Aeroespacial) in 1989, INTA is one of the

technological nstitutes of the Spanish

Ministry of Defence w th a long tradition

and experience in space activities in

European and Spanish projects,

The nauguration started with a general

presentation on INTA and its technical

capabilities and ended with a guided tour

of the new fac t es Representatives from

tSA ano tne nat onal space agercies
(CNES DERA), space industry (Astrium,

Fokker, CASA, ASE, CESI, ENE, Rlmsa,

CRISA, etc), photovoltaic R&D nstitutes
(lES, Ciemat, Fraunhofer-lSE) and

162

terrestria photovoltaic industry (BP Solar,

lsofoto.r. Censolar) had the oopo4u.t ty to
study the new facilities f rst hand, One of

the man testing areas in this new building

was named "Bogus/Larue" as a tribute to
ESA staff members Klaus Bogus and

Jean-Claude Larue, who have been

nvolved in the setting-up of Spaso ab
^ ^^^ +h^ ^^.t., ^i^h+i^^J ltuu u tu uor ry Ergr rLru-,

Sn:qol:h c:rrieq n'r't nrralifiCation Ol SOla.
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development oy industry and photovoltaic
roqo:rnh inq-i'r .tcs Snacalg[ 2lg9

performs e ectrlcal and environmental

charactersation of solar coupons and
^^^-r^ -^...^r ^^ .^^^^-ch andpdt tvtJ, d) vvEil oD v)Ydl

development on testing methods for new
l\,^aa nf cn2aa a^l2r ao (ry Psr vr oPqua Jvrqr uu !r @esa
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preserlalions of 'esu ts on research toptcs

rangir g fron ground and space-based
rechn,ques fo' oetectior o' orb tal debrts.

trends in the orbita debris environment in

Low Farth O'bit and Lhe geostalionary

'ing. the desigr- ot protective shields. to
the removal of debris by tethers, The

2cna.tc d.q.r rsscd nclr rded nethOds af d

conpJte' too s lo p'edict the grow 19

number of man-'naoe oblects in space.

analysis of n'ateria 'eturned from space.

risks run by satellites in low-Ear1h and

geostationary orb t, risks on the ground

from reenterjng oblects, standards
adoressing safety and m t galion of space
dohric end onel iqcr roq @esa
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PBICE: 1O EURO 
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25 DFL

ESA Special Publications

SWEDEN IN SPACE : SWEDISH SPACE

ACTIVITIES 1959-1972 (MARCH 2001)

STIERNSTEDTJ (ED BA HARRIS)

FSA SP 1248 // 237 PAGE5

PR CE: 40 EURO / 90 DFL

A WORLD WITHOUT GRAVITY - RESEARCH

IN SPACE FOR HEALTH AND INDUSTRIAL

PROCESSES (JUNE 2oo1)
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PROCEEDINGS OF 3RD INTERNATIONAL

CONFERENCE ON SPACECRAFT
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cANNES, FRANCE (DECEMBER 2000)

HARRISRA (ED)
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PROCEEDINGS OF EUROPEAN

CONFERENCE ON SPACECRAFT

STRUCTURES, MATERIALS AND
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PFICE: 20 EURO / 50 DFL
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FINAL REPORT (DECEMBER 2OOO)

DRESDEN UNIVERSIry OF TECHNOLOGY

GERMANY
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